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THE PREFACE.

Courteous Reader,

I Now enjoy the heartfelt satisfaction of laying

before you a new and elegant improvement of

Culpei'ee's Herbal; which work having ijone

through such a vast number of editions, will, I

trust, prove a sufficient recommendation in respect-

to its great utility and benefit to the public at

large, with the addition of some elegant Plates, in

order to enable you to know the various and dif

ferent kinds of Herbs when you see them. We

have likewise taught you to know the true nature of

each .plant, in respect to the temperament of the

same- 'You have also herein a complete Family

Physician, together with the best remedies for

erery - disease incident to the Human Body ; for

seeing that our frail mortal bodies are subject to

a vast multitude of diseases, both internal and

external, it hath most graciously pleased Almighty-

God, of his infinite mercy, goodness and compas

sion to sinful man, to plant remedies in our gar

dens, before our doors, and even on every side

of our paths, in order that we might (with our

hearts full of gratitude and thanksgivings) put

forth our hands, and duly receive the healing

balm, in the day of pain and most grievous ainic--

tion. We must really stand astonish, d, ami be

even lost in admiration, when we find that all

these plants are impregnated with, and do possess,

such an healing property as is found to overcome

and vanquish every disease incident to the human

body ! and the plain reason thereof is this, because

they are governed, made rich, preserved, aud are
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Vi THE PREFACE.

every way made proper and fit to heal the body of

man, under all his various diseases, sicknesses and

infirmities, by the celestial ministers of Heaven,

acting under the great power and authority of the

most glorious Creator of the Universe, in order

that those who were wise enough, might duly

receive the benefit and advantage of the same, in

the day of need and necessity. I could shew you

how and by what means, and also in what way and

manner, the glorious host of Heaven doth act and

operate upon all terrene and terrestrial herbs, roots,

plants, men, women, animals, fowls, fishes, sub

jects, matters and tilings here below ; but my

present limits will not admit of it, and it is not

my intention to trouble you with a long Preface.

The admirable harmony of the creation is herein

seen in the wonderful influence of the Sun, Moon,

Planets and Stars, upon all herbs, plants, and the

body of man, &c. how one part of the creation is

subservient to another, and all for the use and be

nefit of ungrateful man ; whereby the infinite

Sower and wisdom of God in the creation appears.

oru. 1,28.

Because out of thy thoughts God should not pass,

Mis image is stamped on every grass.

I now come to shew you

How to make the roost Profitable Use of this Book.

The herbs, plants, &c. are here arranged under

their proper planets; therefore, First consider

what planet causetli the disease.

Secondly, What part of the body is afflicted,

and whelher it doth lay in the flesh, or blood, or

bones, or ventricles.

Thirdly. By what planet the afflicted part of

the body is governed.

Fourthly, You have likewise in this book, the

various herbs for the cure appropriated to the



THE PHEFACB. til

several diseases, and the said diseases Tire all set

clown under each part, whereby you may strength

en and comfort the afflicted part of the body by

its like ; as the brain by herbs of $ ; the breast and

liver by herbs of % ; the heart and vitals by herbs

of the 0, &c. but I would not have you think that

you will find every herb that grows in this book,

though you will find as many herein as will remove

every disease (that is curable) that can ever possi

bly afflict the human body, at any time or jjace

whatsoever, and what would you please to desire

more ?

Fifthly, You may oppose diseases by herbs of ih«

planet opposif.e to that which causcth thetn ; as

diseases of If, by herbs of $? , and the contrary ;

diseases of the luminaries by herbs of fj , and I he

contrary ; diseases of <? by the herbs of ? and the

contrary.

Sixthly, Thrre is a way to cure diseases, some

times by sympathy, and so every planet cures his

own disease, as the sun and moon by their herbs

cure the eyes ; Tj the spleen, If the liver, (J the

gall and diseases of choler, and g diseases in the

instruments of generation.

Seventhly, Young students would do themselves

much good, if they would only take the trouble to

view the virtues of the herbs, &c. in this book,

and then compare them with these rules : they

will, to their exceeding great content, find them

all agreeable to them, and will thereby see the

reason why such an herb conduceth to the cure of

such a disease.

Eighthly, I have given you the whole key to

physic under the herbs Wormwood and Carduus

Bcnedictus, if you please to make a good and

profitable use of this said key, together with all

and every one of these most excellent rules here

inbefore mentioned, and by giving a proper atten

tion to all of them, you will find them true

A 4
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throughout this book, by which means you will

also be most fully enabled to give a reason for your

judgement to him that asketh you. Hereby you

see what reason may be given for medicines, and

also what great necessity there is for every phy

sician to be an aslrologian. Nothing now remains

but that you daily labour to glorify God, and see

that you also duiy answer the great end of your

creation, in your several stations and situations in

life, and do good to yourselves first, by daily in

creasing your knowledge ; and afterwards by heal

ing the sickness and bodily infirmities of your

neighbours. Some such characters as these, I hope

are now to be found in this nation ; to such shall I

remain a Friend, and that you may all receive much

benefit from my work, is the sincere wish of your

ever

Faithful and Sincere Friend,

Dr. PARKINS.

Little Gonerby, near Grantham,

Lincolnshire.



AN EXPLANATION

. , , 0F

THE TEMPERAMENTS OF THE HERBS.

L All medicines simply considered in themselves are

either hot, cold, moist, dry or temperate.

The qualities of medicines are considered in respect of.

man, not of themselves; for those simples are called hot,

which heat our bodies; those cold, which cool them ;

and those temperate, which work no change at all in

them, in respect to either heat, cold, dryness, or mois

ture. And these may be temperate, as being neither hot

nor cold; yet may be moist or dry: or being neither

moist nor dry,, yet may be hot or cold: or lastly, being

neither hot, cold, moist nor dry. ,

II. In temperature there is no degree or difference,

the differences of the other qualities are divided into four

degrees, beginning at temperature; so that a medicine

n.ay be said to be hot, cold, moist or dry, in the first,

second, third or fourth degree.

The use of temperate medicines is in those cases where

there is no apparent excess of the first qualities to pre

serve the body tpmperate, to conserve strength, and to

repair decayed nature. And observe, that those medicines

which we call cold, are not so called because that they

are really cold in themselves, but because the degree of

their heat falls below the heat of our bodies, and so only

in respect of our temperature are said to be cold, while

they are in themselves really hot; for without heat there

could be no vegetation, springing, nor life.

III. Such as are hot in the first degree, are of equal

heat with our bodies, and they only add a natural heat

thereto, if it be cooled by nature or by accident, thereby

cherishing the natural heat when weak, and restoring it

when it is wanting.
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X TEMPERAMENTS OP THE HERBS.

Tlieiruseis, 1. To make the offending humours thin,

that they may be expellee! by sweat or perspiration. 2.

By outward application to abate inflammations and fevers

by opening the pores of the skin. 3. To help concoc

tion, and keep the blood in its just temperature.

IV. Such as are hot in the spcond degree, as much ex

ceed the first, as our natural heat exceeds a tempera

ture.

Their use is, to or . n the pores, and take away ob

structions, by cutting tough humours through, and by

their own essential force and strength, when nature can

not do it.

V. Such as are lot in the third degree, are more pow

erful in heating, they being able to inflame and cause

fevers.

Their use is io provoke sweat or perspiration extremely,

and cut tough humours; and therefore all of them resist

poison.

Vf . Such as are hot in the fourth degree, do burn the

body, if outwardly applied.

Their use is to cause inflammations, raise blisters, and

corrode the skin.

VII. Such as are cold in the first degree, fall as much

en the one side of temperature as hot doth on the other.

Their ufeis, 1. To qualify the heat of the stomach and

cause digestion. 2. To abate the heat in fevers; and 3, to,

refresh the spirits being almost suffocated.

VIII. Such as are cold ill the third degree, are such as

liave a repercussive force.

And their use is, 1, to drive back the matter, and stop

defluctions; 2, to make the humours thick; and 3, to,

limit the violence of choler, repress perspiration, and keep

the spirits from fainting.

IX. Such as are cold in the fourth degree, are such as

Stupify the senses.

They are used, 1. In violent pains; and 2. in extreme

wac hings, and the like cases, where life is despaired of.

X. Drying medicines consume the humours, stop fluxes,

stiffen the parts and strengthen nature.

But if the humidity be exhausted already, then those

consume the natural strength.
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XII. Such as are dry in the first degree strengthen; iu

the second degree bind; in the third, stop fluxes, but

spoil the nourishment, and bring consumptions ; in the

fourth, dry up the radical moisture, which being ex

hausted, the bwdy musts needs perish.

XIII. Moist medicines are opposed to drying; they

are lenitive, and make slippery.

These cannot exceed the third degree; for all things

are either hot or cold. Now heat dries up, and cold con.

geals; both which destroy moisture.

XIV. Such as are moist in the first degree, ease coughs

and help the roughness of the windpipe ; in the second,

oosen the belly ; in the third, make the whole habit of,

body watery and phlegmatic ; filling it with dropsies, le

thargies, and such like diseases.

XV. Thus medicines alter according to their tempera-,

ture, whose active qualities are heat and cold, and whose

passive are dryness and moisture.

XVI. The active qualities eradicate diseases, the pas

sive are subservient to nature.

So hot medicines may cure the dropsy, by op«ning ob

structions; and the same may also cure the yellow jaun

dice, by its attractive quality in sympathising with the

humour abounding ; and contrarywise cold medicine*

may compress or abate a fever, by condensing the hot

vapours,, and the same may stop any defluxion or loose.

ness.

OF THE PRINCIPAL VIRTUES:

The virtue procreative is seated in the instruments of

generation, and is under $ ; fortified by her herbs and

plants, but diminished and cleansed by those of (J, and

extinguished by those of fj .

The virtue conservative is either natural, vital or

animal.

The natural virtue resides in the liver, and it dis perseji
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XII Or THE PRINCIPAL VIRTUES.

through the body by the veins, and is under If. ; from

'whence springs blood, phlegm, choler and melancholy-

Blocd is hot and moist, made of food perfectly con

cocted, and is undpr % ; it is increased by his herbs and

plants; cooled by those of $ and the $ ; purged by

those of (J ; corrupted hy those of $ : and destroyed by

those of T? .

Phlegm is cold and moist, made of meat not per

fectly digested, its seat is in the lungs, and is governed by

9 and the d ; it makes the body slippery, qualifies the

heat of choler, and cools and moistens the heart. It is

purged by the herbs and plants of 11 ; and destroyed by

the herbs of j$

Choler is hot and dry, made of food more than per

fectly concocted, its seat is in the gall, and is under tJ j

It heats the body, comforts the brain, and purges all the

humours. It is destroyed by the herbs of the <[ ,

Melancholy is cold and dry, and is called burnt cho

ler, or the sediment of blood. Its seat is in the spleen,

and is under Tj ; this strengthens the retentive faculty,

fortifies the memory, and abates lust. It is destroyed

by the herbs and plants of the 0 and If.

The vital spirit resides in the heart, is dispersed by the

arteries and veins, and is under the 0.

This (J diminishes, and Tj destroys, the © and If.

strongly fortify it.

The animal spirit resides in the brain, and is governed

by $ and the <[ . The <J rules the bulk of the brain and

sensitive parts, ^ the rational.

The animal virtue is either intellective or sensitive.

The intellective consists in imagination, judgment, and

memory, and is under § ; the imagination is hot and dry,

is seated in the forepart of the brain, and is under tj ;

judgment is seated in the middle of the brain, and is hot

and moist, approving of what is good, and rejecting that

which is bad, and is under %.

Memory is seated in the hinder part of the brain, and is

cold and dry, recording things that are past, present or

to come, and is under Tj.

The sensitive part of the animal faculty consists in see.

ing, hearing, smelling, tasting and feeling, the sight is
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cold and moist, and resides in the eyes, in the crystal,

line humour, and is under the 0 and d ; ihe hearing, is

cold and dry, resides in the ear, and is under T> and J S

the smelling is hot and dry, resides in the no»e, and is

under (J ; the taste is hot and moist, resides in the

palate, and is under % ; and the feeling is hot, ro!d,

moist and dry, is spread over the whole body, and is

under 2 •
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ALPHABETICAL TABLE OF HERBS & PLANTS,

also what Planet govemeth them.

Ammi nnd Ammios, see Bishop's^

weed

B

Balm, is an Herb of Jupi

ter - - 28

Barbary, is under Mars 29

Barley is a notable plant of

Saturn - 29=

Garden Basil, or Sweet Basil,

is an herb of Mars and under

the sign Scorpio 30

The Bay Tree is a tree of the

Sun, under the sign Leo 31

Beans are under Venus 33

French Beans belong to Ve

nus - - 34

Ladies Bedstraw, is under Ve

nus 35

Beets, the red under Saturn,

and the white under Jupi

ter - - 36

Water Betony, called also

Brown Wort, and Bishop's

Leaves, an herb of Jupi

ter - -31

Wood Betony, appropriated

to Jupiter and the sign

Aries - 38

Beech Tree is under Saturn 41

Bilberries, is under Jupiter 41

Bifoyl is a plant of Saturn 42

Birch Tree, is under Venus 43

Birds-foot belongs to Sa

turn - 44-

bishop's Weed, or Bulwort, is

under Venus - 44

Bistort, is under Saturn 45

Oue Blade is an herb of the

Sun - - 4T

Bramble, or Black-berry bush,

a plant of Vcxusiu Aries

48

Elites

* MAHA Dulcis, is under Me r-

cury Paoe 1'

AU-Heal, is under the dominion

of Mars - 2

Alkanet, is under the dominion

of Venus - 3

Adder's Tongue, is under the

Moon in Cancer 4

Agrimony, is under Jupiter

and the sign Cancer 6

TtV uter Agrimony, is under Ju

piter and the sign Cancer 7

Alehoof, is under Venus 8

Alexander, or Alisander, is under

Jupiter - - 10

Blue k Alder Tree, is under Ve

nus - - '1

Common Alder Tree, is under

Venus - - 12

Angelica, is under the Sun in

Leo - - 13

Ainaranthus, is under the do

minion of Saturn - 16

Anemone, is under Mars 11

Garden Arrach, is under the

Moon - - 18

Arrach, wild and stinking, is

under the dominion of Venus

and the sign Scorpio 18

Archangel, red, white, yellow,

are under Venus - 19

Arsmart,and Dead Arsmart, un

der Saturn cud Mars 21

Asarabacca, is under-MARS 22

Asparagus and prickly Spara-

gus, are under Jupiter 24

Artichokes, are under Venus

150

Ash Tiee, is governed by the

Sun - - 25

Avens, is under Jupiter 26

Arum - - 105

Alucost, sec Costmary

Apuriue, see Clever

Acanthus, see Brauk Ursine

\



AS ALSO WHAT M.ANET GOTERITETH THEM. IT

Elites arc under the dominion of

Venus - 49

Borage and Bugloss are under

Jupiter - 50

Blue- bottle, find Blue-blow, are

under Saturn - 51

Brankursine and Bear's breech,

are under the Moon 52

Briony, is under Mars 53

Brooklime, is under Mars 54

Butcher's Broom and Bruscus,

are under Mars 56

Broom and Broom rape, are

under Mars - 57

BurkVhorn Plantane, is under

Saturn - 53

Burkshorn is nnder Saturn 59

Bugle, ur Brown Bugle, is under

Venus - 60

Burnet, an herb of the Sun 62

Buttci-bur, an herb of the Sun

63

Burdock, an herb of Venus 64

Bitter-sweet, see Amara dulcis

Spanish Bugloss, see Alkanet

Biuisewort, see Sopewort

Bare-foot, see black Hellebore

Baldmoney, see Gentian

Brimstone-wort, see Fennel

Barba-aron, see Cuckow point

Balsam herb, see Costmary

Bull's-foot, see Colt's foot

Blessed Thistle, see Cardura Be

nedicts

Bipennula, see Burnet

Bastard Agrimony, see Water

Agrimony

Cabbages and Coleworts, are

herbs of the Moon 65

The Sea Colewort, the Moos

owns it - b7

Calainint, or Mountain Mint, is

an heiii of Mercury 67

Camomile is under the Sun 69

Water Caltrops, or Caltrops,

are under the government of

the Moon - 70

Campions Wild, are under the

Bus - - 1

Carduus Benedictus, is an herb

of Mars - 68

Carrots are under Mercury 73

Carraway is under Mercury

74

Celandine, an herb of the Sun

75

The lesser Celandine is under

Mabs - 77

The ordinary small Centaury,

is an herb of the Sun 78

The Cherry-tree is under Ve

nus - - 80

Winter Cherry, a plant of Ve

nus - 80

Chervil Carefollum is under Ju

piter - 82

Sweet Chervil and Sweet Cicely

are under Jupiter 82

Chesnut Tree is under Jupittu

8J

Earth Chesnuts and Ciper Nuts,

are under Venus 84

Chickweed, under the Moon 84

Chick l'ease, or Cicers,are under

Venus ' - 85

Ciuquefoil an herb of Jupiter

86

Cives, Chives, and Chivet, are

under Mars - 88

Clary, or Clear Eyes, is under

the Moon - 88

Wild Clary, or Christ's Eye, is

under the Moon - 89

Clevera and Clavers, are under

the Moon - 9tt

Clowni Woundwort is under

Saturn - 91

Cock's-Head is under Ven. 9«

Columbines, are under Ven. 93

Coltsfoot, or Coughwort, is un

der Ven. - 91

Comfrey is an herb of Sat. 95

Coralwurt, under the Moon 96

Costnian, is un ler Jup. 97'

Cudweed, cr Cotton Wood, is

an herl) of Vkn. 98

Cowslips, are under Ven. 99

Crab's Claw is under Vr,». 100

Black Ciffses, under Mars 10J

Sciatica Cresses, under Sat.

101

Water
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Water Cresses, sire under the

Moon - 102

Crosswort is under Sat. 103

Crowfoot is under Mars. 104

I urkowpinl, or Calves foot, is

under Mars - .105

Cucumbers are under the Moon

10T

Cateracb,sec Spleenwort

Carpenter's hern, see Self-heal

Cammoek, see Hest-harrow

Corn Rose, see Poppy

Cbampetys, see Ground Pine

Cullians, see Orchis

Catmint, see Nep

Cuckow Flowers, see Ladies'

Smock

Christinas Herb, see Black Hel

lebore

Call me to you, see Heart's

Ease

Crane's Bill, see Dove's-foot

Crop, see Darnel

Middle Consound, Comfrey, or

herb Carpenter, see Bugle

Corn Flowers, see Blue Buttle

Cummin Royal, and Ethiopian

Cummin seed, for both, see

Bishop's Weed

Clovewort, see Avens

Catsfoot, see Alcboof

D

Daisies are governed by Ven.

and under Can. 108

Dandelion is under Jup. 109

Darnel is under Sat. 110

Dill is under Mer. Ill

Devil's Bit is under Ven. 112

Docks are under Iup. 112

Dodder of Thyme, and other

Dodders, are under Sat. 113

Dog's Grass is under J up. 115

Dove's Foot is a Martial Plant

116

Duck's Meat, Cancer claims

the herb, and the Moon will

be lady of it - 111

Down or Cotton Thistle, is un

der MARS - 117

Dragons, is a plant of Min»

118

Great round leaved Dock, or

Bastard Rhubarb

Garden Patience, see Monk'l-

Rhubarb

Dyer's Weed, see Wold and

Weld

Dittander, see Pepper Wort .

Ilo^'j Stone, sec Orchis

Dewberry Bush, see Gooseber

ry hush

Crop Wort, see Fllipendula

Dentaria, see Coral Wort

Dragon Wort, see Bistort

Dog's and Goat's Arrach, see

Arrach wild and stiuking

E

Elder Tree, is under Vrn. 119'

Dwarf Elder is under Ven..

119

Elm Tree is under SAv. 120

Endive is under V en. 121

Elecampane is under Mer. 122

Etingo is a venereal plant 123

Eye-Bright, the Son claims

dominion over it, and it is un

der the Lio.v 125

Epithimuin, see Dodder of

Thyme

Earth Nuts, sec Earth Chcsnuts

English Serpcntary, see Bistort

Eupitorium, see Water Agri

mony

F

Fern is tinder Mer. 126,

Water Fern is under Sat. 127

Featherfe.v is under Ven. 127

Fennel is an herb of Mercury,

and under Virgo 129

Sow Fennel and Hog's Fennel

are herbs of Mer. 130

Figwort is under Vln. 131

Filipeudula is under Yen. 132

Fig* Tree is under Jur. 133

The
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The yellow Wafer Tin?, or

Flower-de-luce, is under the

Moon - - 134

Flax-weed is under Mars 135

Flea Wort is under Sat. 136

Flux-weed is under Sat. 137

Flower-de-luce, Moos 133

Fluellin, or Lluelliu, is a Lu

nar herb 139

Foxglove is under Ven. 141

Fumitory is under Sat. 142

Furz Bush is under Mars 144

Felwort, see Gentian

Frog's toot, see Crow's foot

Fresh Water Soldier, see Crabs'

Claws

Foal's foot, see Colt's foot

Five finger, or five leaved grass,

see Cinquefoil

Fig-wort, see the lesser Celan

dine

Flower-gentle, Florimen, and

Velvet Flower, see Amarmi-

tbus

G

Garlick is under Sat. 144

Gentian is under Mars 145

Glove Gilliflowers are under the

dominion of Jup. 147

Germander, is under Mer. 14T

Stinking Gladwin is under Sat.

148

Goldenrod, Vr.N. claims it 150

Gout wort, or Herb Gerrard,

Sat. rules it - 15}

Groin well, three sorts are un

der Ven. 151

Gooseberry bush, under Ven.

152

Winter Green is under Sat. 153

Groundsel is nnder Ven. 154

Garden Patience, see Monk's

Rhubarb

Goat-stones, see Orchis

Gofts, see Furz Bush

Quick-grass, or Couch-grass,

. see Dog's-grass

Gold knobs, Gold Cups, see

Crowfoot

Goose-gmss, or Goose-share, see

Cleyers

Ground nuts, see I'.arth Chesnuts

Gill-go-by Ground, and Gill

creep-by Ground, see Ale-

hoof.

H

Hercules All-heal, see All-heal

Hercules Woundwort, see All

heal

Hearts-ease is Saturnine 155

Harts-tongue, under Jup. 156

Hazel-nut is under Mer. 157

Hawk-weed is under Sat. 158

Hawthorn is under Mars 159

Hemlock is under Sat. 160

Hi nip is under Sat. 161

Henbane is under Sat. 162

Hedge hyssop, under Mars 164

Black Hellebore, an herb of

Sat. 165

Herb Robert is nnder Ven. 166

Herb Truelove is underVEn. 167

Hyssop is under Jup. 1G8

Hops are under Mars lfi9

Ilorehounl is undeiMr.R. 110

Horse-tail is under Sat. 172

Houseleek is under Jup. 173

Hound's Tongue is under Mer.
B 174

Holly, Holm, or Hulver bush,

is under Sat. 175

Honeysuckles, see Meadow-

trefoil

l?one> -suckle, see Woodbine

Small Housleelt, see Slone-crop.

Heliotropiuru, sec Turnsole

Hook-head, see Self-heal

Horse-rhadish, see Rhadish

Herb Two-pence, see Money

wort

Horse-strange, and Horse-strong,

see Hog's Fennel

Horse hoof, see Colt's-foot

Holy Thistle, see Caiduus Bene

dicts v

Hart's-horn, Herba-stclla, Her-

ba stclluria, Herb-eye, and

Herb-ivy, see Buckthorn

Heart-sickle, sec Blue-bottle

Herb William, see Blue-bottle ,

Herb.

'
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Herb William, see Bishop's

weed

Herb Bennet, see Avcns

Horse-parsley, see Alexander

Haj maids, see Alehoof

Herpatorinui, see Water Agri

mony

Si. John's Wort is. under the

Sun, and the sign Leo 116

Ivy is under Sat. 177

Juniper-bush is a Solar, herb

178

St. JamesVwort, see Rag-wort

Juray, see Darnel

Jarus, see Cuckow- point

Ground-ivy, sec Alehoof

Kidney-wort is under Ven. 179

Knapweed is under Sat. 180

Knot-grass is under Sat. 182

King's Clover, see Melilot

Knight's Pound-wort, see Crab-

claws

Knee-holm, Knee-holly, Knee-

hulver, see Butcher's Broom

Ladies Mantle, is governed by

Ven. 183

Lavender, Mer. owns it 184

Lavender-cotton, Mercury go

verns it 185

Ladies Smock, the Moon go

verns it 185

Lettuce, the Moon owns it 186

Water Lily, white and yellow

are under the Moon 187

Lilly of the Valley, Gonval Lil

ly, May Lilly, and Lilly Con-

fancy, are under M ER .

White Lillies are governed by

the Moon 188

Liquorice, Mercury governs

it 189

Liverwort, is under Jup. IOT

Loose-strife, under the Moon

190

Loose-strife, with spiked heads

of flowers, is an herb of the

Moon 191

Lovage, an herb of the Sen

192

Lung-wort, an herb of Jupiter

193

Love in Idleness, see Heart's-

ease

Locher's Goulons, see Crowfoot

Lappa Major, »re Burdock

Ladies' Seal, see Ilriony

Langue de bcuf, see Borage and

BurIoss

M

Moral, see Amara Dulcis

Madder, an herb of Mars \9$

Maiden-hair, or Wall-rue, it-

under Mercury 125>

Golden Maiden-hair, an herb

afMERCURY 196

Mallows and Marshmallows, are

under Venus 196-

Maple-tree, is under Jup.

Wild, Bastard, and Grove Mar

joram, are under Mercury

ib.

Sweet Marjoram, an herb of

Mercury 200

Marigolds, are herbs of the Sun

SOI

Master-wort, an herb of Mer

cury 202

Sweet Maudlin,, an herb of

Jup. see Costmary

Medlar, is under Saturn 203

Melilot, or King's Clover, is

under Mercury 204

French and Dog's Mercury, are

under Venus 205

Mint, an herb of Ven. 208

Misselto, under life Sun 210

Moneywort, under Ven. 212

Moouwurt, the Moon owns it

213

Mosses, Saturn owns them 214

Motherwort, under Ven. 215.

Mouse
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Mouse-ear, under Moon 231

Mugwort, under Venus S16

Mulberry-tree, Mercury owns

it 218

Mullein, Saturn owns it 818

Mustard, is under Mars 2£0

Hedge Mustard, Mars owns it

221

Medick-fetcb, see Cock's head

Myrrhs, see Chervil

Macedonian parsley seed, see

Alexander

N

Nailwort, Mercury 222

Xep Catmint, under Venus 223

Xeliles are under Mars 224

Nightshade, under Sat. 225

Dead Mettles, see Archangel

Oak, .Tup. owns it 227

Outs, M er. 228

One-Blade, Sun owns it ib.

Orchis, is under Venus 229

Onions, are under Mars ib.

Orpine, the Moon owns it 230

One- berry, herb True-love, is

under Venus 166

Orgains, Origanum, see wild

Marjoram

Osmond Royal, see 'Water

Fein

Ox tongue, see Bngloss

Oyster-loit, see Bistort

Orach and Oragi, see Garden

Arrach

Opoponax-wort, see All-heal

Orchanet, see Alkanet

Parsley is under Mer. 231

Parsiej-piert, or Parsley

Breakstone, Venus 232

Pnrsnip is under Ven. - 233

Cow Parsnip, under Mer. 234

Peach Tree belongs to Ven.

235

Pear Tree, Venus 236

Pellitory of Spain under Mer

cury 237-

Pellitory of the Wall, Mercu

ry owns it 238

Penny-royal, Venus owns it

240

Peony, masculine and feminine,

the Sun owns them 244

Pepper- Wort, a Martial.

herb 244

Periwinkle, Venus owns it 244

St. Peter's wort, under the Sun

245

Pimpernel is a Solar herb 24t»

Ground Pine, Mars owns it

247

Plantain is under Ven. 249

Plumbs are under Ven. 250

Polipody of the Oak, an herb

ot Sat. 251

Poplar Tree, under Sat. 253

Poppy, white and black, and

the wild Poppy, or Corn

rose, the Moon rules 254

Purslain, under the Moon 257

Primroses are under Ven. 258

Privet, the Moon rules 258

Park-leaves, see Tutsan

Prick Madam, see Stone-crop

Prunel, see Self heal

Pansy, see Ueart's-ense

Piss-a-bed,see Dandelion

Priest-pintle, see Cuckow-point

Poults, see Crowfoot

Peagles, see Cowslips

Pignut, see linrth Chesnuts

Pilewort, see the lesser Celan

dine

Petesitis, see Butter bur

Pimpinellii, see Burnet

Pettigree, see Butchers'* broom

Passions, see Bistort

Porticaiia, or Peach-wort, or

Plumbago, see Arsmart

Black pot herd, see Alexander

Wild Parsley, see Alexander

Panacea, see All-heal

Queen-
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Queen of the Meadows, Men-

dow sweet, or Mead sweef,

Venus claims 259

Quince-tree, Sat. owns it 260

II

Rhadish and Horse rhadisb nre

under Mars 262'

Ragwort, under Ven. 263

Kattle-grass, red and yellow,

both are under the Moo if 264

Rest harrow, or Cammock, are

under Mars 265

Rocket is under lltns 26f'

Winter rocket, or Winter-cress

is under Venus 26T

Red roses are under Jupiter

Damask roses are under Ven.

White roses are under the

Moon 268

Rosa snlis, or San-dew, the

Sun rules it 272

Rosemary, under the Sun 273

Rhubarb, or rhaphontirk,

Mars claims it 275

Garden Patience, or Monk's

Rhubarb, or liaslard Rhu

barb, Mars governs them ib.

Meadow Hue, Sun 278

Garden Rue is tin herb of the

Sun, and under Leo 279

Rupture wort is Saturnine

281

Rushes nre under Saturn 2--2

Rye, Venus ib.

Ramp and Wake Robin, see

Cuckow point

Red Fatching see Cockliead

Rush Leeks, see Gives

Iluscus, see Butcher's Broom

Saffron, an herb of Hie Sun 282'

Sage an herb of J up. 283

Wood Snge, under ViiN. 2S4

Solomon's Seal, Saturn owns

' 285

Samphire, an herb of Jup. 287

Sanicle, an herb of Vkn. ib.

Sarecens consound, or Saracens

Woundwort, Sat. governs

289

Sauce-alone, or .lark by the

hedge, an herb of Mer. 290

Winter ant Summer Savory,

MER. governs them ib.

Savine, Mars owns it 219

The common white Saxifrage,

tlu-1 Moon governs 292

Burnet Saxifrage, the Moon

governs it 293

Scabious, three sorts, Mercu

ry owns them £94

Scurvy-grass, under Jup. 296

Self-heal, and Sickle-wort, are

under Venus 297

Service-tree is under the domi

nion oPSat. 298-

Shepherd's purse is under Sat.

il).

Smallnge, an herb of Mer- 299

Sope-wort is under Ven. ib.

Sorrel is under Ven. 300

Wood Sorrel is under Ven. 301

Sow-thistle is under Ven. S02

Southernwood i* a Mercurial

plant ib..

Spignol is under Ven. S03

Spleen-wort is under Sat. 304

Star-tt istle is. under Mars 305

Strawberries arc under Ven.

306

Succory is under Jupiter 307

Stone crop, small Houscleck, is

under the Moon 308

Septfoil, see Tormenlil

Silverwood, see Wild Tansy

Staggeruood and Stammcrwort

and Segruni, see Ragwort

Saty rion, see Orchis

Sengreen
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Heart Trefoil, is urder Sun 322

Pearl Trefoil, is wndrr the do

minion of the Moon ill.

Tut-san, or P.uk-leaves, an

herh of the Sun ib.

Three Faces in one Hood, see

Heart's Ease

Throat-wort, see Fig-wort

Cotton Thistle, see Down

Tooth-wort, toothed, and Dog

tooth Violet, see Coral-wort

Tril.us Aquaticus, and Trilms

Merinus, see Water Caltrops

Tamas, see Briony

Twn-hlade, see Bifoyl

Turnuoof, see Alehoof

AS ALSO -what PLAN'LT goyeiutctii tiicm.

-Sen;rien, see Housleek '

Setter-wort, and Setter-grass,

see Black Hellebore

Sulphur- wort, see? Sow Fennel

Sea holly, see Kriii^o

-'SiaiVh-wort, see'tuckow-pint

Sweth, see Cives

Salient, see Caltrops

Sickle-wort, see Bugloss

Sanguinnre and Sw inc-crcsses,

see Buckthorn

'Syainvis, see Blue-bottle

Snakeweed, see Bisturt

Sparagus, or Sperage, see As

paragus

Serpent's Tongue, see Adder's

Tongue

Spanish Bjgloss, see Alkanet

English Tobacco, is a Martini

plant - 308

Tamarisk-tree, is governed bv

Sat. - 309

Garden Tansy is under Ven.

'Wild T.nsy, Ven. rules it 311

Thistles, Mars rules them 312

Melancholy Thistle, is under

Ca pair ORn,aml therefore un

der Sat. and Mars lb.

Our Lady's Thistle, is Hnder

Jur. - 313

Woolly, or Cotton Thistle is a

plant of Mars 314

Fuller's Thistle, or Teasle, is

an herb of Ve.v. ib.

Treacle and Mithridate Mustard

are herbs of Mars 3to

lii.uk Thorn, or Sloe Bush 316

Thorough-wax, or Thorough-

leaf under Sat, 347

Thyme, Ven. - 318

Thyme (Mother of) is under

Ve.v ib.

Termentil, or septfuil, is an

herb of the Sun. 319

Turnsole, or llrliotropium, an

herb of the Sun 321

Meadow Trefoil, or Honey

suckles, under Mi;n. ib.

Garden Valerian, under the go

vernment of Ml r. 323

Vervain, is under Vcn. 325

The Vine is under Ven. 3«6

Violets, are under Ven. 327

Viper's Bugloss, an herb of the

Sun - 328

Black and White Vine, Wild,

or Wood Vine, see Briony

W

Wall Flowers, or Winter Gilli-

fluwers, the Moon rules them

329

Walnut, under the Sun 330

Wold, Weld, or Dyer's Weed,

under Mars 331

Wheat, is under Ven. 332

The Willow-tree, is governed

by the Moon 333

-Woa.il, is under Sat. 334

Woodbine, or Honey-suckle, a,

plant of Mer. 335

Wormwood an herb of Mars

336

Whitlow-grass, Mer. 337

Wall-penny-royal, or Wnll-pen-

Dj-wort, see Kidney-wort

Wine
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Wine-bcrry-bush, see Goose-

berry-busli

Whins, see the Furz bush

Water flag, see, yellow Flower-

de-luce

Wall-wort, see Elder-tree

Wray,see Darnel

Wading Pond weed, see Crab's-

Claw, and Water-sea-green

Water-nut, and Water chesnut,

see Cultroups

Water Pimpernel, see Brook-

lime

Worts, and Whortle-berries, see

Bil-heiries

Wind flower, see Anemone

Woody Night-shade, see Ama-

ra Dulcis

Hercules Wound-wort, see All

heal

Yarrow, called Nose bleed, Mil

foil, and Thousand-leaf, is

under the influence of Ven.818
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ENGLISH PHYSICIAN

ENLARGED.

Amara Dulcis. $ (k. d. 2.)

Considering that different names are given to the same

herb in different parts of the country, and that the com,

mou name which it bears in one county is not knovvn in

another; great pains have here been taken to select all the

various names by which each herb is distinguished.

Besides Amara Dulcis, this is also called Mortal, Bitter,

sweet, Woody Night-shade, and Felon.wort.

DetcripU] It grows up with woody stalks even to a

man's height, and sometimes higher. The leaves fall off

at the approach of Winter, and spring out of the same

stalks at Spring-time, The branch is compassed about

with a whitish bark, and hath a pith in the middle of it.

The main branch divideth itself into many small ones

with claspers, laying hold on what is next to them, as

vines do. It bears many leaves, they grow in no order

qt all, or at least in no regular order. The leaves are

lougisl), though somewhat broad, and pointed at the

ends; many of them have two little leaves growing at

the end of their foot.staik j some have but one, and some,

none. The leaves are of a pale green colour: the flow

ers are of a purple eolour, or of a perfect blue like

to violets, and they stand many of them together in

knots ; the berries, are green at first, but when they are

ripe they are very red ; if you taste them, you shall find

them just as the crabs which are in Sussex, called bitter

sweets, vis. sweet at first, and bitter afterwards.

Place.] They grow commonly almost throughout Eng.

land], especially in moist and shady places.

Time.'] The leaves shoot out about the latter end of

March if the temperature of the air be ordinary j it flow.

•reth in July, and the seeds are ripe soon after, usually

in the next month, ,

8
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Government and Virtues.] It is under the planet Mer-

Cuvy, and a notable herb of his, if it be rightly gathered

Tinder his influence. It is excellent to remove vr itchcraft

both in men and beasts, as also all sudden diseases what.

soever. Being tied round about the neck, is one of the

most admirable remedies for the vertigo or dizziness in

the head that is; and that is the reason (as Tragus saith)

the people in Germany commonly hang it about their

cattle's necks, when they fear any such evil hath betided

them: Country people commonly use to take the berries

of it, and having bruised them, they apply them to felons,

and thereby soon rid their fingers of such troublesome'

guests.

Having now shewn you the external use of the herb,

we shall speak a word or two of the internal, and so

conclude. Take notice, it is a Mercurial herb, and

therefore of very subtle parts, as indeed all Mercurial

plants are; therefore take a pound of the wood and

leaves together, bruise the wood, put it into a pot, and

put to it three pints of white wine ; put on the pot-lid

and shut it close : and let it infuse hot over a gentle fire

twelve hours ; then strain it out, and you have a most,

excellent drink to open the obstructions of the liver and

spleen, to help difficulty of breathing, bruises and falls,

and congealed blood in any part of the body ; it helps the

yellow-jaundice, the dropsy and black jaundice, and to

cleanse women newly brought to bed. You may drink

a quarter of a pint of the infusion every morning. It

purgeth the body very gently, and not churlishly, as

some hold. And when you find good by this, remembee

me.

All-heal. <J (h. d. 3.)

It is called All-heal, Hercules's All-heal, and Hercules's

Wound-wort, because it is supposed that Hercules learned

the herb and its virtues from Chiron, when he learned

physic of him. Some call it Panay, and others Opopane-

wort.

IJpscript.-] Its root is long, thick, and exceeding full

of juice, of a hot and biting taste, the leaves are great

and large, and winged almost like ash-tree leaves, but
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fhat they are something hairy, each leaf consisting of

five or six pair of such wings set one against the other

upon foot-stalks, broad below, but narrow towards the

end; one of the leaves is a little deeper at the bottom

than the other, of a fair, yellowish, fresh green colour;

they are of a bitterish taste, being chewed in the mouth.

From among these ariseth up a stalls, green in colour,

round in form, great and strong in magnitude, five or

six feet in altitude, with many joints, and some leaves

thereat : Towards the top come forth umbels of small

yellow flowers, after which are passed away, you may

find whitish, yellow, short flat seeds, bitter also in taste.

Place.] Having given you the description of the herb

from the bottom to the top, give me leave to tell you,

that there are other herbs called by this name ; but be

cause they are strangers in England, I give only the de

scription of this, which is easily to be had in the gardens

of divers places.

Time.] Although Gerrard saith, That they flower

from the beginning of May to the end of December, ex

perience teacheth them that keep it in their gardens, that

it flowers not till the latter end of the Summer, and sheds

its seed presently after.

Government and VirluesJ] It is under the dominion of

Mars, hot, biting, and cholerick ; and remedies what

evils Mars afflicts the body of men with, by sympathy, as

viper's flesh attracts poison, and the loadstone iron. It

kills the worms, helps the gout, cramps, and convulsions,

provokes urine, and helps all joint-aches. It helps all

cold griefs of the head, the vertigo, falling sickness, the

lethargy, the wind cholic, obstructions of the liver and

spleen, stone in the kidneys and bladder. It provokes the

terms, expels the dead birth : It is excellent good for the

griefs of the sinews, itch, stone, and tooth-ach, the biting

of mad dogs and venomous beasts, and purgeth choler very

-gently.

Alkanet. ? (tern. m, 2.)

Besides the common name, it is called Orchanet, and

Spanish Bugloss, and by apothecaries, Enchusa.

B 2
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Descript.] Of the many sorts of this herb there is but

one known to grow commonly in this nation; of which

one take this description : It hath a great and thick root,

of a reddish colour, long, narrow, hairy leaves, green

like the leaves of Bugloss, which lie very thick upon the

ground; the stalks rise up compassed round about, thick

. with leaves, which are lesser and narrower than the for

mer ; they are tender, and slender, the llowers are hollow,

small, and of a reddish colour, the seed is grayish.

Place.] It grows in Kent near Rochester, and in many

places in the West Country, both in Devonshire and

Cornwall.

Time.] They flower in July, and beginning of August,

, and tiie seed is ripe soon after, but the root is iu its prime

as carrots and parsnips are, before the herb runs up to

stalk.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb under the domi.

nion of Venus, and indeed one of her darlings, though

somewhat hard to come by. It helps old ulcers, hot in.

flarnmations, burnings by common fire, and St. Antho

ny's fire, by antipathy to Mars ; for these uses, your best

way is to make it into an ointment; also if you make a

'vinegar of iti as you make vinegar of roses, it helps the

morphy and Jeprosy ; if you apply the herb to the privi

ties, it draws; forth the dead child. It helps the yellow-

jaundice, spleen, and gravel in the kidneys. Dioscorides

saith, it helps such as are bitten by venomous beasts,

whether it be taken inwardly, or applied to the wound;

nay, he saith further, if any that hath newly eaten it, do

but spit into the mouth of a serpent, the serpent instantly

dies. It stays the flux of the belly, kills worms, helps

the fits of the mother. Its decoction made in wine, and

drank, strengthens the back, and easeth the pains thereof.

It helps bruises and falls, and is as gallant a remedy to

drive out the smallpox and measles as any is; an oint

ment made of it, is excellent for green wounds, pricks or

thrusts.

Adder's Tongue. J and &.(t. d.2.)

This little plant is likewise called Serpent's Tongue,

and although common in our. meadows, requires diligence

to gather it.
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Descript.^ This herb hath but one leaf, which grows

with the stalk a finger's length above the ground, being-

flat and of a fresh green colour ; broad like Water Plan-

tane, but less, without any rib in it; from the bottom of

which leaf, on the inside, riseth up ordinarily one, some

times two or three slender stalks, the upper half whereof

is somewhat bigger, and dented with small dents of a

yellowish green colour, like the tongue of an adder serpent

(only this is as useful as they are formidable). The roots

continue all the year.

Place.] It grows in moist meadows, asd suchlike places;

but must be diligently searched for before it can be disco,

veretl, as it is entirely buried among the grass.

Time.] It is to be found in May or April, for it quickly

perisheth with a little heat.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb under the domi

nion of the Moon and Cancer, and therefore if the weak-: -

ness of the retentive faculty be caused by an evil influ

ence of Saturn in any part of the body governed by the

Mood, or under the dominion of Cancer, this herb cures

it by sympathy. It cures these diseases after specified, in

any part of the body under the influence of Saturn, by

antipathy.

It is temperate in respect of heat, but dry in the second

degree. The juice of the leaves drank with the distilled

water of Horse-tail, is a singular remedy for all manner of

wounds in the breasts, bowels, or other parts of the body,

and is given with good success unto those that are troubled

with casting, vomiting, or bleeding at the month or nose,"

or otherwise downwards. The said juice given in the

distilled water of Oaken.buds, is very good for women

who have their usual courses, or the whites flowing down

too abundantly. It helps sore eyes. Of the leaves in

fused or boiled in oil, omphacine, or unripe olives, set in

the sun for certain days, or the green leaves sufficiently

boiled in the said oil, is made an excellent green balsam,

not only for green and fresh wounds, but also for old

and inveterate ulcers, especially if a little fine clear

turpentine be dissolved therein. It also stayeth and re.

- fresheth all inflammations that arise upon pains by hurts

and wounds.

B 3
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What parts of the body are under each planet and sign,

and also what disease, may be found in my Holy Temple of

Wisdom.

Lastly, To avoid blotting paper with one thing many

times, and also to ease your purses in the price of the

book, and withall to make you studious in physic ; you

have at the latter end of the book, the way of preserving

all herbs either in juice, conserve, oil, ointments or plaister^,

electuary, pills or troches.

Agrimony. 11 and °a (h..d. 2.)

The common Agrimony is a very useful plant, whose vir

tues are much neglected.

Descript.] This hath divers long leaves (some greater,

some smaller) set upon a stalk, all of them dented about

the edges, green above, and greyish underneath, and a

little hairy withall. Among which ariseth up usually but

one strong, round, hairy, brown stalk, two or three feet

high, with smaller leaves set here and there upon it.

At the top hereof grow many small yellow flowers, one

above another, in long spikes, after which come rough

heads of seed, hanging downwards, which will cleave to

and stick upon garments, or any thing that shall rub

against them. The root is black, long, and somewhat

woody, abiding many years, and shooting afresh every

Spring; which root, though small, hath a reasonable

scent.

Place.] It groweth upon banks, near the sides of

hedges.

Time.] It flowereth in July and August, the seed being

ripe shortly after.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb under Jupiter,

and the sign Cancer ; and strengthens those parts under

the planet and sign, and removes diseases in them by

sympathy, and those under Saturn, Mars and Mercury,

by antipathy, if they happen iu any part of the body

governed by Jupiter, or under the signs Cancer, Sagittary,

or Pisces, and therefore must needs be good for the gout,

either used outwardly in oil or ointment, or inwardly in an

electuary, or syrup, or concreted juice ; for which see the

altter end of this book.

It is of a cleansing and cutting faculty, without any
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manifest heat, moderately drying and binding. It open.

eth and cleanseth the liver, helpeth the jaundice, and ia

very beneficial to the bowels, healing all iuward wounds,

bruises, hurts, and other distempers. The decoction of

the herb made with wine, and drank, is good against the

iting and stinging of serpents, and helps them that make

foul, troubled or bloody urine, and makes them void

water speedily. It also helpeth the colick, cleanseth the

breast, and rids away the cough. A draught of the de.

coction taken warm before the fit, first removes, and in

time rids away the tertian or quartan agues. The leaves

and seeds taken in wine, stay the bloody flux ; outwardly

applied, being stamped with old swine's grease, it helpeth

old sores, cancers, and inveterate ulcers, and drawelh

forth thorns and splinters of wood, nails, or any other

such things gotten in the flesh. It helpeth to strengthen

the members that be out of joint; and being bruised and

applied, or the juice dropped in it, helpeth foul and im.

posthumed ears.

The distilled water of the herb is good to all the said pur.

poses, either inward or outward, but a great deal weaker.

It is a most admirable remedy for such whose lives are

.annoyed either by heat or cold. The liver is the former

.of blood, and blood the nourisher of the body, and Agri

mony a strengthener of the liver.

I cannot stand to give you a reason in every herb, why

it cureth such diseases; but if you please to peruse my

judgment in the herb Wormwood, you shall find them

.there, and it will be well worth your while to consider

it in every herb, you shall find them true throughout the

book.

Water Agrimony. % and s (h. d. 2.)

It is called, in some countries, Water Hemp, Bastard

Hemp, and Bastard Agrimony, Eupatorium, and Hepato.

rium, because it strengthens the liver.

Descript.] The root continues a long time, having many

long slender strings. The stalk grows up about two feet

high, sometimes higher. They are of a dark purple colour.

The branches are many, growing at distances the one from

the other, the one from the one side of the stalk, the other

E 4
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from the opposite point. The leaves are wirtged, and much

indented at the edges. The flowers grow at the top of the:

branches, of a brown yellow colour, spotted with black

spots, having a substance within the midst of them like

that of a daisy: If you rub them between your fingers,

they smell like rosin or cedar when it is burnt. The seeds

are long, and easily stick to any woollen thing they touch.

Place.] They delight not in heat, and therefore they are

not so frequently found in the southern parts of England,

as in the northern, where they grow frequently : You may-

look for them in cold grounds, by ponds and sides of

ditches, as also by running waters ; sometimes you shall

find them grow in the midst of the waters.

Time.] They all flower in July or August, and the seed

is ripe presently after. *'--

Government and Virtues.] It is a plant of Jupiter, as

well as the other Agrimony : this belongs to the celestial

sign Cancer. It healeth and drieth, cutteth and cleanseth

thick and tough humours of the breast, and for this I

hold it inferior to few herbs that grow. It helps the

cachexia or evil disposition of the body, the dropsy and.

yellow jaundice. It opens the obstructions of the liver,

mollifies the hardness of the spleen, being applied out

wardly. It breaks imposthumes, taken inwardly. It is

an excellent remedy for the. third day ague. It provokes

urine and the terms. It kills worms, and cleanseth the

body of sharp humours, which are the cause of itch and

scabs ; the herb being burnt, the smoke thereof drives away

flies, wasps, &c. It strengthens the lungs exceedingly.

Country people give it to their cattle when they are troubled

with the cough, or broken winded.

Alehoof, or Ground-Ivy. ? (h. d. 1.)

Several counties give it several names, so that there is

scarce an herb growing of that bigness, that has got so

many. It is called Cat's-foot, Ground-ivy, Gill-go-by.

ground, and Gill-creep-by-ground, Turnhoof, Hay-maids,

and Alehoof, and Jack.by-the.Hedge.

Descript.] This well known herb lieth, spreadeth, and

creepeth upon the ground, shooleth forth roots at the

corners of tender jointed stalks, set with two round leaves
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you may no longer eat it out of ignorance, but out of

knowledge.

The Black Alder-Tree. ? and ffi. (t. m. I.)

This is likewise called the Berry-bearing Alder; but has

more the appearance of a shrub than a tree.

Descript.] It seldom groweth to any great bigness, but

.for the most part abideth like a hedge-bush, or a tree

spreading its branches, the woods of the body being

,white, with a dark red core, or heart; the outward bark

is of a blackish colour, with many whitish spots therein :

but the inner bark next the wood is yellow, which being

chewed, will turn the spittle near into a saffron colour.

The leaves are somewhat like those of an ordinary Alder-

tree, or the Female Cornet, or Dogberry.tree, called in.

Sussex Dog-wood, but blacker, and not so long. The

flowers are white, coming forth with the leaves at the joints,

-which turn into small round berries, first green, after,

,wards red,' but blackish when they are thorough ripe,

divided, as it were, into two parts, wherein is contained

two small round and flat seeds. The root runneth not

deep into the ground, but spreads rather under the upper

crust of the earth.

Place.] This tree or shrub may be found plentifully in

St. John's wood by Hornsey, and the woods near Hamp-.

stead-Heath; as also in a wood called the Old Park in,

Barcomb in Susses, near the brook's side.

Time.] It flowereth in May, and the berries are ripe in-

September.

Government and Virtues.] It is a tree of Venus, and'

perhaps under the celestial sign Cancer. The inner yel

low bark hereof purgeth downwards both choler and

phlegm, and the watery humours of such that have the

dropsy, and strengthens the inward parts again by bind,

ing. If the bark hereof be boiled with Agrimony, Worm

wood, Dodder, Hops and some Fennel, with Smallage,.

Endive, and Succory roots, and a reasonable draught

taken every morning for some time together, it is very

effectual against the jaundice, dropsy, and the evil dis

position of the body, especially if some suitable purging

medicines have been taken before, to void the grosser

b 6
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excrements ; it purgeth and strengtheneth the lirer and

spleen, cleansing them from such evil humours and hard.

ness as they are afflicted with. It is to be understood that

these things are performed by the dried bark ; for the

fresh green bark taken inwardly provokes strong vomit

ings, pains in the stomach, and gripings in the belly; yet,

if the decoction may stand and settle two or three days,

until the yellow colour be changed black, it will not work

so strongly as before, but will strengthen the stomach,

and procure an appetite to meat. The outward bark con.

trariwise doth bind the body, and is helpful for all tasks

and fluxes thejeof, but this also must be dried first, where

by it will work the better. The inner bark thereof boiled

in vinegar is an approved remedy to kill lice, to cure tlie

itch, and take away scabs, by drying them up in a short

time. It is singularly good to wash the teeth, to take

away the pains, to fasten those that are loose, to cleanse

them and keep them sound. The leaves are good fodder

for kino, to make them give more milk.

Jn spring-time if you use the herbs before mentioned,

and will take but a handfull of each of them, and to them

add an handfull of Elder-buds, and having bruised them

all, boil them in a gallon of ordinary beer, when it is

new ; and having boiled ti.em half an hour, add to this

three gallons more, and let them work together, and drink

a draught of it every morning, half a pint, or thereabouts,

it - is an excellent purge for the Spring, to consume the

phlegmatic quality the Winter hath left behind it, and

v. ilhaII to keep your body in health, and consume those

evil humours which the heat of Summer Mill readily stir

up. Esteem it as a jewel.

The Common Alder-Tree. ? and K. (e. m. 2.)

The common Alder-tree 1s sufficiently distinguished from

the Black.Alder by its size.

Descrtf).] It groweth to a reasonable height, and spreads

much if it likes the place. Its st; m is tree-like and full

of branches; the bark is rough, of a dark brown colour,

and irregularly blotched with white, having large

round leaves that are irregularly notched on the edges

and clammy to the touch, especially while young. Its
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flowers are barren and fertile on 'he same individual, and

the (lower-cup of the barren flowers a longish cat

kin, composed of different scales, each of which includes

three little flowers, and the blossom a single petal divided

into four small expanding segments, and the flower.cups

of the fertile flowers is a scaly catkin as above; the scales

are placed opposite by threes and include two little flowers

which are in the shape of an heart, notched at the end,

with a sharp point in the middle. The seeds are in the

shape of an egg, and surrounded with a border.

Place.'] It delighteth to grow in moist woods, and

watery places.

Time.] It ttowereth in April or May, and yieldeth ripe

seed in September. :

Government and Use.] It is a tree andcr the dominion

of Venus, and of some watery sign or other, I suppose

Pisces; and therefore the decoction, or distilled water of

the leaves, is excellent against burnings and inflamma

tions, either with wounds or without, to bathe the place

grieved with, and especially for that inflammation in the

breast, which the vulgar call an ague.

If you cannot get the leaves (as in Winter it is impos

sible) make use of the bark in the same manner.

The leaves and bark of the Alder-tree are cooling,

drying, and binding. The fiesh leaves laid upon swell.

ings dissolve them, and stay the inflammation. The

leaves put under the bare feet gauled with travelling, are

a great refreshing to them. The said leaves gathered

while the morning dew is on them, and brought in a

chamber troubled with fleas, will gather them thereunto,

which being suddenly cast out, will rid the chamber of

those troublesome bed-fellows.

Angelica. © in SI. (h. d. 2.)

In time of Heathenism, when men had found out any

excellent herb, they dedicated it to their gods, as the

Bay.tree to Apollo, the oak to Jupiter, the Vine to Bac

chus, the Poplar to Hercules. These the Papists follow

ing as the Patriarchs, they dedicate to their saints ; as our

Lady's ,'Hustle to the Blessed Virgin, St. John's Wort to

St. John, and another wort to St. Peter, &c. for they
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blasphemously call Tansies or Hearts-ease, an herb for

the Trinity, because it is of three colours; and a certain

ointment, an ointment of the Apostles, because it consists

of .twelve ingredients. Alas, I am sorry for their folly,

and grieved at their blasphemy, God send them wisdom

the rest of their age, for they have their share of igno

rance already. Oh ! Why must ours be blasphemous,

because the Heathens and Papists were idolatrous? Cer_

tainly they have read so much in old rusty authors, that

they have lost all their divinity ; for unless it were amongst

the Ranters, I never read or heard such blasphemy. The

Heathens and Papists were bad, and ours worse; the

Papists giving idolatrous names to herbs for their virtues'

sake, not for their fair looks; and therefore some called

this an herb of the Holy Ghost ; others more moderate

called it Angelica, because of its angelical virtues, and that

name it retains still, and all nations follow it so near as

their dialect will permit.

Descript.] It hath a biennial long thick root, which is

hung with innumerable fibres. It is warm and aromatic

to the taste, and has a very agreeable smell. Its leaves

are large and numerous, and consist of several broad,

pointed little leaves, disposed in a winged manner on the

ribs of a divided leaf stalk, growing on a stem which is

robust but hollow, six or eight feet high, and divided into

several branches, which terminate in large rundles or

tufts of flowers, which are small and white. The seeds

are connected, and encompassed with a border, flat on

the one side, on the other convex, and marked with three

furrows.

Place.] This useful and very valuable plant is planted

in gardens ; but grows wild in some parts of the king,

dom.

Time.] It flowers in July, and the seeds are ripe in

September.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of the Sun in

Leo ; let it be gathered when he is there, the moon ap

plying to his good aspect; let it be gathered either in his

hour, or in the i<our of Jupiter, let Sol be angular; ob-

Eerv the like in gatli2ring the herbs of other planets, and

you may happen 10 do wonders. In all epidemical dis

eases caused by Saturn, that is as good a preservative as
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grows. It resists poison by defending and comforting the

heart, blood, and spirits; it doeth the like against the

plague and all epidemical diseases, if the root be taken in

powder to the weight of half a dram at a time, with some

good treacle in Cardnus water, and the party thereupon

laid to sweat in his bed ; if treacle be not to be had, take

it alone in Carduus or Angelica water. Every part of this

excellent plant is full of virtue; but the roots and seeds

in the highest degree, they being cordial, sudorific and

stomachic; of great efficacy in pestilential and contagious

disorders. They are likewise serviceable in all cold

flatulent complaints, and seldom fail of removing the ague,

if taken three or four times repeatedly on the approach

of the fit. A scruple of the dried root in powder, or ten

grajns of the seed is a moderate dose. The stalks of

roots candied and eaten fasting, are good preservatives

in time of infection; and at other times to warm and com.

fort a cold stomach. The root also steeped in vinegar,

and a little of that vinegar taken sometimes fasting, and

the voot smelled unto, is good for the same purpose. A

water distilled from the root simply, as steeped in wine,

and distilled in a glass, is much more effectual than the

water of the leaves ; and this water, drank two or three

spoonsfull at a time, easeth all pains and torments coming

of cold and wind, so that the body be not bound ; and

taken with some of the root in powder at the beginning,

helpeth the pleurisy, as also all other diseases of the lungs

and breast, as coughs, phthisick, and shortness of breath ;

and a syrup of the stalks doth the like. It helps pains

of the cholic, the stranguary and stoppage of the urine,

procureth women's courses, and expelleth the after.birth,

openeth the stoppings of the liver and spleen, and b nelly

easeth and discusseth all windiness and inward swellings.

The decoction drunk before the fit of an ague, that they

may sweat (if possible) before the fit comes, will, in two

or three times taking, rid it quite away ; it helps diges

tion, and is a remedy for a surfeit. The juice, or the

water being dropped into the eyes or ears, helps dimness

of sight and deafness ; the juice put into the hollow teeth,

easeth their pains. The root in powder, made up into a

plaister with a little pitch, and laid on the bite of mad

dogs, or any other venomous creatures, doth wonderfully

r
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help. The juice or the -water dropped, or tents wet

therein, ami put into filthy dead ulcers, or the powder of

the root (in want of either) doth cleanse and cause them

to heal quickly, by covering the naked bones with flesh j

the distilled water applied to places pained with the gout,

or sciatica, doth give a great deal of ease.

The wild Angelica is not so effectual as the garden ; al

though it may be safely used to all the purposes aforesaid.

Amaranth us. 1j . (c.d.S.J

Besides its common name, by which it is best known by

the florists of our days, it is called Flower Gentle, Flower

Velure, Floramor, and Velvet Flower.

Descri/it.] It being a garden flower, and well known

to every one that keeps it, I might forbear the descrip.

t ion j yet, notwithstanding, because some desire it, I shall

give it. It runneth np with a stalk a cubit high, streaked,

and somewhat reddish toward the root, but very smooth,

divided towards the top with small branches, among

which stand long broad leaves of a reddish green colour,

slippery; the flowers are not properly flowers, but tuffs,

very beautiful to behold, but of no smell, of a reddish co

lour; if you bruise them, they yield juice of the same co.

lour; being gathered, they keep their beauty a long time;

the seed is of a shining black colour.

Time.] They continue in flower from August till the

time the frost nips them.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Saturn, and is an excellent qualifier of the unruly actions

and passions of Venus, though Mars also should join with

her. The flowers dried and beaten into powder, stop the

terms in women, and so do almost all other red things.

And by the icon, or image of every herb, the ancients at

first found out their virtues. Modern writers laugh at

them tor it; but I wonder in my heart, how the virtue of

herbs came at first to be known, if not by their signatures;

the moderns have them from the writings of the ancients;

the ancients had no writings to have them from; but tq

proceed. The flowers stop all fluxes of blood, whether,

in man or woman, bleeding either at the nose or wound.

There is also a sort of Amaraulluis that. bears a white.
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flower, which stops the whites in women, and the running

of the reins in men, and is a most gallant antivenereal,

and a singular remedy for the Venereal Disease.

Anemone. <?. (fi. d. 2.)

Called also Wind Flower, because, they say the flower's

never open but when the wind bloweth. Pliny is my

author; if it be not so blame him. The seed also (if it

bears any at all) flies away with the wind.

Descript.] It hath a perennial thick root, full of knobs,

creeping beneath the surface of the ground, and is very

acrid to the taste. Its leaves are supported on long leaf

stalks, which are divided into three parts, each of which

support a number of pointed and jagged segments, having

a round slender and purple stem, six or eight inches high,

with three leaves surrounding it near the top. The flowers

are large and white, with more or less of a purple tinge,

which stand on tender foot stalks, which ris« from the

center of the leaves, which surround the stem. The seeds

are very numerous; they are pointed, and the shaft re

mains upon them till they come to maturity.

Place.] It is sometimes found in shady woods, and by

the sides of hedges; but is mostly cultivated in the gardens

of the curious, where its colour is more beautiful and

various.

Time.] It flowers early in the Spring.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Mars, being supposed to be a kind of Crow-foot. The

leaves provoke the terms mightily, being boiled, and the

decoction drank. The body being bathed with the de

coction of them, cures the leprosy. The leaves being

stamped, and the juice snuffed up the nose, purgeth the

head mightily; so doth the root, being chewed in the

mouth, for it procureth much spitting, and bringeth

away many watery and phlegmatic humours, and is

therefore excellent for the lethargy. And when all is

done, let physicians prate what they please, all the pills

in the dispensatory purge not the head like to hot things

held in the mouth. Being made into an ointment, and

the eye-lids anointed with it, it helps inflammations of the

eyes, whereby it is palpable, that every stronger draweth
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its weaker like. The same ointment is excellent good to

cleanse malignant and corroding ulcers.

Garden Arrach. J. (c. m. 3.)

It is also called Orach, and Arage, and is cultivated for

.domestic uses.

Descrijit.] It is so commonly known to every house.

wife, it were labour lost to describe it.

Place.] It is an annual, and, as its names implies, raised

in gardens for the use of the kitchen.

Time.] It flowereth and seedeth from June to the end

' of August.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the government

of the Moon; in quality cold and moist like unto her.

It softeneth and looseneth the body of man being eaten,

and fortifieth the expulsive faculty in him. The herb,

whether it be bruised and applied to the throat, or boiled,

and in like manner applied, it matters not much, it is

excellent good for swellings in the throat; the best way

is to boil it, and having drunk the decoction inwardly,

apply the herb outwardly. The decoction of it besides is

an excellent remedy for the yellow jaundice.

Arrach, -wild and slinking. $ and v\ (c. m. 3.)

Called also Vulvaria, from that part of the body upon

which the operation is most; also Dogs Arrach, Goats

Arrach, and Slinking Motherwort.

Descript.-] This hath small and almost round leaves, yet

a little pointed and without dent or cut, of a dusky mealy

colour, growing on the slender stalks and branches that

spread on the ground, with small flowers in clusters set

with the leaves, and small seeds succeeding like the rest,

perishing yearly, and rising again with its own sowing.

It smells like rotten fish, or something worse.

Place.] It grows usually upon dunghills.

Time.] They flower in June and July, and their seed

is ripe quickly after.

Government and Virtues.] Stinking Arrach is used as a

remedy to help women pained, and almost strangled with

the mother, by smelling to it; but inwardly taken there
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is bo better remedy under the moon for that disease. I

would be la^e in commendation of this herb, were I but

eloquent. It is an herb under the dominion of Venus,

and under the sign Scorpion; it is common almost upon

every dung-hill. The works of God are given freely to

nun, his medicines are common and cheap, and easy to

be found. I commend it for an universal medicine for the

womb, and such a medicine as will easily, safely, and

speedily cure any disease thereof, as fits of the mother,

dislocation, or falling out thereof; it cools the womb

being over-heated. And let me tell you this, and I will

tell you the truth, heat of the womb is one of the greatest

causes of hard labour in child-birth. It makes barren

women fruitful. It cleanseth the womb if it be foul, and

strengthens it exceedingly; it provokes the terms if they

be stopped, and stops them if they flow immoderately ;

you can desire no good to your womb, but this herb will

effect it; therefore if you love children, if you love health,

if you love ease, keep a syrup always by you, made of

the juice of this herb and sugar, (or honey, if it be to

cleanse the womb) and let such as be rich keep it for their

poor neighbours; and bestow it as freely as I bestow my

studies upon them, w else let them look to answer it

another day, when the Lord shall come to make inquisi-

tion of blood.

Red, White and Yellow Archangel. $ (cm. I.)

To put a gloss upon their practice, the physicians call an

herb (which country people vulgarly know by the name

of Dead Nettle) Archangel; whether they favour more

of superstition or folly, I leave to the judicious reader.

There Is more curiosity than courtesy to my countrymen

used by others in the explanation as well of the names, as

description of this so well known herb; which that I may

not also be guilty of, take this short description, first of

the Reel Archangel. It is also called Bee Nettle.

Descript.] This hath divers square stalks, somewhat

hairy, at the joints whereof grow two sad green leaves

dented about the edges, opposite to one another to the

lowermost upon long foot stalks, but without any toward

the tops, which are somewhat round, yet pointed, and a
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little crumpled and hairy; round about the upper joints,

where the leaves grow thick, are sundry gaping flowers

of a pale reddish colour; after which come the seeds

three or four in a husk. The root is smaller and thready,

perishing every year; the whole plant hath a strong scent,

but not stinking.

White Archangel hath divers square stalks, none

standing straight upwards, but bending downward,

whereon stand two leaves at a joint, larger and more

pointed than the other, dented about the edges, and

greener also, more like unto Nettle leaves, but not stink,

ing, yet hairy. At the joints with the leaves stand larger

and more open gaping white flowers, husks round about

the stalks, but not with such a bash of leaves as flowers

set in the top, as is on the other, wherein stand small

roundish black seed ; the root is white, with many strings

at it, not growing downward, but lying under the upper

crust of the earth, and abideth many years increasing;

this hath not so strong a scent as the former.

Yellow Archangel is like the White in the stalks and

leaves; but that the stalks are more straight and upright,

and the joints with leaves are farther asunder, having

longer leaves than the former, and the flowers a little

larger and more gaping, of a fair yellow colour in most,

in some paler, the roots are like the white, only they

creep not so much under the ground.

Place.] They grow almost every where, the yellow

most usually in the wet grounds of woods, and sometimes

in the drier, in divers counties of this nation.

Time.] They flower from the beginning of the Spring

all the Summer long.

Virtues and Use.] The A rchangels are somewhat hot

and drier thau the stinging Nettles, and used with better

success for the stopping and hardness of the spleen, than

they, by using the decoction of the herb in wine, and after,

wards applying the herb hot into the region of the spleen

as a plaister, or the decoction with spunges. Flowers of

the White Archangel are preserved or conserved to be

used to stay the whites, and the flowers of the red to stay

the reds in women. It makes the heart merry, drives

away melancholy, quickens the spirits, is good against

quartan agues, stancheth bleeding at the mouth and nose,
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if it be stamped and applied to the nape of the neck;

the herb also bruised, and with some salt and vinegar arid

bog's-grease, laid upon an hard tumour or swelling, or

that vulgarly called the king's evil, doth help to dissolve

or discuss them; and being in like manner applied, doth

much allay the pains, and give ease to the gout, sciatica,

and other pains of the joints and sinews. It is also very

effectual to heal green wounds, and old ulcers; also to

stay their fretting, gnawing and spreading. It draweth

forth splinters, and such like things gotten into the flesh,

and is very good against bruises and burnings. But the

yellow Archangel is most commended for old, filthy,

corrupt, sores and ulcers, yea, although they grow to be

, hollow ; and to dissolve tumours. The chief use of them

is for women, it being an herb of Venus.

Arssmart. $ and \ . (h. d. i.)

The hot Arssmart is called also Water-pepper, or

Culrage. The mild Arssmart is called dead Aissmart,

Persicaria, or Peach-wort, because the leaves are so like

the leaves of a Peach-tree; it is also called Plumbago.

Description of the Mild.] This hath broad leaves set at

the great red joint of the stalks, with semi-circular

blackish marks on them, usually either bluish or whitish,

with such like seed following. The root is long, with

many strings thereat, perishing yearly; this hath no

sharp taste (as another sort hath, which is quick, and

.biting) but rather sour like sorrel, or else a little drying,

or without taste.

Place.] It groweth in watery places, ditches, and the

like, which are for the most part dry in Summer.

Time.'] It flowereth in June, and the seed is ripe in

August. ,

Government and Virtues.] As the virtue of both these

is various, so is also their government; for that which is

.hot and biting, is under the dominion of Mars, but Saturn

.challen^eth the other, as; appears by that leaden coloured

sp.ot he hath placed upon, the leaf. , ,

It is of a cooling and drying quality, and very effectual

-for putrified ulceis in man or beast, to kill worms, and

cleanse the putrified places. The juice thereof dropped
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in, or otherwise applied, consumeth al cold swellings,

and dissolveth the congealed blood of bruises, by strokes,

falls, &c A piece of the root, or some of the seeds

bruised, and held to an aching tooth, taketh away the

pain. The leaves bruised and laid to the joint that hath

a felon thereon taketh it away. The juice destroyeth

worms in the ears, being dropped into them ; if the hot

Arssmart be strewed in a chamber, it will soon kill all

the fleas; and the herb or juice of the cold Arssmart, put

to a horse, or other cattle's sores, will drive away the fly

in the hottest time of Summer; a good handful of the hot

biting Arssmart put under a horse's saddle, will make him

travel the better, although he were half tired before.

The mild Arssmart is good against all imposthumes and

inflammations at the beginning, and to heal green wounds.

All authors chop the virtues of both sorts of Arssmart

together, as men chop herbs to the pot, when both of

them are of clean contrary qualities. The hot Arssmart

groweth not so high or tall as the mild doth, but hath

many leaves of the colour of peach leaves, very seldom

or never spotted ; in other particulars it is like the for

mer, but may easily he known from it, if you will but bo

pleased to break a leaf of it cross your tongue, for the

hot will make your tongue to smart, so will not the cold.

If you see them both together, you may easily distinguish

(hem, because the mild hath far broader leaves. Culpeper

says that if you take a handfull of this herb wetted in clean

water, and lay it gently on a wound or sore, then take it

away and bury it in some place that is moist, the said

wound will heal as the same rots.

Asarabacca. <J (h. d. 3.)

Appears as an evergreen, keeping its leaves all Winter,

but putting forth new ones in the Spring.

Descript.] Asarabacca hath many heads rising from the

Toots, from whence come many smooth leaves, every one

upon his own foot. stalk, which are rounder and bigger

than Violet leaves, thicker also, and of a dark green

shining colour on the upper side, and of a pale yellow

.green underneath, little or nothing dented about the

edges, from among which rise small, round, hollow,
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brown green husks, upon short stalks, about an inch long,

divided at the brims into five divisions, very like the cups

or heads of the Henbane seed, but that they are smaller;

aud these be all the flowers .it carrieth, which are some.

what sweet, being smelted unto, and wherein, when they

are ripe, is contained small cornered rough seeds, very

like the kernels or stones of grapes or raisins. The roots

are small and whitish, spreading divers ways in the

ground, increasing into divers heads; but not running or

creeping under the ground, as some other creeping herbs

do. They are somewhat sweet in the smell, resembling

Nardus, but more when they are dry than green; and of

a sharp but not unpleasant taste.

Place.] It groweth frequently in gardens.

Time.] They keep their leaves green all Winter; but

shoot forth new in the Spring, and with them come forth

those heads or flowers which give ripe seed about Mid

summer, or somewhat after.

Government and Virtues ] 'Tis a plant under the do.

minion of Mars, and therefore inimical to nature. This

herb, being drank, not only provoketh vomiting, but

purgeth downward, and by urine also, purgeth both

choler and phlegm. If you add to it some spikenard,

with the whey of goat's milk, or honeyed water, it is

made more strong, but it purgeth phlegm more mani.

ftstly than choler, and therefore doth much help pains

in the hips, and other parts; being boiled in whey,

it wonderfully helps the obstructions of the liver and

spleen, and therefore profitable for the dropsy and

jaundice ; being steeped in wine and drank, it helps those

continual agues that come 'by the plenty of stubborn

humours; and oil made thereof by setting in the sun,

with some laudanum added to it, provoketh sweating,

(the ridge of the back being anointed therewith) and

thereby driveth away the shaking fits of the ague. It

will not abide any long boiling, for it loseth its chief

strength thereby; nor much beating, for the fine powder

doth, provoke vomits and urine, and the coarser purgeth

downwards.

The common use hereof is, to take the juice of five or

seven leaves in a little drink to cause vomiting; the roots

have also the same virtue, though they do not operate so
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forcibly; they are very effectual against the biting

serpents, and therefore are put as an ingredient both into

Mithridate and Venice treacle. The leaves and roots

being boiled in lye, and the head often washed <therewith

while it is warm, comforteth the head and brain that is

ill effected by taking cold, and helpeth the memory.

I shall desire ignorant people to forbear the use of the

leaves; the roots purge more gently, and may prove

beneficial in such as have cancers, or old putrified ulcers,

or fistulas upon their bodies, to take a dram of them in

powder in a quarter of a pint of white wine in the morn,

ing. The truth is, I fancy purging and vomiting medi

cines as little as any man breathing doth, for they weaken

nature, nor shall ever advise them to be used, unless upon

urgent necessity. If a physician be nature's servant, it

Is his duty to strengthen his mistress as much as he can,

and weaken her as little as may be.

, Asparagus or Sparagus. (lemp.)

This is also called Prickly Asparagus, and Sperage.

It Is distinguished into Garden, and Wild. The roots of

the wild are of more use- in Medicine, but its shoots have

not that fine fleshy substance. ,' '

Descript'1 It ri6eth' up at first with divers white and

green scaly heads, very brittle or easy to break while they

are young, which afterwards rise- up in very long and

slender green stalks, of the- bigness of an ordinary riding

wand, at the bottom of most, or bigger or lesser as the

roots are of growth; on which are set divers branches of

green leaves, shorter and smaller than fennel to the top;

at the joints whereof come forth small yellowish flowers,

which run into round berries, green at first, and of an

excellent red colour when they are ripe, shewing like bead

or coral, wherein are- contained exceeding hard black

feeds ; the roots are dispersed from a spongeous head into

many long, thick, and round - strings, wherein is sucked

much nourishment out of the ground, and increaseth plen.

tifully theieby.
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Place.] It groweth usually in gardens, and some of it

grows wild in Appleton meadows, in Gloucestershire,

where the poor people do gather the buds of young shoots,

and sell them cheaper than our garden Asparagus is sold in

London.

Time ] They do for the most part flower and bear their

berries late in the year, or not at all, although they are

housed in Winter.

Government and Virtues.] They are both under the

dominion of Jupiter. The young buds or branches

boiled in ordinary broth, make the belly soluble

and open, and boiled in white wine, provoke urine,

and are good against the stranguary, or difficulty of

making water; it expelleth the gravel and stone out

of the kidnies, and helpeth pains in the reins ; and

boiled in white wine or vinegar, it is prevalent for them

that have their arteries loosened, or are troubled with -the

hip-gout or sciatica. The decoction of the roots boiled

in wine and -taken, is good to clear the sight, and being

Jield in the mouth easeth the tooth.ache-; and being taken

fasting several mornings together, stirreth up bodily lust

in man or woman (whatever some have written to the

contrary.) The garden Asparagus nourisheth more than

.wild, yet hath it the same effects in all the afore-mentionan

diseases. The decoction of the roots in white wine, and

the back and belly bathed therewith, or kneeling or lying

down in the same, or sitting therein as a bath, hath been

found effectual against pains of the reins and bladder,

pains of the mother and cholic, and generally against a41

pains that happen to the lower parts of the body, and no

less effectual against stiff and benumbed -sinews, or those

that are shrunk by cramps, and convulsions, and helpeth

the sciatica.

Asb Tree. Q. (//. d. 2.)

Tms is so well known, that time will be mis-spent in writ

ing a description of it ; and therefore 1 shall only insist

upon the virtues of it.

Government and Virtues.'] It is governed by the Sun 5

and the young tender tops, with the leaves taken in-

werdly, and some of them outwardly applied, are singularly
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good against the bitings of viper, adder, or any other

venomous beast ; and the water distilled therefrom being

taken, a small quantity every morning fasting, is a singular

medicine for those that are subject to dropsy, or to abate

the greatness of those that are too gross or fat. The

decoction of the leaves in white wine helpeth to break

the stone, and expel it, and cureth the jaundice. The

ashes of the bark of the Ash made into lye, and those

heads bathed therewith, which are leprous, scabby, or

scald, they are thereby cured. The kernels within the

husks, commonly called Ashen Keys, prevail against

stitches and pains in the sides, proceeding of wind, and

Toidelh away the stone, by provoking urine.

-1 can justly except against none of this, save only the

first, viz. That Ash-tree tops and leaves are good against

the biting of serpents and vipers. I suppose this had its

rise from Gerard or Pliny, both which hold, That there

is such an antipathy between an adder and an ash-tree,

that if an adder be encompassed round with ash-tree

leaves, she will sooner run through the fire than through

the leaves. The contrary to which is the truth, as

both my eyes are witness. The rest are virtues some,

thing likely, only if it be in Winter when you cannot

get the leaves, you may safely use the bark instead of them.

The keys you may easily keep all the year, gathering them

when they are ripe.

Avens. 11 (h. d. 2.)

This is also called Colewort, and Herb Rennet.

Descript.] The ordinary Avens hath many long, rough,

dark green winged leaves, rising from the root, every one

made of many leaves set on each side of the middle rib,

the largest three whereof grow at the end, and are snipped

or dented round about the edges; the other being small

pieces, sometimes two and sometimes four, standing on.

each side of the middle rib underneath them. Among

which do rise up divers rough or hairy stalks, about two

foot high, branching forth with leaves at every joint, not

so long as those below, but almost as much cut in on the

edges, some into three parts, some into more. On the

toyi of the branches stand small, pale yellow flowers,
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consisting of five leaves, like the flowers of Cinquefoil,

but large, in the middle whereof standeth a small green

herb, which when the flower is fallen, groweth to be

round, being made of many long greenish purple seeds

(like grains) which wiil stick upon your cloaths. The

root consists of many brownish strings or fibres, smelling

somewhat like unto cloves, especially those which grow

in the higher, hotter, and drier grounds, and in free and

clear air.

Place.] They grow wild in many places under hedges

sides, and by the path-ways in fields ; yet they rather

delight to grow in shadowy than Sunny places.

2V/ne.] I'hey flower in May and June for the most part,

and their seed is ripe in July at the farthest.

Government and Virtues.] It is governed by Jupiter,

an'! that gives hopes of a wholesome healthful herb. Jr-

is good for the diseases of the chest or breast, for pains

and stitches in the side, and to expel crude and raw hu

mours from the belly and stomach, by the sweet savour

and warming quality. It dissolves the inward congealed

blood happening by falls or bruises, and the spitting of

blood, if the roots, either green or dry, be boiled in

wine and drank ; as also all manner of inward wounds or

outward, if washed or bathed therewith. The decoction

also being drank, comforts the heart, and strengthens the

stomach and a cold brain, and therefore is good in the

Spring-time to open obstructions of the liver, and helpeth

the wind colic; it also helps those that have iluxi s, or ara

bursten, or have a rupture; it taketh away spo's or

marks in the face, being washed therewith. The juice of

the fresh root, or powder of lhe di'ud root, hath the same

effect with the decoction. The root in the Spring-time

steeped in wine, doth give it a delicate savour and taste,

and being diank fasting every morning comforteth the

heart, and is a good preservative against the plague, or

a-iy other poison. It helpeth digestion, and warmeth a

cold stomach, and openeth obstructions of the liver and

spleen.

It is very safe ; you need have no dose prescribed; and

k very lit to be kept in every body's house,

c 2 ,, ,
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Balm. % and s ( h. d. 2.)

This herb is so well known to be an inhabitant almost in

every garden, that I shall not need to write any descrip

tion thereof, although the virtues thereof, which are many,

should not be omitted.

Government and Virtues.'] It is an herb of Jupiter, and

under Cancer, and strengthens nature much in all its

actions. Let a syrup made with the juice of it and sugar

(as you shall be taught at the latter end of the book)

be kept in every gentlewoman's house, to relieve the

weak stomachs and sick bodies of their poor sickly

neighbours; as also the herb kept dry in the house, that

so wkh other convenient simples, you may make it into

nn electuary with honey, according as the disease is, you

shall be taught at the latter end of my book. The

Arabian physicians have extolled the virtues thereof to

the skies ; although the Greeks thought it not worth

mentioning. Seraphio s&ith, it causeth the mind and

heart to become merry, and reviveth the heart, faintings

nnd swoonings, especially of such who are overtaken in

sleep, and driveth away all troublesome cares and thoughts

out of the mind, arising from melancholy or black choler;

which Avicen also confirmeth. It is very good to help

digestion, and open obstructions of the- brain, and hath,

so much purging quality in it, (saith Avicen) as to expel

those melancholy vapours from the spirits and blood which

are in the heart and arteries, although it cannot do so in

other parts of the body. Dioscorides says, That the

leaves steeped in wine, and the wine drank, and the leaves

externally applied, is a remedy against the stings of a

scorpion, and the bitings of mad dogs ; and commendeth.

the decoction thereof for women to bathe or sit in to

procure their courses 5 it is good to wash aching teeth

therewith, and profitable for those that have the bloody.

ilux. The leaves also, with a little nitre taken in drink,

are good against the surfeit of mushrooms, help the grip,

ing pains of the belly ; and being made into an electuary,

it is good for them that cannot fetch their breath : Used

with salt, it takes away wens, kernels, or hard swellings

»« the flesh or throat; it cleanseth foul sores, and euselh
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pains of the gout. If. is good for the liver and spleen.

A tansy or caudle made with eggs, and juice thereof,

'while it is young, putting to it some sugar and rose-water,

is good for a woman in child.bed, when fhe after-birlh

is not thoroughly voided, and for their fainting? upon or

in their sore travail. The herb bruised and boiled in a little

wine and oil, and laid warm on a boil, vtill ripen it, and

break it.

Barberry. i? (k. d. 1.)

The shrub is so well known by every boy and girl that

hath but attained to the age of seven years, that it need*

no description.

Government and Virtues.] Mars owns the shrub, and

presents it to the use of my countrymen to purge their

bodies of choler. The inner rind of the Barberry-tree

boiled in white wine, and a quarter of a pint drank each

morning, is an excellent remedy to cleanse the body of

choleric humours, and free it from such diseases as

choler canseth, such as scabs, itch, tetters, ringworms,

yellow jaundice, boils, &c. It is excellent for hot alues,

burnings, scaldings, heat of the blood, heat of the liver,

bloody flux, for the berries are as good as the bark, and

more pleasing; they get a man a. good stomach to his

victuals, by strengthening the attractive faculty which is

under Mars. The hair washed with the lye made of ashes

of the tree and water, will make it turn yellow, viz. of

Mars' own colour. The fruit aud rind of the shrub, the

flowers of broom and of heath, or furze, cleanse the body

of choler by sympathy, as the flowers, leaves, and bark of

the peach-tree do by antipathy ; because these are undeg

Mars, that under Venus.

Barley. l? . (c. d. 1.)

The continual usefjlness hereof hath made all in general

so acquainted herewith, that it is altogether needless to

describe it several kinds hereof plentifully growing, being

yearly sown in this land. The virtues thereof take as

followeth.

c 3
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Government and Virtues.'] It is a notable plant of

Saturn ; if you view diligently its effects by sympathy and

antipathy you may easily perceive a reason of them ; as

also why barley-bread is so unwholesome for melancholy

people. Barky in all the parts and composition thereof,

(except malt) is more cooling than wheat, and a little

cleansing. And all the preparations thereofs as Barley-

water and other things made thereof, do give great

nourishment to persons troubled with fevers, agues, and

heats in the stomach. A poultice made of barley-meal or

Hour boiled in vinegar and honey, and a few dry figs put

in them, dissolveth all hard imposthumes, and assuageth

inflammations, being thereto applied. And being boiled

with melilot and camomile-flowers, and some linseed,

fenugreek, and rue in powder, and applied warm, it

easelh pains in side and stomach, and windiness of the

spleen. The meal of barley and fleaworts boiled in

water, and made a poultice with honey and oil of lilies,

applied warm, cureth swellings under the ears, throat,

neck, and such like ; and a plaister made thereof with

tar, wax, and oil, helpeth the king's evil in the throatj

boited with sharp vinegar into a poultice, and laid on hot,

helpeth the leprosy ; being boiled in red wine with pome

granate rind, and myrtles, stayeth the lask or other

flux of the belly; boiled with vinegar and quince, it

easeth the pains of the gout; barley flour, white salt,

honey, and vinegar mingled together, taketh away the

itch speedily and certainly. The water distilled from the

green barley in the end of May, is very good for those

that have deductions of humours fallen into their eyes, and

€aseth the pain being dropped into them ; or white bread

steeped therein, and bound on the eyes, doth the same.

Garden Bazil, or Sweet Bazil. cj in y\. (h. m. 3.)

The greater or ordinary Basil is cultivated in gardens, on

account of its odoriferous scent.

Descript.] It riseth up usually with one upright stalk,

diversely branching forth on all sides, with two leaves at

every joint, which are somewhat broad and round, yet

pointed, of a pale green colour, but fresh ; a little snipped

about the edges, and of a strong healthy scent. The
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flowers are small and white, and standing at the tops of

the branches, with two small leaves at the joints, in some

places green, in others brown, after which come black

seed.

Place.] It groweth in gardens; bat as the root perisheth

at the approach of Winter, it must be new sown every year.

Time.) It must be sowed late, and flowers in the

heat of Summer, being a very tender plant.

Government and Virtues/] This is the herb which all

authors are together by the ears about, and rail at -one

another (like lawyers.) Galen and Dioscorides hold it

not fitting to be taken inwardly ; and Chrysippus rails at

it with downright Billingsgate rhetoric; Pliny, and the

Arabian physicians defend it.

For my own part, I presently found that speech true;

Non nostrum inter nos tanlus componere lites.

And away to Dr. Reason went 1, who told me it was an

herb of Mars, and under the Scorpion, and perhaps

therefore called Basilicon, and it is no marvel if it carry

a kind of virulent quality with it. Being applied to the

place bitten by venomous beasts, or stung by a wasp or

hornet, it speedily draws the poison to it. Evert/ like

draws its like. Mizaldus affirms, that being laid to rot

in horse-dung, it will breed venomous beasts. Hilarius, a

French physician, affirms upon his own knowledge, that

an acquaintance of his, by common smelling to it, had a

scorpion breed in his brain. Something is the matter,

this herb and rue will never grow together, no, nor near

one another; and we know rue is as great an enemy to

poison as any that grows.

To conclude; it expelleth both birth and after birth;

and as it helps the deficiency of Venus in oue kind, so

it spoils all her actions in another. I dare write no more

of it.

The Bay Tree. &. (h. d. 3.J

This is so well known that it needs no description;

I shall therefore always write the virtues thereof which are

many

Government and Virtues ] I shall only add a word

or two to what my friend hath written, viz. That it is a

c4.
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tree of the sun, and under (he celestial sign Leo, and re-

sistetii witchcraft very potently, as also all the evils old'

Satan can do to the body of man, and they are not a;

few ; for it is the speech of one, and I am mistaken if ft

'were not Mizaldus, that neither witch nor devil, thunder-

nor lightning, will hurt a man in a place where a bay-

tree is. Galen saith, that the leaves or bark do dry anil

heal very much, and the berries more than the leavesj

the bark of the root is less sharp and hot, but mors

bitter, and hath some astriction withall, whereby it i*

effectual to break the stone, and good to open obstruction*

of the liyer, spleen, and ether inward parts, which bring

the jaundice, dropsy, &c. The berries are very effectual*

against all poison cf venomous creatures, and the sting

of wasps and bees; as also against the pestilence, or

other infectious diseases, and therefore put into sundry

treacles for that purpose. They likewise procure women'*

eourses; and seven of them given to a woman in sore

travail of child-birth, do cause a speedy delivery, and

expel the after birth, and therefore not to be taken by

such as hvae not gone out their time, lest they procure

abortion, or cause labour too soon. They wonderfully

help all cold and rheumatic distillations from the brain to

the eyes, lungs, or other parts; and being made into art

electuary with honey, do help the consumption, old

eooghs, shortness of breath, and thin rheums, as also the

jnegrum. They mightily expel the wind, and provoke

urine; help the mother, and kill the worms. The leaves

also work the like effects. A bath of the decoction of

the leaves and berries, is singularly good for women to

sit in, that are troubled with the mother, or the diseases

thereof, or the stoppings of their courses, or for the

diseases of the bladder, pains in the bowels by wind and

stopping of urine. A decoction likewise of eqi'al parts

of Bay berries, cummin seed, hyssop, origanum,' and

euphorbium, with, some honey, and the bead bathed

therewith, doth wonderfully help distillations and rheums,

and settleth the palate of the mouth into its place. The oil

made of the berries is very comfortable in all cold griefs

of the joints, nerves, arteries, stomach, belly, or womb,

and helpeth palsies, convulsions, cramp, aches, tremblings

and numbness, in any part, weariness also, aud pain* that
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come by sore travelling. All griefs and pains proceeding

from wind, either in the head, stomach, back, belly, or

womb, by anointing the parts affected therewith ; and

pains in the ears are also cured by dropping in some of

the oil, or by receiving into the ears the fume of the

decoction of the berries through a funnel. The oil takes

away the marks of the skin and flesh by bruises, falls, &c.

and dissolveth the congealed blood in them. It helpeth

also the itch, scabs and weals in the skin.

Beans. $. (c. d. I.)

Both the garden and field Beans are so well known, that

it saveth me the labour of writing any description of them.

Their virtues follow.

Government and VirtiK$.], They are plants of Venus,

and the distilled water of the flower of garden Beans, is

good to clean the face and skin from spots and wrinkles,

and the meal or flour of them, or the small beans, doth the

same. The water distilled from the green husks, is held

to be very effectual against the stone, and to provoke

urine. Beau flour is used in poultices to assuage in

flammations rising upon wounds, and tlie swelling of

women's breasts caused by curdling of their milk, and

represseth their milk. Flour of beans and fenugreek

mixed with honey, and applied to felons, boils, bruises,

or blue marks by blows, or the imposthumes in the

kernels of the ears, helpeth them all, and with rose leaves,

frankincense, and the white of an egg, being applied to-

the eyes, helpeth them that are swolleu or do water, op

have received any blow upon them, if used with wine.

If a Bean be parted in. two, the skin being taken away,

and laid on the place where the leech hath been- set that

bleedeth too much, stayeth the bleeding. Bean flour

boiled to a poultice with wine and vinegar, and some oil

put thereto, easetlt both pains and swellings of the private

parts. The husks boiled in water to the consumption. of

a third part thereof, stayeth a lask, aud the ashes of the

husks, made up with hog's grease, helpeth the old pains,

contusions, and wounds of the sinews, the sciatica and'

gout. The field Beans have all the aforctaeatloaa^

virtues as the garden Beans.

6 &
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Beans eaten are extremely windy meat; but if after trie-

Dutch fashion, when they are half boiled you husk them,

and then stew them, (I cannot tell you how, for I never

-was cook in all my life) they are wholesome food.

French Beans. ? . (c. d. 1.}

Caxled also Kidney Beans, and cultivated for domestic?

use. -.--»-

Descript.'] It ariseth at first but with one stalk, which-

afterwards divides itself into many arms or branches, but

all so weak that if they be not sustained with sticks or

poles, they will be fruitless upon the ground. At several

places of these branches grow foot stalks, each with-

three broad, round, and pointed green leaves at the end

©f them; towards the top comes forth divers flowers, made

like unto- pease blossoms, of the same colour for the

most part that the fruit will be of;, that is to say, whirey

yellow, red, blackish, or of a deep purple,, but white is-

the most usual: after which come long and slender flat

pods, some crooked, some straight, with a string running;

down the back thereof, wherein is flattish round fruit

made like a kidneys the root long, spreadeth with many

strings annexed to it, and perisheth every year.

The scarlet flowered Bean ariseth with sundry branches as

the other, but runs higher to the length of hop poles, about

which they grow twining, but turning contrary to the

the sun, having foot stalks with three leaves on each, as

en the ether, the flowers also are like the other, and of a

most orient scarlet colour. The Beans are larger than the

©rdinary kind, of a dead purple colour, turning black

when ripe and dry. The root perisheth in Winter.

Government and Virtues.'] These also belong to Dame

Venus, and being dried and beat to powder, are as great

strengtheuers of the kidnies as any are; neither is there

a better remedy than it; a dram at a time taken in white

-wine, to prevent the stone, or to cleanse the kidnies of

gravel or stoppage. The ordinary French Beans are of

an easy digestion; they move the belly, provoke urine,

enlarge the breast that is straightened with shortness of

fcreath, engender sperm, and incite to vencry. And the

scarlet coloured Beans, in regard of the glorious beauty
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»f their colour, being set near a quickset hedge, will

bravely adorn the same by climbing up thereon, so that

they may he discerned a great way, not without admira

tion of the beholders at a distance. But they will go

near to kill the quicksets by cloathing them in scarlet.

Ladies Bed Straw. ? . (h. d. I.)

Besides the common name above written, it is called

Cheese Rennet, because it performs the same office; as

also G.illion, Pettimugget, and Maid-hair; and by some

Wild Rosemary.

Descript-I This riseth op with divers small, brown and!

square upright stalks, a yard high or more ; sometimes

branches forth into divers parts, full of joints, and with

divers very fine small leaves at every one of them, little

or nothing rough at all ; at the tops of the branches grow

many long tufts or branches of yellow flowers, very thick

set together, from the several joints, which consist of four

leaves a piece, which smell somewhat strong, but not

unpleasant. The seed U small and black like poppy seed,

two for the most part joined together. The root is red

dish, with many small threads fastened unto it, which

take strong hold of the ground, and cieepeth a little';

and the branches leaning a little down to the ground,

take root at the joints thereof, whereby it is easily

increased.

There is another sort of Ladies Bed.Straw growing fre.

quently in England, which beareih white flowers as the

ether doth yellow ; but the branches of this are so weak,

that unless it be sustained by the hedges, or other things

near which it groweth, it will lie down to the ground.

The leaves are a little bigger than the former, and the

flowers not so plentiful as these, and the root hereof is

also thready anil abiding.

PlaceJ\ They grow in meadows and pastures both wet

»nd dry, and by the hedges.

Time.] They flower in May for the most part, and the

•seed is ripe in July and' August. '

Government and Virtues .] They are both heihs of Ve»

nus, and therefore strengthening the parts both internal

c 6
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and external, which she rules. The decoction of the for

mer of those being drank, is good to fret and break the

stone, provoke urine, stayeth inward bleeding, and healeth

inward wounds. The herb or flower bruised and put up

into the nostrils, stayeth their bleeding likewise. The

flowers and herbs being made into an oil, by being set

in the sun, and changed after it hath stood ten or twelve

days ; or into an ointmeut, being boiled in Axunga, or

-sallad oil, with some wax melted therein, after it is strain.

cd ; either the oil made thereof, or the ointment, do help

burnings with fire, or scaldings with water. The same

also, or the decoction of the herb and flower, is good to

bathe tha feet of travellers and lacquies, whose long

Tunning causeth weariness and stillness in their sinews

and joints. If the decoction, be used warm, and the

joints afterwards- anointed with ointment, it helpeth the

dry scab, and the itch in children ;and the herb with the

'white flower is also very good for the sinews, arteries, and

joints, to comfort and strengthen them after travel, cold

and pains.

Beets. \ and % (temp, h, d. 2.)

Of Beets there are two sorts, which are best known ge

nerally, and whereof I shall principally treat at this

time, viz. the white and red Beets, and their virtue;.

Descript.'] The common white Beet hath many great

leaves next the ground, somewhat large, and of a whitish

green colour. The stalk is great, strong, and ribbed,

bearing great store of leaves upon it, almost to the very

top of it. The flowers grow in very long turfts, small at

the end, and turning; down their heads, which are small,

pale, greenish yellow buds, giving cornered prickly seeds.

The root is great, long and hard, and when it hath given

seed, is of no use at all.

The common red Beet differeth not from the white,

but only it is lesser. The leaves are differently red, some

•nly with red sia-lks or veins; some of a fresh red, and

others of a dark red. The root thereof is a deep red,

spungy, and eaten when boiled either alone or mixed with,

sallad.
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Government and Virtues.] The government of these

two sorts of Beet are far different ; the red Beet being

Tinder Saturn, and the white under Jupiter; therefore take

the virtues of them apart, eaeh by itself. The white Beet

doth much loosen the belly, and is of a cleansing, digest.

ing quality, and provoketh urine. The juice of it open.

eth obstructions both of the liver and spleen, and is good

for the head-ach and swimmings therein, and turnings of

the brain ; and is effectual also against all venomous- crea.

tares; and applied unto the temples, stayeth inflamma.

tions in the eyes; it helpeth burnings, being used without

- oil, and with a little aliutn put to it, is good for St. An.

thony's fire. It is good for all weals, pushes, blisters,

and blains in the skin; the herb boiled and laid upon

chilblains or kibes, helpeth them. The decoction thereof

in water and some vinegar, healeth the itch, if bathed

therewith, and cleanseth the head of dandruff, scurf, and

dry scabs, and doth much good for fretting and running

sores, ulcers, and cankers in the head, legs, or other parts,

and is much commended against baldness and shedding

the hair.

The red Beet root is good to stay the bloody flu*,

'women's courses, and the whites, and helpeth the yellow

jaundice ; the juice of the root put into the nostrils, pur.

geth the head, helpeth the noise in the ears, and the

tooth.ach ; the juice snuffed up the nose, helps a stinking

breath, if the cause lies- in the nose, as many times it doth,

if any bruise hath been there ; as also want of smell, coming

that way.

Water Betony. # in as (h. m. 2.)

Called also Brown-wort, and in Yorkshire, Bishops.

leaves.

Descript.] Water Betony riseth up with square, hard,

greenish stalks, sometimes brown, set with brown dark

green leaves dented about the edges with notches, some

what resembling the leaves of the Wood Betony, but

much larger, for the most part set at a joint. The flowers

are many, set at the tops of the stalks and branches,

being round bellied and opened at the brims, and divided

-
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info two parts, the uppermost being like a hood, and trie

lowermost like a lip hanging down, of a dark red colour,,

-which passing, there come in their places small round

heads with small points at the ends, wherein lie small

and brownish seeds. The root is a thick bush of strings

and shreds growing from the head.

Place.'] It groweth by the ditch-side, brooks, and other

-water-courses, generally through this land, and is seldom

found far from the water-side.

Time.] It flowereth aboat July, and the seed is ripe

in August.

Government and Virtues'^ Water Betony is an herb of

Jupiter in Cancer, and is appropriated more to wounds

and hurts in the breasts than Wood Betony, which fol

lows; it is an excellent remedy for sick hogs, it is of a

cleansing quality. The leaves bruised and applied are

effectual for all old and filthy ulcers; and especially if the

juice of the leaves be boiled with a little honey, and

-dipped therein, and the sores dressed therewith ; as also-

for bruises or hurts whether inward or outward. The

distilled water of the leaves is used for the same purpose,,

as also to balhe the face and hands spotted or blemished,

or discoloured by sun burning.

I confess I do not much fancy distilled water, I mean-

such waters as are distilled cold; some virtues of the herb,

they may happily have (it were a strange thing els«) ; but

this I am confident of, that being distilled in a pewter

Still, as the vulgar and apish fashion is, both chymical

oil and salt is left behind, unless you burn them, and

then all is spoiled, water and all, which, was good for as

little as can be by such a distillation.

Wood Betony. % and T. (h. d. 2.)

This is one of the herbs that ought to be kept in every

family.

Descript '} Common or Wood Betony hath many

leaves rising from the root, which are somewhat broad

and round at the end, roundly dented about the edges,

Standing upon long loot stilks, from among which arise

up sxnaij, square, slender, but upright hairy stalks, with

^
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Some leaves thereon to a piece at the joints, smaller tharr

the lower, whereon are set several spiked heads of flowers

like lavender, but thicker and shorter for the most part,

and ot a reddish or purple colour, spotted with white

spots both in the upper and lower part, the seeds being

contained within the husks that hold the flowers, are

blackish, somewhat long and uneven. Tne roots are

many white thready strings; the stalk perisheth, but the

roots, with some leaves thereon, abide all the Whiter.

The whole plant is something small.

Place.] It groweth frequently in woods, and delightetb

In shady places.

Time.] It flowereth in July, after which the seed is

quickly ripe, yet in its prime in May.

Government and Virtues.] The herb is appropriated trf

the planet Jupiter, and the sign Aries. Antonius Musa,

physician to the Emperor Augustus Cajsar, wrote a pecu

liar book of the virtues of this herb: and among other

virtues, saith of it, that it preserveth the liver and body

of men from the danger of epidemical diseases, and fiom

witchcrafts also;, it helpeth those that loath or cannot

digest their meat, those that have weak stomachs, or soup

belchings, or continual rising in their stomach, using it

familiarly, either green or dry; either the herb or root,

or the flowers in broth, drink, or meat, or made into con

serve, syrup, water, electuary, or powder, as every one

may best frame themselves unto, or as the time or season:

requireth; taking any of the aforesaid way?, it helpeth

the jaundice, falling-sickness, the palsy, convulsions, or

shrinking of the sinews, the gout, and those that are in

clined to dropsy, those'that have continual pains in their

heads, although it turn to phrensy. The powder mixed

with pure honey, is no less available for all sorts of coughs*

or colds, wheesing, or shortness of breath, distillations of

thin rheum upon the lungs, which causeth. consumptions.

The decoction made with mead, and a little pennyroyal,

isgood for those that are troubled with putrid agues, whe

ther quotidian, tertian, or quartan, and to draw down

and evacuate the blood and humours, that by falling into-

the eyes, do hinder the sight; the dicociion thereof

made in wine, and taken, killcth the worms in the belly,

epeneth obstructions both of the spleen and liver,, curette

/
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Stitches, and pains in the back or sides, the torments ancl

griping pains of the bowels, and the wind-cholic ; and.

mixed with honey purgeth the belly, helpeth to bring

down women's courses, and is of special use for those

that are troubled with the falling down of the mother,

and pains thereof, and causeth an easy and speedy deli-

very of women in child-birth. It helpeth also to break

and expel the stone, either in the bladder or kidnies.

The deeoctioa with wine gargled' in the mouth, easeth the

tooth-ach. It is commended against the stinging or biting

of venomous serpents, or mad dogs, being used inwardly

and applied outwardly to the place. A dram of the

powder of Betony, taken whh a little honey in some vi

negar, doth wonderfully refresh those that are over

-wearied by travel. It stayeth bleeding at the mouth or

nose, and helpeth those that spit blood, or make bloody

urine, and those that are bursten or have a rupture, and

is good for such as are bruised by any fall or otherwise*

The green herb bruised, or the juice applied to any in-

-ward hurt, or outward green, wound in the head or- body,

will quickly heal and close it up ; as also any veins or

sinews that are cut ; and will draw forth any broken bone

or splinter, thorn, or other things- got into the flesh. It

is no less profitable for old sores or filthy ulcers ; yea^

though they be fistulous and hollow. But some do advise

to put a little salt to this purpose. Being applied with a

little hog's lard, it helpeth a plague sore, and other

boils and pushes. The fume of the decoction while it is

yarm, received by a funnel into the ears, easeth the

pains of them, destroys the worms, and cureth the run-

ping sores in them. Tbe juice dropped into them dotU

the same. The voot of Betony is. displeasing both to the

taste and stomach, whereas the leaves and flowers, by

their sweet and spicy taste, are comfortable both to meat

and medicine.

These are some of the many virtues Anthony Muse, an

expert physician (for it was not, the practice of Octavins

Ca:<ar to keep fools about him) appropriates to Betony ;

it is a very precious herb, that is certain, and most fitting

to be kept in a man's house, both in syrup, conserve,

eils, ointment, and plaister. The flowers are usually

conserved.

X
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The Beech Tree. \ (c.d.l.)

In treating of this tree, you mast understand that I mean

the great mast-beech, which is, by ivaj' of distinction

from that other small rough sort, called in Sussex the

smaller Beech, but in Essex the Horn-bran.

I suppose it is needless to describe it, being already

well known to my conntrymen.

Place.] It groweth in woods and among oaks and other

trees, and in parks, forests, and chaces, to feed doer;

and in other places to fatten swine.

Time.'] It bloometh in the end of April, or beginning

of May, for the most part, and the fruit is ripe in Sep

tember.

Government and Virtues.] It is a plant of Saturn, and)

therefore performs his qualities and proportion in these

operations. The leaves of the Beech-tree are cooling

and binding, and therefore good to be applied to hot swel

lings, to discuss them; the nuts do much nourish such

beasts as feed thereon. The water that is found in the

hollow places of decaying Beeches will cure both man

and beast of any scurf, scab, or running tetters, if they

be washed therewith ; you may boil the leaves into a

poultice, or make an ointment of them when time of

year serves.

Bilberries, called ly some 'Whorls, and Whortle*

Berries. 1/. (h. d. I.)

Of these I shall only speak of two sorts which are com

mon in England, viz. the black and red berries. And

first of the black.

Descript.] The small bush creepeth along upon the

ground, scarce rising half a yard high, with divers small

dark green leaves set in the green branches, not always

one against the other, and a little dented above the edges ;

at the foot of the leaves come forth small, hollow, pale,

bluish coloured llowers, the brims ending with five points,

with a reddish thread in the middle, which pass into

small round berries, of the bigness and colour of juniper
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berries, but of a purple, sweetish sharp taste; the juice

of them giveth a purplish colour in their hands and lips

that eat and handle them, especially if they break them.

The root groweth aslope under ground, shooting forth in

sundry places as it creepeth. This loses its leaves in

Winter.

The Red Bilberry, or Whortle-bush, riseth up like

the former, having sundry hard leaves, like the Bone-

tree leaves, green and round pointed, standing on the

several branches, at the top whereof only, and not from

the sides as in the former, come forth divers round,

reddish, sappy berries, when they are ripe, of a sharp

taste. The root runneth in the ground, as in the

former, but the leaves of this abide all the Winter.

Place.] The first groweth in forests, on the heaths,

and such like barren places. The red grows in the North

parts of this land, as Lancashire, Yorkshire, &c.

Time.] They flower in March and April, aud the

fruit of the black is ripe in July and August.

Government and Virtues.] They are under the domi

nion of Jupiter. It is a pity they are used no more in

physic than they are. The Black Bilberries are good in

hot agues, and to cool the heat of the liver and stomach ;

they do somewhat bind the belly, and stay vomitings and

loathings; the juice of the berries made in syrup, or the

pulp made into a conserve with sugar, is good for the

purposes aforesaid, as also for an old cough, or an ulcer

in the lungs, or other diseases therein. The red Whorts

are more binding, and stop women's courses, spitting of

blood, or any other flux of blood or humours, being,

used as well outwardly as inwardly.

Bifoil, or Twablade. T?# (c. d. I.)

This is a herb of very little note, and possesses very few

virtues.

Descript.] From a root somewhat sweet, shooting

downwards many long strings, riseth up a round green

stalk, bare or naked next the ground for an inch, two

or three to the middle thereof, as it is in ag*' or growth;

as also from the middle upward to the flowers, having.
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anly two broad plaintain-like leaves (but whiter) set at

the middle of the stalk, one against another, compassing

it round at the bottom of theii.

Place.] It is an usual inhabitant in woods, copses, and

in many other places in this land.

Another sort groweth in wet grounds and marshes,

which is somewhat different than the former. It is a

smaller plant, and greener, having sometimes thro*

leaves; the spike of the flowers is less than the former,

and the roots of this do run or creep in the ground.

They are often used by many to good purpose for

wounds, both green and old, and to consolidate or knit

ruptures, as well it may, being a plant of Saturn.

The Birch Tree. ? . (c. m. 2.)

Although the tvtigs of Birch are well known to every

school boy, yet few people have seen the tree in its per

fection. There is a degree of elegance in its appearance

in the summer: and in the winter the bark is frequently

variegated with red and white streaks.

Dcscript.'] This groweth a goodly tall straight trecj

fraught with many boughs, and slender branches bending

downward; the old being covered with a discoloured

chapped bark, and the younger being browner by

much. The leavf s at the first breaking out ore crumpled,

end afterwards- like Beech leaves, but smaller and greener,

and dented about the edges. It beareth small sftort cat-

skins, somewhat like those of the hazelnut-tree, whichi

abide on the branches a long time, until growing ripe,

they fall on the ground, and their seed with them.

Place.'] It usually groweth in woods.

Government and Virtues.] It is a tree of Venus; the

juice of the leaves, while they are young, or the distilled

water of them, or the juice that comes from the tree being

bored with an auger, and distilled afterwards, any of

these being drank for some days together, is available to

break the stone in the kiddies and bladder, and is good

also to wash sore mouths. The leaves have been used m

the itch, dropsy, &c. either externally applied, or takens
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in decoction. Birch-wine made from the juice of (ft*

tree, is an excellent remedy for consumptions, and also

for scurvy; and the fungus which grows On- the tree, is a

good styptic.

Bird's Foot. lj (e. d. l.>

Tnrs herb groweth not above a span high, with many

branches spread upon the ground, set with wings of

small leaves. The flowers grow upon the branches, many

small ones of a pale yellow colour being set a head

together, which afterwards turneth into small jointed cods,

well resembling the claws of small birds, whence it took

its name.

There is another sort of Bird's foot in all things like

the former, but a little larger; the flower of a pale

,whitish red colour, and the cods distinct by joints like

the other, hut a little more crooked, and the roots do

carry many small white knots or kernels among the

Strings,

Place.'] These grow on heaths, and many open unfilled

places of this land,

Time.] They flower and seed in the end of Summer.

Government and Virtues^ They belong to Saturn, and

are of a drying, binding quality, aud thereby very good

to be used in wound drinks; as also to apply outwardly

for the same purpose. But the latter Bird s-foot is found

by experience to break the stone in the back or kidnies,

and drives them forth, if the decoction thereof be taken;

and it wonderfully helpeth the rupture, being taken in.

wardly, and outwardly applied to the place.

Bishop's Weed. ?. (h. d. 3.)

Besides the common name Bishop's.weed, it is usually

known by the Greek name Ammi and Ammios ; some cail

it -'Ethiopian Cummin-seed, and others Cummin-royal, as

also Herb-WUliam, and Bull-wort.

Descript.] Common Bishop's.weed rlseth up with a

round straight stalk, sometimes as high as a man, but

usually three or four feet high, beset with divers small,
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long, and somewhat broad leaves, cut in some places, and

dented about the edges, growing one against another, of

a dark green colour, having sundry branches on them, and

at the top small umbels of white flowers, which turn into

small round seeds, little bigger than parsley seeds, of a

quick hot scent and taste; the root is white and stringy,

perishing yearly, and usually riseth again on its own

sowing.

Place.] It groweth wild in many places in England and

Wales, as between Greenhithe and Gravesend.

Government and Virtues.] It is hot and dry in the third

degree, of a bitter taste, and somewhat sharp; it pro.

vokes lust; I suppose Venus owns it. It digesteth hu

mours, provoketh urine and women's courses, dissolveth

wind, and being taken in wine it easeth pain and griping

in the bowels, and is good against the biting of serpents;

it is used 'to good effects in those medicines which are

given to hinder the poisonous operation of Cantharides

upon the passage of the urine; being mixed with honey,

and applied to black and blue marks, comi:ig of blows

or bruises, it takes them away; and being drank or out.

wardly applied, it ahatelh an high colour, and makes it

pale; and the fumes thereof taken with resin or raisins,

cleauseth the mother.

Bistort, or Snakeweed. ^ {temp. d. 3.)

It is called Snakeweed, English Sepentary, Dragon-wort,

Osterirk, and Passions.

Descript.] This hath a thick short knobbed root,

blackish without, end somewhat reddish within, a little

crooked or turned together, of a hard astringent taste,

with divers black threads hanging there, from whence

spring up every year divers leaves standing upon long

foot-stalks, being somewhat -broad and long like a dock.

leaf, and a little pointed at the ends, but that it is of a

bluish green colour on the upper side, and of an ash.

coloured grey, and a little purplish underneath, with divers

veins therein, from among which rise up divers small

and slender stalks, two feet high, and almost naked and

without leaves, or with a very few, nanow, bearing
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a spiky bush of pale-coloured flowers; which being

past, there abideth small seed, like unto sorrel seed, but

greater.

There are other sorts of Bistort growing in this land,

but smaller, both in height, root, and stalks, and especi

ally in the leaves. The root is blackish without, and

somewhat whitish within; of an austere binding taste, as

the former.

Place.] They grow in shadowy moist woods, and at

the foot of hills, but are chiefly nourished up in gardens.

The narrow leafed Bistort groweth in the North, in Lan

cashire, Yorkshire, and Cumberland.

Time.] They flower about the end of May, and the

6eed is ripe about the beginning of July.

Government and Virtues.] It belongs to Saturn, and is

in operation cold and dry; both the leaves and loots have

a powerful faculty to resist all poison. The root in pow

der taken in drink expelleth the venom of the plague, the

small-pox, measles, purples, or any other infectious dis

ease, driving it out by sweating. The root in powder,

or the decoction thereof in wine being drank, stayeth

all manner of inward bleeding or spitting of blood,

and any fluxes in the body, or vomiting. It is also

very available against ruptures, or burstings, or all

bruises, or falls, dissolving the congealed blood, and

easeth the pains that happen thereupon ; it also helpeth

the jaundice.

The water distilled from both leaves and roofs, is a

singular remeey to wash any plate bitten or stung by any

venomous creature; as also for any of the purposes before

spoken of, and is very good to wash any running sores

or ulcers. The decoction of the root in wine being

drank hindereth abortion or miscarriage. The leaves

also kill the worms in children, and are a great help to

them that cannot keep their water; if the juice of plain*

tain be added thereto, and outwardly applied, much

helpeth the gonorrhea, or running of the reins. A dram

of the powder of the root taken in water thereof, wherein

some red hot iron or steel hath been quenched, is also an

admirable help thereto, so as the body ,be first prepared

ahd purged from the offensive humours. The leaves,
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seed, or roots, are all very good in decoctions, drinks,

or lotions, for inward or outward wounds, or other sores.

And the powder strewed upon any cut or wound in a

vein, stayeth the immoderate bleeding thereof. The de.

coction of the root in water, vrhereuuto some pomegra

nate peels and flowers are added, injected into the ma.

trix, stayeth the immoderate flux of the courses. The

root thereof with pillitory of Spain, and burnt allum, of

each a little quantity, beaten small and made info paste,

with some honey, and a little piece thereof put into

an hollow tooth, or held between the teeth, if there be

no hollowness in them, stayeth the defluxion of rheum

upon them, which causeth pains, and helps to cleanse

the head, and void much offensive water. The distilled

water is very effectual to wash sores and cankers in the

nose or any other part, if the powder of the root be ap.

plied thereunto afterwards. It is good also to fasten the

gums, and to take away the heat and inflammations that

happen in the jaws, almonds of the throat, or mouth, if

the decoction of the leaves, roots, or seeds bruised, or

the juice of them be applied; but the roots are most e£.

fectual to the purposes aforesaid.

Old-Blade. © (/j. d. 1.)

This small and singular plant is called One Leaf, One

Blade, or Single Leaf: It is a kind of lilly of the valley.

Descript.] It never beareth more than one leaf, but

only when it riseth up with its stalk, which thereon bear.

eth another, and seldom more, which are of a bluish

green colour, broad at the bottom, and pointed with

ribs or veins like plaintain; at the top of the stalk grows

many small flowers star.fashion, smelling somewhat sweet;

after which cometh small red berries when they are ripe.

The root small, of the bigness of a rush, lying and creep.

ing under the upper crust of the earth, shooting forth in

divers places.

Place.] It grows in moist, shadowy grassy places of

woods, in many parts of this realm.

Time.] It flowereth about May, and the berries are

ripe in June, and then quickly perisheth until the next

year, and it springeth from the same again.
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Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of llie Sun, and-

therefore cordial; half a dram, or a dram at most, of the

roots in ponder, taken in wine and vinegar, of each a

like quantity, and the party presently laid to sweat, is

held to be a sovereign remedy for those that are infected

with the plague, and hare a sore upon them, by expel.

ling the poison, and defending the heart and spirits from

danger. It is also accounted a singular good wound herb,

and therefore used with other herbs in making such balms

as are necessary for curing wounds, either green or old,

and especially if the nerves be hurt.

The Bramble, or Black -berry Bush. ? in T.

(c. 1. d. 3.)

It is so well known that it needeth no description. The

virtues thereof are as follows :

Government and Virtues.] It is a plant of Venus in

Aries. If any ask the reason why Venus is so prickly?

Tell them 'tis because she is in the house of Mars. The

buds, leaves, and branches, while they are green, are

of good use in the ulcers and putrid sores of the mouth

and throat, and of the quinsey, and likewise to heal other

fresh wounds and sores; but the flowers and fruit unripe

are very binding, and so profitable for the bloody flux, tasks,

and are a fit remedy for spitting of blood. Either the de«

coction or powder of the root being taken, is good to

break or drive forth gravel and the stone in the reins and

kidnies. The leaves and brambles, as well green as dry,

are excellent good lotion for sores in the mouth, or secret

parts. The decoction of them, and of the dried branches,

do much bind the belly, and are good for too much Sowing

of women's courses; the berries of the flowers arc a pow

erful remedy against the poison of the most venomous

serpents; as well drank as outwardly applied, helpeth

the sores of the fundament, and the piles; the juice of the

berries mixed with the juice of mulberries, do bind more

effectually, and help all fretting and eating sorps and ul.

cers whatsoever. The distilled water of the branches,

leaves, and flowers, or of the fruit, is very pleasant iri

taste, and very effectual in fevers, and hot distempers of
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the body, head, eyes, and other parts, and for the pur«

poses aforesaid. The leaves boiled in lye, and the bead

washed therewith, healeth the itch, and the running sores

thereof, and maketh the hair black. The powder of the

leaves strewed on cankers and running ulcers, wonder.

fully helps to heal them. Some use to condensate the

juice of the leaves, and some the juice of the berries, to

keep for their use all the year, for the purposes afore.

said.

Blites. ? . (c. d. 1.)

Of these there are two sorts commonly known, viz. White

and Red.

Descript.] The White hath leaves somewhat like unto

beets, but smaller, rounder, and of a whitish green co

lour, every one standing upon a small long foot-stalk ;

the stalk rises up two or three feet high, with such like

leaves thereon ; the flowers grow at the top in long round

tufts or clusters, wherein are contained small and round

seeds; the root is very full of threads or strings.

The red Blite is in all things like the white, but that

its leaves and tufted heads are exceeding red at first, and

afterwards turn more purplish.

There are other kinds of Blites which grow, differing

from the two former sorts, but little, but only the wild

are smaller in every part.

Place.] They grow in gardens, and wild in many places

in this land.

Time.] They seed in August and September.

Government and Virtues.] They are all of them cooling,

drying and binding, serving to restrain the fluxes of blood

In either man or woman, especially the red; which also

stayeth the overflowing of the women's reds, as the white

Blites stayeth the whites in women. It is an excellent

secret, your»nnot well fail in the use ; they are all under

the dominion of Venus.

There is another sort of wild Blites like the other wild

kinds, but have long and spiky heads of greenish seeds,

seeming by the thick setting together to be all seed.

This sort the fishers are delighted with, and it is a

Kood and usual bait, for fishes will bite fast enough at

D
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-them, if you have but wit enough to catch them when they

bite.

Borage and Bugloss. If. and SI (tern. m. 2.)

These are so well known to the inhabitants in every gar.

den, that I hold it needless to describe them.

To these I rnny add a third sort, which is not so common,

nor yet so well known, and therefore 1 shall give you its

name and description.

It is called Langue de Beuf; but why-then -should they

call one herb by the name Bugloss, and another by the

name Langue de Beuf? It is some question to me, seeing

one signifies Ox.tongue in Greek, and the other signifies

the same in French.

Descript.] The leaves are smaller than those of Bu

gloss, but much rougher.; the stalk ariseth up about a foot

and a half high, and is most -commonly of a red colour;

the flowers stand in scaly rough heads, being composed

of many small yellow -flowers, not much unlike to those

of Dandelions, and the seed flieth away in down, as that

doth ; you may easily know the floweisiby their taste, for

they are very bitter.

Place.] It groweth .wild in many places of this land,

and may be plentifully found near 'London, as between

Kotherhithe and Deptford, by the ditch side. Its virtues

are held to be the same with Borage and Bugloss, only

this is somewhat hotter.

Time.'] They flower in. June and .July, and the seed is

ri;,e shortly after.

Government and Virtues.'] They are all three herbs of

Jupiter, and under Leo, all great cordials, and great

strengthened of nature. The leaves and roots are to very

good purpose used in putrid and pestilential fevers, to

defend the heart, and help to resist and expel the poison,

or the venom of other creatures ; the seed is of the like

effects ; and the seed and leaves are good to increase milk

in women's breasts ; the leaves, flowers, and seed, all or

any of them, are good to expel pensiveness and melan

choly; it helpeth to clarify the blood, and mitigate

heat in fevers. The juice made into a syrup, prevaileth

Butch to all the purposes aforesaid, and is put with
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ether cooling, opening, and cleansing herbs to open

obstructions, and help the yellow jaundice, at d mixed

^rith fumitory, to cool, cleanse, and temper the blood

thereby; it helpeth the ditch, ringworms, and tellers,

or other spreading scabs or sores. The flowers candied

or made into a conserve, are helpful in the former

,cases, lut are chiefly used as a cordial, and are good

for those that are weak in long sickness, and lo com.

fort the heart and spirits of those that are in a consump.

tion, or troubled with often swoonings, or passions of the

heart. The distilled water is no less effectual to all the

purposes aforesaid, and helpeth the redness and inflamma.

tions.-of the eyes, being washed therewith; the dried

herb -is never iu6ed, but the green; yet the ashes thereof,

'boiled in mead, or honied water, is available against the

inflammations and ulcers in the mouth or throat to

gargle it therewith; the roots of Bugloss are effectual

being made into a lickiug electuary for the cough, and te

condensate thick phelgm, and the rheumatic distillations

upon the lungs.

Blue Bottle. % (c. d. 2.)

It is called Cyanus, I suppose from the colour of if

Ilurtsickle, because it turns the edge of the sickles that

reap the corn; Blue-blow, Corn-flower, and Blue bottle

Descript.-] I shall only describe that which is common

est, and m my opinion most useful; its leaves spread upon

the ground, being of a whitish green colour, somewhat

on the edges like those of Corn.scabious, amongst which

ar.seth up a stalk divided into divers branches, beset with

long leaves of a greenish colour, either but very little in

dented or not at all; the flowers are of a blue colour*

from whence .t took its name, consisting of an innume

rable company of small flowers set in a scaly head not

much unlike those of knapweed; the seed is smooth

bright and sliming, wrapped up in a woolly mantle- the

root pensheth every year. '

Place.] They grow in corn-fields, amongst all sorts of

corn (peas, beans, and tares excepted). If vou nlea^

to take them up from thence, and transplant them in

your garden, especially towards the full of the moon

B % *

I
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they will grow more double than they are, and many

times change colour.

Time.] They flower from the beginning of May to the

end of harvest.

Government and Virtues.] As they are naturally cold,

dry and binding, so they are under the dominion of Sa.

turn. The powder or dried leaves of the Blue.bottle, or

Corn-flower, is given with good success to those that are

bruised by a fall, or have broken a vein inwardly, and

void much blood at the mouth ; being taken in the water

of plaintain, horsetail, or the greater comfrey, it is a

remedy against the poison of the scorpion, and resisteth

all venoms and poison. The seed or leaves taken in wine,

is very good against the plague, and all infectious dis.

eases, and is very good in pestilential fevers; the juice

put into fresh or green wounds, doth quickly solder up

the lips of them together, and is very effectual to heal all

ulcers and sores in the mouth; the juice dropped into the

eyes, takes away the inflammation of them; the distilled

water of this herb hath the same properties, and may be

used for the effects aforesaid.

Brank Ursine. Ji . (c. m. %.)

Beside the common name Brank Ursine, it is also-called

Bear's-breech, and Acanthus, tho' I think our English

names to be more proper; for the Greek word Acanthus,

signifies any thistle whatsoever,

Descript.] This thistle shooteth forth very many large,

thick, sad green smooth leaves upon the ground, with a

very thick and juicy middle rib; the leaves are parted

-with sundry deep gashes on the edges; the leaves remain

a long time before any stalk appears, afterwards riseth

up a reasonable big stalk, three or four feet high, and

bravely decked with flowers, from the middle of the stalk

upwards; for on the lower part of the stalk there is nei.

ther branches nor leaf; the flowers are hooded and gap_

ing, being white in colour, and standing in brownish

husks, with a long small undivided leaf under each leaf;

they seldom seed in our country. Its roots are many

great and thick, blackish without, and whitish within, full of

clammy sap; a piece of them, if yet set in the garden, and
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defend it from the first winter cold, will grow and flourish.

Place.'] They are only nursed in the gardens in Eng

land, where they will grow very well.

Time.] It flowereth in June and July.

Government and Virtues.] It is an excellent plant under

the dominion of the Moon. I could wish such as are stu.

dious would labour to keep it in the gardens; the leaves

being boiled and used in clisters, are excellent good to

mollify the belly, and make the passage slippery; the de

coction drank inwardly, is excellent and good for the

bloody flux; the leaves being bruised, or rather boiled,

and applied like a poultice, are very good to unite broken

bones, and strengthen joints that have been put out; the

decoction of either leaves or roots being drank, and the

decoction of leaves applied to the place, is excellent good

for the king's evil that is broken and runneth; for by the

influence of the Moon, it revireth the ends of the veins

which are relaxed; there is scarce a better remedy to be

applied to such places as are burnt with fire than this is,

for it fetches out the fire, and heals it without a scar;

this is an excellent remedy for such as are bursten, being

either taken inwardly, or applied to the place: in like

manner usod, it helps the cramp and the gout; it is ex.

cellent good in hectic fevers, and restores radical moisture

to such as are in consumptions.

Briony, or Wild Vine. rj. (h. d. 3.)

It is called Wild, and AVood Vine, Tamus or Ladies

Seal. The white is called White Vine by some, and the

black, Black Vine.

Descript.] The common White Briony groweth ramp

ing upon the hedges, sending forth many long, rough,

very tender branches at the beginning, with many very

rough and broad leaves thereon, cut (for the most part)

into five partitions, in form very like a vine leaf, but

smaller, rough, and of a whitish hoary green colour,

spreading very far, spreading and twining with its small

claspers (that come forth at the joints with the leaves)

very far on whatsoever standeth next to it At the

several joints also (especially towards the top of the

branches) Cometh forth a long stalk, bearing many

b3
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whitish flowers together on a long tuft, consisting of five

imall leaves a-piece, laid open like a star, after which

come the berries separated one from another, more than

a cluster of grapes, green at the first, and very red when

they are thorough ripe, of no good scent, but of a most

loathsome taste, provoking vomit. The root groweth to

be exceeding great, with rnang long twines or branches

going from it, of a pale whitish colour on the outside,

and more white within, and of a sharp, bitter, and loath,

some taste.

Place.] It groweth on banks, or under hedges-, through

this land : the roots lie very deep.

Time,] It fiowereth in July and August, some earlier,

and some later than the other.

Government and Virtues.] They are furious martial

plants. The root of Briony purges the belly w'rth great

violence, troubling the stomach, and burning the liver,

and therefore not rashly to be taken; but being cor

rected, is very profitable for the diseases of the head, as

falling sickness, giddiness and swimmings, by drawing

away much phlegm and rheumatic humours that oppress

the head, as also the joints and sinews, and is therefore

good for palsies, convulsions, cramps, and stitches in the

sides, and the dropsy, and in provoking urine; it

cleanseth the reins and kidnies from gravel and stone,

by opening the obstruction of the spleen, and consumeth

the hardness and swelling thereof. The decoction of

the root in wine, drank once a week at going to bed,

cleanseth the mother, and helpeth the rising thereof, ex-

pelleth the dead child; a dram of the root in powder

taken in white wine, bringeth down their courses. An

electuary made of the roots and honey, doth mightily

cleanse the chest of the rotten phlegm, and wonderfully

helps any old strong cough, to those that are troubled

with shortness of breath, and is very good for them that

are bruised inwardly, to help to expel the clotted or

congealed blood. The leaves, fruit and root, do cleanse

old and filthy sores, are good against all fretting and

running cankers, gangrenes, and tetters, and therefore

the berries are by some country-people called tetter,

berries. The root cleanseth the skin wonderfully from

all black and blue spots, freckles, morphew, leprosy, foul
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icars, or other deformity whatsoever ; also all running,

scabs and manginess are healed by the powder of the

dried root, or the juice thereof, but especially by the

fine white hardened juice. The distilled water of the

toot worketh the same effects, but more weakly; the

root bruised and applied of itself to any place where

the bones are broken, helpeth to draw them forth, as

also splinters and thorns in the flesh; and being applied

with a little wine mixed therewith, it breaketh boils,

and helpeth withlows on the joints.—For all these latter,

beginning at sores, cancers, &c. apply it outwardly.

As for the former diseases, where it must be taken in

wardly, it purgeth very violently, and needs an abler

band to correct it than most country people have ;

therefore, it is a better way for them, iu my opinion, to

let it alone'.

Brook Lime, or Water Pimpernel. <?.(/;. d. 2.)

This is one of those neglected vegetables which might

occasionally be used for culinary purposes, particularly

as a sallad

Descript.] It sendeth forth from a creeping root

that shooteth forth strings at every joint, as i

runneth, divers and sundry green stalks, round

and sappy, with some branches ou them, somewhat

broad, round, deep green and ihick leave?, set by

couples thereon ; from the bottom whereof shoot forth

long footstalks, with sundry small blue flowers on

them, that consist of five small round pointed leaves

a.piece.

There is-another sort, nothing differing from the for

mer, bat that it is greater, and the flowers of a paler

green colour.

Place.] They grow in small standing waters, and

usually near water-cresses.

Time.'] And flowers in June and July, giving seed

the next month after.

Government and Virlues.] It is a hot and biting martial

blant. Brook-lime and water cresses are generally used

together in diet-drink, with other things serving to

purge the blood and body from all ill humours that

»4
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•would destroy health, and are helpful to the scurvy.

Thry do all provoke urine, and help to break the stone,

and pass it away; they procure women's courses, and

expel the dead child. Being fried with butter and vinegar,

and applied warm, it helpeth all manner of tumours,

swellings, and inflammations.

Such drinks ought to be made of sundry herbs according

to the malady.

Butchers Broom, c? (//. 2 d. 1.)

It is called Ruscus and Bruscus, Kneeholm, Kneeholy,

Kne/hulver, ami Pettigree.

Descriptj] The first shoots that sprout from the root of

Butcher's broom, are thick, whitish, and short, somewhat

like those of aspaiagus, but greater, rising up to a

foot and a half, spread into divers branches, green, and

somewhat cressed with the roundness, tough and flexible,

'whereon are set somewhat broad and almost round

hard leaves and prickly, pointed at the end, of a

dark green colour, two for the most part set at a place

very close and near together; about the middle of

the leaf, on the back and lower side from the middle

rib, breaketh forth a small whitish green flower, con

sisting of four small round pointed leaves, standing

upon little or no footstalk, and in the place whereof

cometh a small round heny, green at the first, and red

when it is ripe, wherein are two or three white, hard,

jouiid seeds contained. The root is thick, white, and

great at the head, and from thence sendeth forth divers

thick, white, long, tough strings.

Place.'] It groweth in copses, and upon heaths and waste

grounds, and oftentimes under or near the holly bushes.

Time.] It shooteth forth its young buds in the Spring,

and the berries are ripe about September, the branches

of leaves abiding green all the Winter.

Government unci Virtues.] 'Tis a plant of Mars, being

of a gallant cleansing and opening quality. The decoction

of the root made with wine, openeth obstructions, pro.

voketh urine, helpeth to expel gravel and the stone, the

g'ranguary and women's courses, also the yellow jaundice

and the head-acb; and with some honey or sugar put
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thereunto, cleanseth the breast of phlegm, and the chest

of such clammy humours gathered therein. The de.

coction of the root drank, and a poultice made of the

berries, and leaves being applied, are effectual in knit

ting and consolidating broken bones or parts out of

joint. The common way of using it, is to boil the

root of it, and parsley and fennel, and smallage, in

white wine, and drink the decoction, adding the like

quantity of grass.root to them ; the more of the root you

boil, the stronger will the decoction be; it works no ill

effects, yet I hope you have wit enough to give the

strongest decoction to the strongest bodies.

Broom, and Broom-Rape, <? (k. d. 2.)

To spend time in writing a description hereof is al

together needless, it being so generally used by all

the good housewives almost through this land, to sweep

their houses with, and therefore very well known, to all

sorts of people.

The Broom-rape springeth up on many places from.

the roots of the broom (but more often in fields, as by

hedge-sides and on heaths). The stalk whereof is of

the bigness of a finger or thumb, above two feet high,

having a shew of leaves on them, and many flowers at

the top, of a reddish yellow, colour, as also the stalks.

and leaves arc.

Place.'] They grow in many places of this land com

monly, and as commonly spoil all the land they grow in.

Time.] And flower in the Summer months, and givo

their seed before Winter.

Government and Virtues.] The juice and decoction of th»

young branches, or seed, or the powder of the seed taken

in drink, purgeth downwards, and tkaweth phlegmatic

and watery humours from the joints, whereby it helpeth

the dropsy, gout, sciatica, and pains of the hips and

joints; it also provoketh strong vomits, and helpeth the

pains of the sides, and swelling of the spleen, cleanseth

also the reins or kidnics, and bladder of the stone, pro

voketh urine abundantly, and hindereth the growing

again of the stone in ' the body. The continual use of

the powder of the leaves and seed doth cure the black>

d 5
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jaundice. The distilled water of the flowers is profita

ble for all the same purposes ; it also helpeth surfeits,

and altereth the fits of agues, if three or four ounces-

thereof, with as much of the water of the lesser cen

taury, and a little sugar put therein, be taken a little

before the fit cometh, and the party be laid down to

sweat in his bed. The oil or water that is drawn from

the end of the green sticks heated in the fire, helpetb

the tooth-ach. The juice of young branches made into

an ointment of old hog's grease, and anointed, or the

young branches bruised and heated in oil or hog's grease,

and laid to the sides pained by wind, as in stitches, or

the spleen, easeth them in once or twice using. The

same boiled in oil is the safest and surest medicine to

kill lice in the head or body, if any; and is an especial

lemedy for joint aches, and swollen knees, that come by

the falling down.of humours.

The Broom rape also is not without its virtues.

The decoction thereof in wine is thought to be as ef

fectual to void the stone in the kidnies and bladder, and

to proToke urine, as the Broom itself. The juice thereof

is a singular good help to cure as well green wounds,,

as old and filthy sores and malignant ulcers. The inso-

late oil, wherein there hath been three or four repetitious

of infusion of the top stalks, with flowers strained aud

cleared, cleanseth the skin from all manner of spots,

marks, and freckles, that rise either by the heat of the

sua, or the malignity of humours. As for the Broom

and Broom-rape, Mars owns them, and is exceedingly

prejudicial to the liver; I suppose by reason of the an

tipathy between Jupiter and Mars, therefore if the livei

ie disaffected, minister none of it.

Buck's-Horn Plantain. Tj (c. d. 2.)

So-named from' the leaves, which are divided into parts

somewhat resembling a buck's horn.

Descript.] This being sown of seed, riseth up at first

'with small, long, narrow, hairy, dark green leaves,

like grass, without any division or gash in them, but

those that follow are gashed in on both sides tha

leaves into three or four gashes, and pointed at the
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ends, resembling the knags of a buck's horn, (whereof

it took its name) and being well ground round about

the root upon the ground, or order one by another,

thereby resembling the form of a star, from among which -

rise up divers hairy stalks, about a hand's breadth high,

bearing every one a small, - long, spiky head, like to -

those of the common Plaintain, having such like bloom--

ings and send after them. The root is single, long and

small, with divers strings at it.

Place.] They grow in-sandy grounds, in divers places

of this land.

Time.] 'They flower and seed in May, June, and July, ,

and their green leaves do in a manner abide fresh all the

Winter.

Government nnd Virtues.] \t is under the dominion of ''

Saturn, and is of a gallant, drying, and binding quality.-

This boiled in wine and drank, and some of the leaves

put to the hurt place, is an excellent remedy fdr the

biting of the viper or adder, which I take to be one and

the same; The same being also dranky helpeth thosethat

are troubled with the stone in the reins or kidnies, by

cooling the heat of the part afflicted, and strengthening

them; also weak stomachs that cannot retain, but cast

up their meat. It stayeth' all bleeding,, both at mouth

and nose, bloody, urinej- or the bloody flux, and stop-

peth the lask of the belly and bowels. The leaves hereof

bruised and laid to their sides that have an ague, sud

denly easelh the fit; and the leaves and roots being

beaten with some, bay salt, and applied to the wrists,

-worketh the same effects. The herb boiled in ale or

wine, and given for some mornings and evenings toge

ther, stayeth the distillation of hot and sharp rheum-s

falling into the eyes from the head, and helpeth all sorts

of sore c} es. .

Bucks Horn. \ (c. d. 2.)

Itms called Ilart's.horn, Herba-stella, and Ilerha.stel-

Jaria, Sanguinaria, Herb-eve, Herb-ivy, Wort.tresses,

and Swine-cresses.

Descript.] They have many small and weak strangling

branches trailing upon the ground; the leaves are many,

» 6
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small and jagged, not much unlike to those of Buck's.

horn Plaintain, but much smaller, and not so hairy; the

flowers grow among the leaves in small, rough, whitish

clusters; the seeds are smaller and brownish, of a bitter

taste.

Place ] They grow in dry, barren, sandy grounds.

Time.] They llower and seed when the rest of the

plaintains do.

Government and Virtues.'] This is also under the domi

nion of Saturn; the virtues are held to be the same as

Buck's-horn Plaintain, and therefore by all authors it is

joined with it; the leaves bruised and applied to the place,

stop bleeding; the herb bauised and applied to warts,

will make them consume and waste away in a short time,

Bugle. ? (h. m. I.)

Besides the name Bugle, 'tis called Middle Confound

and Middle Comfrey, Brown Bugle, Sicklewort, and

Herb.Carpenter; though in Essex we call another herb

by that name.

Descript.] This hath larger leaves than those of the Self-

heal, but else of the same fashion, or rather longer, in some

green on the upper side, and in others more brownish,

dented about the edges, somewhat hairy, as the square

stalk is also, which riseth up to be half a yard high some

times, with the leaves set by couples, from the middle

almost whereof upwards stand the flowers, together with

many smaller and brown leaves than the rest, on the

stalk below set at a distancej and the stalk bare betwixt

them; among which flowers are also small ones of. a bluish

and sometimes of an ash colour, fashioned like the flowers

of ground.ivy, after which come small, round, blackish

seeds; the root is composed of many strings, and spreadeth

upon the ground.

The white flowered Bugle differeth not in form or

greatness from the former, saving that the leaves and

stalks are always green, and never brown, like the other,

and the flowers thereof are white.

Place.] They grow in woods, copses, and fields, gene-

rally throughout England, but the white flowered Bugle

is not so plentiful as the former.
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Time.'] They flower from May until July, and in the

mean time perfect their seed; the roots and leaves next

thereunto upon the ground abiding all the Winter.

Government and Virtues.] This herb belongeth to Dame

Venus; if the virtues of it make you fall in love with it

(as they will if you be wise) keep a syrup of it to take in.

wnrdly, and an ointment and plaister of it to use out

wardly, always by you.

The decoction of the leaves and flowers made in wine,

and taken, dissolveth the congealed blood in those that

are bruised inwardly by a fall, or otherwise, and is very

effectual for any inward wounds, thrusts or stabs in the

body or bowels ; and is an especial help in all wound-

drinks, and for those that are liver-grown (as they call it.)

It is wonderful in curing all manner of ulcers and sores,

whether new and fresh, or old and inveterate; yea, gan

grenes and fistulas also, if the leaves bruised and applied,

or their juice, be used to wash and bathe the place,

and the same made into a lotion, ard some honey and

allum, curetli all sores in the mouth and gums, be they

ever so foul, or of lwng continuance; and worketh no less

powerfully and effectually for such ulcers and sores as

happen in the secret parts of men and women. Being al.

so taken inwardly, or outwardly applied, it helpeth those

that have broken any bone, or have any member out of

joint. An ointment made with the leaves of Bugle, Sca

bious and Sanicle bruised and boiled in hog's grease, un.

till the herbs be dry, and then strained forth into a pot for

such occasions as shall require; is so singularly good for

all sorts of hurts in the body, that none that know its

usefulness will be without it.

The truth is, I have known this kerb cure some dis

eases of Saturn, of which I thought good to quote one.

Many times such as give themselves much to drinking are

troubled with strange fancies, strange sights in the night

time, Bnd some with voices, as also with the disease ephi-

altes, or the mare. I take the reason of this to be (accord

ing to Fernelius) a melancholy vapour made thin by ex

cessive drinking strong liquor, and so Hies up and disturbs

the fancy, and breeds imaginations like itself, viz. fear

ful and troublesome; these I Jiave known cured by taking

only two spoonfulls pf the syrup of this herb, after
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supper two hours, when you go to bed. But whether

this does it by sympathy or antipathy, is some doubt in

astrology. 1 know there is a great antipathy between

Saturn and Venus in matter of procreation ; yea, such a

one, that the barrenness of Saturn can be removed by

none but Venus; nor the lust of Venus be repelled by

none but Saturn; but I am not of opinion- this is done

this way, and my reason is, because these vapours, though

in quality melancholy, yet by their flying upwards, seem

to be something aerial; therefore I rather think it is done

by sympathy; Saturn being exalted in Libra, in the house

of Venus.

Burnet. 0 (temp. d. 1:)

It is called Sanguiforbia, Pimpmella, Bipula Solbegrel-

la, &c. The common garden Burnet is so well known

that it needeth no description.—There is another sort

which is-wild, the description whereof take as followeth.'

Descript.'} The great wild Burnet hath winged leaves

rising from the roots like the garden Burnet, but not so

many; yet each of these leaves are at the least twice as

large as the other, and nicked in the same manner about

the edges, of a greyish colour on the under side; the

stalks are greater, and rise higher, with many sueh like

leaves set thereon, and greater heads at the top, of a

brownish colour, and out of them come small dark pur

ple flowers like the former, but greater. The root is

black and long like the other, but great also. It hath

almost neither scent nor taste therein, like the garden

kind.

Place.'] The first grows frequently in gardens. The

wild kind groweth in divers counties of this island,

especially in Huntingdon and Northamptonshires, in

the meadows there; as also near London, by Pancras

church, and by a causey-side in the middle of a field by

Paddington.

Tinted] They flower about the entT of June, and be

ginning of July, and their seed is ripe in August.

Government and Virtues.] This is an herb tlie Sun

challengeth dominion over, and is a most precious herb,

little inferior to Betony; the continual use of it preserve*
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the body In health, and the spirit in vigour ;. for if the

sun be the preserver of life under God, his herbs are the

best in the world to do it. They are accounted to be

both of one property, but the lesser is more effectual,

because quicker and more aromatical. It is a friend to

the heart, liverr and other principal parts of a man's

body. Two or three of the stalks, with leaves put into

a cup of wine, especially claret, are known to quicken

the spirits, refresh and clear the heart, and drive away

melancholy. It is a special help to defend the heart

from noisome vapours, and from infection of the pesti

lence, the juice thereof being taken in some drink, and

the party laid to sweat thereupon. They have also a

drying and astringent quality, whereby they are avail

able in all manner of fluxes of blood or humours, to

staunch bleedings inward or outward, lasks, scourgings,

the bloody-flux, women's too abundant flux of courses,

the white?, and the choleric belchings and castings of

the stomach, and is a singular wound herb for all sorts of

-wounds, both of the head and body, either inward or

outward; for all old ulcers, running cankers, and most

sores, to be used either by the juice or decoction of the

herb, or by the powder of the herb or root, or the water

of the distilled herb or ointment by itself, or with other

things to be kept; the seed is also no less effectual both

to fluxes, and dry up moist sores, being taken in powder

inwardly in wine, or steeled water, that is, wherein hot

gads of steel have been quenched; or the powder, or the

seed mixed with the ointments.

The Bulter-Bur, or Pclasitis. O. (h. d. 2.)

In some herbals this plant is cafled Colt's-'foot; but the

latter is quite a different plant.

Descript.] This riseth up in February, with a thick

stalk about a foot high, whereon are set a few small

leaves or rather pieces, and at the tops a long spike

head; flowers of a blush or deep red colour, according

to the soil where it groweth, and before the stalk with

the flowers have abiden a month above ground, it will

be withered and gone, and blown away with the wind,

and the leaves will begin to spring, which being full
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grown, are very large and broad, being somewhat thin

and almost round, whose thick red sour-stalks above a

foot long, stand towards the middle of the leaves ; the

lower part being divided into two round parts, close al

most one to another, and are of a pale green colour, and

hairy underneath : the root is long, and spreadeth under

ground, being in some places no bigger than one's fin

ger, in others much bigger, blackish on the outside,

and whitish within, of a bitter and unpleasant taste.

Place and TimeJ] They grow in low and wet grounds

by rivers and water-sides ; their flower (as is said) rising

and decaying in February and March, before the leaves,

which appear in April.

Government and Virtues.) It is under the dominion of the

Sun, and therefore is a great strengthener of the heart, and

chearer of the vital spirits; the roots thereof are by long

experience found to be very available against the plague

and pestilential fevers, by provoking sweat ; if the pow

der thereof be taken in wine, it also resisteth the force

of any other poison; the root hereof taken with zedoary

and angelica, or without them, helps the rising of the

mother; the decoction of the root in wine, is singular

good for those that wheese much, or are short winded. It

provoketh urine also, and women's courses, and kil-

leth the flat and broad worms in the belly. The powder

of the root doth wonderfully help to dry up the moisture

of the sores that are hard to be cured, and taketh away

all spots and blemishes of the skin. It were well if gen

tlewomen would keep this root preserved to help their

poor neighbours. It is Jit the rich should help the poort

for the poor cannot help themselves.

The Burdock. ? (h. d. h)

They are also called Personala, and Loppy-major,

great Burdock and Clod-bur ; it is so well known, even

by the little boys, who pull off the burs to throw and

stick upon one another, that I shall spare to write any

description of it.

Place.] They grow plentifully by ditches and water

sides, and by the. highways almost every where through

this land.
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Government and Virtues.] Venus challengeth this herb

for her own, and by its leaf and seed you may draw the

womb which way you please, either upwards, by ap

plying it to the crown of the head, in case it falls out;

or downwards, in fits of the mother, by applying it to

the soles of the feet; or if you would stay it in its place,

apply it to the navel, and that is one good way to stay

the child in it. The Burdock leaves are cooling, mode

rately drying, and discussing withal, whereby it is good

for old ulcers and sores. A dram of the roots taken

with pine-kernels, helpeth them that spit foul, mattery,

and bloody phlegm. The leaves applied to the places

troubled with the shrinking of the sinews or arteries,

give much ease. The juice of the leaves, or rather the

roots themselves, given to drink with old wine, doth

'wonderfully help the biting of any serpents ; and the

root beaten with a little salt, and laid on the place,

suddenly easeth the pain thereof, and helpeth those that

are bit by a mad dog. The juice of the leaves being

drank with honey, provoketh urine, and remedieth the

pain of the bladder. The seed being drank in wine forty

days together, doth wonderfully help the sciatica. The

leaves bruised with the white of an egg, and applied to

any place burnt with fire, taketh out the fire, gives sud

den ease, and heals it up afterwards. The decoction of

them fomented on any fretting sore or canker, stayeth

the corroding quality, which must be afterwards anointed

with an ointment made of the same liquor, hog's-grease,

'nitre and vinegar boiled together. The roots may be

preserved with sugar, and taken fasting, or at other

times, for the same purposes, and for consumptions,

the stone, and the lask. The seed is much commended

to break the stone, and cause it to be expelled by urine,

and is often used with other seeds and things to that

purpose.

Cabbages and Colcworts. 5 . (temp. d. 1.)

I shall spare a labour in writing a description of

these, since almost every one that can but write at

all, may describe them from his own knowledge, they
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being generally so well known, that descriptions are al

together needless.

Place). They are generally planted in gardens.

Time.] Their flower time is towards the middle or end

of July, and the seed is ripe in August.

Government and Virtues.] The Cabbages or Coleworts

boiled gently in broth, and eaten, do open the body, but

the second decoction doth bind the body. The juice

thereof drank in wine, helpeth those that are bitten by

an adder, and the decoction of the flowers bringeth

down womens' courses; being taken with honey, it'

recovereth hoarseness, or loss of the voice. The often

eating of them well boiled^ helpeth those that are en--

tering into a consumption. The pulp of the middle ribs

of Coleworts boiled in almond milk, and made up into

an electuary with honey, being taken often, is very pro

fitable for those that are pursy and short-winded. Being

boiled twice, an old cock boiled in the broth and drank,

it helpeth the pains, and the obstructions of the liver and

spleen, and the stone in the kidnies. The juice boiled

with honey, and dropped into the corners of the eyes,,

cleareth the sight,, by consuming any film or cr6ud''b©^'

ginning to dim it; it also consumeth the canker growing

therein. They are much commended, being eaten be

fore meat to keep one from surfeiting, as also from being

drunk with too much wine, or quickly make a man sober

again that is drunk before. For (as they say) there is

such an antipathy or enmity between the Vine and the

Coleworts, that the- one will die where the other

groweth. The decoction of Coleworts taketh away the •

pain and ach, and allaying the swellings of sores and

gouty legs and knees, wherein many gross and watery,

humours are fallen, the place being bathed therewith

warm. It helpeth also old and filthy sores, being bathed

therewith, and hcaleth all small scabs, pushes and wheals,

that break out in the skin ; the ashes of Colewort stalks -

mixed with old hog's-grease, are very effectual to anoint

the sides of those that have had long pains therein, or any

other place pained with melancholy and windy humours.

Cabbages are extreme windy, whether you take them

as a meal or as a medicine: yea, as windy a meal- as can

be eaten, and Colewort-flowers are something more
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tolerable, and the wholesomer food of the two; the

moon ehallengeth the dominion of the herb.

The Sea Coleworts. J. (temp. d. I.)

Tins differs from the former, therefore take its description

as follows :

Descript.] This hath divers somewhat long and broad,

large, and thick wrinkled leaves, somewhat crumpled

about the edges, and growing each upon a thick foot*

stalk, very brittle, of a greyish green colour, from

among which riseth up a strong thick stalk, two feet

high, aud better, with some leaves thereon to the

top, where it branches forth much ; and on every

branch standeth a large bush of pale whitish flowers, con

sisting of four leaves a piece; the root is somewhat great,

shooteth forth many branches under ground, keeping

the leaves green all the Winter.

Place.] They grow in many places upon the sea-coasts,

as well on the Kentish as Essex shores ; as at Lydd in

Kent, Colchester in Essex, and divers other places} and

in other counties of this land:

Time.] They flower and seed about the time that other

kinds do.

Government and Virtues.] The moon claims the domi

nion of these also. The broth, or first decoction of the Sea

Colewort, doth by the sharp, nitrous, and bitter qualities

therein, open the belly, and purge the body ; it cleanseth

and digests more powerfully than the other kind; the

seed hereof bruised and drank killeth worms ; the leaves

or the juice of them applied to sores or ulcers, cleanseth

and healeth them, and dissolveth swellings, and taketh

away inflammations.

Calamint. $. (k. d. 3.)

This is also called Mountain-mint, it is a useful herb,

but requires caution in some cases.

Descript.] This is a small herb, seldom rising above a

foot high, with square hairy, and woody stalks, and

two small hoary leaves set at a joint, about the big

ness of marjoram, or not much bigger, a little dent

ed about the edges, and of a very fierce or quick scen^
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as the whole herb is; the flowers stand at several space*

of the stalks, from the middle almost upwards, which are

small and gaping like to those of Mints, and of a pale

bluish colour; after which follow small, round blackish

seed; the root is small and woody, with divers strings

spreading within the ground, and dieth not, but abideth

many years.

Place.] It groweth on heaths, and uplands, and dry

grounds in many places of this land.

- Time.] They flower in July, and their seed is ripe

quickly after.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Mercury, and

a strong one too, therefore excellent good in all afflictions

of the brain ; the decoction of the herb being drank, bring-

eth down women's courses, and provoketh urine. It is

profitable for those that are bursten, or troubled with

convulsions or cramps, with shortness of breath, or cho

leric torments and pains in their bellies or stomach ; it

also helpeth the yellow jaundice, and stayeth vomiting,

being taken in wine ; taken with salt and honey, it kill-

eth all manner of worms in the body. It helpeth such as

have the leprosy, either taken inwardly, drinking whey

after it, or the green herb outwardly applied. It hinder-

eth conception in women, but either burned or strewed

•in the chamber, it driveth away venomous serpents. It

takes away black and blue marks in the face, and mak-

eth black scars become well coloured, if the green herb

(not the dry) be boiled in wine, and laid to the place,

or the place washed therewith. Being applied to the

huckle-bone, by continuance of time, it spends the hu

mours which cause the pain of the sciatica; the juice be

ing dropped into the ears, killeth the worms in them;

the leaves boiled in wine, and drank, provoke sweat,

and open obstructions of the liver and spleen. It helpeth

them that have a certain ague (the body being first pur

ged by taking away the cold fits ; the decoction hereof,

with some sugar put thereto afterwards, is very profitable

for those that be troubled with the over-flowing of the

gall, and that have an old cough, and that are scarce

able to breathe by shortness of their wind; that have any

cold distemper in their bowels, and are troubled with the

hardness of the spleen, for all which purposes both the

powder, called Diacaluminthes, and the compound sy»
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rup of Calami ut (which are to be had at the apothecaries)

are the most effectual. Let not women be too busy with

it, for it works very violent upon the feminine part.

Camomile. Q. (h. d. 2.)

It is so well known every wlierp, that it is but lost time

and labour to describe it; the virtues thereof are as fol

ioweth.

A decoction made of Camomile, and drank, taketh

away all pains and stitches in the side; the flowers of Ca.

momile beaten, and made up into balls with Gil, drive

away all sorts of agues, if the part grieved be anointed

with that oil, taken from the flowers, from the crown of

the head to the sole of the foot, and afterwards laid to

sweat in bed, and that he sweats well; this is Nichessor

an Egyptian's medicine. It is profitable for all sorts of

agues that come either from phlegm, or melancholy, or

from an inflammation of the bowels, being applied when

the humours causing them shall be concocted ; and there

is nothing more profitable to the sides and region of the

liver and spleen than it ; the bathing with a decoction of

Camomile taketh away weariness, easeth pains, to what

part of the body soever they be applied. It comforteth

the sinews that are over-strained, mollineth all swellings;

it moderately comforteth all parts that have need of

warmth, digesteth and dissolveth whatsoever hath need

thereof, by a wonderful speedy property. It easeth all

the pains of the cholic and stone, and all pains and tor*

ments of the belly, and gently provoketh urine; the

flowers boiled in posset drink provoke sweat, and help

to expel all colds, aches and pains whatsoever, and is an

excellent help to bring down women's courses. Syrup

made of the juice of Camomile, with the flowers in white

wine, is a remedy against the jaundice and dropsy ; the

flowers boiled in lee, are good to wash the head, and

comfort both it and the brain; the oil made of the flowers

of Camomile, is much used against all hard swellings,

pains or aches, shrinking of the sinews, or cramps, pr

pains in the joints, or any other part of the body. Being

used in glysters, it helps to dissolve the wind and pains in
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the belly; anointed also, it helpeth stitches and pains in

the sides.

Nichessor saith, the Egyptians dedicated it to the Sun,

because it cured agues, and they were like enough to do

it, for they were the arrantest apes in their religion I ever

read of. Bachinus, Bena, and Lobel, commend the sy

rup made of the juice of it and sugar, taken inwardly,

to be excellent for the spleen. Also this is certain, that

it most wonderfully breaks the stone-; some take it in sy

rup or decoction, others inject the juice of it into the blad

der with a syringe. My opinion is, that the salt of it taken

'half a dram in the morning in a little white or rhenish

wine is better than either ; that it is excellent for the

stone, appears in this which I have tried, viz. That a

stone that hath been taken out of the body df a man, being

wrapped in Camomile, will in time dissolve, and in a little

time too.

'Water Caltrops. J . (c. m. 3.)

They are called also Tribulus Aquaticus, Tributes Lau-

cosoris, Tribulus Marinus, Caltrops, Saligoss, Water

Nuts, and Water Chesnuts.

Descript.] As for the greater sort of Water Caltrop it is

not found here, or very rarely ; two other sorts there are,

which I shall here describe ; the first hath a long creeping

and jointed root, sending forth tufts at each joint, from

which joints arise long, flat, slender-knotted stalks, even

to the top of the water, divided towards the top into many

branches, each carrying two leaves on both sides, being

about two inches long, and half an inch broad, thin and

almost transparent, they look as though they were torn ;

the flowers are long, thick and whitish, set together almost

like a bunch of grapes, which being gone, there succeed for

the most part sharp-pointed grains altogether, containing a

small white kernel in them.

The second differs not much from this, save that it

delights in more clear water; its stalks are not flat, but

round ; its leaves are not so long, but more pointed. As

for the place we need not determine, for their name shewetk

they grow in the water.
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'Government and Virtues.] They are under the dominion

of the Moon, and being made into a poultice, are ex

cellent .good for hot inflammations, swellings, cankers,

sore mouths and throats, being washed with the de-

.ooction; it cleanseth and strengtheneth the neck and

'throat, and helps those swellings which when people

have, they say the almonds of their ears are fallen down;

it is excellent good for the king's evil ; they are excellent

good for the stone and gravel, especially the nuts, being

dried ; they also resist .poison, and bitings of venomous

beasts.

Campion Wild. ^2. (c. d. 3.)

There are forty-five kinds of Campion, those of them

which are of a physical use having the like virtues with

the following, which I take to be the two chiefest kinds.

Descript.'] The Wild White Campion hath many long

and somewhat broad dark green leaves lying upon

the ground, and divers ribs therein, somewhat like

plantain, but somewhat hairy; broader, and not

so long; the hairy stalks rise up in the middle of

them three or four feet high, and sometimes more,

'with divers great white joints at several places thereon,

and two such like leaves thereat up to the top, sending

forth branches at several joints also; all which bear on

several footstalks white flowers at the top of them, con

sisting of five broad-pointed leaves, every one cut in on

the end unto the middle, making them seem to be two

a-piece, smelling somewhat sweet, and each of them

standing in a large green striped hairy husk, large and

round below next to the. stalk; the seed is small and

greyish in the hard heads that come up afterwards, the>

root is white and long, spreading divers fangs in the

ground.

The Red Wild Campion groweth in the same manner

as the White, but its leaves are not so plainly ribbed,

somewhat shorter, rounder, and more woolly in handling.

The flowers are of the same form and bigness ; but in

some of a pale, in others of a bright red colour, cut in

at the ends more finely, which makes the leaves look
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more in number than the other. The seeds and the roots

are alike, the roots of both sorts abiding many years.

Time.'] They flower in summer, some earlier than others,

and some abiding longer than others.

Government and Virtues.] They belong unto Saturn ;

and it is found by experience, that the decoction of the

herb, either in white or red wine being drank, doth stay

inward bleedings, and applied outwardly, it doth the

like; and being drank, helpeth to expel urine being

Stopped, and gravel and stone in the reins or kidnies.

Two drams of the seed drank in wine, purgcth the body

of choleric humours, and helpeth those that are stung

by scorpions, or other venomous beast, and may be as

effectual for the plague. It is of very good use in old

sores, ulcers, cankers, fistulas, aud the like, to cleanse

and heal them, by consuming the moist humours falling

into them, and correcting the putrefaction of humours

offending them.

Carduus Benediclus. <J in r. (h. d. 2.)

It is called Carduus Bcnedictus, or Blessed Thistle, or

Holy Thistle : I suppose the name was put upon it by some

that had little holiness in them solves.

I shall spare labour in writing a description of this,

as almost every one that can but write at all, may descrihe

them from his own knowledge.

Time,] They flower in August, and seed not long after.

Government and Virtues,] It is an herb of Mars, and

under the sign Aries. Now, in handling this herb, I

shall give you a rational pattern of all the rest; and if

you please to view them throughout the book, you shall.

to your content, find it true. It helps swimmings and

giddiness of the head, or the disease called Vertigo, because

Aries is in the house of Mars. It is an excellent remedy

against the yellow jaundice, and other infirmities of the

gall, because Mars governs choler, It strengthens the

attractive faculty in man, and clarities the blood, because

the one is ruled by Mars. The continual drinking the

decoction of it, helps red faces, tetters, and ring-worms,

because Mars causeth them. It helps the- plague, ?orss,
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boils, and itch, the bitings of mad dogs and Yenomous

beasts; all which infirmities are under Mars: Thus you

see what it doth by sympathy.

By antipathy to other planets it cureth the venereal

disease. By antipathy to Venus, who governs it, it

strengthens the memory, and cures deafness by antipa

thy to Saturn, who hath his fall in Aries, which rules

the head. It cures quartan agues, and other diseases of

melancholy, and adult choler, by sympathy to Saturn,

Mars being exalted in Capricorn. Also it provokes

urine, the stopping of which is usually caused by Mars

or the Moon.

'Wild Carrots. § . (lemp. m. 1.)

Garden Carrots are so well known, that they need

no description ; but because they are of less phy

sical use than the wild kind (as indeed almost in all

herbs the wild are most effectual in physic, as being

more powerful in operations than the garden kind) I

shall therefore briefly describe the Wild Carrot.

Descript.] It groweth in a manner altogether like the

garden, but that the leaves and stalks are somewhat whiter

and rougher. The stalks bear large tufts of white

flowers, with a deep purple spot in the middle, which

are contracted together when the seed begins to ripen,

that the middle part being hollow and low, and the

outward stalk rising high, maketh the whole' umbel shew

like a bird's nest. The roots, small, long and hard, and

unfit for meat, being somewhat sharp and strong.

Place.'] The wild kind groweth in divers parts of this

land plentifully by the field-sides, and untilled places.

Time.] They flower and seed in the end of Summer.

Government and Virtues.'] Wild Carrots belong to Mer

cury, and therefore break wind, and remove stitches in

the sides, provoke urine and women's courses, and

helpeth to break and expel the stone; the seed also of

the same woiketh the like effect, and is good for the

dropsy, and those whose bellies are swollen with wind;

helpeth the colic, the stone in the kidnies, and rising

of the mother ; being taken in wine, or boiled in

wine, and taken, it helpeth conception. The leaves

£
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being applied with honey to running sores and ulcers,

do cleanse them.

I suppose the seeds of them perform this better than

the roots; and though Galen commended garden Carrots

highly to break wind, yet experience teacheth they

breed it first, and we may thank nature for expelling it,

not they ; the seeds of them expel wind indeed, and do

mend what the root marreth.

Carraway. ?. (k. d. 3.)

The Carraway is propagated chiefly for the seeds.

Descript.] It beareth divers stalks of fine .cut leaves,

lying upon the ground, somewhat like to the leaves

of carrots, but not bushing so thick, of a little quick

taste in them, from -among wiiich 'riseth up a square

stalk, not so high as the carrot, at wbose joints are set

the like leaves, but smaller and fitter, and at the top

small open tufts, or umbels of white flowers, which turn

into small blackish seed, smaller than the Anniseed, and

of a quicker and better taste. The root is whitish, small

and long, somewhat like unto a parsnip, but with more

wrinkled bark, and much less, of a little hot and quick

taste, and stranger than the parsnip, and .abideth after

seed-time.

Place.] It is usually sown with us in gardens.

Time.] They flower in June and July and seed

quickly after.

Government and Virtues."] This is also a Mercurial plant.

Carraway.seed hath a moderate sharp quality, whereby

it breaketh wir.d, and provoketh urine, which also the

herb doth. The young root is better food than the parsnips-

it is pleasant and comfortable to the stomach, and

helpeih digestion. The seed is conducing to all cold

griefs of the head and stomach, bowels, or mother, as

also the wind in them, and helpeth to sharpen the eye

sight. The powder of the seed put into a poultice,

taketh away black and blue spots of blows and bruises.

The herb itself, or with some of the seed bruised and

fried, laid hot in a bag or double cloth to the lower parts

«f the belly, easeth the pains of the wind and colic.
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The roots of Carraways eaten as men eat parsnips,

strengthen the stomach of ancient people exceedingly,

and they need not to make a whole meal of them

neither.

Carraway confects, once only dipped in sugar, and

half a spoonful of them eaten in the morning fasting,

and as many after each meal, is a most admirable re

medy for those that are troubled with wind.

Celandine. © and £. (k. d. 3.)

It is called Chelidoninm, from the Greek word cheli-

doiiy which signifies a swallow, because they say that if

you put out the eyes of young swallows when they are

in the nest, the old ones will recover their eyes again

with this herb; this I am confident, for I have tried it,

that if we mar the very apple of their eyes with a needle,

she will recover them again ; but whether with this herb

or not, I know not.

])escript.] This hath divers tender, round, whitish

green stalks, with greater joints than ordinary in

other herbs, as it were knees, very brittle and

«asy to break, from whence grow branches with large

tender broad leaves, divided into many parts, each of

them cut in on the edges, set at the joint on both sides of

the branches, of a dark bluish green colour, on the up.

per side like columbines, and of a more pale bluish green

underneath, full of yellow sap, when any part is broken,

of a bitter taste, and strong scent ; the flowers consist of

four leaves a-piece, after which come small long pods, with

blackish seed therein ; the root is somewhat great at the

head, shooting forth divers long roots aoid small strings,

reddish on the outside, and yellow within, full of yello.f

sap therein.

Placc.] They grow in many places by old walls, hedges

and way-sides in untilled places, and being once planted

in a garden, especially some shady places, it will remain

there.

Time..] They flower all the Summer long, and the seed

ripeneth in the mean time.

Government and Virtues.] This is an herb of the Sun, and

£ 9
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under the celestial Lion, and is one of the best cures for

the eyes ; for all that know any thing in astrology, know

that the eyes are subject to the luminaries ; let it then be

gathered when the Sun is in Leo, and the Moon in Aries,

applying to this time; let Leo arise, then may you make

it into an oil or ointment, which you please, to anoint

your sore ey«s with: I can prove it doth both by my own

experience, and the experience of those to whom I have

taught it, that most desperate sore eyes have been cured

by this only medicine : and then I pray, is not this far

better than endangering the eyes by the art of the needle ?

For if this doth not absolutely take away the film, it will

so facilitate the work, that it may be done without dan

ger. The herb or root boiled in white wine and drank, a

few aniseeds being boiled therewith, openeth obstruc

tions of the liver and gall, helpeth the yellow jaundice;

and often using it, helps the dropsy and the itch, and those

that have old sores in their legs, or other parts of the body ;

the juice thereof taken fasting, is held to be of singular

good use against the pestilence ; the distilled water, with

a little sugar and a little good treacle mixed therewith

(the party upon the taking being laid down to sweat a

little) hath the same effect ; the juice dropped into the

eyes, cleanseth them from films and cloudiness which

darken the sight, but it is best to allay the sharpness of

,the juice with a little breast-milk. It is good in old filthy

.corroding, creeping ulcers wheresoever, to 6tay their

malignity of fretting and running, and to cause them to

ical more speedily ; the juice often applied to tetters, ring

-worms, or other spreading cankers, will quickly heal

them, and rubbed often upon warts, will take them

away ; the herb with the roots bruised and bathed with

•jil of Camomile, and applied to the navel, taketh away

the griping pains in the belly and bowels, and all the

pains of the mother; and applied to women's breasts,

-stayeth the overmuch flowing of the courses; the juice

or decoction of the herb gargled between the teeth that

ache, easeth the pain, and the povvder of the dried root

laid upon any aching, hollow or loose tooth, will cause

it to fall out; the juice mixed with some powder

of brimstone is not only good against the itch, but taketh

away all discolourings of the skin whatsoever; and
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if It chance that in a tender body it causeth any itchings

or inflammation)), by bathing the place with a little vinegar,

it is helped.

Another ill-favoured trick have physicians got to use

to the eye, and that is worse than the needle ; which is to

fake away the films by corroding or gnawing medicines ;

this I absolutely protest against.

1. Because the tunicles of the eyes are very thin, and

therefore soon eaten asunder.

2. The callus or film that they would eat away, is sel

dom of an equal thickness in every place, and then the

tunicle may be eaten asunder in one place, before the film

be consumed in another, and so be a readier way to ex

tinguish the sight than to restore it.

Also I have read (and it seems to be somewhat probable)

that the herb, being gathered as I shewed before, and

the elements drawn apart from it by the art of the alchy-

mist, and after they are drawn apart rectified, the earthly

quality, still in rectifying them added to the Terra dam.

tiata (as Alchymists calls it) or Terra sacrutissima (as

some philosophers call it) the elements so rectified are

sufficient for the cure of all diseases, the humours offend

ing being known, and the contrary element given. It is

an experiment worth the trying, and can do no harm.

The Lesser Celandine, usually known by the

name of Pilewort and Fogwort. <? (h. d. 2.)

I wonder what ailed the ancients to give this the name

of Celandine, which resembles it neither in nature or

form; it required the name of Pilewort from its virtues,

and it being no great matter where I set it down, so I set

it down at all, I humoured Dr. Tradition so much, as to set

him down here.

Desrript ] This Celandine or Pilewort (which you

please) doth spread many round pale, green leaves, set on

weak and trailing branches, which lie upon the ground,

and are flat, smooth and somewhat shining, and in some

places (though seldom) marked with black spots, each

stauiing on a long footstalk, among which rise small yel

low flowers, consisting of nine or ten small narrow leaves,

upon slender foot-stalks, very like unto Crowsfoot,

e3
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whereunto the seed also is not unlike, being many sma.it

kernels like a grain of corn, sometimes twice as long as

others, of a whitish colour, with some fibres at the end of

them.

Place.] It groweth for the most part in moist corners ot

fields and places that are near water sides, yet will abide

in drier ground if they be but a little shady.

Time.'] It flowereth betimes, about March or April, ij

quite gone by May ; so it cannot be found till it sprinj

again.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Mars, and behold here another verification of the learn

ing of the antients, via. that the virtue of an herb may

be known by its signature, as plainly appears in this; for

if you dig up the root of it, you shall perceive the perfect

image of the disease which they commonly call the piles.

It is certain by good experience, that the decoction of the

leaves and roots doth wonderfully help piles and hoemorr-

lioids. also kernels by the ears and throat, called the king's

evil, or any other hard wens or tumours.

Here's another secret for my countrymen and women,

a couple of them together ; Pilewort made into an oil,

ointment, or plaister, readily cures both the piles, or hae

morrhoids, and the king's evil ; the very herb borne about

ene's body next the skin, helps in such diseases, though it

■ever touch the place grieved ; let poor people make much

©f it for their uses ; with this I cured my own daughter

of the king's evil, broke the sore, drew out a quarter of a

pint of corruption, cured without any scar at all' m one-

week's time.

The ordinary small Centaury. 0 (h. d. 3.).

There are two kinds of this plant, one bearing pale red

flowers the other white; but their virtues are the same.

Descript.] This groweth up most usually but with

#ne round and somewhat crusted stalk, about a foot

nigh or better, branching forth at the top into many

sprigs, and some also from the joints of the stalks

below; the flowers thus stand at the tops as it

were in one umbel or tuft, are of a pale red, tending to-

tarnation colour, consisting of five, sometimes six smalt

00
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leaves, very like those of St. John's wort, opening them

selves in the day time and closing at night, after which

come seeds in little short husks, in form like unto wheat

corn; the leaves are small and somewhat round ; the root

small and hard,, perishing every year; the whole plant is

of an exceeding bitter taste.

Place.] They grow ordinary in fields, pastures and

woods, but that with the white flowers not so frequently

as the other.

Time.] They flower in July or thereabouts, and seed

within a month after.

Government and Virtues.'] They are under the dominion

of the Sun, as appears in that their flowers open and shut

as the Sun either sheweth or hideth his face; this herb,

boiled and drank, purgeth choleric and gross humours,

and helpeth the SGiatica ; it openeth obstructions of the

liver, gall, and spleen,, helpeth the jaundice, and easeth

the pains in the sides, and hardness of the spleen, used

outwardly, and is given with very good effect in agues.

It helpeth those that have the dropsy, or the green sick

ness, being rcruch used by the Italians in powder for that

purpose; it killeth the worms in t!fo belly, as is found by

experience; the decoction thereof, viz. the tops of the

Stalks, with the leaves and flowers, is good against the co

lic, and- to bring down women's courses, helpeth to void

the dead birth, and easeth pains of the mother, and is very

effectual in old pains of the joints, as the gout, cramps,

or convulsions. A dram of the powder thereof taken in

wine, is a wonderful good help against the biting and

poison of an adder; the juice of the herb with a little

honey put to it, is good to clear the eyes from dimness

mists and clouds that offend or hinder sight. It is singu

lar good both for green and fresh wounds, as also for old

ulcers and sores, to close up the one, and cleanse the other,

and perfectly to cure them both, although they are hollow

or fistulous, the green herb especially being bruised and

laid thereto; the decoction thereof dropped into the

ears, cleanseth them from worms, cleanseth the foul ulcers

and spreading scabs of the head, and taketh away all frec

kles, spots, and marks in the skin, being washed with it.

The herb is so safe you cannot fail in the using of it, ouly

e 4
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giving it inwardly for inward diseases; 'tis very wholesome,

but not very toothsome.

There is, besides these, another small Centanry, which

beareth a yellow flower ; in all other respects it is like

the former, save that the leaves are bigger, and of a

darker green, and the stalk passeth through the midst of

them as it doth the herb Thorowan. They are all of

them, as I told you, under the government of the Sun:

yet this, if you observe it, you shall find an excellent

truth ; in diseases of the blood, use the red Centaury ; if

•fcholer, use the yellow j but if phlegm or water, you.

will find the white best.

The Cherry-Tree. ?. (h. m. 2.)

I Suppose there are few but know this tree, for its fruit's-

sake; and therefore I shall spare writing a description

thereof.

Place.] For the place of its growth, it is afforded room

in every orchard. • ./'

Government and Virtues] It is^ tree of Venus. Cher

ries, as they are of different taste's, so they are of differ

ent qualities; the sweet pass through the stomach -ifT >

belly more speedily, but are of little nourislm -.:

tart or sour are more pleasing to an hot stomrxTi', o-

cure appetite to meat, and help to cut tough..phlegm,

and gross humours; but when they are dried, ihey are

more binding to the belly than when they are fresh, be

ing cooling in hot diseases, and welcome to the sto

mach, and provoke urine; the gum of the Cherry-tree,

dissolved in wine, is good for a cold, cough, and hoarse-

Bess of the throat; mending the colour in the face,

sharpeneth the eye-sight, provoketh appetite, and help-

eth to break and expel the stone; the black Cherries

bruised with the stones, and dissolved, the water thereof

is much used to break the stone, and to expel gravel and

wind.

Winter Cherries. ? . (h. m 2.)

These grow not naturally in this land,, but are cherished

in gardens for their virtues*
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Descript.] The Winter Cherry hath a running or creep

ing root in the ground, of the bigness many times of one's

little finger} shooting forth at several joints in several

places, whereby it quickly spreads a great compass

of ground ; the stalk riseth not above a yard high,

'whtreon are set many broad and long green leaves, fome-

'what like Night shade, but larger ; at the joints whereof

come forth whitish flowers made of five leaves a-piece,

which afterwards turn into green berries inclosed with

thin skins, which change to be reddish when they grow

ripe, the berries likewise being reddish, and as large as

a cherry, wherein are contained many flat and yel

lowish seeds lying within the pulp, which being gathered:

and strung up, are kept all the year to be used on oc

casion.

Time.] They flower not until the middle or latter end

of July; and the fruit is ripe about August, or the be

ginning of September.

Government and Virtues] This also is a plant of Ve

nus. They are of great use in physic ; the leaves being

cooling, may be msed in inflammations, but not open

ing as the berries and fruit are ; which by drawing.down

the urine provoke it to be voided plentifully when it is

stopped or grown hot, sharp, and painful in the pas

sage ; it is good also to expel the stone and gravel out of

the reins, kidnies, and bladder, helping to dissolve the

stone, and voiding it by grit or gravel sent forth in the

urine ; it also helpeth much to cleanse inward impost-

hames or ulcers in the reins or bladder, or those that

void a bloody or foul urine ; the distilled water of the

fruit, or the leaves together with them, or the berries,

green or dry, distilled with a little milk and drank morn

ing and evening with a littlte sugar, is effectual to all the

purposes before specified, and- especially against the heat

and sharpness of the urine. 1 shall mention one way,

amongst many others, which might be used for ordering

the berries, to be helpful for the urine and stone; which

is this, take three cr four good handfulls of the berries, .

either green or fresh, or dried, and having bruised them,

put them in so many gallons of beer or ale when it is

new and tunned up ; this drink, taken daily, hath been

found to do much good to many, both to ease the painsj

s 5
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and expel urine and the stone, and to cause the stone not

to angender ; the decoction of the berries in wine and

'water is the most usual way, but the powder of them

taken in drink is more effectual-

Cfrervil. %. {h.m. I.)

It is called Cerefolium, Mirrhis, and Mirrha, Chervil*,

Sweet Chervil, and Sweet Cicely.

Descript.] The garden Chervil doth at first somewhat

Tesemble Parsley, but after it is better grown, the leaves

are much cut in and jagged, resembling hemlock, be*

wig a little hairy and of a whitish green colour, sometimes

turning reddish in the Summer, with the stalks also ; it

riseth a little above half a foot high, bearing white flow

ers in spiked tufl9, which turn into long and round seeds,.

pointed at the ends, and blackish when they are ripe;

of a sweet taste, but no smell, though the herb itself

amelleth reasonably well. The root is small and long,

and perisheth every year, and must be sown a-new ia

Spring for seed, and after July for Atrium sallad.

The wild Chervil groweth two or three feet highr

with yellow stalks and joints, set- with broader and more

hairy leaves, divided int© sundry parts, nicked about

the edges, and of a dark green colour, which likewise

grow reddish with the stalks; at the tops whereof stand

small white tufts of flowers, afterwards smaller and

longer seed. The root is white, hard, and endureth

long. This hath little or no scent.

Place.] The first is sown in gardens for a sallad herb ;

the second groweth wild in many of the meadows of this-

land, and, and by the hedge sides, and on heaths.

Time.'). They flower and seed early, and thereupon are

•own again in the end of Summer.

Government and Virtues.] The garden Chervil being

eaten, doth moderately warm the stomach, and is a cer

tain remedy (saith Tragus) to dissolve congealed or

clotted blood in the body, or that which is clotted by

bruises, falls, &c. The juice or distilled water thereof

being drank, and the bruised leaves laid to the place,

being taken either in meat or drink, it is good to help

to provoke urine, or expel the stone in the kidnies, tm
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send dawn women's courses, and to help the pleurisy

and pricking of the sides.

The wild Chervil bruised and applied, dissolvetb.

swellings in any part, or. the marks of congealed blood by

bruises or blows in a little space.

The sweet Chervil groweth very like the great hem

lock, having large spread leaves cut into divers parts,

but of a fresher green colour than the hemlock, tasting

as sweet as the anniseed. The stalks rise up a yard

high, or better, being cressed or hollow, having leaves

at the joints, but lesser ; and at the tops of the branched

stalks, umbels or tufts of white flowers ; after which •

come large and long crested black shining seed, pointed

at both ends, tasting quick, yet sweet and pleasant.

The root is great and white, growing deep in the ground,

and spreading sundry long branches therein, in taste and

smell stronger than the leaves or seeds, and continuing

many, years.

Place.'] This groweth in gardens.

Government and Virtues.] These are all three of them

of the nature of Jupiter, and under his dominion. This

whole plant, besides its pleasantness in sallads, hath its

physical virtue. The root boiled, and eaten with oil and

vinegar, (or without oil) does much please and warm

old and cold stomachs oppressed with wind or phlegm,

or those that have the phthisick- or consumption of the

lungs. The same drank with wine is a preservative from

the plague. It provoketh womens' courses, and expel-

leth the after-birth, procureth an appetite to meat, and

expelleth wind. The juice is good to heal the ulcers of

the head and face; the candied roots hereof are held as

effectual as Angelica, to preserve from infection in the

time of a plague and to warm and comfort a cold weak

stomach. It is so harmless you cannot use it amiss. .

Chesnut Tree. If.. (h.d.2J

It were as needless to describe a tree so commonly

known, as to tell a man he had gotten a mouth, therefore

take the government and virtues of them thus:

The tree is abundantly under the dominion of Jupiter,

and therefore the fruit must needs breed good blood. .

* e
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and yield commendable nourishment to the body ; yet,,

if eaten over-much, they make the blood thick, procurer

head-ach, and bind the body; the inner skin, that co-

▼ereth the nut, is of so binding a quality, that a scruple

of it being taken by a man, or ten grains by a child,,

soon stops any flux whatsoever : The whole nut being-

dried and beaten into powder, and a dram taken at a-

time, is a good remedy to stop the terms in women. If

you dry Chesnuts, (only the kernels I mean) both the

barks being taken away, beat them into powder, and

Tnake the powder up into an electuary with honey, so.

lave you an admirable remedy for the cough and spitting

•f blood-

Earth Chesnuts. ?. (e. m. 3.)

They are called Earth Nuts, Earth Chesnuts, Ground*

Nuts, Cipper Nuts, and in Sussex, Pig Nuts. A de

scription of them were needless,, for every child knows

them.

Government and Virtues.] They are something hot and

dry in quality, under the dominion of Venus, they pro

voke lust exceedingly, and stir up those sports she is

mistress of; the seed is excellent good to provoke urine;

and so also is the root, but it doth not perform it so for

cibly as the seed doth. The root being dried and beaten

into a powder, and the powder made into an electuary,

is as singular a remedy for spitting and pissing of blood,

as the former Chcsnut was for coughs.

Chickweed. D. (c. m. 3.)

It is sa generally known to most people, that I shall

not trouble you with the description thereof, nor myself

with setting forth the several kinds, since but only two

*r three are considerable for their usefulness.

Place.] They are usually found in moist and watery

places, by wood sides, and elsewhere.

Time.] They flower about June, and their seed is rip©

In July.

Government and Virtues.'] It is a fine soft pleasing herb,

•ndcr the dominion of the Moon, It is found to be a»
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effectual as Purslain to all the purposes whereunto it

serveth, except for meat only. The herb bruised, or

the juice applied (with cloths or sponges dipped there

in) to the region of the liver, and as they dry, to have

it fresh applied, doth wonderfully temperate the heat of

the liver, and is effectual for all imposthumes and'

swellings whatsoever, for all redness in the face, wheals,

pushes, itch and scabs ; the juice either simply used, or

boiled with hog's grease and applied, helpeth cramps,,

convulsions, and palsy. The juice, or distilled water,

is of much good use for all heats and redness in the-

eyes, to drop some thereof into them • as also in the'

ears, to ease pains in them ; and is of good effect to ease

pains from the heat and sharpness of the blood in the'

piles, and generally all pains in the body that arise of

heat. It is used also in hot and virulent ulcers and sores,

in the privy parts, or on the legs, or elsewhere. : The

leaves boiled with marsh-mallows, and made into a poul

tice with fenugreek and linseed, applied to swellings and

imposthumes, ripen and break them, or assuage the swel

lings and ease the pains. It helpeth the- sinews when

they are shrunk by cramps, or otherwise, and to extend

and make them pliable again by this medicine. Boil a

handful of Chickweed, and a handful of red rose leaves

,dried in a quart of muscadine, until a fourth, part be con

sumed; then put to them a pint of oil of trotters or

sheep's feet; let them boil a good while, still stirring

them well ; which being strained, anoint the grieved

place therewith, warm against the fire, rubbing it well

with one hand; and bind also some of the herb (if you

will) to the place, and, with God's blessing, it will help

It in three times dressing.

Chick-Pease, or Cicers. ?. (h. m, 1.)

The garden sorts, whether red, black, or white, are so>

,well known as to require no description.

Place and Time.] They are sown in gardens, or fields,

as pease, being sown later than pease, and gathered at

the same time with them, or presently after.

Government and Virtues.'] They are both under the do-

minion of Venus. They are less windy than beans.
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but nourish more; they provoke urine, and ar*

thought to increase sperm; they have a cleansing fa

culty, whereby they break the stone in the kidnies, T«

drink the cream of them, being boiled in water, is the

best way. It moves the belly downwards, provokes

womens' courses and urine, increases both milk and

seed. One ounce of Cicers, two jounces of French

barley, and a small handfull of marsh-mallow roots, clean

washed and cut, being boiled in the broth of a chicken,

and four ounces taken in the morning, and fasting two

hours after, is a good medicine for a pain in the sides.

The white Cicers are used more for meat than medicine,

yet have the same effects, and are thought more power

ful to increase milk and seed. The wild Cicers are so

much more powerful than the garden kinds, by how

much they exceed them in heat and dryness; whereby

they do more open obstructions, break the stone, and

have all the properties of cutting, opening, digesting,

and dissolving; and this more speedily and certainly,

than the former.

Cinquefoifj (If., temp.)

This is called- in some countries five-fingered grass.

Descript.'] It spreads and creeps far upon the ground,

with long slender strings like strawberries, which

take Toot again, and shoot forth many leaves made

of five partk, and sometimes of seven, dented about

the edges, and somewhat hard. The stalks are slen

der, leaning downwards, and bear many small yellow

flowers thereon, with some yellow threads in the

middle, standing about a smooth green head, which,

when it is ripe, is a little rough, and containeth small

brownish seed. The root is of a blackish brown colour,

as big as one's little finger, but growing long, with some

threads thereat; and by the small strings it quickly

spreadeth over the ground.

Place.'] It groweth by wood sides, hedge sides,! the

path-way in fields, and in the borders and corners of

them, almost through all this land.

Time. J It iiowtrcth in summer, same sooner, soma

later.
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Government and Virtues^ This is an herb of Jupitery

and therefore strengthens the part of the body it rules ;

let Jupiter be angular and strong when gathered ; and

if you give but a scruple (which is but twenty grains)

of it at a time, either in white wine, or in white wine

vinegar, you shall very seldom miss the cure of an ague,

be it what ague soever, in three fits, as I hare often

proved, to the admiration both of myself and others ; - let

no man despise it, because it is plain and easy, the ways

of God are all such. It is an especial herb used in all

inflammations and fevers, whether infectious or pesti

lential ; or among other herbs to cool and temper the

blood and humours in the body ; as also for all lotions,

gargles, infections, and the like; for sore mouths, ul

cers, cancers, fistulas, and other corrupt, foul, or run

ning sores. The juice hereof drank, about four ounces

at a time, for certain days together, cureth the quinsy

and yellow jaundice; and taken for thirty days toge

ther, cureth the falling sickness. The roots boiled in

milk and drank, is a more effectual remedy for all fluxes

hi man or woman, whether the white or red, as also tha

bloody-flux. The roots boiled in vinegar, and the de

coction thereof held in the mouth,, easeth the pains of

the tooth-ach. The juice or decoction taken with a

little honey, helpeth the hoarsewess of the throatj and is

very good for the cough of the lungs. The distilled

water of both roots and leaves are also effectual to all- the

purposes aforesaid; and if the hands be often, washed

therein, and suffered at every time to dry in of itself

without wiping, it will in a short time help the palsy or

shaking in them. The root boiled in vinegar, helpeth

all knots, kernels, hard swellings, and lumps growing in

any part of the flesh, being thereto applied ; as also in

flammations,, and St. Anthony's Fire; all imposthumeis,

and painful sores with heat and putrefaction; the

shingles also, and all other sorts of running and foul

scabs, sores, and itch. The same also boiled in wine,

*nd applied to any joint full of pain, ache, or the gout

in the hands or feet, or the hip gout, called the Sciatica,,

and the decoction thereof drank the while, doth cure

them, and easeth much pain in the bowels. The roots

we likewise effectual to help ruptures or burstings, being
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used with other things available to that purpose, taker*

fither inwardly or outwardly, or both ; as all bruises or

hurts by blows, falls, or the like, and to stay the bleeding:

»f wounds in any parts inward or outward.

Some hold that one leaf cures a quotidian, three a tertianr

and four a quartan ague, and a hundred to one if it be not

Dioscorides, for he is full of whimsies. The truth isr-

I never stood so much upon the number of the leaves, nor

whether I give it in powder or decoction : If Jupiter

were strong, and the Moon applying to him, and his good

aspect at the gathering, I never knew it miss the desired

effects.

Cives. <?. (h. d. 4.>

Called also Rush Leeks, Chives, Civet, andSweth,

Temperature and Virtues.'] I confess I had not added

these, had it not been for a country gentleman, who by

a letter certified me,, that amongst other herbs, I had left

these out ; they are indeed a kind of leeks, hot and dry

in the fourth degree as they are, and so under the domi

nion of Mars; if they be eaten raw, (I do not mean raw,

opposite to roasted or boiled, but raw, opposite to chymi-

eal preparation) they send up very hurtful vapours to

the brain, causing troublesome sleep, and spoiling the

eye-sight; yet of them, prepared by the art of the alehy-

mist, may be made an excellent remedy for the stoppage

cf urine.

Garden Clary. J»

This is also in some counties known by the name of Clear-

eye.

Descript.] Our ordinary garden Clary hath four square-

stalks, with broad, rough, wrinkled, whitish, or hairy

green leaves, somewhat evenly cut in on the edges, and

of a strong sweet scent, growing some near the ground,

and some by couples upon stalks. The flowers grow at

certain distances, with two small leaves at the joints

under them, somewhat like unto flowers of sage, but

smaller and of a whitish blue colour. The seed is brown

ish, and somewhat flat, or not so round as the wild. The
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roots are blackish, and spread not far, and perish after the

seed-time. It is usually sown, for it seldom rises of its

own sowing.

Place.] This groweth in gardens.

Time.'] It flowereth in June and July, some a little

later than others, and their seed is ripe in August.

Government and Virtues.'] It is under the dominion of

the Moon. The seed put into the eyes clears them from

motes and such like things gotten within the lids to offend

them, also clears them from white and red spots. The

mucilage of the seed made with water, and applied to

tumours, or swellings, disperseth and taketh them away ;

also draweth forth splinters, thorns, or other things got

ten into the flesh, the leaves used with vinegar, eithertby

itself, or with a little honey, doth help boils, felons,

and the hot inflammations that are gathered by their

pains, if applied before it be grown too great. The pow

der of the dried root put into the nose, provoketh

sneezing, and thereby purgeth the head and brain of

much rheum and corruption. The seed or leaves taken

in wine, provoketh to venery. It is of much use both for

men and women that have weak backs, and helpeth to

strengthen the rems • used either by it3eii, or mil; oihs:

herbs, conducing to the same effect, and in tansies often.-

The fresh leaves dipped in a batter of flour, eggs, and a

little milk, and fried in butter, and served to the table, is

not unpleasant to any, but exceeding profitable for

those that are troubled with weak backs, and the effects

thereof. The juice of the herb put into ale or beer, and

drank, bringeth down women's courses and expelleth the

after-births.

Wild Clary. ). (e.m.l.)

Wilo Clary is most blasphemously called Christ's

.Eye, because it cures diseases of the eyes. I could wisk

from my soul, blasphemy, ignorance, and tyranny were

ceased among physicians, that they may be happy and I

joyful.

Descript.] It is like the other Clary, Bui lesser, with

many stalks about a foot and a half high. The stalks

ars square, and somewhat hairy ; the flowers of a' bluish.
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colour: He that knows the common Clary cannot b«

ignorant of this.

Place] It grows commonly in this nation in barren

places; you may find it plentifully, if you look in the fields

near Gray's-Inn, aad near Chelsea.

Time.] They flower from the beginning of June till th*

latter end of August.

Government and Virtues.] It is something hotter and

drier than the garden Clary ; nevertheless it is under the

dominion of the Moon, as well as that: The seeds of it

being beaten to powder, and drank with wine, is an ad.

mirable help to provoke lust. A, decoction of the leave*

being drank, warm the stomach, and it is a wonder if it

should not, the stomach being under Cancer, the house

of the Moon. Also it helps digestion, scatters congealed

blood in any part of the body. The distilled water

hereof cleanseth the eyes of redness, waterishness and

heat: It is a gallant remedy for dimness of sight, to take-

one of the seeds of it and put into the eyes, and there let

it remain till it drops out of itself, the pain will be no-

thing to speak on ; it will cleanse the eyes of all filthy aud

putrified matter; and in often repeating.it, will take off a

film which covereth the Bight ; a handsomer, safer, and easier

remedy by a great deal, than to tear it off with a-

needle.

Clearers. J. (c. m.l.)

Pr is also called Aparine, Goose-share, and Goose-grass;

Dcscript.] The common Cleavers have divers very

rough square stalks, not so big as the top of a point, but

rising up to be two or three yards high sometimes, if it

meet with any tall bushes or trees, whereon it may.

climb, yet without any claspers, or else much lower,

and lying! on the ground, full of joints, and at every

one of them shooteth forth a branch, beside the leaves

thereat, which are usually six, set in a round compass,

like a star, or a rowel of a spur: From between the

leaves or the joints towards the tops of the branches

come forth very small white flowers, at every end upoa

small thready foot-stalks, which after they have fallen,

there do shew two small round and rough seeds joiutd
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together, which, when they are rfpe, grow hard and

whitish, having a little hole on the side, something like

onto a navel. Both stalks, leaves, and seeds are so rough,

that they will cleave to any thing that shall touch them.

The root is small and thready, spreading much- to the

fround, but dieth every year.

Place.'} It groweth by the hedge and ditch-sides fn many

places of this land, and is so troublesome an inhabitant in

gardens, that it rampeth upon, and is ready to choak vtiiat-

ever grows near it.

Time.} It flowereth fn June er July, and- the seed it

ripe and falleth again in the end of July and August, from

whence it springeth up again, and not from the old root.

Government and Virtues.} It is under the dominion of

the Moon. The juice of the herb and the seed together

taken in wine, helpeth those bitten with an adder, by

preserving the heart from the venom. It is familiarly

taken in broth, to keep them lean and lank that are

apt to grow fat.- The distilled water drank twice a day,

helpeth theyellow jaundiee ; and the decoction of the herb',

in experience, is found to do the same, and stayeth tasks

and bloody-fluxes. The juice of the leaves, orthey a little

bruised and applied to any bleeding wounds, stayeth the

bleeding. The juice also is very good to close up the lips

©f green wounds, and the powder of the dried herb strewed

thereupon doth the same, and Hkewise helpeth old ulcer*.

Being boiled in hog's grease, it helpeth all serts of hard

swellings or kernels in the throat, being anointed therewith.

The juice dropped into the ears, taketh away the pain of

them.

It is a good remedy m the Spring, eaten (being first

chopped small, and boiled well) in water-gruel, to cleanse

the blood, and strengthen the liver, thereby to keep the

body in health, and fitting it for that change of season that

is coming.

Clown's Woundwort. Tj . (c. d. 2.)

Tins herb deserves commendations, though it has gotten

such a clownish name; and whosoever reads this (if he try

it as I have done) will commend it ; only take notice, that

it is of a dry earthy quality.
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Descripi.] It groweth up sometimes to two or three feet

high, but usually about two feet, with square, green, rough

stalks, but slender, joined somewhat far asunder, and two

very long, somewhat narrow dark green leaves, bluntly

dented about the edges thereof, ending in a long point.

The flowers stand towards the tops, compassing the stalks

at the joints with the leaves, and end likewise in a

spiked top, having long and much gaping hoods of a

purplish red colour, with whitish spots in them, standing

in somewhat round husks, wherein afterwards stand

blackish round seeds. The root is composed of many

long strings, with some tuberous long knobs growing

among them, of a pale yellowish or whitish colour ; yet

some times of the year these knobby roots in many places

are not seen in this plant. The plant smelleth somewhat

strong.

Place.] It groweth in sundry counties of this land, both-

north and west, and frequently by path-sides in the fields

near about London, and within three or four miles distant

about it; yet it usually grows in or near ditched.

Time.'} It flowereth in June or July, and the seed is

ripe soon after.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

the planet Saturn.. It is singularly effectual in all' fresli

and green wounds, and therefore beareth not this name for

nought. And it is very available in staunching of blood,

and to dry up the fluxes of humours in old fretting ulcers,

cankers, &c. that hinder the healing of them.

A syrup made of the juice of it, is inferior to none for

inward wounds, ruptures of veins, bloody flux, vessels

broken, spitting, pissing, or vomiting blood. Ruptures

are excellently and speedily, even to admiration, cured

by taking uow and then a little of the syrup, and applying

an ointment or plaister of this herb to the place. Also, if

any vein be swelled or muscle, apply a plaister of this

herb to it, and if you add a little Comfrey to it, it will not

do amiss.

Cock's Head. ?. (h. m.2.)

This is also called Red Fitching, and Medick Fetch.

Descript.] This hath divers weak but rough stalks, half

a yard long, leaning downwards, but set with winged,
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leaves, longer and more pointed than those of lintels, and

whitish underneath ; from the tops of these stalks arise up

ether slender stalks naked without leaves unto the tops',

where there grow many small flowers in manner of a

spike, of a pale reddish colour, with some blueness among

them ; after which rise up in their places, round, and

Somewhat flat heads. The root is tough, and somewhat

woody, yet liveth and shooteth a.new every year.

Place.] It groweth under hedges, and sometimes in the

open fields in divers places of this land.

Time.'] They flower all the months of July and August,

and the seed ripeneth in the mean while.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Venus. It hath power to rarify and digest; and there

fore the green leaves bruised and laid as a plaister, disperse

knots, nodes, or kernels in the flesh; and if when dry it

be taken in wine, it helpeth the stranguary; and being

anointed with oil, it provoketh sweat. It is a singular

food for cattle, to cause them to give store of milk ; and

why then may it not do the like, being boiled in ordinary

drink, for nurses?

Columbines. ?. (h. m.2.)

Thuse are so well known, growing almost in every garden,

that I think I may save expence of time in writing a de

scription of them. .
Time.'] They flower in May, and abide not, for the

most part, when June is past, perfecting their seed in the

mean time. „
Government and Virtues.] It is also an herb of Venus.

The leaves of Columbines are commonly used in lotions

with good success for sore mouths and throats. Iragus

saith, that a dram of the seed taken in wine with a little

saffron openeth obstructions of the liver, and is good tor

the yellow jaundice, if the party after the taking thereof

belaid to sweat well in bed. The seed also taken m

wine, causeth a speedy delivery of women m child-birth ;

if one draught suffice not, let her drink the second and

it is effectual: The Spaniards used to eat a piece of the

root thereof in a morning fasting, many days together, to

help them whea troubled with the stone in the reins or

kidnies.
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Colt's Foot. ? . (k. m. I.)

"Called also Coughwort, Foal's-foot, Horse-hoof, and

Bull's-foot.
Descript.rf] This shooteth up a slender stalk, with small

yellowish flowers somewhat early which fall away quickly,

and after they are past, come up somewhat round leaves,

sometimes dented about the edges, much lesser, thicker,

and greener than those of butler-bur, with a little down

or frieze oyer the green leaf on the upper side, which

may be rubbed away, and whitish or meally underneath.

The root is small and white, spreading much under ground,

so that where it taketh, it will hardly be driven away

again, if any little piece be abiding therein ; and from

thence spring fresh leaves.

Place.] I 1 groweth as well in wet grounds as in drier places.

Time.] And flowereth in the end of February; the

leaves begin to flower in March.

Government and Virtues.] The plant is under Venus;

the fresh leaves or juice, or a syrup thereof, is good for

a hot dry cough, or wheesiug, and shortness of breath.

The dry leaves are best for those who have thin rheums

and distillations upon their lungs, causing a cough ; for

which also the dried leaves taken as tobacco, or the

root is very good. The distilled water hereof simply,

or with elder-flowers and night-shade, is a singular good

remedy against all hot agues, to drink two ounces at a

time, and apply cloths wet therein to the head and sto

mach which also does much good, being applied to any

hot swellings or inflammations. It helpeth St. Anthony's

fire and burnings, and is singular good to take away wheals

and small pushes that arise through heat; as also the

burning heat of the piles, or privy parts, cloths wet

therein being thereunto applied.

Comfrey. 1} . and s. (c. d. 3.)

This is a common, but most neglected plant of great

virtues.

Descript.] The common Great Comfrey hath divert

*ery large hairy green leaves lying on the giound, so

hairy or prickly, that if they touch any tender part of
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the hands, face, or body, it will cause it to itch ; the

-•talk that riseth from among them being two or three feet

high, hollow and cornered, is very hairy also, having

many such like leaves as grow below, but lesser and les

ser up to the top; at the joints of the stalks it is divided

into many branches, with some leaves thereon, and at

the ends stand many flowers in order one above another)

which are somewhat long and hollow like the finger of a

,glove, of a pale whitish .colour, after which come small

black seeds. The roots are great and long, spreading

great thick branches under ground, black on the outside,

and whitish within, short and easy to break, and full of

glutinous or clammy juice, of little or no taste at all.

There is another sort in all things like this, only some,

what less, and beareth flowers of a pale purple colour.

Place.] They grow by ditches and water-sides, and

in diveis fields that are .moist, for therein they chiefly

-delight to grow. The first generally through all the land,

and the other, but in some places. By the leave of my

authors, I know the first grows often in dry places.

Time.] They flower in June or July, and give their seed

in August,

Government and Virtues.] This is an herb of Saturn, and

I suppose under the sign of Capricorn, cold, dry, and

earthy in quality. What was spoken of Clown's Wound

wort, may be said of this. The Great Comfrey helpeth

those that spit blood, or make a bloody urine. The root

boiled in water or wine, and the decoction drank, helps

all inward hurts, bruises, wounds, and ulcers of the

lungs, and causeth the phlegm that oppresseth them to be

*asily spit forth. It helpeth the dofluction of rheum

from the head upon the lungs, the fluxes of blood or hu

mours by the belly, women's immoderate courses, as well

the reds as the whites, and the running of the reins, hap

pening by what cause soever. A syrup made thereof is

very effectual for all those inward griefs and hurts, and

the distilled water for the same purpose also, and for out

ward wounds and sores in the fleshy or sinewy part of

the body whatsoever, as also to take away the fits of

agues, and to allay the sharpness of humours. A de

coction of the leaves hereof is available to all the purpo

ses, though not so effectual as the roots. The roots being
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eutwardly applied, help fresh wounds or cuts immediate

ly, being bruised and laid thereto ; and is special good

for ruptures and broken bones ; yea, it is said to be so

powerful to consolidate and knit together, that if they

be boiled with dissevered pieces of flesh in a pot, it will

join them together again. It is good to be applied to

somen's breasts that grow sore by the abundance of milk

coming into them; also, to repress the overmuch bleed.

ing of the haemorrhoids, to cool the inflammation of the

parts thereabouts, and to give ease of pains. The roots

of Comfrey taken fresh, beaten small, and spread upon

leather, and laid upon any place troubled with the gout

doth presently give ease of the pains; and applied in the

same manner, giveth ease to pained joints, and profit eth

very much for running and moist ulcers, gangrenes, mor

tifications, and the like, for which it hath by often expe

rience been found helpful.

Coralwort. J), (c. m. 2.)

It is also called by some Toothwort, Tooth Violet, Dog-

Teeth Violet, and Dentaria.

Descript.] Of the many sorts of this herb, two of them

maybe found growing in this nation; the first of which

shooteth forth one or two winged leaves, upon long

brownish footstalks, which are doubled down at their

first coming out of the ground ; when they are fully

opened, they consist of seven leaves, most commonly of

a sad green colour, dented about the edges, set on both

sides the middle rib one against another, as the leaves

of the ash.tree; the stalk bearelh no leaves on the lower

half of it; the upper half bearcth sometimes three or four,

each consisting of five leaves, sometimes of three; on the

top stand four or five flowers upon short.stalks, with long

husks; the flowers are very like the flowers of stock-

gilliflowers, of a pale purplish colour, consisting of four

leaves a piece, after which come small pods, which con

tain the seed; the root is very smooth, white, and shining;

it doth not grow downwards, but creeping along under

the upper crust of the ground, and consisteth of divers

mall round knobs set together; towards the top of the

stalk there grows some single leaves, by each of which

\

V
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•ometh a small cloven bulb, which when it is ripe, if it

be set in the ground, it will grow to be a root.

As for the other Coralwort which groweth in this na

tion, it is more scarce than this, being a very small plant,

much like Crowfoot; therefore some think it to be one of

the sorts of crowfoot: I know not where to direct you to

it, therefore I shall forbear the description.

Place.] The first groweth in Alayfield in Sussex, in a

wood called Highread, and in another wood there also,' .

called Foxholes.

Time.] They flower from the latter end of April to the

middle of May, and before the middle of July they are

gone, and not to be found.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

the Moon. It cleanseth the bladder, and provoketh

urine, expels gravel and the stone ; it caseth pains in

the sides and bowels, is excellent good for inward

'wounds, especially such as are made in the breast or

lungs, by taking a dram of the powder of the root every

morning in wine; the same is excellent good for ruptun.J

as also to stop fluxes; an ointment made of it is excellent

good for wounds and ulcers, for' it soon drives up the

watery humours which hinder the cure.

Costmary, or Alcost,or Balsam Herb. %> (A. d. 2.)

This is so frequently known to be an inhabitant in almost

every garden, that I suppose it needless to write a de

scription thereof.

Time.] Itflowereth in June and July.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Jupiter. 'J he ordinary Costmary, as well as Maudlin,

provoketh urine abundantly, and moisteneth the hard

ness of the mother; it gently purgeth choler and phlegm,

extenuating that which is gross, and cutling that which

is tough and glutinous, cleanseth that which is foul, and

hindereth putrefaction and corruption; it dissolvuth

without attraction, openeth obstructions, and helpeth

their evil effects, and it is a wonderful help to all sorts of

dry agues. It is astringent to the stomach, and strength

ened the liver, and all the other inwards parts ; and taken.

in whey$ woFketh more effectual Taken fastiag iii

F
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the morning it is v«ry profitable for .pains in the head

that are continual; and to stay, dry up, and consume all

thin rheums or distillations from the head into the stomach,

and helpeth much to digest raw humours, that are gathered

therein. It is very profitable for those that are fallen

into a continual evil disposition of the body, called

Cachexia, but especially in the beginning of the disease.

It is an especial friend and help to evil, weak and cold

livers. The seed is familiarly given to children for tie

'worms, and so is the infusion of flowers in white wine

given them to the quantity of two ounces at a time: It

rnaketh an excetlent salve to cleanse and heal old ulcers,

being boiled with oil of olive, and adder's tongue with it;

and after it is strained, put a little wax, rosin, and tur

pentine, to bring it to a convenient body.

Cudweed, or CoHornveed. ?. (k. m- 2.)

Besides Cudweed and Cottonweed, it is also called

Chaft'weed, Dwarf Cotton, and Petty Cotton.

Dcscript.] The common Cudweed riseth up with one

gtalk sometimes, and sometimes with two or three, thick

•set on all sides with small, long and narrow whitish and

woody leaves, from the middle of the stalk almost up to

the top; with every leaf standeth a small llower of a dun

or brownish yellow colour, or not so yellow as others ;

in which herbs, after the flowers are fallen, come small

teed wrapped up, with the down therein, and is carried

away with the wind; the root is small and thready.

There are other sorts hereof, which are somewhat lesser

than the former, not much different, saw only that the

stalks and leaves. are. shorter, so the flowers are paler and

more open.

Place.] They grow in dry, barren, sandy, and gravelly

grounds in most places of this land.

Time.] They flower about July, some earlier, some

later, and their seed is ripe in August.

Government and Virtues.] Venus is lady of it. The

plints are all astringent, binding, or drying, and there.

fore profitable for defluctions of rheum from the head,

and to stay the fluxes of blood wheresoever, the decoction

being made into red wine and drauk, or the powder

v
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taken therein. It <al«o hejpeth 'the bloody flux, and

easeth the torments 'that come thereby, stayoth the im

moderate-courses of women, -and is also -good for inttTtrd

or outward wounds, hurts or bruises, and helpeth -chil

dren both of burstings and worms, and b'ing cither drank

or injected, for the disease called Tenesmus, which is an

often provocation to the stool without doing any thing.

The green leaves br.uised, and laid to any gveen wound,

stayeth the bleeding, and' healeth it up quickly. The

juice of the herb taken in wine and milk, is, as Pliny ait-li,

n sovereign remedy against the mumps and 'quiiw^ . and

further saith, .that whosoever shall so take it, shall ni-ver

lie troubled with that disease again.

Cowslips, or Peagles. T- (lemp.)

Both the wild and garden Cowslips are so well known,

that I will neither trouble myself nor the reader with a

description of them.

Time.] They flower in April and May.

Government and VirtuesJ] Venus lays claim to this herb,

And it is under the sign Aries, and our city dames knew

welt enough the oimtment or distilled water of it adds

beauty, or- at least restores it when it is lost. The flow

ers are held to be more effectual than the leaves, and the

roots of little use. An ointment being made with .them,

taketh away spots and wrinkles of the skin, -sun-huuring

«nd freckles, and adds beauty exceedingly-; they remedy

all infirmities of .the head coming of 'heat and wind, as

vertigo, ephialtes, false appaiilions, phrenzies, falling

sickness, palsies, convulsions, cramps, pains in the nerves;

the roots ease pains in the back and bladder, and open

the passages of urine. The leaves are good in wounds,

and the flowers take away trembling. If the flawers be

not well dried, and kept in a warm place, they will soon

putrify and luok gceen : have a special eye over them. If

you let them sec the sun once a month, it will do neither

the sun nor them harm.

Because they strengthen :the brain and nerves, and re

medy palsies, tie Greeks gave them the name Paralysis.

The flowers preserved or conserved, and the quantity of a

f 2
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nutmeg taken every morning, is a sufficient dose for in

ward diseases; but for wounds, spots, wrinkles, and sun-

burnings, an ointment is made of the leaves and hog's

grease.

Crab's. Claw. ?. (c. m. 1.)

Called also Water Sengreen, Knight's Pond Water,

Water Houseleck, Pond Weed, and Fresh-water Sol

dier.

Descript^ It hath sundry long narrow leaves, with

sharp prickles on the edges of them also, very sharp-point

ed; the stalks which bear flowers seldom grow so high as

the' leaves, bearing a forked head like a crab's claw, out

of which comes a white flower, consisting of three leaves,

with yellowish hairy threads in the middle; it taketh root

in the mud in the bottom of the water.

Place.] Itgroweth plentifully in the fens in Lincolnshire.

Time.} It flowereth in June, and usually from thence

till August. .

Government and Virtues.'] It is a plant under the domi

nion of Venus, and therefore a great strengthener of the

reins- it is excellent good in that inflammation which is

commonly called St. Anthony's fire; it assuageth all in

flammations and swellings in wounds; and an ointment

made of it, is excellent good to heal them ; there is scarce

a better remedy growing than this is for such as have

bruised their kidnies; a dram of the powder of the herb

taken every morning, is a very good remedy to stop the

terms.

Black Cresses, c?- (h.d.3.)

The name of Cresses is given to several herbs, distinguish.

ed as follows : , . .
Descrint.] It hath long leaves, deeply cut and jagged

on both sides, not much unlike wild mustard; the stalks

small, very linger, though very tough; you may twist

them round as you may a willow before they break. Tie

stones be very small and yellow, after which comes small

pods, which contain the seed.
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Place.] It is a common herb, grows usually by the way

sides, and sometimes upon mud walls about London • but

it delights most to grow among stones and rubbish.

Time.] It flowers in June and July, and the seed is ripe

in August and September.

Government and Virtues.] It is a plant of a hot and

biting nature, under the dominion of Mars. The wed of

Black Cresses strengthens the brain exceedingly, being in

performing that office little inferior to mustaid-seed, if at

all ; they are excellent good to stay those rheums which

may fall down from the head upon the lungs; you may

beat the seed into powder, if you please, and make it up

into an electuary with honey ; so you have an excellent

remedy by you, not only for the premises, but also for the

cough, yellow jaundice, and sciatica. The herb boiled

into a poultice, is an excellent remedy for inflammations,

both in women's breasts and men's testicles.

Sciatica Cresses. \ . (c d. 2.)

These also are of two kinds.

Descript.] The first riseth up with a round stalk, about

two feet high, spread into divers branches, whose lower

leaves are somewhat larger than the upper, yet all of them

cut or torn on the edges, somewhat like garden cresses,

but smaller ; the flowers are small and white, growing at

the tops of branches, where afterwards grow husks, with

small brownish seed therein, very strong and sharp in taste,

more than the cresses of the garden ; the root is long,

white, and woody.

The other hath the lower leaves whole, somewhat long

and broad, not torn at all, but only somewhat deeply

dented about the edges towards the ends ; but those that

grow up higher are lesser. The flowers and seeds are like

the former, and so is the root likewise, and both root and

seed as sharp as it.

Place.] They grow by the way-sides in untilled places,

and by the sides of old walls.

Time.] They flower in the end of June, and their seed

is ripe in July.

Government and Virtues.] It is a Saturnine plant. The

leaves, but especially the root, taken fresh in summer

ly 3
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time, beaten or made into a poultice or salve with old

hog's grease, and applied to the places pained with the

sciatica, to continue thereon four hours, if it be on a man,

and two hours on a woman ; the plaee afterwards bathed

with wine and oil mixed together, and then wrapped with

wool or skins after they have sweat a little, will assuredly

cure not only the same disease in hips, huckle-bone, or

other of the joints, as gout in the hands or feet, but all

other old griefs of the head, (as inveterate rheums) and

other parts of the body that are hard to be cured ; and if

of the former griefs any parts remain, the same medicine,

after twenty days, is to be applied again. The same i»

also effectual in the diseases of the spleen ; and applied to

the skin, it taketh away the blemishes thereof, whether

they be sears, leprosy, scabs, or scurf, which although it

ulcerate the part, yet that is to be helped afterwards with,

a salve made of oil and wax. Esteem this as another

tecret.

'

Water Cresses. > . (h. d. 3.)

These are so well known as not to require a description.

Ptaee.] They grow (for the most part) in small standi

jut; waters, >et sometimes in small rivulets of running

•water.

Time.] They ftower and seed in the beginning of

Sammer.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb under the domi

nion of the Moon. They are more powerful against the

scurvy, and to cleanse the blood and humours, than

Brooklime rs, and serve in all the other uses in

'which Brooklime is. available, as to break the stone,.

and provoke urine and women's courses. The decoc

tion thereof cleanseth ulcers, by washing them there

with. The leaves bruised, or the juke, is good to be

applied to the face, or other parts troubled with frec

kles, pimples, spots, or the like, at night, and washed

away in the morning. The juice mixed with vinegar,

aiid the fore part of the head bathed theiewith, is very

good for those that are dull and drowsy,, or have the

lethargy.

%
:
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Water-cress pottage is -a good remedy to cleanse the

blood in the Spring, and help head-achs, and consume

the gross humours Winter hath left behind; those tha,t

-would live in health, may use it if they please, if they will

not, I cannot help it. If any fancy not pottage, they may

eat the herb as a sallad.

Crosswort. o . (c. d. 2.)

*Fhts is so called from the situation of its leaves.

Descript.] Common Crosswort growcth up with square

Jjairy brown stalks, a little above a foot high, having four

small broad and pointed, hairy, yet smooth green leaves

growing at every joint, each against othe'r cross-way. To

wards the tops of the stalks at the joints, with the leaves

m three or four rows downwards, stand small, pale, yel

low flowers, after which come small blackish round seeds,

four for the most part, set in every husk.

The root is very small and full of fibres, or threads,

taking good hold of the ground, and spreading with the

branches a great den 1 of ground, which perish not in

Winter, although the leaves die eveiy year, and spring

again new.

Flace.] It groweth in many moist grounds, as well

meadows as untilled places about London, in Hamp-

stead church-yard, at Wj e in Kent, and sundry other

places.

Time.] It flowers from May all the Summer long, in

one place or other, as they are open to the sun; the seed

ripeneth soon after.

Government and Virtues.'\ It is under the dominion of

Saturn. This is a singular good wound herb, and is

used inwardly, not only to stay blreding of wounds,

but to consolidate them, as it doth outwardly any green

wound, which it quickly -oldereth up and healeth. The

decoction of the herb in wine, helpeth to expectorate

phlegm out of the chest, and is good for obstructions

jn the breast, atomach, or bowels, ai d helpeth a de

cayed appetite. It is also good to wash any wound or

tore with, to cleanse and heat it. The herb bruised,

and then Boiled, applied outwardly for certain days to-

r4
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.gether, renewing it often ; aiid in the mean time the' de

coction of the herb in wine, taken inwardly every day,

doth certainly cure the rupture in any, so as it be not

too inveterate; but very speedily if it be fresh and lately

taken.

Crowfoot. (?•(/'• d. 3.)

Many are the names this furious biting herb hath ob

tained, almostenough to make up aWelchman's pedigree,

if -lie fetch no farther than John of Gaunt, or William the

.Conqueror ; for it is called Frogsfoot from the Greek

name Barrakiou; Crowfoot, Gold Knobs, Gold Cups,

King's Knob, Baffiners, Troil-flovrers, Polts, Locket

Goulions, and Butter-flowers.

Abundance are the sorts of this herb, that to describe

them all would tire the patience of Socrates himself; but

because I have not yet attained to the spirits- of Socrates,

shall but describe the most usual.

Descript.] The most common Crowfoot hath many dark

green leaves, cut into divers parts, in taste biting and

sharp, biting and blistering the tongue ; it bears many

flowers, and those of a bright resplendent yellow colour;

I do not remember that I ever saw any thing yellower;

virgins in ancient time, used to make powder of them to

furrow bride-beds ; after which (lowers come small heads,

some spiked and rugged like a pine apple.

Place."] They grow very common every where; unless

you turn your head into a hedge, you cannot but see them

as you walk.

Time.] They flower in May and June, even till Sep

tember.

Government and Virtues."] This fiery and hot-spirited

herb of Mars is no way fit to be given inwardly, but an

ointment of the leaves or flowers will draw a blister, and

may be so fitly applied to the nape of the neck to draw

back rheum from the eyes. The herb being bruised and

mixed with a little mustard, draws a blister as well, and

as perfectly as Cantharides, and with far Jess danger to

the vessels of urine, which Cantharides naturally delight

to wrong; I knew the herb once applied to a pestilential
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rising that was fallen down, and it saved life even beyond

hope; it were good to keep an ointment and plaister of it,

if it were but for that.

Cuckow-point. <?. (h. d. 3.)

It is called Aron, Janus, Barba-aron, Calve's-foot,

Ramp, Starchwort, Cuckow-pint and Wake-Robin.

Descript.] This shooteth forth three, four, or five leaves

at the most, from one root, every one whereof is some-

what large and long, broad at the bottom next the stalk,

and forked, bat ending in a point, without a cut on the

edge, of a full green colour, each standing upon a thick

round stalk, of a hand-breadth long, or more, among

which, after two or three months that they begin to wither,

riseth up a bare, round, whitish green stalk, spotted and

streaked with purple, somewhat higher than the leaves:

at the top whereof standeth long hollow hu.-ks close

at the bottom, but open from the middle upwards,. ending

in a point; in the middle whereof stand the small long

pestte or clapper, smaller at the bottom than. at the top,

of a dark purple colour, as the husk is on the inside,

though green without, which, after it hath so abided for

some time, the husk with the clapper decayeth, and the

foot or bottom thereof groweth to bea small long bunch of

berries, green at the first, and of a yellowish red colour

when they are ripe, of tire bigness of a hazel-nut kernel,

which abideth thereon almost until Winter; the root is

round and somewhat long, for the most part lying along,

the leaves shooting forth at the largest end, which, when

it beareth his berries, are somewhat wrinkled and loose,

another growing under it, which is solid and firm, with

many small threads hanging thereat. The whole plant is

of a very sharp biting taste, pricking the tongue as nettles

do the hands, and so abideth for a great while without

alteration. The root therpof was anciently used instead

of starch to stnrch linen with.

There is another sort of Cuckow-point, with lesser

leaves than the forme-, and somciimts harder, having

blackish spots upon them, which for t'ne most , art abide

longer green in Summer than the former, and both leaves

f5
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ind roots are more sharp and fierce than it: in all things

else it is like the former.

Place, j These two sorts grow frequently almost under

every hedge side in marry p!aces in this land.

Time.] They shoot forth leaves in the Spring, and con

tinue but until the middle of Summer, or somewhat later j

their husks appearing before they fall away, and their

fruit shewing in April,

Gavernment and Virtues.'] It is under the dominion of

Mars. Tragus reporteth, that a dram weight, or more,

if need be, of the spotted Wake Robinr either fresh and

greeny or dried, being beaten and taken, is a present and

sure remedy for poison and the plague. The juice of the

herb taken, to the quantity of a spoonful! hath the same

effect. Bat if there be a little vinegar added thereto, as-

-well as. to the root aforesaid,, it somewhat allayeth the

sharp biting taste thereof upon the tongue. The green

leaves bruised^ and laid upon the boil or plague sere, doth,

wonderfoily help, to draw forth the poison.- A dram of

the powder of the dried root taken with twice so much

sugar in the form of a licking electuary, or the green root,

doth wonderfully help, those that are pursy and short-

winded, as also- those that have a cough ; it breakeib,

digesteth, and rWdeth away phlegm from the stomach,

chest, and lungs. The milk wherein the root hath been

boiled is. effectual also for the same purpose. The said

powder taken in wine or other drink, or the juke of the

berries, or the powder of them, or the wine wherein

they have been boiled, provoketh urine, and bringeth

down women's courses, and purgeth them effectually after

child-bearing^ to bring away the after.birth. Taken

with sheep's milk it healeth the inward ulcers of the bow

els. The distilled water thereof is effectual to all the pur

poses aforesaid. A spoonfuJl taken at a time healeth the

itcH ; and- an. ounce or more taken at :i time for some days

.together, dotlv help the rupture : The leaves, either green

or dry, or the juice of them, doth cleanse all manner of

rotten and filthy ulcers, in what part of the body soever;

and heak-tb the slinking sores in the nose, called Polypus^

The water wherein the root hath, been boiled, dropped
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into the eyes, cleanseth them from any film or skin, cloud

or mist, which begun to hinder the night, and helpeth (he

watering and redness of them, or when, by some chance,

they become black and blue. The root mixed with bean-

iifmr. and applied to the throat or jaws, that are inflamed,

helpeth them. The juice of the berries boiled in oil of

roses, or beaten into powder mited with the oil, and

dropped into the ears, easeth pains in them. The berries,

or the roots beaten with hot ox-dung, and applied,

easeth the pains of the gout. The leaves and roots boiled

in wine with a little oil, and applied to the piles, or the

falling down of the fundament, easeth them, and so doth)

sitting over the hot fumes thereof. The fresh root* bruised

and distilled with a little milk, yieldeth a most sovereign

water to cleanse the skin from scurf, freckles, spots, or

blemishes, whatsoever therein.

Authors have left large commendations of this herb you

see, but for my part, I have neither spoken with Dr,

Reason, nor Dr. Experience about it.

Cucumbers. 5 . (c. 1. m. 2.)

Ther^, is no need to give any description of what are so

generally known.

Government and Virtues.] There is no dispute to be

made, but that they are under the dominion of the Moon,

though they are so much cried out against for their

toldness, and if they were but one degree colder they

would be poison. The best of Galenists hold them to be

cold and moist in the second degree, and then not so hot

as either lettuces or purslain : they are excellent good for

a hot stomach, and hot liver ; the unmeasurable use of

them tills the body full of raw humours, and so indeed the

unmeasurable use of any thing else doth harm. The face

being washed with their juice cleanseth the skin, and is.

excellent good for hot rheums in the ryes; the seed is

excellent good to provoke urine, aid cleanseth the pas

sages thereof when they are stopped ; there is not a better

remedy for ulcers in the bladder growing, than Cucumbers

are. The usual course is, to use the seeds in emulsions,

as they make almond milk; but a far better way (in my

©pinion) is this : When the season of the year is, tak«

s 6
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the Cucumbers and bruise them well and distil the water

from them, and let such as are troubled with ulcers in the

bladder drink no other drink. The face being washed

with the same water, cureth the reddest face that is ; it

is also excellent good for sun-burning, freckles, and

morphew.

Daisies. $?. and s- (c. 1. m- 2.)

These are so well known almost to every child, that I

suppose it needless to write any description of them. Take

therefore the virtues of them as followeth.

Government and Virtues.] The herb is under the sign

Cancer, and under the dominion of Venus, and therefore

excellent good for wounds in the breast, and very fitting

to be kept both in oils, ointments and plaisters, as also in

syrup. The greater wild Daisey is a wound-herb of good

respect, often used in those drinks or salves that are for

wounds, either inward or outward. The juice or dis

tilled water of these, or the small Daisey, doth much

temper the heat and choler, and refresh the liver, and the

other inward parts. A decoction made of them and

drank, helpeth to cure the wounds made in the hollowness

of the breast. The same cureth also all ulcers and pustules

in the mouth or tongue, or in the secret parts. The leaves

bruised and applied to any parts that are swoln and hot,'

doth dissolve it, and temper the heat. A decoction made

thereof, of wallwort and agrimony, and places fomented

or bathed therewith warm, giveth great ease to them that

are troubled with the palsy, sciatica, or the gout. The

same also disperseth and dissolveth the knots or kernels

that grow in the flesh of any part of the body, and bruises

and hurts that come of falls aad blows; they are also used

for ruptures, and other inward burnings, with very good

success. An ointment made thereof doth wonderfully

help all wounds that have inflammations about them, or

by reason of moist humours having access unto them, are

kept long from healing, and such are those, for the most

part, that happen to joints of the arms or legs. The juice

of them dropped into the running eyes of any, doth much

help them.

\
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Dandelion. %. {temp. d. 1.)

This herb is from its effects also called by country people

Piss-a-Btd.

Descript.] It is well known to have many long and

deep gashed leaves, lying on the ground round about the

head of the roots; the ends of each gash or jag, on both

sides looking downwards towards the roots; the middle

rib being white, which being broken, yieldeth abundance

of bitter milk, but the root much more: from among the

leaves, which always abide green, arise many slender,

weak, naked foot stalks, every one of tiiem bearing at the

top one large yellow flower, consisting of many rows of

yellow leaves, broad at the points, and nicked in with

deep spots of yellow in the middle, which growing ripe,

the green husk wherein the ilowers stood turns itrelt down

to the stalk, and the head of down becomes as round as a

ball, with long reddish seed underneath, bearing a part of

the down on the head of ever)' one, which together is

blown away with the wind, or may be at once blown

away with one's month. The root growing downwards

exceeding deep, which bring broken off within the

ground, will yet shoot forth again, and will hardly be

destroyed where it hath once taken deep root in the

ground.

Place.] It groweth frequently in all meadows and

pasture-grounds.

Timed] It flowereth in one place or other almost all the

year long.

Government anil Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Jupiter. It is of an opening and cleansing quality, and

therefore very effectual for the obstructions of the liver,

gall and spleen, and the diseases that arise from them, as

the jaundice and hypochondriac; it openeth the passages

of the urine both in young and old ; powerfully cleanseth

imposthumes and inward ulcers in the urinary passage,

and by its drying and temperate quality doth afterwards

heal them ; for which purpose the decoction of the roots

or leaves in white wine, or the leaves chopped as pot

herbs, with a few alisanders, and boiled in their broth,

are very effectual. And whoever is drawing towards a
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consumption, or an evil disposition of the whole body,

called Cachexia,, by the use hereof for some time together,

shall find a wonderful help. It helpeth also to procure

rest and sleep to bodies distempered by the heat of ague

fits, or otherwise: The distilled water is effectual to drink,

in pestilential fevers, and to wash the sores.

You see here what virtues this common herb hath, and

that is the reason the French and Dutch so often eat them

in the Spring: and now, if you look a little further, you

may see plainly, without a pair of spectacles, that foreign

physicians are not so selfish as ours are, but more com

municative of the virtues of plants to people.

Darnel. Tj . (c. 3. d. 2.}

It is called Jum and Wray, in Sussex they call it Crop, it

being a pestilent enemy among corn.

Descript.'] This hath all the Winter long, sundry longr

fiat, and. rough leaves, which, when the stalk riseth,

which is slender and jointed, are narrower, but rough

still ; on the top groweth a long spike, composed of many

heads set one above another, Containing two or three

husks, with sharp but short beards of awns at the end .

the seed is easily shaken out of the ear, the husk itself be

ing somewhat rough.

Place.'] The country husbandmen do know this to»

well to grow among their corn, or in the borders and

pathways of the other fields that are fallow.

GovernmentundVirtues.] It is a malicious part of sullen

Saturn. As it is not without some vices, so hath it also-

many virtues. The meal of Darnel is very good to slay

gangrenes and other such like fretting and eating can

kers and putrid sores; it also cleanseth the skin of all le

prosies, morphews, ringworms and the like, if it be used

with salt and reddish roots. And being used with quick

brimstone and vinegar, it dissolveth knots and kernels,

and breakelh those that are hard to be dissolved, being

boiled i. wine with pigeon's dungand linseed. A decoction

thereof made with water and honey, and the places bathed

therewith is profitable for the sciatica Darnel meal

applied in a poultice draweth forth splinters and broken

boues iu the flesh. The red Darnel boiled in red wine
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and taken, stayeth the lask and all other fluxes, and

women's bloody issues, and restraineth urine that passetk

away too suddenly.

DM. 5 . (/». 3. d. 2.)

This plant is sometimes mistaken for Fennel.

Deseript.^ The common. Dill groweth up with seldom

more than one stalk, neither so high nor so great usually

as Fennel, beiug. round and fewer joints thereon, whose

leaves are sadder and somewhat long, and so like fennel

that it deeeiveth many, bat harder in- handling, and some

what thicker, and of a stronger unpleasant scent; the

tops of the stalks have four branches, ;md smaller umbels-

of yellow flowers, which tarn into' small seed, somewhat

flatter and thinner than Fennel-seed. The root is somewhat

small and woody, perisheth every year after it hath borne

seed, and is also- unprofitable, being never put to any use.

Place.] It is most usually sown in gardens and grounds*

for the purpose, and is also- found in many wild places.

Government and Virtues.] Mercury hath the dominion

of this plant, and therefore to be sure it strengthens the

brain. Th« Dill being boiled and drank, is good to ease

swellings and pains; it also stayeth the belly and stoi-

mach from casting. The decoction thereof helpeth wo

men that are troubled with pains and windiness of the

mother, if they sit therein. It stayeth the hiccough, be

ing boiled in wine, and but smelted unto, being tied in a

cloth. The seed is of more use than the leaves, and

more effectual to digest raw and vicious humours, and

is used in medicines that serve to expel wind, and the

pains proceeding therefrom. The seed being roasted or

fried, and used in oils or plaisters, dissolve the impost-

humes in the fundament; and drieth up all moist ulcers,

especially in the fundament; an oil made of Dill is ef

fectual to warm or dissolve humours and imposthumes,

to ease pains and procure rest. The decoctiou of Dill,

be it herb or seed (only if you boil the seed you must

feruise it) in white wine, being drank, is a gallant ex-

yeller of wind, and provoker of the terms.
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Devil's Bit. ?. (h.d.S.)

There are three sorts hereof, in nothing unlike, save the

colour of the flowers.

Descrijjt,] This rises up with a round green smooth

stalk, about two feet high, set with divers long and some

what narrow, smooth, dark green leaves, somewhat

nipped about the edges, for the most part, being else all

whole, and not divided at all, or but very seldom, even to

the tops of the branches, which yet are smaller than those

below, with one rib o dy in the middle. At the end of

each branch standeth a round head of many tlowers set

together in the same manner., or more neatly than Scabious,

and of a more bluish, purple or white colour, which being

past, there followeth seed that falleth away. The root

somewhat thick, but short and blackish, with many-

strings, abiding after seed time many years. This root

was longer, until the d^-vil (as the friars say) bit away the

rest of it for spite, envying its usefulness to mankind ; for

sure he was not troubled with any disease for which it is

proper.

Place.] The first groweth as well in dry meadows and

fields as moist, in many places of this land ; but the other

two are more rare, and hard to be met with, yet they are

to be found growing wild about Appledore, near Rye in

Kent.

Time.] They flower not usually until August.

Government and Virtues.'] The plant is venereal, pleasing-

and harmless. The herb or the root, (all that the devil

hath left of it) being boiled in wine and drank is very-

powerful against the plague and all pestilential diseases

or fevers, poisons also, and the bitings of venomous

beasts; it helpeth all those that are inwardly bruised by

any casualty, or outwardly by falls or blows, dissolving

the clotted blood ; and the herb or root beaten and out

wardly applied, taketh away the black and blue marks

that remain in the skin. The decoction of the herb, with

honey of roses put therein, is very effectual to help the

inveterate tumours and swellings of the almonds and

throat, by often gargling the throat therewith; it helpeth

also to procure women's courses, and easi,th all pa'ns of

the mother, and to break and discuss wind therein and

.
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in the bowels. The powder of the root talien in drink

driveth forth the worms in the body. The juice, or dis

tilled water of the herb, is effectual for green wounds, or

old sores, and cleanseth the body inwardly, and the seed

outwardly from sores, scurf, itch, pimples, freckles, mor-

phew, or other deformities thereof, especially if a little

vitriol be dissolved therein.

Dock. If. (temp. d. 3.)

Many kinds of these are so well known, that I shall not

trouble you with a description of them. My book grows

big too fast.

Government and Virtues.] All Docks are under Jupiter,

of which the red Dock, which is commonly called Blood-

wort, cleanseth the blood, and strengthens the liver ; but

the yellow Dock root is best to be taken when either the

blood or liver is affected by choler. All of them leave a

kind of cooling (but not all alike) drying quality, the for

mer being most cold; and the bloody-worts most drying.

Of the Burdock I have spoken already by itself. The seed

of most of the other kinds, whether the gardens or fields,

do stay lasks and fluxes of all sorts, the loathing of the

stomach through choler, and is helpful for those that spit

blood. The roots boiled in vinegar helpeth the itch, scabs,

breaking out of the skin, if it be bathed therewith. The

distilled water of the herb and roots have the same virtue,

and cleanseth the skin from freckles, morphews, and all

other spots and discolourings therein.

All Docks being boiled with meat, make it boil the

sooner ; besides Blood-wort is exceeding strengthening to

the liver, and procures good blood, being as wholesome a

pot-herb as any grows in a garden ; yet such is the nicety

- of our times (forsooth) that women will not put it into a

pot, because it makes the pottage black; (pride and igno.

ranee a couple of monsters in the creation) preferring

nicety before health.

Dodder. ^ .

Dodder of Thyme, Epithymum and other Dodders.

Dcscript.'] This first from seed giveth roots in the
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ground, which shooteth forth threads or strings, grosser

or finer as the property of the plant wherein it groweth,

and the clinvite doth suffer, creeping and spreading on

that • lant whereon it fasteneth, be it high or low. Th«

strings have no leaves at all upon them, but wind and

interlace themselves so thick upon a small plant, that it

taketh away all comfort of the sun from it : and is ready

to choak or strangle it. After these strings are risen up

to that height, that they may draw nourishment from that

plant, they seem to be broken off from the ground, either

by the strength of their rising or withered by the heat of

the sun. Upon these strings are found clusters or small

heads or husks, out of which shooi forth whitish flowers,,

which afterwards give small pale coloured seed, somewhat

flat, and twice as big as Poppy-seed. It generally parti.

cipafes of the nature of the plant which it climbeth upon;

but ihe Dodder of Thyme is accounted the best, andisth«

only true Epithymum.

Government and Virtucs.] All Dodders are under

Saturn. Tell me not of physicians crying up Epithymum,

or that Dodder which grows upon Thyme, (most of which

comes from Hemetius in Greece, or Hybla in S;cily, be

cause those moun'ains abound withThyme) he is a physi

cian indeed, tl'at hath wit enough to choose his Dodder,

according to the nature of the di-ease and humour pec

cant. We confess Tlij me is the hc-ttest herb- it usually

grows upon; and therefore that which grows upoH Thyme

is hotter than thai which grows upon colder herbs ; for k

draws nourishment from what it grows upon, as well as

from the earth where its root is, and thus you see old

Saturu is wise enough to have two sJrioss t©. his bow.

This is accounted th :' most effectual for melancholy dis

eases, and to purge black or burnt cholt r, which is the

cause of many diseases of the head aid brain, as alsw

fur the trembling of the heart, faintings and swoonirgs.

It is helpful in all disiases and griefs of the spleen, and

melancholy that arises from the windiness of the hypo

chondria; it purgeth also the reins or kidnies by urine ;

it openeth obstructions of the ga-ll, whereby it profitetbV

them that have the jaundice; as also the leaves, the spleen^-

purging the veins of the choleric and phlegmatic humours,

and helpeth children in agues, a little worm seed being

put thereto.
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The other Dodders do (as I said before) participate of

the nature of those plants whereon tliey grow; as that

which hath beeB found growing upon nettles in the West

country, hath by experience, been found very effectual to

procure plenty of urine, where it hath been stopped or

hindered, and so of the rest.

Sympathy and antipathy are two hinges upon which the

whole mode of physic turns; and that physician which

minds them not, is like a doo* from oil' the hooks, more

like to do- a man mischief, than to secure him. Then all

the diseases Saturn causeth, this helps by sympathy, and

strengthens all parts of the body he rules; such as be

caused by Sol, it helps by antipathy. What those diseases

are, see my judgment of diseases by astrology; and if

you be pleased to look at the herb Wormwood, you shall

find a rational way for it.

Dog's Grass, or Coueh-Grass. 11. (temp.)

This is called Dog's Grass from its efficacy in relieving

dogs when sick.

Desoript.] It is well known, that the grnss creepcth far

shout under the ground, with long white jointed, roots,

and small fibres almost at every joint, very sweet, in taste,

as the rest of the herb is, and interlacing one another, from

whence shoot forth many fair grassy leaves, small at the

ends, and cutting or sharp on the edges. The stalks are

jointed like com, with the like leaves on them, and a large

spiked head, with a long husk in them, arnd hard roogb.

seed in them. If you know it not hy this description,

-watch the dogs when they are sick, and they will quickly

lead you to it.

Place.] It groweth commonly through this, land, in

divers ploughed grounds, to the no small trouble of the

husbandmen, as also of the gav/Jeners, ira gardens, to weed

it out, if they can ; for it is a constant customer to the place

it gets footing in.

Government and Virtues.] 'TIS under the dominion,

of Jupiter, and is most niediciuable of all the Quick-

grasses. Being boiled and drank, it openeth obstructions.

of the liver and gall, and tike stopping- of urine, and easeth,

the griping pains of the bellyy arid inflammation j wasteth
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the matter of the stone in the bladder, and the ulcer?

thereof also. The roots bruised and applied do conso

lidate wounds. The seed doth more powerfully expel

urine, and stayeth the lask and vomiting. The distilled

water alone, or with a little wormseed, killeth the worms in

children.

The way of use is to bruise the roots, and haying well

boiled them in white wine, drink the decoction ; 'tis

opening, but not purging, very safe ; 'tis a remedy against

all diseases coming of stopping, and such are half those

that are incident to the body of man; and although a

gardener be of another opinion, yet a physician holds

half an acre of them to be worth five acres of Carrots twice

told oYer.

Dove's Foot. <?, (h. d. 2.)

This is also called Crane's Bill, from the appearance of

the seed vessels.

Descript.] This hath divers small, round, pale-green

leaves, cut in about the edges, much like mallows, standing

upon long, redddish, hairy stalks, lying in a round compass

upon the ground; among which rise up two, or three, or

more reddish jointed, slender, weak, hairy stalks, with

such like leaves thereon, but smaller, and more cut in up

to the tops, where grow many very small bright red flow

ers, of five leaves a.piece ;, after which follow small heads,

with small short beaks pointed forth, as all other sorts of

those herbs do.

Place.2 Itgroweth in pasture ground, and by the path

sides in many places, and will also be in gardens.

Time.] It flowereth in June, July, and August, some

earlier, and some later; and the seed is ripe quickly

after.

Government and Virtues.] It is a very gentle, though

martial plant. It is found by experience to be singular

good for the wind colic, as also to expel the stone and

gravel in the' kidnies. The decoction thereof in wine, is

an excellent good cure for those that have inward wounds,

hurts, or bruises, both to stay the bleeding, to dissolve

and expel the congealed blood, and to heal the parts,

also to cleanse and heal outward sores, ulcere, aud
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fistulas ; and for green wounds, many do only bruise the

herb, and apply it to the place, and it healeth them

quickly. The same decoction in wine, fomented to any

place pained with the gout, or to joint-aches, or pain of

the sinews, giveth much ease. The powder or decoction

of the herb taken for some time together, is found by

experience to be singularly good for ruptures aud burstings

in people, either young or old.

Duck Meat. J. in s. (c. m. 3.)

This is so well known to swim on the top of standing

waters, as ponds, pools and ditches, that it is needless

farther to describe it.

Government and Virtues.] Cancer claims the herb, and

the Moon will be lady of it ; a word is enough to a wise

man, It is effectual to help inflammations, and St. An.

thony's fire, as also the gout, either applied by itself, or

hi a poultice with barley meal. The distilled water by

some is highly esteemed against all inward inflammations

and pestilent fevers; as also to help the redness of the

eyes and swelling of the private parts, and of the breasts

before they be grown too much. The fresh herb applied

to the forehead, easeth the pains of the head-ach coming of

heat.

Down, or Cotton Thistle. <?. (k. d. 2.)

Thistles are so generally known as to require no de

scription ; but this differs from the common Thistle.

Descript.] This hath large leaves lying on the ground,

somewhat cut in, and as it were crumpled on the edges,

of a green colour on the upper side, but covered with

long hairy wool, or Cotton Down, set with most sharp

and cruel pricks, from the middle of whose heads of

flowers, thrust forth many purplish crimson threads, and

sometimes (although very seldom) white ones, the seed

that followelh in the heads, lying in a great deal of white

down, is somewhat large, long, and round, like the seed

of ladies thistle, but somewhat paler. The root is great

and thick, spreading much, yet it usually dieth after

seed-time.

'~
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Vlace.] ft growelh in divers dutches, banks, and in com

•fields and highways,throughout the land.

"Itme.'] Itfiowereth and beareth see I about the end of

Sammer, when other thistles do flower and seed.

Government and Virtues.] Mars owns the plant, and

manifests to the world, that though it may hurt your

•finger, 'it will help your body ; for I fancy it much for

the ensuing virtues. Pliny and Dioscorides write, that

the leaves and roots thereof taken in drink, helpeth those

that have a crick in their neck, whereby they cannot

turn their neck, but their whole body must turn also

{sure they do not mean those that have got a crick in

-their fteok by being iinder the hangman's hand.) Galen,

saith, that the root and leaves hereof are of a heating

quality, and good for such persons as have their bodies

drawn together by some spasm or convulsions, as it is

-with children that have the rickets.

Dragons, g. (h. d. 4.)

Thet are so well known to every one that plants them m

their gardens, they need no description ; if not, let them

look down to the lower end of the stalks, and see how

like a snake thev look.

Government and Virtues.] The plant is under the

dominion of Mars, and therefore it. would be a wonder if

it should want some obnoxious quality or other ; in all

herbs of that quality, the safest way is either to distil the

herb ii: an alembick, in what vehicle you please, or else

to press out the juice, and distil that in a glass still in

sand. It scoureth and cleanseth the internal parts of the

body mightily, and it cleareth the external parts also,

being externally applied, from freckles, morphew, and

sun. burning: Your best way to use it externally, is to

mix it with vinegar; an ointment of it is held to be good

in wounds and ulcers; it consumes cankers, -and that flesh

growing in the nostrils which they call Polypus: Also

the distilled water being dropped into the eyes, taketh

away spots there, or the pin and web, and mends the

dimness of sight: it is excellent good against pestilence

and poison. Pliny and Dioscorides affirm, that no serpent

will meddle with him that carries this herb about him.
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The Elder Tree, and DwarFElcter. ? . \temji. d.V.)

I Hold it needless to write any description of this, -since

every boy that plays wiito a pop-girn will not mistake

another tree instead of Elder. I shall therefore in Ihis

place only describe the -Dwarf Elder, called also Dead.

-wort, and Wall-wort.

Descript.] This is but an herb every year, dying with

his stalks to the ground, and rising fresh every Spring, and

is like unto the Elder both in form and quality, rising up

with a square rough hairy stalk, -four feet high, or more

•sometimes. The winged leaves are somewhat narrower

than the Elder, but else like them. The flowers nre

white, with a dash of purple, standing in umbels, very like

the Eider also, but more sweet in scent ; after which,

come small blackish berries, full of juice while they are

fresh, wherein is small hard kernels, or seed. The root

doth creep under the upper crust of the ground, springing

in divers places, being of the bigness of one's linger or

thumb sometimes.

Place.] The Eider.tree groweth in hedges, being planted

there to strengthen the fences and partitions of ground

and to hold the banks by ditches and water-courses.

The Dwarf Elder grows wild in many places of Eng

land, where being once gotteu into a ground, it is not

easily gotten forth again.

Time.] Most of the Elder Trees flower in June, and

their fruit is ripe for the most part in August. But the

Dwarf Elder or Wallwort, flowereth somewhat later, and

its fruit is not ripe until September.

Government and Virtues.] Both Elder Tree arid Dwarf

are under the dominion of Venus. The first shoots of

thexommen Elder boiled like asparagus, and the young

leaves and stalks boiled in fat broth, doth mightily carry

forth phlegm and choler. The middle or inward bark

boiled in water, and given in drink, worketh much

more violently, and the berries, either green or dry, ex

pel the same humour, and are often given with good

success to help the dropsy; the bark of the root boiled

in wine, or the juice thereof drank, worketh the same

effects, but more powerfully than either the leaves «r

fruit. The juice of the root taken, doth mightily pro
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cure vomitings, and purgeth the watery humours of the

dropsy. The decoction of the root taken, cureth the

bite of an adder, and biting of a mad dog. It mollilicth

the hardness of the mother, if a woman sit thereon, and

openeth their veins, and bringeth down their courses!

The berries boiled in wine performeth the same effect;

and the hair of the head washed therewith, is made black.-

The juice of the green leaves applied to the hot inflamma

tions of the eyes assuageth them; the juice of the leaves

snuffed up into the nostrils, purgeth the tunicles of tha

brain; the juice of the berries boiled with honey, and

dropped into the ears, helpeth the pains of them; the

decoction of the berries in wine being drank provoketh

urine; the distilled water of the flowers, is of much use to

clean the skin from sun.burning, freckles, morphew, or .

the like; and taketh away the head.ach, coming of a

cold cause, the head being bathed therewith. The leaves

or flowers distilled in the month of May, and the legs

often washed with the said distilled water, it taketh away

the ulcers and sores of them. The eyes washed therewith,

it taketh away the redness and blood-shot; and the hands

washed morning and evening therewith, helpeth the palsy,

and shaking of them.

The Dwarf Elder is more powerful than the common

Elder in opening and purging choler, phlegm, and water;

in helping the gout, piles, and women's diseases ; coloureth

the hair black, helpeth the inflammations of the eyes,

and pains in the ears, the biting of serpents, or mad dogs,

burnings and scaldings, the wind cholfc^-cholick and

stone, the difficulty of urine, the cure of out' sojaysand

fistulous ulcers. Either leaves or bark of Elder stnppMn

upwards as you gather it, causeth vomiting. Also Dr.

Butler in a manuscript of his} commends Dwarf Elder to

the sky for dropsies, viz. to drink it, being boiled in white

wine; to drink the decoction I mean, not the Elder.

The Elm Tree. *i . (c. d. 2.)

Tins tree is so well known, growing generally iu all

counties of this laud, that it is needless to describe it.
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Government and Virtues.] It is a cold and Saturnine

plant. The leaves thereof bruised and applied, heal

green wounds, being bound thereon with its own bark.

The leaves or the bark used with vinegar, cureth scurf

and leprosy very effectually : The decoction of the leaves,

bark, or root, being bathed-, heals broken bones. The

water that is found in the bladders on the leaves, while it

- is fresh, is very effectual to cleanse the skin, and make it

, fair-; and if cloths be often wet therein, and applied to the

ruptures of children, it healeth them, if they be well bound

up with a truss. The said water put into a glass, and set

into the ground, or else in dung for twenty-five days, the

mouth thereof being close stopped, and the bottom set

upon a lay of ordinary salt, that the fa;ces may settle and

water become clear, is a singular and sovereign balm for

green wounds, being used with soft tents: The decoc.

tion of the bark of the root fomented, mollifieth hard

tnmours, and the shrinking of the sinews. The roots of

the Elm boiled for a long time in water, and the fat

arising on the top thereof, being clean scummed off, and

the place anointed therewith that is grown bald, and the

hair fallen away, will quickly restore them again. The

said bark ground with brine and pickle, until it come to

the form of a poultice, and laid on the place pained with

the gout, giveth great ease. The decoction of the bark in

water, is excellent to bathe such places as have been burnt

with fire.

Endive. H. (c. d. 2.)

Common garden Endive is well known by gardeners and

sallad eaters.

Descript.] It beareth a longer and larger leaf than sue.

cory, and abideth but one year, quickly running up tosuilk

and seed, and then perisheth; ii hath blue flowers, and tiie

seed of the ordinary Endive is so like succory seed, that

it is hard to distinguish them.

Government and Virtues.] It is a fine cooling, cleansing,

jovial plant. The decoction of the leaves, of the juice,

or the distilled water of Endive, serveth well to cool the

excessive heat of the liver and stomach, and in the hot

fits of agues, and all other inflammations in any part
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of the body; it cooleth the heat and sharpness of the

urine, and excoriations in the urinary parts. The' seeds

are of the same property, or rather more powerful, and

besides are available for faintings, swoonings and passions

of the heart. Outwardly applied, they serve to temper

the sharp humours of fretling ulcers, hot tumours, swell

ings, and pestilential sores; and wonderfully help not

only the redness and inflammations of the eyes, but the

dimness of the sight also; they are also used to allay the

pains of the gout ; you cannot use itamiss: a syrup o

it is a fine cooling medicine for fevers. See the end of this

book.

Elecampane. £. (h. d. 3.)

It is grown chiefly for the use of druggists and confec

tioners.

Descript.] It shooteth forth many large leaves, long and

broad, lying near the ground, small at bolh ends, some.

what soft in handling, of a whitish green on the upper

side, and grey underneath, each set upon a short foot

stalk, from among which rise up divers great and strong

hairy stalks, three or four feet high, with some leaves

thereupon compassing them about at the lower end, and

are branched towards the tops, bearing divers great and

large flowers, like those of the corn-marigold, both the

bonier of leaves and the middle thrum being yellow,

which turn into down, with long, small, brownish seeds

among it, and is carried away with the wind. The

root is great and thick, branched forth divers ways,

blackish on the outside, and whitish within, of a very

bitter taste, and strong, but good scent, especially

when they are dried, no part else of the plant having any

smell.

Place.'] If groweth in moist grounds and shadowy places,

oftener than in the dry aiid open borders of fields and lanes,

and in other waste places, almost in every county of this

land.

Time.] It flowereth in the end of June or July, and the

seed is ripe in August. The roots are gathered for use, as

well in the Spring, before the leaves come ferth, as in Au

tumn or Winter.
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Government and Virlues.] It is a plant under the do.

'tr.iiiion of Mercury. The fresh roots of Elecampane pre

served with sugar, or made into a syrup or conserve, are

very effectual- to warm a cold windy stomach, or the

pricking therein, and stitches in the sides caused by the

. spleen; . and to help the cough, shortness of breath, and

wheezing in the lungs. The dried root made into pow

der, and mixed with sugar and taken, serveth to the

same purpose ; and is also profitable for those who have

their urine stopped, or the stopping of women's courses,

the pains of the mother, and of the stone in the reins,

kidnies, or bladder; it resisteth poison, and stayeth the

spreading of the venom of serpents, as also putrid and

, pestilential fevers, and the plague itself. The roots and

herbs beaten and put into new ale or beer, and daily

: drank, cleareth, strengthened, and quickeueth the sight

. of the eyes wonderfully. The decoction of the roots in

wine, or the juice taken therein, killeth and driveth forth

, all manner of worms in the belly, stomach, and maw; and

.gurgled in the mouth, or the root chewed, fast(tneth

loose teeth, and helps to keep them from putrefaction;

and being drank, is good for those that spit blood, helpeth

to remove cramps or convulsions, gout, sciatica, pains in

the joints, applied outwardly or inwardly, and is also

good for those that are burster), or have any inward

bruise. The root boiled well in vinegar, beaten after.

wards, and made into an ointment with hog's suet, or oil

of trotters, is an excellent remedy for scabs .or itch in

young or old ; the places also bathed or washed with the

' decoction, doth the same; it also helpeth all sorts of filthy

'old putrid sores or cankers whatsoever. In the roots of

this herb lieth the chief effect for the remedies aforesaid.

The distilled water of the leaves and roots together, is vi ry

profitable to cleanse the skin of the face, or other parts,

from any morpliew, spots, or blemishes therein, and make

. it clear.

Eringo, or Sea Holly. ? . (h. m. 2.)

There are two species of Eringo, but their virtues are the

fame.

g2
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Dcscript.] The first leaves of our ordinary Sea Holly,

are nothing so hard and prickly as when they grow old,

being almost round, and deeply dented about the edges,

hard and sharp pointed, and a little crumpled, of a bluish

green colour, every one upon a long foot-stalk ; but

these that grow up higher with the staik, do as it were

compass it about. The stalk itself is round and strong,

yet somewhat crested with joints, and leaves set thereat,

but more divided, sharp, and prickly, and branches rising

from thence, which have likewise other small branches,

each of them having several bluish and prickly heads,

, with many small, jagged, prickly leaves under them,

standing like a star, and sometimes found greenish or

whitish; the root groweth wonderfully long, even to

eight or ten feet in length, set with rings and circles to

wards the upper part, cut smooth and without joints

down lower, brownish on the outside, and very white

,within, with a pith in the middle, of a pleasant taste, but

much more, being artificially preserved, and eandied with

sugar.

Place.] It is found ahoutthe sen- coast in almost every

county of this land, which bordcreth on the sea.

Time.] It fiowereth in the end of Summer, and giveth

ripe seed within a month after.

Government and Virtues.] The plant is venereal, and

breideth seed .exceedingly, and strengthens the spirit

procreative; it is hot and moist, and under the celestial

balanc?. The decoction of the root hereof in wine, is

very effectual to open obstructions of the spleen and li

ver, and helpeth yellow jaundice, dropsy, pains of

the loins, and wind colic, provoketh urine, expelleth

the si one, and procureth women's courses The con

tinued use of the. decoction for fifteen days, taken fasting,

and next to bed ward, doth help the siranguarv, the pis.

sing by drops, the stopping of urine, stone, and all de

fects of tie reins and kiduies ; and if the said drink be

continued longer, it is found good aga'nst the French

pox. The roots bruised and applied outwardly, helpeth

the kernels of the throat, commonly called the King's

- evil ; or taken inwardly, and applied to the place stung

or bitten by an) serpent, healeth it speedily. If the roots

be bruised and boiled in hog's grease, or salted lard,
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and applied to broken bones, thorns, &c. remaining in

the flesh, they do not only draw them forth, but heal

up the place again, gathering new flesh where it was

consumed. The juice of the leaves dropped into the ear,

helpeth imposthumes therein. The distilled water of the

-whole herb, when the leaves and stalks are young, is:

profitably drank for all the purposes aforesaid ; and help

eth tin- melancholy of the heart, and is available in quartan

and quotidian agues, as also for them that have their necles

drawn awry, and cannot turn them without their whole

body.

EyebiigRt. Q in &.(fi. d. 3.}

So called from the remarkably bright eye of its flower, and

also from its efficacy in clearing the eye-sight.

Descript.] Common Eyebright is a small low herb,

rising up usually but with one blackish green stalk a span

high, or not much more, spread from the bottom into

sundry branches,- whereon are small and almost round,

yet pohsted, dark green leaves, finely snipped about the

edges, two always set together, ai'd very thick- At the

joints with the leaves, from the middle upward, come forth

small white flowers, steeped with purple and yellow spcts

or stripes ; afier which follow small round hi ads, wiih ve y

small seed therein. The root is long, small, and thready

at the end.

- Place.] It groweth in meadows, and grassy places in this

land.

, Government and Virtues.'} It is under the sign of the

Lion, and Sol claims dominion over it. If the herb was

but as much used as it is neglected, it would half spoil the

spectacle-maker's trade; and a man would think, that

reason should teach people to prefer the preservation of

their natural before artificial spectacles, which that they

may be instructed how to do, take the virtues of the Eye«

bright as followeth :

The juice, or distilled water of Eyebright, taken in-

waidly in white wine or broth, or dropped into the

eyes, for divers days together, helpeth all infirmities ti£

the eyes that cause dimness of sight. Some make conserve

«f the flowers to the same effect. Being used any of th«

g 3
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ways, it also helpeth a weak brain or memory. Thfa*

tunned up with strong beer that it may work together,

and drank, or the powder of the dried herb mixed with

sugar, a little mace and Fennel-seed, and drank, or eaten

in broth ; or the said powder made into an electuary with

sugar, and taken, hath the same powerful effect to help and-

restore the sight decayed through age ; and Arnoldus de'

Villa Nova saith, it hath restored sight to them that have

fceen blind a long time before.

Fern. ?. (h. d.2.)

Of this there are two kinds principally to be treated of,.

viz. the Male and Female.

Descripi). The Female groweth higher than the Male,

but the leaves thereof are lesser, and more divided er

dented, and of as strong a smell as the Male ; the virtue of

them are both alike, and therefore J shall not trouble you

with any descripiion or distinction of them.

Place.] They grow both in heaths and shady places

near the hedge.sides in all counties of this land.

Time.] They flower and give their seed at Midsummer..

The Female Fern is that plant which is in Sussex called;

Brakes, the seed of which some authors hold to be so rare.

Such a thing there is I know, and may be easily had upon.

Midsummer Eve, and for ought 1 know, two or three days

after it, if not more.

Government and Virtues.] Tt is under the dominion of

Mercury, both Male and Female. The roots of both

tJiose sorts of Fern being bruised and boiled in mead,

or honeyed water, and drank, killeth both the broad and

long worms in the body, and abateth the swelling and

hardness of the spleen. The green leaves eaten, purge

the belly and cholerick and waterish humours that trouble

the stomach. They are dangerous for women with child

to meddle with, by reason they cause abortions. The

roots bruised and boiled in oil, or hog's grease, make a

'very profitable ointment to heal wounds, or pricks gptten-

in the flesh. The powder t)f them used in- foul ulcers,

drieth up their malignant moisture and causeth their

speedier healing. Fern being burned, the smoak thereof'

ixiveth away serpents, gnats, and other noisome creatures
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•which in fenny countries do, in the night time, trouble

and most people lying in their beds with their faces un

covered; it causeth barrenness.

Water Fern. ^ . (c. d. 1.).

This is also called Osmond Royal.

DescriptJ] It shooieth. f#rth in Spring-time (for in the

Winter the leaves perish) divers rough hard stalks, half

round and yellowish, or flat on th.e other side, two feet

liigh, having divers branches of winged yellowish green,

leaves on all sides, set one against another, longer,

narrower, and not; nicked on the edges as the former.

From the top of some of these stalks grow a long bush of

small and more yellow, green, scaly aglets, set in the same

manner on the stalks as the lt;a\es are, which are ac

counted the flower and seeds. The root is rough, thiclf.

and scabby, with a white pith in the middle, which is

called the heart thereof.

Place.] It groweth on moors, bogs, and watery places,

\p many parts of this, land.-

Time.] It is green all the Summer, and the root only

abideth in the Winter. ,

Government and lirtups.] Saturn owns this plant.

This hath all the urtues mentioned in the former Ferns,

is mud) more effectual than they, both for ii.ward and

outward gi iefs, and is accounted singular good in wounds,

bruises, or the like. The decoction to be drank, or

boiled into an ointment of oil, as a ba'sain or ha' in, and

So it is singular good against brmses and bones broken,

or out of joint, and giveih much ease to the en ic and

splenetic diseases; as a so fo. ru,jt res or bui stings. The

decoction of the root in white wine, i;;ovoketh, mine

exceedingly, and cleanseth the bladder and passages of the

urine.

Fever-few, or Featherfew. ? . (//. 2. d. 3.)

Tins grows wild, but is cultivated in gardens, for the

beauty of the flower.

Descript.] It hath large fresh leaves, much torn or cut

on the edges. The stalks are hard and round, set with

a 4
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many such like leaves, but smaller, and at the tops stand

many single flowers, upon smalt foot stalks, consisting of'

many small white leaves standing round about a yellow

thrum in the middle. The root is somewhat hard and

short, wilh many strong fibres about it. The scent of the

whole plant is very strong and stuffing, and the taste is

very bitter.

Place.'] This grows wild in many places of the land,,

but is for the most part nourished in gardens.

- Government and Virtues.] Venus commands this herb,

and hath commended it to succour her sisters (women)'

and to be a general strengfhener of their wombs, and

remedy such infirmities as a careless midwife hath there

caused; if they will but be pleased to make use of her

herb boiled in white wine, and drink the decoction; it

cleanseth the womb, expels the after.birth, and doth a

woman all the good she can desire of an herb. And if

any grumble because they cannot get the herb in Win

ter, tell them, if they please, they make a syrup of

it in Summer; it is chiefly used for the diseases of the

mother, whether it be the strangling or rising of the mo

ther, or hardiness or inflammaiions of the same, applied

outwardly thereunto ; or a decoction of the flowers in

wine, with a little nutmeg or mace put therein, and

drank often in a day, is an approved remedy to bring

down women's courses speedily, and helpeth to expel

the dead birth and after-birth. For a woman to sit over

the hot fumes of the decoction of the herb made in water

*ir wine, is effectual for the same ; and in some cases

to apply the herb- warm to the privy parts. The decoc

tion thereof made- with some sugar or honey,, is used by

many with good success to help the cough and stuffing

of the chest, by cold, as to cleanse the reins and bladder,

-and helps to expel the stone in them. The powder of the

herb taken in wine with some Oxymel, purgeth both

choler and phlegm, and is available for those that are

short winded, and are troubled with melancholy and

heaviness, or sadness of spirits. It is very effectual for all

pains in the head coming of a cold cause, the herb being

bruised applied to the crown of the head; as also for

the vertigo, that is, a running or swimming of the head;

The decoction thereof drank warm, and the herb bruised
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ynth a few corns of bay-salt, and applied to the wrists

before the coming of the ague fits, do take them away*

The distilled water faketh away freckles and other spots

and deformities in the face. The herb bruised and

heated on a tile with some wine to moisten it, or fried

with a little wine and oil, and applied warm outwardly

to the places, helpeth the wind and colic in the lower

part of the belly. It is an especial remedy against opium

taken too liberally.

Fennel. £. (h. 2. d. V)

Every garden afTordeth this so plentifully, that it need*

no description.

Government and Virtues.] One good old fashion is not

yet left off, viz. to boil fennel with fish, for it consumes

that phlegmatic humour, which fish most plentifully af

fords and annoy the body with, though few that use it,

.know wherefore they do it ; 1 suppose the reason of its

benefit this way is, because it is an herb of Mercury, and

under Virgo, and therefore bears antipathy to Pisces.

Fennel is good to break wind, to provoke urine, and

ease the pains of the stone, and helps to break it. The

leaves or seeds boiled iu barley water and drank, are

good for nurses, to encrease their milk, and make it more

•wholesome for the child. The leaves, or rather the seeds

bniled in water, stayeth the hiccough, and taketh away

. the loathings which oftentimes happen to the stomach of

sick and feverish persons, and allayeth the heat thereof.

The seed boiled in wine and drank, is good for those

that are bitten with serpents, or have eaten poisonous

herbs, .or mushrooms; The seeds and the roots much

Snore help to open obstructions of the liver, spleen and

gall, and thereby help the painful and windy swellings

.of the spleen, and the yellow jaundice, as also the gout

'* and cramp. The seed is of go.'d use in medicines to help

rshortness of b eath and wheeziiig by stopping of the

v lungs. It helpeth also to. bring down the com ses, and to

cleanse the parts, after delivery. The roots are of most

use in. physic drink and broths that; are taken to cleanse

'the blood, to open obstructions of the liver, to provoke

urine., aud. amend the ill colour in the face after si clj»

-' " c'h' ^ ''
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hess, and to cause a good habit through the body. Botfii

leaves, seeds and roots thereof, are much used in drink

or broth, to make people more lean that are too fat. The

distilled water of the whole herb, or the condensate juice

dissolved, but especially the natural juice, that in some

counties issueth out hereof of its own accord, dropped

into the eyes, cleanseth them from mists and films that

hinder the sight. The sweet Fennel is much weaker in

physical uses than the common Fennel. The wild Fen

nel is stronger and hotter than the tame, and therefore

most powerful against the stone, but not so effectual to"

increase milk, because of its dryness.

Sow-Fennel, or Hog's Fennel- $. (h. 2. d. 1.)

Besides the common name in English, Hog's Fennel, and',

the- La'in name Peucidanum, it is called Hoar-strange and

Hoar-strong, Sulphur-wort and Brimstone-wort.

Descript.] The common Sow-Fennel hath divers-

branched stalks of ^hiek and somewhat long leaves, three

for most part jointed together at a place, among which

ariseth a crested straight stalk, less than Fennel, with

some joints thereon, and leaves growing thereat, and'

towards the tops some branches issuing from thence ;.

likewise on the tops of the stalks and branches, stand*

divers tufts of yellow flowers, whereafter grows some

what flat, thin, and ) ellowish seed, bigger than Fennel-

sex d. The roots grow great and deep, with many other

parts and .fibres about them of a strong scent like hot

, brimstone, and yield forth a yellow4sh milk, or clammj

juice almost like a gum..

Place.] It groweth plentifully in the salt low marshes,,

sear Feversham in Kent.

Time.] It flowereth plentifully in July and August.

Government and Virtues.] This is also an herb of Mercury.

The juice ef Sow-Fennel (saith Dioscorides and Galen)-

used with vinegar and rose-water, or the juice with a-

little eut horbium put to the note, helpeth those that are

troubled with the lethargy, frenzy, or giddiness of the

head, the falling-sickness, long and inveterate head-ach,.

the patsy, sciatica, and the cramp, and generally all the

diseases of tbe sinews,, used w it U oil and vinegar. The
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juice dissolved in wine, or put into an egg, is good for a

cough, or shortness of breath, and for those that are

troubled with wind in the body. It purgeth the belly

gently, expelleth the hardness of the spleen, giveth ease

to women that have sore travail in child birth, and easeth

the pains of the reins and bladder, and also the womb.

A little of the juice dissolved in wine, and dropped into

the cars, easeth the pains in them, and put into a hollow

tooth, easeth the pains thereof. The root is less effectual

to all the aforesaid disorders; yet the powder of the root

cleanseth foul ulcersT being put into them, and taketh

out splinters of . broken bones, or other things in the

flesh, and healeth them up perfectly; as also drieth up

old and inveterate running sores, and is of admirable vir

tue in all green wounds.

(Fig-Wort, or Throat-Wort. ? and ». (h. d. 4.)

Some Latin authors call it Cervicaria, because it is ap

propriated to the neck; and the throat-wort, because it

is appropriated to the throat.

Descript.] Common great Fig-wort sendeth divers great,

'strong, hard, square brown stalks, three or four feet

l)igh, whereon grow large, hard, and dark green leaves,

two at a joint, harder and larger than nettle leaves, but

'not stinging; at the tops of the stalks stand many pur.

pie flowers set in husks, which are sometimes gaping and

open, somewhat like those of Water Betony ; after which

<Eome hard round heads, with a small point in the middle,

'wherein lie small brownish seed. The root is great, white,

and thick, with many branches at it, growing aslope

under the upper crust of the ground, which abideth many

years, but keepeth not its green leaves in winter.

Place.] It groweth frequently in moist and shadowy

•woods, and in the lower parts of the fields and meadows.

Time.] It flowereth about July, and the seed will be

«p»» about a month after the flowers are fallen^

Government and' Virtues.] Venus owns the herb, and

the Celestial Bull will not deny it; therefore a better re

medy cannot be for t!:e king's evil, because the Moon that

-rules the disease is c.va'ted there. The decoction of the

herb taken inwardly, and the bruised herb applied out

er 6
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wardly, dissolveth clotted and congealed blood within the

body, coming of any wounds, bruise, or fall; and is

no less effectual for the king's evil, or any other knobs,

kernels, bunches, or wens growing in the flesh whereso

ever; and for the haemorrhoids, or piles. An ointment

made hereof may be used at all times when the fresh

herb is not to. be had. The distilled water of the whols

plant, roots and all, is used for the same purposes, and

drieth up the superfluous virulent moisture of hollow and

corroding ulcers; it taketh away all redness, spots, and

freckles in the face; as also the scurf, and. any foul de

formity therein, and the leprosy likewise.

Fillipcndirla, or Drop-Wort. $ (ft. m. 3.> '

This derives its name of Drop.wort (says Culpeper,}

because it helpsthem who' make water by Drops.

Descript.^ This sendeth forth many leaves, some big

ger, some lesser, set on each side of a middle rib, and

*ach of them dented about the edges, somewhat resembling

wild Tansy, or Agrimony, but harder in handling; among

<which. rise up one or more stalks, tvyo or three feet high,

with the leaves growing thereon, and sometimes also di

vided into other branches, spreading at the top into many

white sweet smelling flowers, consisting of five leaves

a.piece, with some threads in- the middle of them stand

ing together,, in a pith, or umbel, each upon a small

foot-stalk, which, after they have been blown upon a good

while, do fall away, and in their places appear small,

round, chafly heads, like buttons, wherein are the chaffy

seeds set and placed. The root consists of many small,

black, tuberous pieces, fastened together by many small,

long blackish strings, which run from one to another.

'- Fluce.] It groweth in many places of this land, in.

the corners of dry fields and meadows, and the hedge

sides. ,

Time] They flower in June and July, and their seed

'is ripe in August.

- Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Venus. It effectually opens the passages of the urine,-'

helpeth the stranguary, the stone- in the kidnies or blad

der, the gravel, and all other pains of the bladder and
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Terns, by talcing the roots in powder, or a decoction of therft

in white whie, with a little honey. The roots made into

powder, and mixed with honey, in the form of an electuary,

doth much help them whose stomachs are swollen, dissolv

ing and breaking the wind which was the cause thereof;

and is also very effectual for all ,the diseases of the lungs,

as shortness of breath, wheezing, hoarseness of the throat,

and the cough ; and to expectorate tough phlegm, or an*

other parts thereabout.

*. The Fig-Tree. If., (h. d. 2.)

To give a description of a tree so well known to efery

body that keeps it in his garden, were needless. They

prosper very well in our English gardens, yet are fitter for

medicine than for any other profit which is gotten by the

fruit of them.

> - Government and Virtues.'] The tree is under the domi

nion of Jupiter. The milk that issueth out from the

leaves or branches when they are broken off, being drop

ped upon warts, taketh them away. The decoction of

the leaves is excellent good to wash sore heads with ; and

.there is scarcely a better remedy for the leprosy than

it. It clears the face also of morphew, and the body of

.white scurf, scabs, and running sores. If it be dropped

into old fretting ulcers, it cleanseth out the moisture, and

Jbringeth up the flesh ; because you cannot have the leaves

-green all the year, you may make an ointment of thera

whilst you can. A decoction of the leaves being drauk

.inwardly, or rather a syrup made of them, dissolves con

gealed blood, caused by bruises nr falls, and helps the

bloody.flux. The ashes of the wood made into an oint

ment with hog's grease, helps kibes and chilblains.

/The juice being put into an hollow tooth, easeth the pain •

,as also pain and noise in the ears, being dropped in them,

-and deafness. An ointment made of the juice, and hog's

.grease, is as excellent a remedy for the biting of mad

dogs, or other venomous beasts, as most are. A syrup

made of the leaves, or green fruit, is excellent good for

coughs, hoarseness, or shortness of breath, and all dis

eases of the breast and lungs ; it is also excellent good

lor the dropsy and falling-sickness. They say that the
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fig-tree, as well as the bay.tree, is never hurt by lightning

as also if you tie a bull, be he ever so mad, to a fig-treey

he will quickly become tame and gentle. As for such figs-

as come from beyond sea, I have little to say, because I

write not of exoticks; yet some authors say, the eating of

them makes people lousy.

The yellow Water-FIa?, er Flower de-Iucc. j.

{h.d. 4.>

This plant should be extirpated from all meadows were

cattle are kept.

Descripl.] This groweth like the flower-de-luce ; but

it hath much longer and narrower sad green leaves jointed

together in that fashion; the stalk also growing oftentimes

as high, bearing small yellow flowers, shaped like the

Flower-de-luce, with three falling leaves, and other three

arched, that cover their bottoms ; but instead of the three

upright leaves, as the Flower-de-luce hath, this hath only

three short pieces standing in their places, after which

succeed thick and long three-square heads, containing in

each part somewhat big and flat seed, like those of the

Flower-de-luce. The root is long and slender, of a pale

brownish colour on the outside, and of a horseflesh colour

on the inside, with many fibres therea*, and very harsh ire

taste.

Place.']. It usually grows in watery ditches, pondsr

lakes, and moor-sjdes, which are always overflowed with

waters.

Time.! It flowereth in July, and the seed is ripe in

August.

Government and Virtues.J It is under the dominion of

the Moon. The root of this Water Flag is very astrin

gent, cooling, and drying, and thereby helps all- laxes

and fluxes whether of blood or humours, as bleeding at

the mouth, nose, or other parts, bloody flux, and the

immoderate flux of women's courses. The distilled water

efthe whole herb, flowers and roots, is a sovereign good

remedv for watery eyes, both to be dropped inio them,

and so havecloths or sponges wetted therein, and applied

to the forehead; it also helpeth the spots and blemishes

that happen in and about the eyes, or any other parts.
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The said water fomented on swellings, and hot inflamma;.

tions of women's breasts, upon cankers also, and those

spreading ulcers called Noli me tangere, do much good.

It helpeth also foul ulcers in the privities of man or wo

man; but an ointment made of the flowers is better for

those external applications.

Flax-Weedr or Toad-Flax, c? . (temp.d. 3.)

This very noxious weed is reckoned, by some, to be

poisonous, though it is likewise very useful.

' Descript.] Our common flax-weed hath divers stalksr

full fraught with long and narrow ash-coloured leaves, and

from the middle of them almost upward, stored with a

number of pale yellow flowers, of a strong unpleasant scent,

with deeper yellow mouths, and blackish flat seed in round

'heads. The root is somewhat woody, and white, espp-

eially the main downright one, with many fibres, abiding

many years, shooting forth roots every way round about,,

and new branches every year.

Place.] This groweth throughout this land, both by the

*way-sides, and in meadows, as also by hedge-sides, and-

'upon the sides of banks, and borders of fields.

TimeJ] It flowereth in summer, and the seed is ripe

-Usually before the end of August.

Government and Virtues.'] Mars owns this herb. Ii*

Sussex we call it Gallwort, and lay it on our chicken's:

water, to cure them of the gall ; it relieves them when

they are drooping. This is frequently used to spend the

abundance of those watery humours by urine, which cause

the dropsy. The decoction of thp herb, both leaves and

flowers, in wine taken and drank, doth somewhat move

the belly downwards, openeth obstructions of the liver,

and helpeth the yellow jaundice ; expelleth poison, pro-

▼oketh women's courses, and driveth forth the dead child

and after-birth- The distilled water of the heri) and Mow

ers is effectual for all the same purposes; being drank with

a dram of the powder of the seeds of bark, or the roots

' ef wall.wort, and a little cinnamon, for certain days to

gether, it is held a singular remedy for the dropsy. The

juice of the herb, or the distilled water, d'opped nto the

eyes, is a certain remedy for all heat, inflammation, and
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.redness in them. The juice or water put into foul-ulcer»$

whether they be cancerous or fistulous, with tents rolled

therein, or parts washed and injected therewith, cleanseth

them thoroughly from the bottom, and healeth them up

.safely. The same juice or water also cleanseth the skiii

wonderfully of all forts of deformity, as leprosy, moiphew,

' scurf, wheals, pimples, or spots, applied of itself, or used

wi^h some powder of Lupines.

a Flea-Wort. lj . (c. 2. temp.)

TnERE are two kinds of Flea-wort, differing, Tery little1,

only the leaves, of one kind abide the winter, but the

others do not.

Descript.] Ordinary Flea-wort riseth up wkh a stalk

two feet high or more, full of joints ai:d branches on every

.side, up to the top, and at every joint two small, long,

and narrow whitish green leaves, somewhat hairy. At the

top of every branch stand divers small, short, scaly, or

chaffy heads, out of which come forth small whitish yellow

threads, like to those of the plantain herbs, which are the

; bloomings of flowers. The seed inclosed in these heads is

small and shining, while it is fresh,, very like unto fleas,

.both for colour and bigness, but turning black when it

groweth old. The root is not long, but white, hard and

.woody, perishing every year, and rising again of its own.

. seed for divers years, if it be suffered to shed. The whole

plant is somewhat whitish and hairy, smelling somewhat

like rosin.

Place.] The fust groweth only in gardens, the second

plentifully in fields that are near the sea.

Time.] They flower in July, or thereabouts.

Government and V'irtues.] The herb is cold, dry, and

. Satuniiuc. I suppose it obtained the name of Flea-wort,

because the seeds are like fleas. The seed fried, and

taken, s'ayeth the flux or lask of the belly, and the cor

rosions that come by reason of hot, choleric, or sharp

and malignant humours, or by too much purging of any

violent medicine, as Scammony, or the like. The muci

lage of the seed made with rose water, and a little s-igar-

candy put thereto, i.-. very good in all hot agues and bum

ping fevers, and other inflammations, to cool the thirs^
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'»nd lenify the dryness and roughness of the tongue and

-throat. It helpeth hoarseness of the voice, and diseases''

of the breast aud lungs, caused by heat, or sharp salt hu-i

mours, and the pleurisy also. The mucilage of the seed

made with plantain.water, whereunto ihe yolk of an egg

or two, aud a little populeon are put, is a most safe and

sure remedy to ease the sharpness, pricking, and pains of

the haemorrhoids, or piles, if it be laid on a cloth, and

bound thereto. It helpeth all inflammations in any part

of the body, and the pains that come thereby, as the head-

ach and megrims, ami all hot impovthumes, swellings,

or breaking out of the skin, as b!ain9, wheals, pushes,

purples, and the like ; as also the joints of those who are

out of joint, the pains of the gout, and sciatica, the

bursting of young children, and the swelling of th*

navel, applied with oil of rows and vinegar. It is also

good to heal the nipples and sore breasts of women, be

ing often applied thereunto. The juice of the herb with

a little honey pnt into the ears, helpeth the running of

them, and the worms breeding in them : the same also

mixed with .hog's grease, and applied to corrupt and filthy

ulcers, clcanseth and healeth them,

i '

Flux-Weed. %-. (temp. d. 3.)

Of this also there are two kinds; differing in nothing,

save only that one hath somewhat broader leaves; they

have a strong evil savour, being smelled unto, and are of

a drying taste.

Descript.] Itriseth up with a round upright hard stalk,

four or five feet high, spread into sundry branches, where

on grow many greyish green leaves, very finely cut and

severed into a number of short and almost round parts.

The flowers are very small and yellow, growing spike

fashion, after which come small long pods, with small

yellowish seed in them. The root is long and woody,

perishing every year.

Place ] They flower wild in the fields, by hedge-sides

and highways, and among rubbish and other places.

TimeS] They flower and seed quickly after, namely, in

June and July.

'
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Government and Virtues.] This herb is Saturnine also 5.

Both the herb and seed of Flux-weed are of excellent

use to stay the flux or lask of the belly, being drank in,

,water wherein gads of steel, heated, have been often-

qufftched; and it is bo less effectual for the same pur^

poselhan plantain or cumfrey, and to restrain any other,

flux of blood in man or woman, as also to consolidate

bones broken or out of joint. The juice thereof drank

in wine, or the decoction of the herb drank, doth kill

the worms in the stomach or belly, or the worms that

grow in putrid and filthy ulcers; and made into a salve

doth quickly heal all old sores, how foul or malignant so

ever they be. The distilled water of the herb worketh

the same effects, although somewhat weaker, yet it is a

fair medicine, and more acceptable to be taken. It is

calli d Flux-weed because it cures the flux, and for its

uniting broken bones, &c. Paracelsus extols it to the

skies. It is fitting that syrup, ointment, and plaisters of

it were kept in your houses.

Flower-de-Luce. 5 . (c. m* 4.)

It is so well known, being nourished up in most gardens,

that I shall not need to spend time in writing a description

thereof.

- Time.] The flaggy kinds thereof hare the most physical

uses; the dwarf kinds thereof flower in April, the greater

sorts in May.

Government and Virtues.'] The herb is Lunar. The

juice or decoction of the green root of the flaggy kind of

Flower-de-luce, with a little honey, drank, doth purge

and cleanse the stomach of gross and tough phlegm, and

choltr therein; it helpeth the jaundice and the dropsyr

evacuating those humours both upwards and downwards;

and because it somewhat hurts the stomach, is not to be

takin without honey and spikenard. The same being

drank, doth ease the pains and torments of the belly and

sides, the shaking of agues, the diseases of the liver and

spleen, the warms of the belly, the stone in the reinSy

convulsions and cramps that come of old humours; it also

helps those whose seed passeth from them unawares : it is.
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a remedy against the bitings and stingings of venomous

creatures, being boiled in water and vinegar and drank :

boiled in water and drank, it provoketh urine, helpeth

the colick, bringeih down women's courses; and made

up into a pessary with honey, and put up into the body,

dravreth forth the dead child. It is much commended

against the cough, to expectorate tough phlegm; it much

easeth pains in the head and procureth sleep; being

put into the nostrils, it procureth sneezing, and thereby

purgeth the head of phlegm; the juice of the root ap

plied to the piles or hemorrhoids, giveth much ease;

the decoction of the roots gargled in the mouth, easeth

the tooth-ach, and helpeth a stinking breath. Od called

Oleum Irinum, if it be rightly made of the great broad

flag Flower-de-luce (and not of the green bulbous blue

Flower-de-luce, as is used by some apothecaries) and

roots of the flaggy kind, is very effectual to warm and

comfort all cold joints and sinews, as also the gout and

sciatica, and mollifieth, distolveth, and consumeth tumours

and swellings in any part of the body, also of the matrix;

it helpeth the cramp, or convulsions of the sinews; the

head and temples anointed therewith, helpeth the catarrh,

or thin rheum distil ed from thence; and used upon the

breast or stomach, helpeth to extenuate the cold tough

phlegm; it helpeth also pains and noise in the ears, and

the stench of the nostrils: the root itself, either green

er in powder, helpeth to cleanse, heal, and incarnate

wounds, and to cover the naked bones with flesh again,

that ulcers have made bare; and is also very good to

cleanse and heal up fistulas and cankers, that are hard to-

lie cured-

Flucllin, or Luellin. D. (c. m. 2.)

There are two kinds of Fluellin, of which take the follow.,

ing description.

Descript.] The first shooteth forth many long branches,

partly lying upon the ground, and partly standing up

right, set with almost red leaves, yet a little pointed,

and sometimes more . long and round, without order

thereon, somewhat hairy, and of an evil greenish white

colour; at the joints all along the stalks, and with the
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leaves come forth small flowers, one at a place, upon a>

wry small short foot-stalk, gaping somewhat like snap-,

dragons, or rather like toad-llax, with the upper jaw of'

a yellow colour, and the lower of a purplish, with a

small heel or spur behind ; after which come forth small

brown heads, containing small black seed- The root is

small and thready, dying every year, and raiseth itself

again of its own sowing.

The other sort of Fluellin, hath longer branches^

wholly trailing upon the ground, two or three feet long,

and somewhat more thin, set with leaves thereon, upon-

small foot-stalks. The leaves are a little larger, and

somewhat round, and cornered somelhnes in some places-

on the edges; but the lower part of them being the

broadest, hath on each side a small point, making it seem

as if they.were ears, sometimes hairy, but not hoary,

and a better green colour than the former. The flowers-

c«me forth like the former; but the colours therein arei

more white than yellow, and the purple not so fair; it is--

a large flower, and so are the seed and seed vessels. The-

root is like the other, and perisheth every year.

Place.] They grow in divers corn-fields, and in borders

about them, and in other fertile grounds about Southfleet

in Kent, abundant; at Buchrite, Hamcrton, and Rich-

manworth in Huntingdonshire, and in divers other places.

Time.] They are in flower about June and July, and

the whole plant is dry and withered before August be

done.

Government and Virtues.] It is a Lunar herb. The-

leaves bruised and applied with barley meal to watering,

eyes that are hot and inflamed by defluxions from tha

head, do very much help them, as also the fluxes of

blood or. humours, as the lask, bloody-flux, women's

courses, and staveth all manner of bleeding at the nose,

mouth, or any other place, or that cometh by any bruise

, or hurt, or bursting a vein; it wonderfully helpeth all

those inward parts that need consolidating or strength,

ening, and is no less effectual both to heal and close

green wounds, than to cleanse and heal all- foul or old

uleers, fretting or spreading cankers or the like. Bees

are industrious, and go abroad to gather honey from each

plant and iluwer, but drones lie at homo, and eat ud
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-what the bees have taken pains for ; just so do the

-college of physicians lie at home and domineer, and suck

out the sweetness of other men's honour and studies,

'themselves being as ignorant in the knowledge of herbs

as a child of four years old, as I can make appear to any

rational man by their last dispensatory. Now then to

hide their ignorance, there is no readier way in the world

than to hide knowledge from their countrymen, that

so nobody might be able so much as to smell out their

ignorance. When simples were in u^e, men's bodies

'were better in health by far than now they are, or shall

be, if the collrge can help it. The truth is, this herb is

of a fine cooling, drying quality, and an ointment or

plaster of it might do a man a courtesy that hath any hot

-virulent sores: 'tis admirable for ulceis of the French

pox; if taken inwardly may cure the disease. It was

first called Female Speedwell, but a shentleman of Wales,

'whose nose was almost eaten off with the pox, and so

- near the matter, that the doctors commanded it to be cut

off, being cured only by the use of this herb; and to

.honour the herb, for saving hur nose whole, gave it one of

,hur country names Flueilin.

Fox-Gloves. ?. (Icrrp.)

As every part of this beautiful plant hath an acrid taste,

children should be guarded against it.

Descript.] 'It hath many long and broad leaves lying

upon the ground dented upon the edges, a little sift or

woolly, and of a hoary green colour, among which ri'eth

• tip sometimes sundry stalks, but one very of en, bearing

' such leaves thereon from the bottom to the middle, from

whence to the top it is stored with large a^d long hollow

. rcdilish purple flowers, a little more long and imminent

at the lower edge, with some white spots with them, one

above another, with small green leaves at every onp, but

all of them turning their heads one way, and hanging

downwards, having some threads also in the middle,

from whence rise round heads, pointed sharp at the ends,

- wherein small brown seed lieth. The roots are so many

small fibres, and some greater strings among them; the

flowers have no scent, but the leaves have a bitter hot

taste.

'
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Place.] It groweth on dry sandy ground for the most

part, and as well on the higher as the lower places under

hedge sidss in almost every county of this land.

Time.] It seldom ftowereth before July, and the seed is

ripe in August.

Government and Virtues. 1 The plant is under the domi.

mion of Venus, being of a gentle cleansing nature, and

withall very friendly to nature. The herb is familiarly

and frequently used by the Italians to heal any fresh or

green wound, the leaves being but bruised and bound

thereon, and the juice thereof is also used in old sores,

to cleanse, dry, and heal them. The decoction hereof

made up with some sugar or honey, is available to cleanse

and purge the body both upwards and downwards, some

times of tough phlegm and clammy humours, and to

open obstructions of the liver and spleen. It hath been

found by experience to be available for the king's evil, the

herb bruised and applied, or an ointmtnt made with the

juice thereof, and so used; and a decoction of two hand-

fuls thereof, with four ounces of Polypody in ale, hath

been found by late experience to cure divers of the falling

sickness, that have been troubled with it above 20 years,

lam confident that an ointment of il is one of the best

remedies for a scabby head that is.

Fumitory. \ . (c, d. 1.)

This bpantiful Utile weed is very much neglected.

DeseriptJ] Our common Fumitory is a tender sappy

herb, sendeth forth from one square, a slender weak stalk,

and leaning downwards on all sides, many branches two

or three feet long, with finely cut and jagged leaves of

whitish, or rather bluish sea green colour: at the tops of

the branches stand many small Uowers, as it were in a long

spike one above another, made like little birds, of a

rei!dish purple colour, with whitish bellies, after which

come small round husks containing small black seeds.

The root is yellow, small, and not very long, full of

juice while it is green, but quickly perishes with the ripe

seed. In. the corn fields in Cornwall, it beareth white

flowers.
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Place.] It groweth in corn fields almost everywhere, as

-well as in gardens.

Time.] It flowercth in May, for the most part, and the

seed ripeneth shortly after.

Government and Virtues.] Saturn owns the herb, and

presents it to the world as a cure for his own disease, and

strengthener of the part of the body he rules. If by

my astrological judgment of the diseases, from the decum-

1iiture, you find Saturn author of the disease, or if by

direction from a nativity you fear a Saturnine disease

approaching, you may by this herb prevent it in the one,

and cure it in the other, and therefore it is fit you keep

a syrup of it always by you. The juice or syrup made

thereof, or the decoction made in whey by itself, with

some other purging or opening herbs and roots to cause

it to work the better (itself being but weak) is very

effectual for the liver and spleen, opening the obstructions

thereof, and clarifying the blood from saltish, cholerick,

and adnst humours, which cause leprosy, scabs, tetleis,

and itches, and such like breaking out of the skin, and

after the purgings doth strengthen all the inward parts.

It is also good against the yellow jaundice, and spenrleth

it by urine, which it procureth in abdndance. The

powder of the dried herb given for some time together,

cureth melancholy, but the seed is strongest in operation

for all the former diseases. The distilled water of the

herb is also of good effect in the former diseases, and

conduceth much against the plague and pestilence, being

taken with good treacle. The distilled water also, with

a little water and honey of roses, helpeth all the sores of

the mouth or throat, being gargled often therewith. The

juice dropped into the eyes, cleareth the sight, and taketh

away redness and other defects in them, although it

procureth some pain for the present, and causes tears.—

Dioscoi ides saith, it hindereth any fresh springing of hairs

on the eye-lids (after they are pulled away) if the eye

lids be anointed with the juice hereof, with Gum Arabick

dissolved therein. The juice of the Fumitory and Docks

mingled with vinegar, and the places gently washed or wet

therewith, cureth all sorts of scabs, pimpl<s, blotches,

wheals, and pushes, which arise on the face or hands, or

any other parts of the body.
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The Furz Busli. <? (h. d. 3.)

, It is as well known by this name; as it is in some counties

by the name Gorz or Whins, that I shall not need to

write any description thereof, my intent being to teach

my countrymen what they know not, rather than to tell

them again of that which is generally known before.

Place.'] They are known to grow on dry barren heaths,

-and other waste, gravelly, or sandy grounds, in all coun

ties of this land.

Time.] They also flower in the Summer months.

Government and Virtues.] Mars owns the herb. They

are hot and dry, and open obstructions of the liver and

spleen. A decoction made with the flowers thereof

hath been found effectual against the jaundice, as also

to provoke urine, and cleanse the kidnies from gravel

, or stone ingendered in them. Mars doth also this by

sympathy.

Garlick. <?. (h. d. 4.)

The offensiveness of the breath of him that hath eaten

i Garlick, will lead you by the nose to the kuowleJge

hereof, and instead of a description, direct you to the

place where it groweth in gardens, which kinds are the

best, and most physical.

Government and lrirlue&.] Mars owns the herb. This

was accidently accounted the poor man's treacle, it being

a remedy fur all diseases and hurts (except those which

itself breed). It provokcth urine and women's courses,

helpeth the biling of mad dogs, and other venomous

creatures; killeih worms in children, cutteth and voideih

tough phlegm, purgeth the head, helpeth the lethargy, is

a good preservative against, and a remedy for any plague,

sore, or foul ulcer; t.iketh away spots and blemishes in

the skin, easeth pains in the ears, ripeneth and breaketh

imposthumes, or other swellings ; and for all these dis

eases the onions are as effectual. But the Garlick hath

some more peculiar virtues besides the former, viz. it ha'-h

a special quality to discuss inconveniencies coming by

corrupt agues or mineral vapours, or by drinking corrupt

and stinking waters ; as also b\ taking wolf.bane, hej.
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bane, hemlock, or other poisonous and dangerous herbs.

It is held good in hydropick diseases, the jaundice, fall

ing sickness, cramps, convulsions, the piles or haemor

rhoids, or other cold diseases. Many authors quote various

diseases this is good for, but conceal its vices. Its heat i*

very vehement, and all vehement hot things send up but

ill-favoured vapours to the brain. In cholcrick men it

Ti ill add fuel to the fire; in men oppressed by melancholy,

it will attenuate the humour, and send up strong fancies,

and as many strange visions to the head, therefore let it be

taken inwardly with great moderation; outwardly you may

make more bold with it.

Gentian, Felwori, or Baldmony. <?. (h. 3. d. 2.)

It is confessed that Gentian, which is most used anion ;st

us, is brought over from beyond sea, yet we have two

sorts of it growing frequently in our nation, which be

sides the reasons so frequently alledged why English herbs

should be fittest for English bodies, hath been proved

by the experience of divers physicians, to be not a whit

inferior in virtue to that which cometh from beyond sta;

therefore be phased to take the description of them as fol-

loweth.

Descript.'] The greater of the two hath many small long

roots thrust down de- pinto the ground, and abiding all the

Winter. The stalks are sometimes more, sometimes fewer,

of a brownish green colour, which is sometimes t'vo feet

high, if the ground be fruitful, having many long, narrow,

dark green loaves, set by couples up to the top ; the flower*

are long and hollow, of a purple colour, ending in fina

corners. The smaller sort which is to be found in our laid,

groweth up with sundry s!alks, not a foot high, parted

into several small branches, whereon grow divers smell

leaves together, very like those of the lesser centaury, of

a whitish green colour; on the fops of these stalks grow

divers perfect blue flowers, standing in long husks, but not

so big as the other ; the root is very small, and full of

threads.

Place.] The first groweth in divers places of both the

ast and Wes

grounds, as nu

East and West countries, and as well in wet as in dry

liar Longfield by Gravesend, near Cjbham,

H
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in Kent, near Linlinstone in Kent ; also in a chalk pit,

hard by a paper-mill, not far from Dartford in Kent. The

second groweth also in divers places in Kent, as about

Southfleetand Longfield; upon Barton's Hills in Bedford,

shire ; also not far from St. Albans, upon a piece of waste

chalky ground, as you go out of Dunstable way towards

Gorhambury.

Time.] They flower in August.

Government and Virtues.] They are under the domini

on of Mars, and of them the most principal herbs he is

ruler of. They resist putrefactions, poison, and a more

sure remedy cannot be found to prevent the pestilence

than it is; it strengthens the stomach exceedingly, helps

digestion, comforts the heart, and preserves it against

faintings and swoonings. The power of the dry roots

help the biting of mad dogs and venomous beasts, opens

obstructions of the liver, and restoreth an appetite of

their meat lo such as have lost it. The herb steeped in

wine, and the wine drank, refresheth such as be over

weary with travel, and grow lame in their joints, either by

cold or evil lodgings ; it helps stitches, and griping pains

in the tides ; is an excellent remedy for such as are

bruued by falls; it provokes urine and the terms ex

ceedingly, therefore let it not be given to women with

child; the same is very profitable for such as are troubled

with cramps and convulsions, to drink the decoction;

also they say it breaks the stone, and helps ruptures most

certainly; it is excellent in all cold diseases, and such as

are troubled with tough phlegm, scabs, itch, or any

fretting sores and ulcers; it is an admirable remedy to

kill the worms, by taking half a dram of the powder in

a morning in any convenient liquor; the same is excel

lent good to be taken inwardly for the king's evil. It

helps agues of all sorts, and the yellow jaundice, as also

the bols in cattle : when kine are bitten on the udder

by any venomous beast, do but stroke the place with

the decoction of any of these, and it will instantly hea

them.

*
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Clove Gtlliflowers. %. {temp.)

It is in vain to describe an lierb so well known.

Government and Virtues.] They are gallant, fine, tem

perate flowers, of the nature, and under the dominion of

Jupiter; yea, so temperate, that no excess, neither in

heat, cold, dryness, nor moislure, can be perceived in

them ; they are great strengtheners both of the brain and

heart, and will therefore serve either for cordials or ce-

phalicks, as your occasion will serve. There is both a

tyrup and a conserve made of them alone, commonly to

be had at every apothecary's. To take now and then a

little of either, strengthens nature much in such as are in

consumptions. They are excellent good in hot pestilent

fevers, and expel poison.

Germander. ?. (h.d.3.)

This celebrated plant is cultivated chiefly for medical

purposes.

Descript.] Germander shooteth forth sundry stalks

with small and somewhat round leaves dented about tha

edges. The flowers stand at the tops, of a deep purple

colour. The root is composed of divers sprigs, which shoot

forth a great way round about, quickly overspreading a

garden.

Place.] It groweth usually with us in gardens.

Time.] And flowereth in June and July.

Government and Virtues.] It is a most prevalent herb

of Mercury, and strengthens the brain and apprehension

exceedingly when weak, and reliercs them when drooping.

This taken with honey (saith Dioscorides) is a remedy for

coughs, hardness of the spleen, and difficulty of urine, and

helpeth those that are fallen into a dropsy, especially at

the beginning of the disease, a decoction being made

thereof when it is green, and drank. It also bringeth

down women's courses, and expelleth the dead child. It

is most effectual against the poison of all serpents, being

drank in wine, and the bruised herb outwardly applied.

Used with honey it clcanseth old and foul ulcers ; and

f

u 2
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made info an oil, and the eyes anointed therewith, takefh

away tlie dimness and moistness. It is likewise good for

the pains in the sides and.cramps. The decoction thereof

taken for four davs together, driveth away and cureth

both tertian and quartan agues. It is also good against

all diseases of the brain, as continual hoad-ach, falling.

sickness, melancholy, drowsiness and dullness of the

spirits, convulsions and palsies. A dram of the seed taken

in powder, purgeth by urine, and is good against the yel

low jaundice. The juice cf the leaves dropped into the

ears, killeth the worms in them. The tops thereof, when

they are in flower, steeped twenty-four hours in a

draught of white wine, and drank, killeth the worms in

the belly.

Stinking Gladwin. Tj . (h. d. 3.)

Tins is one of the kinds of Flower-de-luce.

DcscriptJ] It has divers leaves arising from the roots, very-

like a Flower-de-luce, but 'they are sharp-edged on both

sides, hnd thicker in the middle, of a deeper green colour,

narrower and sharper pointed, and a strong ill scent, if they

be bruised between the lingers. In the middle riseth up a

reasonable strong stalk, a yard high at the least, bearing

three or four llowers at the top, made somewhat like the

flowers of tlie, flower-de-luce, with three upright leaves,

of a dead purplish ash colour, with some veins discolour

ed in them ; the other ihree do not fall down, nor are the

three oilier small ones so arched, nor cover the lower

leaves as the Flower-de-luce doth, but stand loose or

asuader from them. After they are past, there come up

three souare hard husks, opening wide into three parts

when they are ripe, wherein lie reddish seed, turning black

when it hath abided long. The root is like that of the

Flower-de-luce, but reddish on the outside, and whitish

within, very sharp and hot in the taste, of as evil scent as

the leaves.

Place.] This groweth as well in upland grounds as in

moist places, woods, and shadowy places by the sea-side

in many places of this laud, and is usually nursed up in

gardens.
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Time.] It flowereth not until July, and the seed is ripe

fix Augustor September ; yet the husks after they are ripe,

opening themselves, will hold their seed with them for two

or three months, and not shed them.

Government and Virtues.] It is supposed to be under the

dominion of Saturn. It is used by many country people

to purge corrupt phlegm and choler, which they do by

drinking the decoction of the roots; and some, to make

it more gentle, do but infuse the sliced roots in ale; and

some take the leaves, which serve well for the weaker

stomach';. The juice hereof put up, or snuffed up the

nose, causeth snerzing, and draweth from the head much

corruption; and the powder thereof doth the same. The

powder thereof drank in wine, helpeth those that are

troubled with ciamps and convulsions, or with the gont

and sciatica, and giveth ease to those that have giiping

pains in their body and belly, and helpeth those that have

the stranguary. It is given with much profit to those that

have long fluxes by the sharp and evil quality of humours,

•which itstayeth, having first cleansed and purged them by

the drying and binding property therein. The root boiled

in wine and drank, doth effectually procure women's

courses ; and used as a pessary, worketh the same effect ;

but causeth abortion in women with child. Haifa dram

of the seed beaten to powder, and taken in wine, doth

speedily cause a flow of urine. The same taken with vine

gar, dissolveih the hardness and swellings of the spleen.

The root is effectual in' all wounds, especially of the head;

as also to draw forth any splinters, thorns, or broken

bones, or any other thing sticking in the flesh, without

causing pains, being used with a little verdigrease and

honey, and the great Centaury root. The same boiled in

vinegar, and laid upon any tumour or swelling, doth very

effectually dissolve and consume them; yea, even the

swellings of the throat, called the king's evil : the juice of

the leaves or roots healeth the itch, and all running or

spreading scabs, sores, blemishes, or scars in the skin,

whatsoever they be.

u3
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Golden Rod. ? . (h. m. 2.)

This is by some people also called Woundwort.

Descript.] This ariseth up with brownish small round!

stalks, two feet high, and sometimes more, having thereon

many narrow and long dark green leaves, vory seldom

with any dents about the edges or any stalks or white

spots therein, yet they are sometimes so found divided

at the tops into many small branches, with divers small

yellow flowers on every one of them, all which ar«

turned one way, and being ripe, do turn into down,

and are carried away by the wind. The root consists

of many small fibres, which grow not deep in the ground,

but abideth all the Winter therein, shooting forth new

branches every year, the old one lying down to the

ground.

Pluce.] It groweth in the open places of woods and

copses, both moist and dry grounds, in many places of thi*

land.

Ttme-I It flowereth about the month of July.

Government and Virtues,J Venus claims the herb, and

therefore to be sure it respects beauty lost. Arnoldus de

Villa Nova commends it much against the stone in the

reins and kidnies, and to provoke urine in abundance,

whereby also all the gravel and stone may be voided. The

decociion of the herb, green or dry, or the distilled water

thereof, is very effectual for inward bruises; as also to be

outwardly applied, it stnyeth bleeding in any part of the

body, and of wounds; also the fluxes of humours, the

bloody llux, and women's courses; and is no less prevalent

in all ruptures or burstings, being drank inwardly, and

outvvaidly applied. It is a sovereign wound herb, inferior

to none, both for inward and outward hurts ; green wounds,

old sores and ulcers, are quickly cured therewith. It also

is of especial use in all lotions for sores Or ulcers ina

the mouih, throat, or privy parts in man or woman. The

decoction also helpeth to fasten teeth that are loose in. th*

gums.
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Goulwort. T? . (h. d. 2.)

It is also called Herb-gerrard, Ash-weed, and Ground-

Ash.

Descript.'] It is a low herb, seldom rising half a yard

high, having sundry leaves standing on brownish green

stalks by three, snipped about, and of a strong unpleasant

savour; the umbels of the flowers are white, and the seed

blackish, the root runneth in the ground, quickly taking a

great deal of room.

Placed] It groweth by hed^e and wall-sides, and often in

the border and corners of fields, and in gardens also.

Time.] It flowereth and scedeth about the end of July.

Government and Virtiies.l Saturn rules it. Neither is

it to be supposed Goutwort hath its name for nothing, but

upon experiment to heal the gout and sciatica ; as also

joint-achs, and other cold griefs. The very bearing of it

about one easeth the pains of the gout and defends him that

bears it from the disease.

Gromel. $. (h. d. 2.)

Of this I shall briefly describe their kinds which are

principally used in ph) sic, the virtues whereof are alike

though somewhat different in their manner and form of

growing.

Descript.] The greater Gromel groweth up with slender

andhard hairy stalks, trailing and taking root in the ground

as it lieth thereon, and parted into many other small

branches, with hairy dark green leaves thereon. At the

joints with the leaves come forth very small blue flowers,

and after them hard stony roundish seed. The root is long

and woody, abiding the Winter, and shooteth forth fresh

stalks in the Spring.

The smaller wild Gromel sendeth forth divers upright

hard branched stalks, two or three feet high, full of joints,

at every of which groweth small, long, hard and rough leaves

like the former, but lesser; among which leaves come forth

small white flowers, and after them greyish round seed like

the former; the root is not very big, but with many strings

thereat.

The garden Gromel hath divers upright, slender,

h 4
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'woody, hairy stalks, blown and cressed, very little

branched, with leaves like the former, and white flowers;

after which, in rough brown husks, is contained a whitp,

hard, round seed, shining like pearl, and greater than

eilher of the former; the root is like the first described

with divers branches and sprigs thereat, which continueth

(as the first doth) all the Winter.

Place.] The two first grow wild in barren or untilled

places, and by the way-sides in many places of this

land. The last is a nursling in the gardens of the

curious.

Time.] They all flower from Midsummer until Septem

ber sometimes, and in the mean time the seed ripeneth.

Government and Virtues.] The herb belongs to Dams

Venus; and therefore if Mars cause the colick or stone,

as usually he doth, if in Virgo, this is your cure. These

are accounted to be of as singular force as any herb or

seed whatsoever, to break the stone and to void it, and

the gravel either in the reins or bladder; as also to pro

voke urine being stopped, and to help the stranguary.

The seed is of the greatest use, being bruised and boiled in

white wine, or in broth, or the like, or the powder of

the seed taken therein. Two diams of the seed in

powder taken with women's breast-milk, is very tfiec-

tual to procure a spei dy delivery to such women as have

sore pains in their travail, and cannot be delivered. The

herb itself (when the seed is not to be had) either boiled,

or the juice thereof drank, is effectual to all the purpo

ses aforesaid, but not so powerful and speedy in ope*

ration.

Gooscberrj'-Busb. ?. (c. d. 2.)

Cat.t.ed also Feapberry and in Sussex Dewberry-bush,

and in some counties Wineberry.

Government and Virtues.] They are under the domi

nion of Venus. The beriies, while they are unripe,

being scalded, or baked, are good to stir up a fainting or

decayed appetite, especially such whose stomachs are

afflicted by cholerick humours; they are excellent good

to stay longings of women with child. You may keep

.
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them preserved with sugar all the year long. The decoc

tion of the leaves of the tree cool hot swellings and in

flammations; as also St. Anthony's fire. The ripe goose

berries being eaten, are an excellent remedy to allay the

violent heat both of the stomach and liver. The young

tender leaves break the stone, and expel gravel both from

the kidnies and bladder. All the evils they do to the body

of man is, they are supposed to breed crudities, and by-

crudities, worms.

Winter-Green. Tj . (c. 2. d. 3.) .

Tnis plant is little known, except in particular places.

Descript.] This sends forth seven, eight or nine leaves

from a small brown creeping root, every one standing

upon a long foot-stalk, which are almost as broad as longr

round-pointed, of a sad green colour, and hard in handling,

and like the leaf of a Pear-tree ; from whence ariseth a

slender weak stalk, yet standing upright, bearing at the

top many small white sweet-smelling flowers, laid open

like a star, consisting of five round-pointed leaves, with,

many yellowish threads standing in the middle about a

green head, and a long stalk with them, which being ripe,

is found five square, with a small point at it, wherein is

contained seed as small as dust.

Place.] It groweth seldom infields, but frequent in the

woods northwards, viz. in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and' -.

Scotland.

Time.] It flowereth about June and Judy.

Government and Virtues^ Winter-green is under the

dominion of Saturn, and is a singular good wound herb,

and an especial remedy for to heal green wounds speedily,

the green leaves being bruised and applied, or the juice

of them. A salve made of the green herb stamped, or

the juice boiled with hog's lard, or with sallad oil and

wax, and some turpentine added unto it, is a sovereign

salve, and highly extolled by the Germans, who use it to

heal all manner of wounds and sores. The herb boiled

in wine and water, and given to drink to them that have

any inward ulcers in their kidnies, or neck of the bladder,

4otb, wonderfully help them. It stayethall fluxes, astha
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lask, bloody fluxes, women's courses, and bleeding of

wounds, and taketh away inflammations rising upon

pains of the hpart; it is no less helpful for foul ulcers

hard to be cured; as also for cankers or fistulas. The

distilled water of the herb doth effectually perform the

same things.

Groundsel. ? . (//. d. 2.)

Our common Groundsel is too well known to require any

description.

Place.] This groweth almost every where, as well on

tops of walls, as at the foot, among rubbish and untilled

grounds, but especially in gardens.

Time.'] It flowereth, as it is said before, almost in every

month throughout the year.

Government and Virlues.'] This herb is Venus's mistress-

piece, and is a gallant and universal medicine for all

diseases coming of heat, in what part of the body soever

they be, as the sun shines upon ; it is very safe and

friendly to the body of man, yet causeth vomiting if the

stomach be afllicted; if not, purging; and it doth it with

more gentleness that can be expected ; it is moist, and'

something cold withall, thereby causing expulsion, and

repressing the heat caused by the motion of the internal

parts in purges and vomits. Lay by our learned receipts;

take so much Sena, so much Scammony, so much

Colocynthis,. so much infusion of Crocus Metallorum,

&c. This herb alone preserved in a syrup, in a dis

tilled water, or in an ointment, shall do the deed for

you in all hot diseases; and, shall do it, 1. Safely—

2. Speedily.

The decoction of the herb (saith Dioscorides) made

with wine, and drank, helpeth the pains of the stomach,

proceeding of choler, (which it may well do by a vomit)

as daily experience sheweth. The juice thereof taken in

drink, or the decoction of it in ale, gently performeth

the same. It is good against the jaundice and falling-

sickness, being taken in wine ; as also against difficulty

of making water.. It provoketh urine, expelleth gravel

in the reins or kidhies, a dram thereof given in oxymel,.

after some walking or stirring of the body. It helpeth-
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lilso the sciatica, griping of the belly, the colick ; defects

of the liver, and provoketh women's courses. The fresh

herb boiled, and made into a poultice, applied to the

breasts of women that are swollen with pain and heat,

as also the privy parts of man and woman, the seat or

fundament, or the arteries, joints and sinews, when they

are inflamed and swollen, doth much ease them; and

used with some salt, helpeth to dissolve knots or kernels

in any part of the body. The juice of the herb, or (as

Dioscorides saith) the leaves and flowers, with some fine

frankincense in powder, used in wounds of the body,

nerves or sinews, do singularly help to heal them. The

distilled water of the herb performeth well all the afore

said cures; but especially for inflammations or watering

of the eyes, by reason of the defluxion of rheum into

them. •

Heart's-Ease. Tj . (c. 1. m. 2.)

This is that herb, which such physicians as are licensed

to blaspheme by authority, without danger of having

their tongues burned through with an hot iron, called

an herb of the Trinity. It is also called by those

that are more moderate, Three Faces in a Hood.

Live in Idleness, Cull me to you : and in Sussex w»

call them Pansies.

Place.] Besides those which are brought up in gardens,

they grow commonly wild in the fields, especially in such

as are very barren; sometimes you may find it on the

tops of the high hills.

Time.} They flower all the Spring and Summer long.

Government mid Virtues.] The herb is really Saturniue,

something cold, vicious and slimy. A strong decoction

of the herbs and flowers (if you will, you may make it

into syrup) is an excellent cure for the French-pox, the

herb being a gallant antivenerean ; and that antive.

nereans are the best cure for that disease, far better and

safer than to torment them with the flux, divers foreigu

physicians have confessed. The spirit of it is excellent

good for the convulsions in children, as also for the falling-

sickness, and a gallant remedy for the inflammation of tha

h 6
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lungs and breast, pleurisy, scabs, itch, &c. It is under

the celestial Sign Cancer.

Artichokes. $. (h. m. 2. )

The Latins call them Cinera, only our College calls them

Artichocus.

Government and Virtues.] They are under the dominion

of Venus, and therefore it is no marvel if they provoke

lust, as indeed they do, being something windy meat;

and yet they stay the involuntary course of natural seed

in man, which is commonly called nocturnal pollutions.

And here I care not greatly if I quote a little of Galen's

nonsense in his treatise of the faculties ofnourishment. Ha

saith, they contain plenty of choleric juice (which, not

withstanding, I can scarcely believe) of which he saith is

engendered melancholy juice, and of that melancholyjuice

thin choleric blood. But to proceed; this is certain, that

the decoction of the root boiled in wine, or the root

bruised and distilled in wine in an alembic, and being

drank, purgeth by urine exceedingly.

Hart's-Tongue. If., (c. d. 1.)

This is always green, though it hath fresh leaves in

Spring.

Descript.] This hath divers leaves arising from the root,

every one severally, which fold themselves in their first

springing and spreading : when they are full grown, are

about a foot long, smooth and green above, but hard, and

with little sap in them, and streaked on the back, thwart

on the sides of the middle rib with small and somewhat

long brownish marks ; the bottoms of the leaves are a

little bowed on each side of the middle rib, somewhat

narrow with the length, and somewhat small at the end.

The root is of many black threads, folded or interlaced

together.

Time.] It is green all the Winter; but new leaves

spring every year.

Government and Virtues.] Jupiter claims dominion

over this herb, therefore it is a singular remedy for the

liver, both to strengthen it when weak; and ease it when
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afflicted; you shall do well to keep it in a syrup all the

year: for though authors say it is green all the year, I

scarce believe it. Hart's Tongue is much commended

ngainst the haidness and stoppings of the spleen and

liver, and against the heat of the liver and stomach, and

against lasks, and the bloody-flux The distilled water

thereof is also very good against the passions of the

heart, and to stay the hiccough, to help the falling of

the palate, and to stay the bleeding of the gums, bting

gargled in the mouth. Dioscorides sailh, it is good

against the stinging or biting of serpents. As for the use

of it, my direction at the latter end will be suflicient, and

enough for those that are studious in physic, to whet their

brains upon for one year or two.

Hazel-Nut. ?. (temp. d. I.)

Hazel-nuts are so well known to every body, that they

need no description.

Government and Virtues.] They are under the

dominion of Mercury. The parted kernels made into an

electuary, or the milk drawn from the kernels with mead

or honeyed water is very good to help an old cough, and

being parched, and a little pepper put to them and drank,

digesteth the distillations of rheum from the head. The

dried husks and shells, to the weight of two drams, taken

in red wine, stayeth lasks and woman's courses, and so

doth the red skin that covers the kernels, which is more

effectual to stay women's courses.

And if this be true, as it is, then why should the vulgar

so familiarly affirm, that eating Nuts causeth shortness of

breath? than which nothing is falser. For how can that

which strengthens the lungs, cause shortness of breath?

I confess, the opinion is far older than I am ; I knew

tradition was a friend to error before, but never thatlie was

the father of slander: or are men's tongues so given to

slander one another, that they must slander Nuts too, to

keep their tongues in use ? If any thing of the Hazel-nut

be stopping, it is the husks and shells, and nobody is so

mad to eat them, unless physically ; and the red skin,

jihich covers the kernel, you may easily pull off. And
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so thus have I made an apology for Nuts, which cannot

speak for themselves.

Hawk-weed \ . (c. d. 2.)

Of this there are several kinds, but their virtues ar«

similar."

Descript.'] It hath many large leaves lying upon the

ground, much rent or torn on the sides into gashes like

Dandelion, but with greater parts, more like the smooth

Sow Thistle, from among which riseth a hollow, rough

stalk, two or three feet high, branched from the middle

upward, whereon are set at every joint longer leaves,,

little or nothing rent or cut, bearing on their top sundry

pale, yellow flowers, consisting of many small, narrow

leaves, broad pointed, and nicked in at the ends, set in a

double row or more, the outermost being larger than the

inner, which from most pf the Hawk-weeds (for there are

many kinds of them) do hold, which turn into down,,

and with the small brownish seed is blown away with

the wind. The root is long, and somewhat greater, with

many small fibres thereat. The whole plant is full of

bitter milk.

Place.] It groweth in divers places about the field-

sides, and the path-ways in dry grounds.

Time.] It fiowereth and flies away in summer months.

Government and Virtues^ Saturn owns it. Hawk,

weed (saith Dioscorides) is cooling, somewhat drying and

binding, and therefore good for the heat of the stomach,,

and gnawings therein; for inflammations, and the hot

fits of agues. The juice thereof in wine, helpeth di

gestion, discusseth wind, hindereth crudities abiding in

the stomach, and helpeth the difficulty of making water,

the biting of venomous serpents, and stinging of the

scorpion, if the herb be .also outwardly applied to the

place, and is very good against all other poisons. A

scruple of the dried root given in wine and vinegar, is

profitable for those who have the dropsy. The decoc

tion of the herb taken with honeyr digesfeth the phlegm

In the chest or lungs, and with hyssop helpeth the cough.-

The decoction thereof, and of wild succory, made with

wine, and taken, helpeth the wind colic, and hardness
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of the spleen; it procureth rest and sleep, hindereth

venery and venerous dreams, cooling heats, purgeth

the stomach, increaseth blood, and helppth the diseases of

the reins and bladder. Outwardly applied, it is singularly

good for all the defects and diseases of the eyes, used

with some women's milk; and used with good success in

fretting or creeping ulcers, especially in the beginning.

The green leaves bruised, and with a little salt applied

to any place burnt with fire, before blisters do arise,

helpeth them; also inflammations, St. Anthony's fire, and

all pushes and eruptions, hot and salt phlegm. The same

applied with meal and fair water, in manner of a poultice,

to any place affected with convulsions and the cramp,

such as are out of joint, doth give help and ease. The

distilled water cleanseth the skin, and taketh away

freckles, spots, morphew, or wrinkles in the face.

Hawthorn. $. (k. d. 3.)

It is not my intention to trouble you with a description-

of this tree, which is so well known that it needeth?

none. It is ordinarily but a hedge bush, although

pruned and dressed, it groweth to a tree of a reasonable

height.

As for the Hawthorn-tree at Glastonbury, which is said

to flower yearly on Christmas-day, it rather shews the

superstition of those that observe it for the time of its

flowering, than any great wonder, since the like may be'

found in divers other places of this land; as in Whey-

street in Romney-Marshr and near unto Nantwich in

Cheshire, by a place called White.Green, where it flow.

ereth about Christmas and May. If the weather be frosty,

it flowereth not until January, or that the hard weather

be over.

Government and Virtues.'] It fs a tree of Mars. The

seeds in the berries beaten to powder, being drank in

wine, are held singular good against the stone and the

dropsy. The distilled water of the flower stayeth the

lask. The seed cleared from the down, bruised and

boiled in wine, and drank, is good for inward tormenting

pains. If cloths and sponges be wet in the distilled

water, and applied to any place wherein thorns and

'
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splinter?, or flie like, do abide in the flesh, it will notably

draw them forth ; and thus you see the thorn gives as

medicine for his own pricking, and so doth almost every

thing else.

Hemlock. Tj . (c. 4. d.3.)

The whole plant, and every part, hath an ill-favoured

scent, much offending the sensi s.

Descript.] The common great Hemlock groweth upt

with a green st;:lk, four or five feet high, or more, full of

red spots sometimes, and at the joints very large winged

leaves set at them, which are divided into many other

winged leaves, one set against the other, dented about the

edges, of a sad green colour, branched towards the top,,

where it is full of umbels of white flowers, and afterward*

with whitish flat seed; the root is long, white, and some

what crooked, and hollow within.

Place.] It groweth in all counties of this land, by walls

and hedge sides, in waste grounds and unfilled places.

Time.] It llowereth aud seedeth in July, or there

abouts.

Government and Virtues.'] Saturn claims dominion over

this herb, yet I wonder why it may not be applied tc*

the privities in a priapism, or continual standing of the

yard, it being very beneficial to that disease; I suppose,

my author's judgment was first upon the opposite dispo

sition of Saturn to Venus in those faculties, therefore

he forbad the applying of it to those parts, that it might

not cause barrenness, or spoil the spirit procreative .

which if it do, yet applied to the privities, it stops its

lustful thoughts. Hemlock is exceedingly cold, and very

dangerous, especially to be taken inwardly. It may safely

be applied to inflammations, tumours and swellings in

any part of the body, (save the private parts) as also to

St. Anthony's fire, wheals, pushes, and creeping ulcer

that aiise of hot sharp humours, by cooling and repell

ing the heat: the leaves b.uised and laid to the brow

or forehead are good for the eyes that are red and swol

len; as also to take away a pin and web growing in

the eye; this is a tried medicine. Take a small handful

of this heib; and half so much Bay salt, beaten toijc».
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ther, and applied to the contrary wrist of the hand for

21 hours, doth lemove it in thrice dressing. If the root

thereof be roasted under the embers, wrapped in double

wet paper, until it be soft and tender, and then applied

to the gout in the hands and fingers, it will quickly

help this evil. If any, through mistake, eat the herb

Hemlock instead of Paisley, or the roots instead of a

Parsnip (both of which it is very like) whereby happeneth

a- kind of frenzy, or perturbation of the senses, as if they

were stupid and drunk, the remedy is (as Pliny saith) to

drink of the best and strongest pure wine, before it strikes

to the heurt, or gentian put in wine, or a draught of

-vinegar, wherewith Tragus doth affirm, that he cured a

woman that had eaten the root.

Hemp. T? (e. d. 1.) .

This is so well known to every good housewife in the

country, that I shall not need to write any description

of if.

Tiine.^ It is sown in the end of March, or beginning of

April.

Government and Virtues.] It is a plant of Saturn, and

good for something eke, you see, than to make halters

only. The seed of Hemp consumed) wind, and by too

much use thereof disperseth it so much, that it drinth up

the natural seed for procreation; yet, being boiled in

milk, and taken, helpeth such as have a hot dry cough.

The Dutch make an emulsion out of the seed, and give it

with good success to those who have the jaundice, espe

cially in the beginning of the disease, if there be no ague

accompanying it, for it openeth obstructions of the gall,

and causeth digestion of ciioler. The emulsion or de,

coction of the seed stayelh lasks and continual lluxes,

easeth the colic, and allayeth the troublesome humours

in the bowels, and stayeth bleeding at the mouth, nose,

or other places, some of the leaves being fried with the

blood of them that bleed, and so given them to eat. It

is held very good to kill the worms in men or beasts; and

the juice dropped into the ears, killeth the worms in them,

mid drawelh forth earwigs, or other living creatures gotten

in them. The decoction of the rcot allayeth inflammations
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of the head, or any other parts; the herb itself, or the

distilled water thereof, doth the like. The decoction of

the foot easeth pains of the gout, the hard humours of

knots in the joints, the pains and shrinking of the sinews,

and the pains of the hips. The fresh juice mixed with a

little oil and butter, is good for any place that hath been

burnt with fire, being thereto applied.

Always observe the sympathies and antipathies which

we have already taught you in the herb Carduus Bene

dicts, for there is a sympathy and antipathy in the

stars, planets, men, women, herbs, animals, and in short

in every thing in existence,, even as much as there is in

fire and water, good and evil, from whence arose the

use of amulets, telesmes, lamensy pentacles, &c. I

have cured diseases by them myself when all the powers

of medicines have failed . they always answer the end

for which they are made. I have made several of themr

being ordered, and are now daily worn by young ladies,

which most powerfully defends them from all the malig

nant powers of seduction, &c. which are duly consecrated

according to art founded on the constant practice and

daily experience of the ancient Romans, Hebrew, Chal

dean, Greek, Arabian, Latin and Egyptian Doctors of

this said art and science, and also by Zoroasfes, Appol-

lonius of Tyana, Agrippa, Merlin, Roger Bacon, Para

celsus, Dr. Dee, Petrus de Abano, &c. &c. who performed

a great number of most wonderful miracles by this said

Divine Art, which first originated from Moses and the

fiery serpent, being instituted by God himself, see Num

bers xxi. 8, 9.-

I have placed the remedy for seduction under this

herb, because those that commit rapes are generally

afflicted by the Hemp Fever, which commonly cause*

death.

Henbane. % (c. 4. d. 1.)

The whole plant, more than the root, hath a very heavy,

ill, soporiferous smell, somewhat offensive.

Descript.] Our common Henbane hath very large,

thick, soft, woolly leaves, lying on the ground, much

cut in, or torn on the edges, of a dark, ill greyish green
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colour, among which arise up divers thick and short

stalks, two or three feet high, spread into divers small

branches, with lesser leaves on them, and many hollow

flowers, scarce appearing above the husk, and usually

torn on one side, ending in five round points, growing

one above another, of a dead yellowish colour, some.

what paler towards the edges, with many purplish veins

therein ; and a dark, yellowish purple in the bottom of

the flower, with a small point of the same colour in the

middle, each of them standing in a hard close husk, which

after the flowers are past, groweth very like the husk of

Asarabacca, and somewhat sharp at the top points,

wherein is contained much small seed, very like Poppy

seed, but of a dusky, greyish colour. The root is great,

white and thick, branching forth divers ways under

ground, so like a Parsnip root (but that it is not so white)

that it hath deceived others.

Place.] It commonly groweth by the way-sides, and

tinder hedge-sides and walls.

Time. '] It flowereth in July, and springeth again yearly

of its own seed. I doubt my authors mistook July for

.June, if not for May.

Government and Virtues.] I wonder how astrologer*

could take on them to make this an herb of Jupiter;

and yet Mezaldus, a man of penetrating brain, was of

that opinion as well as the rest; the herb is indeed under

the dominion of Saturn, and I prove it by this argument:

All the herbs which grow in Saturnine places, are Satur

nine herbs. But Henbane delights most to grow in

Saturnine places, and whole cart loads of it may be found

near the places where they empty the common jakes, and

scarce a ditch to be found without it growing by it.

Ergo, it is an herb of Saturn. The leaves of Henbane do

cool all hot inflammations in the eyes, or any other part

of the body; and are good to assuage all manner of

swellings of the privities, or women's breasts, or elsewhere,

if they be boiled in wine, and either applied themselves, or

the fomentation warm; it also assuageth the pain of the

gout, sciatica, and other pains in the joints which

arise from a hot cause. And applied with vinegar to the

forehead and temples, helpeth the head.ach and want of

sleep in hot fevers. The juice of the herb or seed, or the

-
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oil d rawn from the seed, does the like; The oil- of the seed

is helpful for deafness, noise, and worms in the ears,

being dropped therein; the juice of the herb or root doth

the same. The decoction of the herb or seed, or both,

killeth lice in man or beast. The fume of the dried herb,

stalks and seed, burned, quickly healeth swellings,

chilblains or kibes in the hands or feet, by holding them

in the fume thereof. The remedy to help those that have

taken Henbane is to drink goat's milk, honeyed water,

or pine kernels, with sweet wine; or, in the absence of

these, fennel-seed, nettle.seed, the seed of cresses, mus

tard, or radish ; as also onions or garlick taken in wine,

do all help to free them from danger, and restore them to.

their due temper again.

Take notice, that this herb must never be taken in

wardly; outwardly, an oil, ointment, or plaister of it, is

most admirable for the gout, to cool the venereal heat of

the reins in the French pox ; to stop the tooth-ach, being

applied to the aching side; to allay all inflammations, and.

to help the diseases before premised..

Hedge Hyssop, r? (h. d. S.)t

Divers' sorts there are of this plant; the first of which ^

an Italian by birth, and only nursed up here in the

gardens of the curious. Two or three sorts are found

commonly growing wild here, the description of two of

which I shall give you.

Dascripl.] The first is a smooth, low plant, not a foot

h'gh, very bitter in taste,, with many square stalks,

diversly branched from the bottom to the top, with divers

joints, ai d two small leaves at each joint, broader at the

bottom than they are at the end, and full of veins. The

flowers stand at the joints, being of a fair purple colour,

with some white spots in them, in fashion like those of

dead nettle?. This seed is small and yellow, and the roots ,

spread much under ground.

The second seldom groweth half a foot high, sending

Tip many small branches, whereon grow many small

leaves, set one against the other, somewhat broad, but

very short. The flo.vers are like the flowers of the

other in fashion, but of a pale reddish coLour, Thj&
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seeds are small and yellowish. The root spreadeth like

thp other, neither will it yield to its fellow one ace of

bitterness.

Place.] They grow in net low grounds, and by the

water-sides; the last may be found among the hogs on.

Hampstiad Heath.

Time.'] They flower in Juno and July, and the seed is

ripe presently after. •

Government and Virtues.] They are herbs of Mars,

and as choleric and churlish as he is, being most violent

purges, especially of choier and phlegm. Jr is not safe

taking them inwardly, unless thev be well rectified by

the art of the alchymist, and only the purify of them

given; so used they may be very helpful both for the

<lropsy, gout, and sciatica ; outwardly used in ointments

they kill worms, the beilv anointed with it. and are ex

cellent good to cleanse old and filthy ulcers.

Black-Hellebore. T? (c. 4. d. 2.)

It is also called Sotter.wort, Setter-grass, Bear's-foot,

Ch'istmas-herb, and Chiistma^-llnwer.

Dcscript.] It hath sundry fair green leaves rising from

the roof, each of thr-m standing about an handful high

from llie earlh; each leaf is divided into seven, eight,

or nine parts, dented from the middle of the leaf to the

point on both sides, abidieg green a'l the winter;

about Christmas-time, if the weather be any thing tem

perate, the flowers appear upon foot-stalks, also con

sisting of five large, round, white banes a. piece, which

sometimes are purple towards the edges, with many pale

jellow thumbs in the middle; the sertls are divided

into several cells, like those of Columbines, save only

that they are greater; the seeds are in colour black, and

hi form, long and round. The root cousistc'h of num.

berless blackish strings all united into one hend. There

is another Black Hellebore, which grows up and down

in the'vvoods very like this, but'-only that the leaves are

smaller and narrower, and perish in the Winter, which

this doth not.

l'lace.] The first is maintained in gardens. The
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second is commonly found in the woods in Northampton

shire.

Time.] The first flowereth in December or January;

the second in February or March.

Government and Virtues.'] It is an herb of Saturn, and

therefore no marvel if it hath some sullen conditions

with it, and would be far safer, being purified by the

art of the alchymist, than given raw. If any have taken

any harm by taking it, the common cure is to take goat's

milk: if you cannot get goat's milk, you must make a

shift with such as you can get. The roots are very

effectual against all melancholy diseases, especially such at

are of long standing, as quartan agues and madness;

it helps the falling sickness, the leprosy, both the yellow

and black jaundice, the gout,. sciatica, and contulsions;

and this was found out by experience, that the root of

that which groweih wild in our country, works not so

churlishly as those do which are brought from beyond

sea, as being maintained by .a more temperate air. The

root, used as a pessary, provokes the terms exceedingly;

also being beaten into powder, and strewed upon foul

ulcers, it consumes the dead flesh, and instantly heals

them ; nay, it will help gangrenes in the beginning.

Twenty grains taken inwardly is a sufficient dose for

one time, and let that be corrected with half so much

cinnamon; country people used to rowel their cattle

with it. If a beast be troubled with a cough, or have

taken any poison, they bore a hole through his ear, and

put a piece of the root in it, this will help him in 24 hours

time. Many other uses farriers put it to, which I shall

forbear.

Herb Robert. $. (h. m. 2.)

Tins herb is in great repute amongst farmers, in diseases

of their cattle.

Descript.] It riseth up with a reddish stalk, two feet

high, having divers leaves thereon upon very long and

reddish foot-stalks, divided at the ends into three or .five

divisions, each of them cut in on the edges, some deeper

than others, and all dented likewise about the edges,

which sometimes turn reddish. At the tops of the stalki
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come forth divers flowers made of five leaves, much large*

than the dove's-foot, and a more reddish colour ; after

which come black heads, as in others. The root is small

and thready, and smelleth as the whole plant, very strong,

almost stinking.

Place.] This groweth frequently every where by the

way-sides, upon ditch banks and waste grounds where.

soever one goeth.

Time.'] It flowerelh in June and July chiefly, and the

seed is ripe shortly after.

Government and Virtues.J It is under the dominion of

Venus. Herb Robert is commended not only against

the stone, but to sfay blood, where or howsoever flow

ing; it speedily healeth all green wounds, and is effec

tual in old ulcers in the privy parts, or elsewhere. You

may persuade yourself this is true, and also conceive a

good reason for it; do but consider it is an herb of Venus,

for all it hath a man's time.

Herb True-love, or One-berry. $ . (temp. m. 1.)

It is also called Herb-Paris, and Four-leaved True

Love.

Descript.] Ordinary Herb True-Love, hath a small

creeping root running under the uppermost crust of the

ground, somewhat like couch-grass root, but not so white,

shooting forth stalks with loaves, some whereof carry no

berries, the others do ; every stalk smooth without joints,

and blackish green, rising about half a foot high, if it bear

berries, otherwise seldom so high, bearing at the top four

leaves set directly one against another, in manner of a

cross or ribband lied (as it is called, in a true-lover's knot)

which are each of them apart somewhat like unto a night

shade leaf, but somewhat broader, having sometimes three

leaves, sometimes five, sometimes six, and those some

times greater than in others; in the middle of the four

leaves riseth up one small slender stalk, about an inch

high, bearing at the tops thereof one flower spread like a

star, consisting of four small and long narrow-pointed

leaves of a yellowish green colour, and four others lying

between them lesser than they; in the middle whereof

stands a round dark purplish button or head, compassed

r
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about with ei»ht small yellow mealy threads with three

colours, making it the more conspicuous, and lovely to-

behold. This button or head in the mirld'e, when the

olher leaves are withered, become a blackish purple

berry, full of juice, of the bigness of a reasonable grape,

having wihin it many white seeds. The whole plant is

without any manifest taste.

Place.] It groweth in woods and copses, and some

times in the corners or boiders of fields, and waste

grounds in very many places of this land, and abundantly

in the woods, copses, and other places about Chislehurst,

and Maidstone in Knit.

Time.'] They spring up in the middle of April or May,

and are in flower soon after. The berries are ripe in the

end of May, and in some places in June.

Government and Virtues.] Venus owns it; the leaves or

berries hereof are effectual to expel poison of all sorts,

especially that of the aconites; a- also, the plague, and

other pestilential disorders: Matthiolus saiih, that some

that have lain long in a lingering sickness, and others

that by witchcraft (as it was thought) were become half

foolish, by taking a dram of the seeds or berries hereof

in powder every day for 20 days together, wore restored

to their former health. The roots in powder taken in

wine easeth the spains of the cholic speedily. The ha-ves

are very effectual, as well for green wounds, as to cleanse

and heal up filthy old sores and ulcers; and is very pow

erful to discuss old tumours and swellings in the piivate

parts, the groin, or in any part of the body, and speedily

to allay all inflammations. The juice of the leaves ap

plied to felons, or those nails of the hands or toes that

have imposthumes or sores gathered together at the roots

of them, healeth them in a short place. The herb is not

to be described for the premises, but is fit to be nourished

in every good woman's garden. Children should be cau

tioned uguinst eating the berries.

Hyssop. %. (lemp. d. 2.)

Hyssop is so well known to be an inhabitant in erery

garden, that it will save me the labour in writing a de-

sciiption thereof. The virtues are as follow :
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Temperature and Virtues.] The herb is Jupiter's, and

the sign Cancer. It strengthens all the parls of the body

under Cancer and Jupiter ; -which what tbey may be, it

found amply discouised in my astrological judgment of

diseases. Dioscortdes saith, that Hyssop boiled with rue

and honey, and drank, helpeth those that are troubled

with coughs, shortness of breath, wheezing and rheumiitic

(lislilliitions upon the lungs ; taken also with oxymel, it

purgeth gross humours by stool; and with honey killeth -

worms in lhe belly ; and with fresh and new figs bruised,

helpeth to loosen the belly, and more forcibly, if the

root of Fiower-de-luce and Cresses be added thereto. It

amer.deth and cherisheth the native colour of the body,

spoiled by the yellow jaundice; and being taken with

figs and nitre, helpeth the dropsy and spleen ; being boiled

with wine, it is good to wash inflammations, and taketh

away the black and blue spots and maiks that come by

strokes, bruises, or falls, being applied with warm water.

It is an excellent medicine for the quinsey, or swelling

in the throat, to wash and gargle it, being boiled with figs;

it helpeth the tooth-ache, being boiled with vinegar and

a gargle made therewith. The hot vapours of the decoction

taken by a funnel in at the ears, easeth the inflammation*

and singing noise of them. Being bruised,and salt,honey

and cummin-seed put to it, helpeth those that are stung

by serpents. The oil thereof (the head being anointed)

killeth lice, and takethaway itching of the head. It help

eth those that have the falling sickness, which way soever

it be applied. It helpeth to expectorate tough phlegm,

and is effectual in all cold griefs, or diseases of the chests

or lungs, bi ing taken either in syrup or licking medi

cine. The green herb bruised, and a little sugar doth

quickly heal any cut or green wounds, being thereto ap

plied.

Hops. c?. (h.d.2.)

These are so well known, that they need no description ;

I mean the manured kind, which every good husband or

housewife is acquainted with.
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Descripl.] This wild hop groweth up as the other

doth, ramping upon trees or hedges that stand next to

them, with rough branches and leaves Ike the former,

but it givelh smaller heads, and in far less plenty than it,

so that there is scarce a head or two seen in a year on

divers of this wild kind, wherein consisteth the chief

difference.

Place.] They delight to grow in low moist grounds, and

are found in aU parts of this land.

Time.] They spring not up until April, and flower not

until the latter end of June; the heads are not gaiherid

until the middle or latter end of September.

Government and Virtues] It is under the dominion of

Mars. This, in physical operations, is to open obstruc

tions of the liver and spleen, to cleanse the blood, to

loosen the belly, io cleanse the reins from gravel,, and

provoke urine. The decoction of the tops of Hops, as

well of the tame as the wild, worketh the same effects.

In cleansing the blood they help to cure the French dis

ease, and all manner of scabs, itch, and other breakings-

out of the body ; as also all tetters, ring-worms, and

spreading sores; the morphew, and all discolouring of

the skin. The decoction of the flowers and tops do help

to expel poison that anv one hath drank. Half a dram

of the seed in powder taken in drink, killeth worms in

the body, bringeth down women's courses, and expelleth

urine. A syrup made of the juice and sugar, curetli the

yellow jaundice, easeth the head-ache that comes of heat,

and tempereth the heat of the liver and stomach, and is

profitably given in long and hot agues that rise in eholer

and blood. Both the wild and the manured are of one

property, and alike effectual in all the aforesaid dis

eases. By all these testimonies beer appears better than

ale.

Mars owns the plant, and then Dr. Reason will tell you

how it performs these actions.

Horehound. ?.(». 2. d. 3.)

There are two kinds of Horehound, white and black; the

latter is also called Hen-bit; but the white is the oue her*

recommended.
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Descripf.] Common Horehound groweth up with squnra

hairy stalks, half a yard or two feet high, set at the jointi

with two round crumpled rough leaves, of a sullen hoarr

green colour, of a reasonable good scent, but a very hitter

tajle. The flowers are small, white, and gaping, set in a

rouah, hard prickly husk round about the joints, with the

leaves in the middle of the stalk upwards, wherein after

wards is found small round blackish seed. The root ii

blackish, hard and woody, with many strings, and abideth

many years.

Place.] It is found in many parts of this land, in dry

grounds, and waste green places.

Time.] It flowereth in July, and the seed is ripe in

August.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Mercury.

A decoction of the dried herb, with the seed, or the juice

of the green herb taken with honey, is a remedy for

those that are short-winded, have a cough, or are fallen

into a consumption, cither through long sickness, or thin

distillations of rheum upon the lungs. It helpeth to ex

pectorate tough phlegm from the chest, being taken with

the roots of Iris or Orris. It is given to women to bring

down their courses, to expel their after birth, and to

them that have sore and long travails ; as also to those

'that have taken poison, or are stung or bitten by veno

mous serpents. The leaves used with honey, purgeth foul

ulcers, stays running or creeping sores, and the growing

of the flesh over the nails; it also htlpeth pains of the

«ides. The juice thereof with wine and honey, helprth.

to clear the eye sight; and snuffed up into the nostrils,

purgeth away the yellow jaundice; and with a little oil

of roses dropped into the ears; easeth the pains of them.

{^alen salth, it openeth obstructions both of the liver and

spleen, and purgeth the breast and lungs of phlegm ; and

used outwardly, it both cleanseth and digesteth. A.

decoction of Horehound ('saith Matthiolus) is available for

those that have hard livi rs, and for such as have itches and

running tetters. The powder hereef taken, or the decoc

tion, killi tii worms. The green leaves bruised, and boiled

iii old hog'* givase into an ointment, healeth the bitings of

dogs, abateth the swellings and pains that come by any

jrricking of thorns, or such like means; and used with

. i2
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rinegar, cleanseth and healeth tetters. There is a syrup

made of Horehound to be had at the apothecaries, very

good for old coughs, to rid phlegm ; as also to void cild

rheums from the lungs of old folks, and for those that are

asthmatic or short-winded.

Horsetail. Jj . (c. d. 2.)

Of that there are many kinds, but I shall not trouble yon

nor myself with any large description of them, which to do

were but as the proverb is, To find a knot in a rush, all

the kinds thereof being nothing else but knotted rushes,

some with leaves, and some without. Take the description

of the most eminent sort as follow eth.

Descript.] The great Horsetail -at the first springing

hath heads somewhat like those of asparagus, and after

grow to be hard, rough, hollow stalks, jointed at sundry

places up to the top, a foot high,, so made as if the lower

parts were put into the upper, where grow on each side

a bush of small long rush-like hard leaves, each part re

sembling a horse-tail, from whence it is so called. At the

tops of the stalks come forth small catkins, like those of

trees. The root creepeth under ground, having joints at

sundry place'.

Place.] This{as most af the other sorts hereof) groweth

in wet grounds.

Time.] They spring up in April, and thtir blooming

catkins in July, seeding for the most part in August, and

then perish down to the ground, rising afresh in the

Spring.

Government and Virtues.] The herb belongs to Saturn,

yet is very harmless, and excellent good for the things

following: Horsetail, the smoother rather than the rough,

and the leaved rather than the bare, is most physical. It

is very powerful to staunch bleeding either inward or

outward, the juice or the decoction thereof being drank,

or the juice, decoction, or distilled water applied out

wardly. It also stayeth all sorts of lasks and fluxes in

man or woman, and also bloody urine; and 'healeth

also not only the inward ulcers, and the excoriation of

the entrails, bladder, &c. but all other sorts of foul,

Koist, and running ulcers, and soon soldereth together
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the tops of green wounds It cureth all ruptures in chil

dren. The decoction thereof in wine being drank, pro-

voketh urine, and helpeth the stone and stranguary ; and

the distilled water thereof drank two or three times in a

day, and a small quantity at a time, also easeth the entrails

or guts, and is effectual against a cough that comes by dis

tillation from the head. The juice or distilled water being

'warmed, and hot inflammations, pustules or red wheals, and

other breakings-out in the skin, being bathed therewith,

doth help them, and doth no less ease the swellings heat

and inflammations of the fundameut, or privy parts in mea

or women,

Houseleck, or Sengreen. Tj.. (c. 3. tempi)

Both these are so well known to my countrymen, that I

shall not need to write any description of them.

l'lace.] It groweth commonly upon walls and house-

sides, and flowereth in July.

Government and Virtues.] ft is an herb of Jupiter ; and

it is reported by Meza!dus to preserve what it grows upon

from fire and lightning. Our ordinary Houseleek is good

for all inward heats, as well as outward, and in the eyes

or other paits of the body : a posset made with the juice

of Houseleek, is singular good in all hot agues, for

it cooleth and tempereth the blood and spirits, and

quencheth the thirst; and also good to stay all hot

defluctions or sharp and salt rheums in the eyes, the juice

being dropped into them, or in the ears, helpeth them.

It helpeth also other fluxes of humours in the bowels,

and the immoderate courses of women. It cooleth and

restraineth all other hot inflammations, St. Anthony's

fire, scaldings and burnings, the shingles, fretting ulcers,

cankers, tetters, ring-worms, and the like; and much

easeth the pain of the gout proceeding from a hot cause.

The juice also taketh away warts and corns in the hands

or feet, being often bathed therewith, and the skin and

leaves being laid on them afterwards; it easeth also the

head-ache, and distempered heat of the brain in frenzies,

or through want of sleep, being applied to the temples

and forehead. The leaves bruised and laid upon the

crown or seam of the head, stayetb. bleeding at the nos«

i 3
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very quickly. The distilled water of the herb is profilabU?

for all the purposes aforesaid. The leaves being gently

rubbed on any place stung with nettles or bees, doth quicklj

take away the pain.

Hound's Tongue. ?. (c. d. 2.)

The great Hounds-tongue, or Dog's-tongue, hath a disa

greeable scent, resembling thnt of mice.

Descript.] The great ordinary Hound's Tongue hath

many long, and somewhat narrow, soft, hairy, darkish

green, leaves lying on the ground, somewhat like unto

iiugloss leaves, from amongst which riseth up a rough

hairy stalk ahout two feet high, with some smaller leaves

thereon, and branched at the tops inlo divers parts, with

a small leaf at the foot of every branch, which is somewhat

long, wi;h many flowers set along the same, which branch,

is crooked or tumeth inwards before it flowereth, and

openeth by degrees as the flowers do blow, which consist

of small purplish red leaves of a dead colour, rising out of

the husks wherein they stand with some threads in the

middle. It hath sometimes a white flower. After the

flowers are p:isr, there cometh rough flat seed, with a small •

p hit in the middle, easily cleaving to any garment that ifr

toucheth, and not so easily pulled off again. The root is-

Slack, thick, and long, hard to break, and full of clammy

juice, smelling somewhat strong, of an evil scent, as the

leaves also do.

l'lucc.'] It groweth in moist places of this land, in waste

grounds and untitled places, by highway-sides, lanes, and

hedge-sides.

Time.] It flowerelh about May or June, and the seed

is ripe shortly after.

Government and Virtues^ It is a plant under the domi

nion of Mercury. The root is very effectually used in

pills, as well as the decoction, or otherwise, to stay all

sharp and thin deductions of rheum from the head into

the eyes or nose, or upon the stomach or lungs, as also

for coughs and shortness of breath. The leaves boiled

in wine (sairh Dioscorides, but others do rather appoint

it to be made with water, and do add thereto oil and

salt) moLli1k'th or openeth the belly downwaids. It also
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helpeth to cure the biting of a mad dog, some of the

leaves being also applied to the wound. The leaves

bruised, or the juice of them boiled in hog's lard, and

applied, helpeth falling away of the hair, which cometh

of hot and sharp humours; as also for any place that is

scalded or burnt; the leaves bruised and laid to any

green wound doth heal it quickly; the root baked under

the embers, wrapped in paste or wet paper, or in a wet

double cloth, and thereof a suppository made, and put up

into or applied to the fundament, doth very effectually

help the painful piles or haemorrhoids. The distilled water

of the he ibs and roots is very good to all the purposes

aforesaid, to be used as well inwardly to drink, as out

wardly to wash any sore place: for it healeth all manner

of wounds and punctures, and those foul ulcers that'

arise by the French-pox. Mizaldus adds, that the leaves

laid under the feet, will keep the dogs from barking at

you. It is called Hound's-tongue, because it ties the

tongues of hounds; whether true, or not, 1 never tried;

yel 1 cured the biting of a mad dog with this only medi

cine.

Holly, Holm, or Ilulver Busli. ^ . (h. d. 2.)

Fon to describe a tree so well known is needless.

Government and Virtues. ^ The tree is Saturnine. Th»

berries expel wind, and therefore are held to be piofllable

in the colick. The berries have a strong faculty with

them; for if you eat a dozen of them in the morning when

they are ripe and not dried, they purge the body of gross

and clammy phlegm; but if you dry the berries, and

beat them into powder, they bind the body, and stop

fluxes, bloody-fluxes, and the terms in women. The bark

of the tree, and also the leaves, are excellent good, being

used in fomentations for broken bones, and such members

as are out of joint. Pliny saith, the branches of the

tree defend louses from lightning, and men from witch.

craft.

i 4
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St. John's Wort. ©. in ft. (h. d. 2.)

This is a beautiful shrub, and a great ornament to our

meadows.

Descript.] Common St. John's Wort shooteth forth

brownish, upright, hard round stalks, two feet high,

spreading branches from the sides up to the tops of them,

-with two small leaves set one against another at every

place, which are of a deep green colour, somewhat like .

the leaves of the lesser Centaury, but narrow, and full of

small holes in every leaf, which cannot be so well perceived

as when they are held up to the light; at the tops of the

s'alks and branches siand yellow flowers of five leaves

a-piecp, with many yellow threads in the middle, which

being bruised, do yield a reddish juice like blood; after

which come small round heads, wherein is contained small

blackish seed, smelling like rosin. The root is hard and

woody, w ilh divers strings and fibres at it, of a brownish

colour, which abidelh in the ground many years, shooting

anew every Spring.

Place.] This groweth in woods and copsp;, as well those

that are shady, as open to the sun.

Time.] They flower about Midsummer and July, and

their seed is ripe about the latter end cf July or August.

. Government and Virtues.] It is under the celestial sign

Leo, and the dominion of the Sun. It may be, if )ou

meet a Papist, he will tell you, especially if he be a

lawyer, that St. John made it over to him by a letter of

attorney. It is a singular wound heib; boiled in wine

and'drank, it healeth inward hurls or bruises; made

into an ointment, it opens obstruc'ions, dissolves swel

lings, and closes up the lips of wounds. The decoction

of the herb and flowers, especially of the seed, being

drank'in wine, with the juice of knot-grass, helpeth all

manner of vomiting and spitting of blood, is good for

those that are bitten or stung by any venomous crea

ture, and for those that cannot make water. Two drams

of the seed of St. John's Wort made into powder, and

drank in a little broth, doth gently expel choler or

congealed blood in the stomach. The decoction of the

leaves and seeds drank somewhat warm before the fits o£
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agues, whether they be tertians or quartans, alters the

fits, and, by often using, doth take them quite away.

The seed is much commended, being drank for forty days

together, to help the sciatica, the falling-sickness, and the-

palsy.

Ivy. T?. (h. d.2.)

Ft is well known, to every child almost, to grow in woods

upon the trees, and upon the stone-walls of churches,

houses, &c. and sometimes to grow alone of itself, though

but seldom.

Time.] It ftowereth not until July, and the berries

srre not ripe till Christmas, when they have felt winter

frosts.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Saturn. A pugil of the flowers, which may be about a

dram (saith Dioscorides) drank twice a day in red wine,

helpeth the laskand bloody-flux. It is an enemy to the

nerves and sinews, being much taken inwardly, but very

helpful unto them, being outwardly applied. Pliny saith,

the yellow berries are good against the jaundice; and

taken before one be set to drink hard, preserveth from

drunkenness, and helpeth those that spit blood; and the

white berries being taken inwardly, or applied outwardly,,

killeth the worms in the belly. The berries area singular

remedy to prevent the plague, as also to free them from }t

that have got it, by drinking the berries thereof made

into powder, for two or three days togesher. They being,

taken in wine, do certainly help to break the stone, pro

voke urine, and women's courses. The fresh leaves of Ivy

boiled in vinegar, and applied warm to the sides of those,

that are troubled with the spleen, ache, or stitch in tha

sides, do give much case: the same- applied with Rose."

water, and oil of Rosesr to the temples and forehead,

easeth the head-ache, though it be of long continuance.—

The fresh leaves boiled in wine, and old filthy ulcers,

hard to be cured, washed therewith, do wonderfully help

to cleanse them; it also quickly healeth green wounds,

and is effectual to heal all burnings and scaldings, and

all kinds of exulceratrons coming thereby, or by salt

phlegm or humours in other parts of the bojty. The juice

I 5
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of the berries or leaves snuffed up into the nose, purgetlr

the head and brain of rheum that maketh defluxions into

the eyes and nose, and curing the ulcers and stench

therein: the same dropped into the ears, helpeth the old

and running sores of them; those that are troubled with

the spleen, shall find much ease by continual drinking out

of a cup made of Ivy, so as the drink may stand some

small time therein before it be diank. Cato faith, That

wine put into the cup, will soak through it, by reason of

the antipathy that is between them.

There seems to be a very great antipathy between wine

and Ivy ; for if one hath got a surfeit by di inking of wine,

his speediest cure is to drink a draught of the siime wine,

wherein a handful of Ivy leaves, being first bruised, have

been boiled.

Juniper Bttsh. ©. (fi.d.3.)

Fon to give a description of a bush so commonly known,.

is needless.

Place.] They grow plentifully in divers woods in Kent;

Warney Common, near Brentford, in Essex; upon Finch-

ley Common without Highgate; hard by the Newfound

Wells near Duhvich, upon a common between Mitel.an*

and Croydon; in the Highgate, near Amersham, in

Buckinghamshire; and many other places.

Time.'} The berries are not ripe the first year, but con

tinue green two Summers and one Winter befo'e they

aie 'ipe, at which time they are all of a black colour, and

therefore you shall always lind upon thebush green berries r

the berries are ripe about the fall of the leaf.

Government and Virtues.] This admiiable solar shrub

is scarce to be paralleled for its virtues. The berries are

hot in the thud degree, and dry but in the first, being a

most admirable counter-poison, and as a great resister of

the pestilence as any grows; they are excellent good

against the bitings of venomous beasts; they provoke

urine exceedingly, and therefore are very available ta

dysuries and stianguaries. It is so powerful a remedy

against the dropsy, that the very lee made of the ashes

of the, herb being drank, cures the disease: it provokes

the terms, helps, the fits of the mother, streagtheus th»
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stomach exceedingly, and expels the wind ; indeed there

is scarce a belter remedy for wind in any part of the

body, or the colick, than the chymical oil drawn from

the berries. Such country people as know not how to

draw the chymical oil, may content themselves by mating

ten or a dozen of the ripe berries every morning fasting.

They are admirably good for a cough, shortness of

breath and consumplion, pains in the belly, ruptures,

cramps, and convulsions. They give safe and speedy

delivery to women with child ; they strengthen the brain

exceedingly, help the memory, and fortify the sight by

strengthening the optic nerves; are excellent good in

all sorts of agues; help the gout and the sciatica, and

strengthen all the limbs of the body. The ashes of the

wood is a speedy remedy to such as have the scurvy, to

rub their gums with. The berries stay all fluxes, help

the haemorrhoids or piles, and kill worms in children.

A lee made of the ashes of the wood, and the body

bathed with it, cures the itch, scabs and leprosy. The

berries break the stoue, procure appetite when it is lost,

and are excellent good for all palsies, and falling sick,

ness.

Kidneywort. $ . in :£. (temp. m. 1.)

This is also calleth Wall Pennyroyal, and Wall Penny

wort.

Descript/] It hath many thick, flat, and round leaves

growing from the root, every one having a long footstalk,

fastened underneath, about the middle of it, and a little

unevenly weaved sometimes about the edges, of a pule

green colour, and somewhat yellow on tne upper side

like a saucer; from among which arise one or more

tender, smooth, hollow stalks, half a foot high, with two

or three small leaves thereon, usually not round as those

below, but somewhat long, and divided at the edges; the

tops are somewhat divided into long branches, bearing a

number of flowers, set round about a long spike one

above another, which are hollow like a little bell, of a

whitish green colour, after which come small heads( con

taining very small brownish seed, which falling on the

16
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ground, will plentifully spring up before Winter, if it-

have moisture. The root is round and most usually

smooth, greyish without, and white within, having

small fibres at the head of the root, and bottom of the

stalk.

Place.'] It groweth very plentifully in many placrs in

this land, but especially in all the west parts thereof,

upon stone in mud walls, upon vocks also, and in stony

places upon the ground, at the bottom of old trees, and

sometimes on the bodies of them that are decayed and

rogen.

Time.-] It usually flowereth in the beginning of May,

and the seed ripening quickly after, sheddeth itself; so-

that about the end of May, usually the leaves and stalks

are withered, dry, and gone until September, and the

leaves spring up again, and so abide all Winter.

Government and Virtues-.] Venus challengeth the herb-

under Libra. The juice or the distilled water being

drank, is very effectual for all inflammations nnd unna.

tuial beats, to cool a fainting hot stomach, a hot liver,

or the bowels: the herb, juice, or distilled water there

of, outwardly applied, healeth pimples, St. Anthony's

fire, and other outward heats. The said juice or water

helpeth to heal sore kidnies, torn or fretted by the

stone, or exulcerated within; it also provoketh urine,

rs available for the dropsy, and helpeth to break the

stone. Being used as a bath, or made an ointment, it

cooleth the painful piles or haemorrhoidal veins. It is

no less effectual to give ease to pains of the gout, the

sciatica, and the inflammations and swellings in the

privates; it helpeth the kernels or knots in the neck or

throat, called the king's evil; healing kibes and chil

blains if they be bathed with the juice, or anointed with

ointment made thereof, and some of the skin of the leaf

upon them; it is also used in green wounds to stay the

blood, and to heal them quickly.

Knapweed, fy . (c. d. 3.)

Although this is well known in some parts, it may be

necessary to give a description thereof.
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Descript.] The common sort hereof hath many long

and somewhat broad dark green leaves, rising from the

root, dented about the edges, and sometimes a little rent

or torn on both sides in two or three places, and some-

what hairy withal ; amongst which ariseth a long round

stalk, four or five feet high, divided into many brandies,

at the tops whereof stand great scaly green heads, and

from the middle of them thrust forth a number of dark

purplish red thrumbs or threads, which after they are

withered and past, there are found divers black seeds,

lying in a great deal of down, somewhat like unto Thistle

seed, but smaller; the root is white, hard and woody, and

divers fibres annexed thereunto, which perish not, but

abideth with leaves thereon all- the Winter, shooting out

fresh every Spring.

Place.] It groweth in most fields and meadows, and

about their borders and hedges, and in many waste

grounds also every where.

Time ] It usually flowereth in June and July, and the

seed is ripe shortly after.

Government and Virtues] Saturn challengeth the herb

for his own. This Knapweed helpeth to stay fluxes, both

of blood at the mouth and nose, or other outward parts,

and those veins that are inwardly broken or inwurd

wounds, as also the fluxes of the belly ; it stayeth distil

lations of thin and sharp humours from the head upon

the stomach and lungs; it is good for those that are

bruised by any fall, blows, or otherwise, and is profitable

for those that are bursten, and have ruptures, by drinking

the decoction of the herb and root in wine, and applying

the same outwardly to the place. It is singularly good

in all running sores, cancerous and fistulous, drying up of

the moisture, and healing them up gently, without sharp

ness; it doth the like to running sores or scabs of the

head, or other parts. It is of special use for the sore

ness of the throat, swelling of the uvula and jaws, and

excellent good to stay bleeding, and heal up all green

•ounds.

'

X
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Knotgrass. Ij (c. d. 2.)

It is generally known so well that it needeth no de

scription.

Place.] Ii groweth in every country of this land, by

the highway sides, and by foot paths in the fields; as also

by the sides of old walls.

Time-'] It springeth up late in the Spring, and abideth

until the Winter, when all the branches perish.

Government and Virtues.] Saturn seems to me to own

the herb, and yet some hold the sun; out of doubt 'tis

Saturn. The juice of the common kind of Knotgrass is

most effectual to stay bleeding of the mouth, being drank

in steeled or red wine ; and the bleeding at the nose, to

be applied to the forehead or temples, or to be squirted

up into the nostrils. It is no less effectual to cool and

temper the heat of the blood and stomach, and to stay

any flux of the blood and humours, as lasks, bloody-

flux, women's courses, and running of the reins. It is

singular good to provoke urine, help the stranguary, and

allayeth the heat that cometh thereby ; and is powerful

by urine to expel the gravel or stone in the kidneys and

bladder, a dram of the powder of the herb being taken

in wine for many days together: being boiled in wine

and drank, it is profitable to those that are stung or

bitten by venomous creatures, and very effectual io slay

all defluxions of rheumatic humours upon the stomacii,

and killeth worms in the belly or stomach, quieteth in

ward pains that arise from the heat, sharpness and cor

ruption of blood and choler. The distilled water hereof

taken by itself, or with the power of the herb or seed,

is very effectual to all the purposes aforesaid, and is ac

counted one of the most sovereign remedies to cool all

maimer of inflammations, breaking out through heat,

hot swellings and imposlhumes, giiugrene and fistulous

cankers, or foul filthy ulcers, being applied or put into

them ; but especially for all sorts of ulcers and sore*

happening in the privy parts of men and women. It

helpeth all fresh and green wounds, and speedily healeth,

them. The juice dropped in the ears, cleanseth them

being foul, and having running matter in them.
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It is very prevalent for the premises, as also for broken

joints and ruptures.

Ladies-Mantle. $ . (h. d. 2.)

This herb is more prized by the German than by the

English physicians.

Descript.] It hath many leaves rising from the root

standing upon long hairy foot-stalks, being almost round,

and a little cut on the edges, with so many corners and

points, and dented round about, of a light colour, some

what hard in handling, and as it were folded or plaited

at first, and then crumpled in divers places, aud a little

hairy, as the stalk is also, which riseth up among them to

the height of two or three feet; and being weak, is not

able to stand upright, but bendeth to the ground, divided

at the top into two or three branches, with small yellowish

green heads, and flowers of a whitish colour breaking out

of them; which being past, there coraeth a small yellowish

seed like a poppy-seed : the root is somewhat long and

black, with many strings and fibres thereat.

Place.] It groweth naturally in many pastures and

woodsides in Hertfordshire, Wiltshire, and Kent, and

other places of this land.

Time.'] It flowereth in May and June, abideth after

seed-time green all the Winter.

Government and Virtues.] V'enus claims the herb as her

own. Ladies-Mantle is very proper for those wounds

that have inflammations, and is very effectual to stay

bleeding, vomitings, fluxes of all sorts, bruises by falls

or otherwise, and helpeth ruptures; and such women

or maids as have over great flagging breasts, causing

them to grow less and hard, being both drank, and out

wardly applied for 20 days together helpeth conception,

and to retain the birth; if the woman do sometimes also,

sit in a bath made of the decoction of the herb. It is

one of the most singular'wound herbs that is, and there

fore highly prised and praised by the Germans, who use

it in all wounds inward and outward, to drink a de.

coction thereof, and wash the wounds therewith, or dip

tents therein, and put them into the wounds, which

wonderfully dricth up all humidity of the sores, and
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abateth inflammations therein. It quickly healeth all

green wounds, not suffering any corruption to remafn

behind, and cureth all sores, though fistulous and

hollow.

Lavender. ? (h. d. 3.)

Being an inhabitant almost in every garden, it is so well

known, that it needeth no description.

Time.] It flowereth about the end of June and begin

ning of July.

Government and Virtues.'] Mercury owns the herb, and

it carries his effects very potently. Lavender is of a

special good use for all the griefs and pains of the head

and brain that proceed of a cold cause, as the apoplexy,

falling sickness, the dropsy, or sluggish malady, cramp?,

convulsions, palsies, and often faintings. It strengthens

the stomach, and freeth the liver and spleen from ob

structions, provoketh women's courses, and expelleth

the dead child and after-birth. The flowers of Lavender

steeped in wine, helpeth them to make water that are

stopped, or troubled with the wind or colrck, if the place

be bathed therewith. A decoction made with the flowers

of Lavei.der, Hore-hound, Fennel, and Asparagus root,

and a little Cinnamon, is very profitably used to help the)

falling-sickness, and the giddiness or turning of the brain j

to gargle the mouth with the decoction thereof, is good

against the tooth-ach. Two spoonfuls of the distilled

water of the flowers taken, helpeth them that haie lost

their voice, as also the tremblinds and passions of the

heart, and faintings and swoomngs, not only being drank,

but applied to the temples, or nostrils to be smelt unto;

but it is not safe to use it where the body is replete with

blood and humours, because of the hot and subtil spirits

wherewith it is possessed. The chymical oil drawn from

Lavender, usually called Oil of Spike, is of so fierce and

piercing a quality, that it is cautiously to be uspd, some

few drops being sufficient, to be given with other things,

eitnep for inward or outward griefs.
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Laveiulcr-Colton. ?. (A d. 3.)

It being a common garden herb, I shall forbear the

description, only take notice, that it flowerelh in June

and July.

Government and Virtues.] It is under th? dominion of

Mercury. It resisteth poison, putrefaction and heals

the bitings of venomous beasts: a dram of the powiler

of the dried 1t aves taken every morning fasting, stops

- the running of the reins in men, and whites in women.

The seed beaten into powder, and taken as worm-seed,

kills the worms, not only in children, but also in ppople

of riper years; the like doth the herb itself, being stieped

in milk, and the milk drank; the body buthed with the

decoction of it, helps scabs and itch.

Ladies Smock. 5 . (//. d. 3.)

Also called Cuckow.Flower, a pretty ornament to trie

•ides of most meadows.

Descrijil } The root is composed of many small white

threads, from whence spring divers long stalks of winged

leaves consisting of round, tender, dark green leaves, set

one against another upon a middle rib, the greatest being

at the end, amongst which arise up divers wi ak round,

green stalks, somewhat streaked, with longer and smaller

leaves upon them ; on the tops of which stand flowers

almost like the Stock Gilliflowers, but rounder, and not

so long, of a blushing, white colour; the seed is reddish,

and groweth to small bunches, being of a sharp biting taste,

• and so hath the herb.

Place.] They grow in moist places, and near to brook-

sideSr

Time.] They flower in April and May, and the lower

leaves continue green all the Winter.

Government and Virtues.] They are under the dominion

of the Moon, and very little infi rior to Water-Cresses in

all their operations; they are excellent good for the

scurvy; they provoke urine, and break the stone, and

excellently warm a cold and weak stomach, restoring lost

appetite, and help digestion.

X
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Lettuce. K (c. 3. d. I.)

It is so well known, being generally used as a Sallad*

herb, that it is altogether needless to write any descrip

tion thereof.

Government and Virtues] The Moon owns them, and

that is the reason they cool and moisten what heat and

dryness Mars causeth, because Mars hath his fall in

Cancer; and they cool the heat because the Sun rules it,

between whom and the Moon is a reception in the gene

ration of man, as you may see in my Guide for Women.

The juice of Lettuce mixed or boiled with Oil of Roses,

applied to the forehead and temples, procureth sleep,

and easeth the head-ach proceeding of an hot cause.

Being eaten boiled, it helpeth to loosen the belly ; it

helpeth digestion, quencheth thirst, increaseth milk in

nurses, easeth griping pains in the stomach and bowels

that come of choler; it abateth bodily lust, represseth

venerous dreams, being outwardly applied to the piivate

parts with a little Camphire. Applied in the same manner

to the region of the heart, liver or reins, or by bathing

the said place with the juice of the distilled water, wherein

some white Sanders or red Roses are put; also it not

only represseth the heat and inflammations therein, but

strengthens and comforts those parts, and also temper,

eth the heat of urine. Galen adviseth old men to use it

with spice; and where spices are wanting, to add mints,

rochet, and such like hot herbs; or else citron, lemon,

or orange seeds, to abate the cold of one, and heat of

the other. The seed and distilled water of the Lettuce

work the same effect in all things; but the use of Let

tuce is chiefly forbidden to those that are short-winded,

or have any imperfection in the lungs, or spit blood.

Water Lily. J. (c. d.3.)

Of these there are two principally noted kinds, viz. the

White and the Yellow.

De*cript.] The White Lily hath very large and thick

dark green leaves lying on the water, sustained by long,

and thick foot- sulks j that arise from a great, thick,
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round, and long tuberous black root, spongy or loose,

,with many knobs thereon, like eyes, and whitish with

in: from amidst which rise other the like thick green

stalks, sustaining one large great flower thereon, green

on the outside, but as white as snow within, consisting of

divers rows of long, and somewhat thick and narrow

leaves, smaller and thinner the more inward they be, en

compassing a head with many yellow threads or thrums in

the middle; where, after they are past, stand round Pop.

py-like heads, full of broad oily and bitter seed.

The Yellow kind is little different from the former,

save only that it hath fewer leaves on the flowers, greater

and more shining seed, and a whitish root both within

and without. The root of both is somewhat sweet in

taste.

Place.] They are found growing in great pools and

standing waters, and sometimes in slow running rivers,

and lesser ditches of water, in 6undry places of thii

land.

Time.] They flower most commonly about the end of

Way, and their seed is ripe in August.

Government and Virtues.] The herb is under the domi

nion of the Moon, and therefore cools and moistens like

the former. The leaves and flowers of the Lilies, are

cold and moist, but the roots and seeds are cold and dry;

the leaves do cool all inflammations, both outward and

inward heat of agues; and so doth the flowers also, either

by the syrup or conserve: the syrup helpeth much to

procure rest, and to settle the biain of frantick persons,

by cooling the hot distemperature of the head. The

seed, as well as the root, is effectual to stay fluxes of

bloodor humours, either of wounds or of the belly; but

the roots are most used, and more effectual to cool, bind,

and restrain all fluxes in men and women; also running

of the reins, and passing of the seed when one is asleep;

but the frequent use hereof extinguis-heth venerous ac

tions. The root is likewise very good for those whose

urine is hot and sharp, to be boiled in wine and water,

and the decoction drank. The distilled water of the

ilowers is very effectual for all the diseases aforesaid,

both inwardly taken, and outwardly applied ; and is

much commended to take away freckles, spots, sunburn,
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and morphew from the face, or other parts of the body.

I he oil made of the flowers, as Oil of Roses is made,

is profitably used to to cool hot tumours, and to ease th«

pains and help the sores.

Lily of the Valley. $. (h. d. I.)

Called also Conval Lily, Male Lily, and Lily Conv

fancy.

Dcscript.] Tho root is small, and creepeth far in the

ground, as grass roots do. The leaves are many against

which riseth up a stalk half a foot high, with many whits

flowers, like little bells with turned edges, of a strong,

though pleasing smell ; the berries are red, not much un

like those of Asparagus.

Place.] They grow plentifully upon Hampstead-IIeath,

and many other places in this nation.

Time.] They flower in May, and the seed is ripe* in

September.

Government and Virtues.'] It is under the dominion of

Mercury, and therefore it strengthens the brain, re

cruits a weak memory, and makes ft strong again. The

distilled water dropped into the eyes, helps inflammations

there, as also that infirmity which they call pin and web.

'The spirit of the flowers distilled in wine, restoreth lost

speech, helps the palsy, and is exceeding good in the

apoplexy, comforteth the heart and vital spirits. Gerrard

saith, that the flowers being close stopped up in a glass,

put into an ant-hill, and taken a.iay again a month after,

you shall find a liquor in the glass, which being outwardly

applied, helps the gout.

While Lilies. 5 . (c. m. 2.)

It were in vain to describe a plant so commonly known

in every one's garden, therefore I shall not tell you

what they are, but what they are good for.

Government and Virtues.] They are under the domini

on of the Moon, and bv antipathy to Mars expel poison;

they are excellent good in pestilential fevers, the roots

being bruised and boiled in wine, and the decoction

drunk; for it expels the venom to the exterior parts of
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the body; the juice of it being tempered with barley-

lDfal, baked, and so eaten for ordinary bread, is an ex.

cellent cure for the dropsy. An ointment made of the

root and hog's grease, is excellent good for scald heads,

unites the sinews when they are cut, and cleanses ulcers.

Tiie root boiled in any convenient decoction, gives

speedy delivery to women in travail, and expels the af.

ter-biith. The root roasted, and mixed with a little hog's

grease, makes a gallant poultice to ripen and break

plague-sores. The ointment is excellent good for swel

lings in the privities, aud will cure burnings and scald.

ings without a scar, and trimly deck a blank place with

hair.

Liquorice. $. {temp.)

This growing in our fields and gardens only by cultiva.

tion, we need not give a description of it.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Mercury. Liquorice boiled in fair water, with somo

MaidenThair and figs, maketh good drink for those that

have a dry cough or hoarseness, wheezing or shortness of

breath, and for all the giiefs of the breasts and lungs,

phthisic, or consumptions caused by the distillation of

salt humours on them. It is also good in all pains of the

reins, the stranguary and heat of urine. The fine pow

der of Liquorice blown through a quill into the eyes

that have a pin and web (as they call it) or rheumatic

distillation in them, doth cleanse and help them ; the

juice distilled in Rose-water, with some gum traga-

canth, is a fine licking medicime for hoarseness, wheez.

ing, &c.

Liverwort. %. in s. (c. d. 1.)

Botanists reckon upwards of 300 species of Liverwort.

Descript.] Common Liverwoit groweth close, and

spreadeth much upon the ground in moist aud shady

places, with many small green leaves, or rather stick.

ing flat to one another, very unevenly cut in on the ed

ges, and crumpled ; from among which arise small slen

der stalks an inch or two high at most, bearing small star-

-

-N
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like flowers at the top ; the roots are very fine and small.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Jupiter, and under the sign Cancer. It is a singular good

htrbfor all the diseases in the liver, both to cool and

cleanse it, and helpeth inflammations in any part, and

the yellow jaundice likewise; being bruised and boiled

in small beer, and drank, it cooleth the heat of the li.

ver and kidneys, and helpeth the running of the reins in

men, and the whites in women; it is a singular remedy

t) stay the spreading of tetters, ring worms, and other

fretting and running sores and scabs, and is an excel

lent remedy for such whose livers are corrupted by sur

feits, which cause their bodies to break out, for it forti.

fieth the liver exceedingly, and makes it impregnable.

Loosestrife or Willowhcrb. J. (c. d. 1.)

There are three kinds of Loosestrife, viz. the creeping,

the II v ssop-leaved, and the Purple-specked.

Descripl.] Common yellow Loosestrife groweth to be

four or live feet high, or more, with great round stalks,

a little crested, diversly branched from the middle of

them to the tops into great and long branches, on all

which at the joints grow long and narrow leaves, but

broader below, and usually two at a joint, yet some

times three or four, somewhat like willow leaves, smooth

on the edges, and a fair gn en colour from the upper

joints of the branches, and at the tops of them also stand

many yellow flowers of five leaves a-piece, with divers

yellow threads- in the middle, which turn into small

round heads, containing small cornered seet's; the root

creepeth under ground, almost like couch-grass, but

greater, and shooteth up every Spring brownish heads,

which afterwards grow up into stalks. It hath no scent

or taste, but only astringent.

Place.] It groweth in many places of this land in moist

fcrieadows, and by water-sides.

Time.] It floviereth firm Jene to August.

Govtrnment and Virtues.~] This herb is grod for all

manner of bleeding at the mouth, nose, or wounds, and

all fluxes of the belly, and the blondy-flux, given either

to drink or taken by clyster • it siayeth also the abun.
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dance of women's courses; it is a singular good wotmd-

herb for green wounds, to stay the bleeding, and quickly

close together the lips of the wound, if the herb be

bruised, and the juice only applied. It is often used in

gargling for sore mouths, as also for the secret parts.

The smoak hereof being hurned, diiveth away Hies and

gnats, which in the night-time molest people inhabiting

near marshes, and ill the fenny countries.

Loosestrife, with spiked Heads of Flowers.

J . in s. (c. m. J.)

This is also known by the name of Gtass-polly.

Descript.] It growethwith many woody square stalks full

of joints, three feet high at least; at every one whereon

stand two long leaves, shorter, narrower, and a larger

green colour than the former, and some brownish. The

stalks are branched into many long stems of spiked flow

ers, half a foot long, growing in bundles, one above

another, out of small husks, very like the spiked heads

of lavender, each of which flowers have five round point

ed leaves of a purple violet colour, or somewhat inclining

to rednt'Ss; in which husks stand small round heads after

the flowers are fallen, wherein is contained small seed.

The root creepeth under ground like unto the yellow, but

is greater than it, and so are the heads of the leaves when

they first appear out of the ground, and more brown than

the other.

Place.] It groweth usually by rivers and ditch-sides in

wet grounds, as about the ditches at and near Lambeth,

and in many other places of this land.

Time.] It flowereth in the months of June and July.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of the Moon,

and under the sign Cancer ; neither do I know a better

preserver of the sight when 'tis well, nor a better cure of

sore eyes, than Eyebright, taken inwardly, and this used

outwardly ; 'tis cold in quality. This herb is not a whit

inferior unto the former, it having not only all the virtues

which the former hath, but some peculiar virtues of its

own, found out by experience ; as namely, that distilled

water is a present remedy for hurls and blows on the

eyes, and for blindness, so as the crystalline humour be
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not perished or hurt; and this hath been sufficiently prov-

ed true by the experience of a man of judgment, who

kept it long to himself as a great secret. It cleareth the

eyes of dust, or any thing gotten into them, and preserv

eih the sight. It is also very available against wounds

and thrusts, being made in an ointment in this manner:

To every ounce of water, add two drams of May butter

without sal', and of sugar and wax, of each as much,

also let them boil gently together; let tents dipped into

that liquor that remaiueth after it is cold, be put into the

wound*, and the place covered with a linen cloth doubled

and anointed with the ointment ; and this is al'-o an ap.

proved medicine. It likewise cleanseth and healeth all

foul ulcers awl sores whatsoever, and stayeth their in

flammations by washing them with the water, and laying

on them a green leaf or two in the Summer, or dry leaves

in the Wi ter. This water gargled warm in the mouth,

and sometimes drank also doth cure the quinsy, or king's

evil in the throat. The said water applied warm, taketh

away all spots, marks, and scabs in the skin ; and a little

of it drank, quencheth thirst when it is extraordinary.

Lovage. ©. in Q. (h.d. 1.)

The whole plant and every part of it smelleth strong and

aromatically, and is of a hot sharp biting taste.

Descript.] It hath many long and great stalks of large

winged leaves, divided into many parts, like Smallage, but

cut much larger and greater, every leaf being cut about

the edges, broadest forward, and smallest at the stalk, of a

sad green colour, smooth and shining; from among which

rise up sundry strong, hollow green stalks, five or six,

sometimes seven or eight feet high, full of joints, but

lesser leaves set on them than grow below ; and with

them towards the tops come forth large branches, bearing

at their tops large umbels of yellow flowers, and after

them flat brownish seed. The root groweth thick, great

and deep, spreading much, and enduring long, of a brown

ish colour on the outside, and whitish within.

Place.] It is usually planted in gardens, where, if it be

suffered, it groweth huge and great.
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Time.] It flowereth in the end of July, and seedtth in

August.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of the Sun,

under the eign of Taurus. If Saturn offend the throat

(ashe always doth if he be occasioner of the malady, and

in Taurus is the Genesis) this is your cure. It openeth,

cuieth, and digesteth humours, and mightily provoketii

Women's courses and urine. Half a dram at a time of

the dried root in powder taken in wine, doth wonderfully

warm a cold stomach, helpeth digestion, and ronsumoth

all raw and superfluous moisture therein ; easeth all in

ward gripings and pains, dissolveth wind and resisteth

poison and infection. It is a known and much praised

remedy to drink the decoction of the herb for any sort of

ague, and to help the pains and torments of the body and

bowels coming of cold. The seed is' effectual to all the

purposes aforesaid (except the last) and worketh more

powerfully. The distilled water of the herb helpeth the

quinsy in the throat, if the mouth and throat be gargled

and washed therewith, and helpeth the pleurisy, being

drank three or four times. Being dropped into the eyes,

it taketh away the redness or dimness of them ; it likewise

taketh away spots or freckles in the face. The leaves

bruised, and fried with a little hog's lard, and laid hot to

any blotch or boil, will quickly break it.

Lungwort. 1/. (c. d. 1.)

Tins is a kind of moss that groweth on sundry sorts of

trees, especially oaks and beeches.

Descri/iL] It hath broad, greyish, tough leaves di

versely folded, crumpled, and gashed in on the edges,

and some spotted also with many small spots on the upper

side. It was never seen to bear any stalks or flowers at

any time.

Government and Virtues.] Jupiter seems to own this

lierb. It is of great use to physicians to help the diseases

of the lungs, and -for coughs, wheezings, and shortness

of breath, which it curt th both in man and beast. It is

very proiitable to put into lotions that are taken to stay

the moist humours that flow to ulcers, and hinder their

K
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healing, as also to wash all other ulcers in the privy parts

of a man or woman. It is an excellent remedy boiled in

beer for broken-winded horses.

Madder. <?. (c. d. 1.)

Tins is principally cultivated for the use of dy*rs.

Descript.] Garden Madder shooteth forth many very

long, weak, four-square, reddish stalks, trailing on the

ground a great way, very rough and hairy, and full of

joints: at every one of these joints come forth divers long

and narrow leaves, standing like a star about the stalks,

rough and hairy, towards the tops whereof come forth

many small pale yellow flowers, after which come small

round heads, green at first, and reddish afterwards, but

black when they are ripe, wherein is contained the seed.

The root is not very great, but exceeding long, running

down half a man's length into the ground, red and very

clear while it is fresh, spreading divers ways.

Pluce.] It is only manured in gardens, or larger fields,

for the profit that is made thereof.

Time.] It flowereth towards the end of Summer, and

-the seed is ripe quickly after.

Government and Virtues.^ It is an herb of Mars. It

hath an opening quality, and afterwards to bind and

strengthen. It is a sure remedy for the yellow jaundice,

by opening the obstruction of the liver and gall, and

cleansing those parts ; it openeth also the obstructions

of the spleen, and diminisheth the melancholy humour -

it is available for the palsy and sciatica, and effectual for

bruises inward and outward, and is therefore much used

in vulneiary drinks. The root for all those aforesaid pur

poses, is to be boiled in wine or water, as the cause re-

quireth, and some honey and sugar put thereunto after

wards. The seed hereof taken in vinegar and honey,

helpeth the swelling and hardness of the spleen. The

decoction of the leaves and branches is a good fomentation

for women to set over that have not their courses. The

leaves and roots beaten and applied to any part that is

discoloured with freckles, morphew, the white scurf or

any such deformity of the skin, cleanseth thoroughly, and

taketh them away.
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Wall Rue, White Maiden Hair. $. (A. d. 1.)

This is generally known amongst village children, and

gathered by them under the name of Ladies Hair.

Dc$cript.] This hath very fine pale, green stalks, almost

-as fine as hairs, set confusedly with divers pale green

leaves on very short foot-sta'ks, somewhat in form,

but more diversely cut in on the edges, and thicker,

smooth on the upper part, and spotted finely under

neath.

Place.] It groweth in many places of this land, at

Dirlford. and the bridge at Ashfordin Kent, at Beacons-

field in Buckinghamshire, at Wolly in Huntingdonshire,

on Framingham Castle in Suffolk, on the church walls at

Mayfield in Sussex, in Somersetshire, and divers other

places of this laud ; and is green in Winter as well as

Summer.

Government and Virtues.'] Both this and the common

Maiden Hair are under the dominion of Mercury, and so

is that also which followeth after, and the virtue of both

these are so near alike, that I shall, in writing the

virtues of them, join them both together as follow

eth :

Tbe decoction of the herb Maiden-Hair being drank,

helpeth those that are troubled with the cough, shortness

of breath, yellow jaundice, diseases of the spleen, stop

ping of urine, and helpeth exceedingly to break the stone

in the kidnies, (in all which diseases the Wall Rue is also

very effectual.) It provoketh women's courses, and

s'ays both blaedings and fluxes of the stomach and belly,

especially when the herb is dry ; for being green, it

looseneth the belly, and voidelh cheler and phlegm from

the stomach and liver; it cleanseth the lungs, and by

rectifying the blood, causeth a good colour to the whole

hotly. The herb boiled in oil of camomile, dissolveth

knots, allayeth swellings, and drieth up mois* ulcers.

The lee made thereof Ls singular good to cleanse the head

from scurf, and from dry and ruuuing sores, siayeth the

falling or shedding of the hair, and causeth it to grow

thick, fair, anJ well coloured ; for which purpose some

k 2
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boil it in wine, putting some Smallage thereto, and after

wards some oil. The Wall Rue is as effectual as Maiden.

Hair, in all diseases of the head, or falling or recovering

of the hair again, and generally for all the aforemen

tioned diseases : And besides, the powder of it taken in

drink for forty days together, helpeth the burstings in

children.

Golden Maiden Hair. £. (h.d. 2.)

To the former give me leave to add this, and I shall no

more but only describe it unto you, and for the virtues refer

you to the former, since whatever is said of them, may be

also said of this.

Descript-I It hath many small, brownish, red hairs to

make up the form of leaves growing about the ground from*

the root; and in the middle of them, in Summer, rise small

stalks of the same colour, set with very fine yellowish green

hairs on them, and bearing a small gold, yellow head,

lesser than a wheat corn, standing in a great husk. The

root is rery small and thready.

Time.] It groweth in bogs and moorish places, and also

.on dry shady places,- as Hampstead Heath, and elsewhere.

Mallows and Marsli mallows. ? . {temp. m. 1.)

Common Mallows are generally so well known, that they

need no description.

Our Common Marshmallows hare divers soft hairy

vthite stalks, rising to be three or four feet high, spreading

forth many branches, the leaves whereof are soft and hairy

somewhat lesser than the other Mallow leaves, but longer

pointed, cut (for the most part) into some few divisions,

but deep. The flowers are many, but smaller also than the

other Mallows, and white, or tending to a bluish colour ;

after which come such long round cases and seeds, as in

the other Mallows. The roots are many and long, shoot

ing from one head, of the bigness of a thumb or finger,

\cry pliant, tough, and being like liquorice, of a whitish

) ellow colour on the outside, and more white within, full of

a slimy juice, which being laid in water, will thicken, as if

it were a jelly.
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Place.~] The common Mallows grow in every county

of this land. The common Marshmallows in most of the

salt marshes, from Woolwich down to the sea, both from

the Kentish Bnd Essex shore, and in divers other places of

hi s land.

Time.'] They flower all the Summer months, even until

the Winter do pull them down.

Government and Virtues] Venus owns them both.

The leaves of either of the sorts before specified, and the

roots also boiled in wine and water, or in broth with

parsley or fennel roots, do help to open the body, -and

are very convenient in hot agues, or other distempers of

the body, to apply the leaves so boded warm t» the

belly. It not only voideth hot, choleric, and other of.

fensive humours,but easeth the pains and torments of

the belly coming thereby, and are therefore used in all

clysters conducing to those purposes. The same used

by nurses, procureth tliem store of milk. The decoctiou

of the seed of any of the common Mallows made in milk

or wine, doth marvellously help excoriations, the phthisic,

pleurisy, and other diseases of the chest and lungs that

proceed of hot causes, if it be continued taking for some

time together. The leaves and roots work the same

effects ; they help much also in the excoriations of the

guts and bowels, and hardness of the mother, anrl in all

hot and sharp diseases thereof. The juice dranLin wine,

or the decoction of them therein, doth help women to a

epetdy and easy delivery. Pliny saith, that whosoever

shall take a spoonfull of any of the Mallows, shall that

day be free from all diseases that may come upon him, and

that it is special good for the falling-sickness. The syrup

also and conserve made of the flowers, are very effectual

for the same diseases, and to open the body, being costive.

The leaves bruised, and laid to the eyes with a little honey,

taketh away the imposthumes of them. The leaves

bruised or rubbed upon the place stung with bees, wasps,

or the like, presently take away the pains, redness, and

swellings that arise thereupon. And Dioscorides saith,

the decoction of the roots and leaves helpeth all sorts of

poison, so as the poison be presently voided by vomit.

A poultice made of the leaves, boiled and bruised, with

K3
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some bean or barley flour, and oil of roses added, is an

especial remedy against all hard tumours and inflammations,

or imposthumes, or swellings of the privates and other

parts, and easeth the pains of them; as also against the

hardness of the liver or spleen, being applied to the places*

The juice of the Mallows boiled in old oil and applied,

taketh away all roughness of the skin, as also the scurf,

dandriff, or dry scabs in the head, or other parts, if they

be anointed therewith, or washed with the decoction, and

preserteth the hair from falling off'. It is also effectual

against scaldings and burnings, St. Anthony's fire, and all

other hot, red, and painful swellings in any part of the

body. The flowers boiled in oil or water, (as every one

is disposed) whereunto a little honey and allum is put, i»

an excellent gargle to wash, cleanse, or heal any sore

mouth or throat in a short space. If the feet be bathed

or washed with the decoction of the leaves, roots and flow

ers, it helpeth much the defluxions of rheum from the head :

if the head be washed therewith, it stayeth the falling and:

shedding of the hair. The green leaves (sailh Pliny) beaten

'with nitre, and applied, draw out thorns or prickles in the

flesh.

The Marshmallows are more effectual in all the dis

eases before-mentioned : the leaves are likewise used to

loosen the belly gently, and decoctions for clysters to

ease all pains of the body, opening the strait passages,

and making them slippery, whereby the stone may de

scend the more easily, and without pain, out of the reins,

kidnies and bladder, and to ease the torturing pains

thereof. Bu* the roots are of more special use for those

purposes, as well for coughs, hoarseness, shortness of

breath and wheezings, being boiled in wine, or honied-

water, and drank. The roots and seeds hereof boiled in

wine and water, are with good success used by them that

have excoriations in the guts, or the bloody-flux, by

qualifying the violence of sharp fretting humours, easing

pains, and healing the soreness. It is profitably taken of

them that are troubled with ruptures, cramps, or con

vulsions of the sinews; and boiled in white wine, for the

imposthumes of the throat, commonly called the king's

evil, and of those kernels that rise behind the ears, and

inflammations and swellings in women's breasts. The
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dried roots boiled in milk and drank, is specially good for

the chin-cough. Hippocrates used to give the decoction

of the roots, or the juice thereof, to drink, to those that

were wounded, and ready to faintthroughlossof blood, and

applied the same mixed with honey and rosin to the

wounds; as also the roots boiled in wine, to those that

hare received any hurt by bruises, falls or blows, or had;

any bone or member out ofjoint, or any swelling, pain, or

ach in the muscles, sinews or arteries. The mucilage of the

roots, and of linseed and fenugreek put together, is much

used in poultices, ointments, and plaisters, to mollify and

digest all hard swellings, and the inflammation of them, and

to case pains in ury part of the body. The seed either

green or dry mixed with vinegar, cleanseth the skin of

morphew, and all other discolourings, being boiled there

with in the Sun.

You may remember, that not long since there was a

raging disease called the bloody flux ; the college of phy.

sicians not knowing what to make of it called it the plague

tif the guts, for their wits were at Ne plus ultra about it:

my son was taken with the same disease, and the excoria.

tion of his bowels was exceeding great ; myself being in

the country, was sent for up ; the only thing I gave

him, was Mallows bruised and boiled both in milk and

drink; in two days (the blessing of God being upon it)

it cured him. And I here, to shew my thankfulness

to God in communicating it to his creatures, leave it l»

posterity.

Maple Tree. ^ . (temp.)

It is under the dominion of Jupiter. The decoction

eiiher of the leaves or bark, must needs strengthen the

liver much, and so )ou shall find it to do, if you use

it. It is excellent good to open obstructions both in the

liver and spleen, and easeth pains of the sides thence pro-

ceeding.

Wild Marjoram. $. (h. d. 2.)

Called also Origane, Origanum, Eastward Marjoram,

Wild Maijoram,and Grow: Marjoram.

k 4
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Descript.] AVild or Field Marjoram hath a root which

creepeth much under ground, whiclicontinueth along time,

sending up sundry brownish, hard square stalks, with small

dark green leaves, very like those of Sweet Marjoram, but

harder, and somewhat broader ; at the top of the stalks

stand tufts of flowers, of a deep purplish red colour. The

seed is small and something blacker than that of Sweet

Marjoram.

Place.] It groweth plentifully in the borders of corn-

fields, and in some copses.

Time.] It flowereth towards the latter end of Summer.

Government and Virtues.] This is under the dominion

of Mercury. It strengthens the stomach and head much,

there being scarce a better remedy growing for such as

are troubled with a sour humour in the stomach ; it res

tores the appetite being lost: helps the cough and con

sumption of the lungs j it cleanseth the body of choler,

pxpelleth poison, and remedi. th the infirmities of the

spleen; helps the bitings of venomous beasts, and helps

such as have pnisoned themselves by eating hemlock, hen.

bane, or opium. It provoketh urine, and the terms in

women, helps the dropsy and the scurvy, scabs, itch, and

yellow jaundice. The juice being dropped into the ears,

helps deafness, pain and noise in the ears. And thusmuch

for this herb, between which and adders there is a deadly

antipathy.

Sweet Marjoram. $. in r. (h.d. S.)

Sweet Marjoram is so well known, being an inhabitant in

eveiy garden, that it is needless to write any desoip'ion

thereof, neither of the Winter Sweet Marjoram, or Pot

Marjoram.

Place.] They grow commonly in gardens ; some sort

there are that grow wild in the borders of corn-fields and

pastures, in sundry places of this land ; but it is not my

purpose to insist upon them; the garden kinds being most

used and useful.

Time.] They flower in the end of Summer.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Mercury,

under Aries, and therefore is an excellent remedy for the

brain, and other parts of the body and mind under the
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dominion of the same planet. Our common Sweet Marjo--

ram is warming and comfortable in the cold diseases of the

head, stomach, sinews, and other parts, taken inwardly,

or outwardly applied. The decoction thereof being

drank, helpeth all diseases of the chest which hinder the

freeness of breathing, and is also profitable for the ob

structions of the liver and spleen. It helpeth the cold

griefs of the womb, and the windiness thereof; and the

Joss of speech, by resolution of the tongue. The decoction

thereofmade with some pellitory of Spain, and long pep

per, or with a little acorns or origanum, being drank, is

good for those that are beginning to fall into a dropsy,

for those that cannot make water, and against pains and

torments in the belly ; it provoketh women's courses,- if

it be put as a pessary. Being made into a powder, and

nixed with honey, it takelh away the black marks of

blows and bruis-es, being thereunto applied ; it is good

for the inflammations and watering of the eyes, being

mixed with fine flour, and laid upon them. The juice

dropped into the ears, easeth the pains and singing noise

in lhem. It is profitably put into those ointments and

salves that are warm, and comfort the outward parts, as

the joints and sinews ; for swellings also, and places out

of joint. The powder thereof snuffed up into the nose,

provoketh sneezing, and thereby purgeth the brain ; and

chewed in the mouth, draweth forth much phlegm. The

oil made thereof, is very warm and comfortable to the

joints that are stiff, and the sinews that are hard, to mollify

and supple them. Marjoram is much used in all odor

iferous waters, powders, &c that are for ornament 01

delight.

Marigolds. ©. inSl.(h.d. 1.)

These being so plentiful in every garden, are so well

known, that they need no description.

Time.] They flower all the Summer long,, and son.etimes

in Winter, if it be mild.

Government and Virtues.\\t is an herb of the Sun, and

under Leo. They strengthen the heart exceedingly, and

are very expulsive and little less effectual in the small,

a. 5
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pox and measles than saffron. The juice of Marigold

leaves mixed with vinegar, and any hot swelling bathed

with it, instantly giveth ease, and assuageth it. The

flowers, either green or dried, are much used in possets,

broths, and drink, as a comforter of the heart and spi

rits, and to expel any malignant or pestilential quality

-which might annoy them. A plaister made with the

dry flowers in powder, hog's-grease, turpentine, and

rosin, applied to the breast, strengthens and succours the

heart ruiinitely in fevers, whether pestilential or not.

Masterwort. <J. (h. d. 3.)

This is not much known, being only cultivated in gars-

dens.

Descript.] Common Masterwort hath divers stalks of

vfinged leaves divided into sundry part?, three for the most

part standing together at a small foot-stalk on both sides

of the greater, and three likewise at the end of the stalk,,

somewhat broad, and cut in on the edges into three or-

more divisions, all of them dented about the brims, of a

dark green colour, somewhat resembling the leaves of

Angelica, but that these grow lower to the ground, and-

on lesser stalks; among which rise up two or three short

stalks about two feet high, and slender, with such like

leaves at the joints which grow below, but with lesser

and fewer divisions, bearing umbels of white flowers, and

after them thio, flat blackish seeds, bigger than Dill.seeds.

The root is somewhat greater, and growing rather side

ways than down deep in the ground, shooting forth sundry

heads, which taste sharp, biting on the tongue, and is the

hottest and sharpest part of the plant, arid the seed next

unto it being somewhat blackish on the outside, and smell-,

ing well.

Place.] It is usually kept in gardens with us in England.

Time.] It flowereth and seedeth about the end of August.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Mars. The

root of Masterwort is hotter than pepper, and very avail

able in cold griefs and diseases, both of tbe stomach and

body, dissolving very powerfully upwards and down

wards. It is also used in a decoction with wine against
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all cold rheums, distillation upon the lungs, or shortness

of breath, to be taken morning and evening. It also

provoketh urine, and helpeth to break the stone, and ex

pel the gravel from the kidnies; provoketh women's

courses, and expelleth the dead birth. It is singular

good for strangling of the mother, and other such like

feminine diseases. It is effectual also against the dropsy,

cramps, and falling sickness; for the decoction in wine

being gargled in the mouth, draweth down much water

and phlegm from the brain, purging and easing it of what

oppresseth it. It is of a rare quality against all sorts of

cold poison, to be taken as there is cause; it provoketh

sweat. But lest the taste hereof, or of the seed (which

worketh to the like effect, though not so powerfully)

should be too offensive, the best way is take the water

distilled both from the herb and root. The juice hereof

dropped, or tents dipped therein, and applied either to

green wounds or filthy rotten ulcers, and those that come

by envenomed weapons, doth soon cleanse and heal them.

The same is also very good to help the gout coming of a

cold cause.

The Medlar. Tj . (c. d. 3.)

This tree is cultivated for the use of the fruit, which have

the appearance of small rotten apples.

Descript.] It groweth near the bigness of the Quince

Tree, spreading branches reasonably large, with longer

and narrower leaves than either the apple or quince, and

not dented about the edges. At the end of the sprigs

stand the flowers, made of five white, great broad-pointed

leaves, nicked in the middle with some white threads

also; after which cometh the fruit, of a brownish green

colour being ripe, bearing a crown as it were on the top,

which were the five green leaves; and being rubbed off,

or fallen away, the head of the fruit is seen to be some

what hollow. The fruit is very harsh before it is mellowed,,

and hath usually five hard kernels within it. There is

another kind hereof nothing differing from the former,

but that it hath some thorns on it in several places, which

the other hath not, and usually the fruit is small, and not

so pleasant.

k 6
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T me and Place.] They grow in this land, and flower

in May for lhe most part, and bear fruit in September and

Oc'ober.

Government and Virtues.] The fruit is old Saturn's,,

and sure a better medic'ne he hardly had to strengthen

the retentive faculty; therefore it stays women's long

ings ; the good old man cannot endure women's minds

should run a gadding. Also a plaister- made of the fruit

dried before they are rotten, aud other convenient things^,

ar-d applied to the reins of the bark, stops miscarriage in

women with child. They are very powerful to stay any

fluxes of blood or humours in men and women; the

leaves also have this quality. The fruit eaten by women

with child stayeth their longings after unusual meats,,

and is very effectual for them that are apt to miscarry,,

and may be delivered before their time, to help that ma.

lady, and make them joyful mothers. The decoctioni

of them is good to gargle and wash the mouth, throat

and teeth, when there is any defluxions of blood to stay

it, or of humours, which causeth the pains and swel

lings. It is a good bath for women to sit over, that have

their courses flow too abundant; or for the piles when

they bleed too much. If a poultice or plaister be made-

with dried Medlars, beaten and mixed with the juice of

red roses, wherepnt© a few cloves and mitmegs may be

added, and a little red coral also, and applied to the

stomach that is given to casting or loathing of meat, it

effectually helpeth. The dried leaves in powder strewed

on fre?h blieding wounds, restraineth the blood, and

liealeth up the wound quickly. The Medlar-stones made

into powder and drank in wine, wherein some parsley-

roots have biin infused all night, or a little boiled, do-,

bieak the stone in the ktdnies, helping to expel it.

Mcllilot. %. (h. d. 1.)

This is also called King's Claver, and is much used by the

apothecaries.

Descript.] It hath many green stalks, two or three

feet high, rising from a tough, long, white root, which

dieth not every year, set round about at the joints with

small, and somewhat loug well-smelling leaves, set there
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together unevenly dented about the edge. The flowers

are yellow, and well-smelling also, made like oilier tre.

foil, but 5 mall, standing in long spikes one above another,

for an hand-breath long or better, which afterwards turn

into long crooked pods, wherein is contained flat seed,

somewhat brown.

Place.'] It groweth plentifully in many places of this

land; as in the edge of Suffolk, and in Essex; as also in

Huntingdonshire, and in other places ; but most usually

in corn-fields, and in corners of meadows.

Time.] It flowereth in June and July, and is ripe

quickly after.

Government and Virtues.'] Mellilot boiled in wine, and

applied, mollifieth all hard tumours and inflammations

that happen in the eyes, or other parts of the body and

the fundament, or privy parts of men and women; and-

sometimes the yolk of a roasted egg, or fine flour, or

poppey-seed, or endive, is added unto it. It heipeth the

spreading ulcers in the head, it being washed with a lee

Made thereof. It helpeth the pains of the stomach, being

applied fresh, or boiled with any of the afore-named things ;

also the pains of the ears, being dropped into them; and

steeped in vinegar, or rose-water, it mitigateth the head.

ach. The flowers of Mellilot or Camomile are much used

to be put together in clysters to expel wind and ease pains;,

and- also in poultices for the same purpose, and to assuage

swelling tumours in; the spleen or other parts, and helpeth

inflammations in any part of the body. The juice dropped

into the eyes, is a singular good medicine to tak? away

the film or skin that ctoudeth or dimmeth the eyesight.

The head often washed with the distilled water of tlie herb

or flower, or a lee made therewith, is effectual for those

that suddenly lose their senses; as also to strengthen the

memory, to comfort the head and brain, and to preserve

them from pain and the apoplexy.

French Mercury. ?. (h. d. 3.)

This is a troublesome herb in those grounds, in which it

hath once got possession.

Descript.] 1 1 riseth up with a square green stalk full of

joints, two feet high, or thereabouts with two leaves at
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every joint, and the branches likewise from both sides of

the stalk, set with fresh green leaves, somewhat broad and

long, about the bigness of the leaves of Basil, finely dented

about the edges: towards the tops of the stalks and

branches, come forth at every joint in the male mercury

two small round green heads, standing together upon a

short foot-stalk, which growing ripe, are seeds, not having

flowers. The female sfalk is longer, spike-fashion, Set

round about with small green husks, which are the flowers,

made like small bunches of grapes, which give no seed,

but abide long upon the sfalks without shedding. The

root is composed of many small fibres, which perisheth

every year at the approach of Winter, and riseth again of

its Own sowins; and if once it is suffered to sow itself,

the ground will never want afterwards, even both sorts

of it.

Dog Mercury. ?. (h. d. l.y

Having described unto you that which is called French

Mercury, I come now to shew you a description of this

kind also.

Descript.'] This is likewise of two kinds, male and fe

male, having many stalks slender and lower than Mer

cury, without any branches at all upon them; the root

is set with two leaves at every- joint, somewhat greater

than the female, but more pointed and full of veins, and

somewhat harder in handling; of a dark green colour,

and less dented or shipped about the edges. At the

joints with the leaves come forth longer stalks than the

former, with two hairy round seeds upon them, twice

as big as those of the former Mercury; the taste hereof

is herby, and the smell somewhat strong and virulent.

The female has mnch harder leaves standing upon longer

fool.stalks, and the stalks are also longer; from the joints

come forth spikes of flowers like the French Female

Mercury. The roots of them both are many, and full

or small fibres, which run under ground, and mat them.

sehes very much, not perishing as the former Mercuries

do, but abiding the Winter, and shoot forth new

branches every year, for the old lie down to the

ground.
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Place.^ The male and female French Mercury are found

-wild in divers places in this land; as by a village called

Brookland, in Rumney-Marsh, in Kent.

The Dog Mercury in sundry places of Kent also, and

elsewhere; but the female more seldom than the male.

Tiine.] They flower in the Summer months, and therein

give their seed.

Government and Virtues.'] Mercury, they say, owns

the herb, but I rather think it is Venus's, and I am

partly confident of it too, for I never heard that Mer

cury ever minded women's business so much: I believe

he minds his study more. The decoction of the leaves of

Mercury, or the juice thereof in broth, or drank with a

little sugar put to it, purgeth choleric and waterish

humours. Hippocrates- commended it wonderfully for

women's diseases, and applied to the secret parts, to ease

tiie pains of the mother; and used the decoction of it,

both to procure women's courses, and to expel the after

birth, and gave the decoction thereof with myrrh or pep

per, or used to apply the leaves outwardly against the

strangury and diseases of the reins and bladder. He

used it also for sore and watering eyes, and for the deaf

ness and pains in the ears, by dropping the juice thereof

into them, and bathing them afterwards in white wine.

The decoction thereof made with water and a cock

chicken, is a most safe medicine against the hot fits of

agues. It also cleanseth the breast and lungs of phlegm,

but a little offendeth the stomach. The juice or distilled

water snuffed up into the nostrils, purg<;th the head and

eyes of catarrhs and rheums. Some use to drink two or

three ounces of the distilled water, with a little sugar

put to it, in the morning fasting, to open and purge the

body of gross, viscous and melancholy humours. It is

wonderful (if it be not fabulous) which Dioscorides and

Theophrastus do relate of it, viz. That if women use

these herbs either inwardly or outwardly, or three days

together after conception, and their courses be past,

they shall bring forth male or female children, according

to that kind of herb they use. Matthiolus saith, that

the seed both of the male and female Mercury boiled

with wormwood and drank, cureth the yellow jaundice

in a speedy manner. The leaves or the juice rubbed
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upon wharts, taketh them away. The Juice mingled with*

some vinegar, helpeth all running scabs, tetters, ring

worms, and the itch. Galen saith, lhat being applied

in manner of a poultice to any swelling or inflammation,

it digested! the swelling, and alla^etli the inflammation,,

and is therefore given in clysters to evacuate from the

belly offensive humours. The Dog Mercury, although,

it be less used, yet may serve in the same manner, tot

the same purpose, to purge waterish and melancholy

humours.

Mini. ?. (h. d. 3.)

Of all the kinds of Mint, the Spear Mint or Heart .Mint,

being most usual, I shall only describe as follows:

Descript.] Spear Mint hath divers round stalks, and

long but narrowish leaves set thereon, of a dark green

colour. The flowers stand in spiked heads at the tops of

the branches, being of a pale blue colour. The smell or

scent thereof is somewhat near unto Basil; it increaseth

hy the root under ground, as all others do

Place.] It is an usual inhabitant in gardens: and be

cause it seldom giveth any good seed, the effects is re.

compensed by the plentiful increase of the root, which

being once planted in a garden, will hardly be rid out.

again.

Time.] It flowereth not until the beginning of August,

for the most part.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Venus, Dios-

co rides saith it hath, a heating,, binding and drying qua.

lity. and therefore the juice taken in vinegar, stayeth

bleeding: it stirreth up venery, or bodily lust; two or three

branches thereof taken in the juice of four pomegranates,

stayeth the hiccough, vomiting, and allayeth the choler.

It dissolvcth imposthumes being there laid to with barley-

meal. It is good to repress the n.ilk in women's breasts, and

for such ashave swollen, flagging, or great breasts. Applied

with sell, it helpeth the biting of a mad dug; with mead

and honied water, it ca^cth the pains of the ears, and

taketh away the roughness of the tongue, being rubbed

thereupon. It suft'eretli not milk to curdle in the stomach,

if the leaves thereof be steeled or boiled in it before you
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drink it: brieflly it is very profitable to the stomach. The

often use hereof is a very powerful medicine to stay

women's courses and the whites. Applied to the fore

head and temples, it easeth the pains in the head, and is

good to wash the heads of young children therewith,

against all manner of breakings-out, sores or scabs therein,

and healeth the chops of the fundament. It is also pro

fitable against the poison of venomous creatures. The

distilled water of mint is available to all the purposes

aforesaid, yet more weakly. But if a spirit thereof be

rightly and chemically drawn, it is much more powerful

than the herb itself. Simeon Sethi saith, it helpeth a cold

liver, strengtheneth the belly,, causeth digestion, stayeth

vomits and the hiccough ; it is good against the gnawing

of the heart, provoketh appetite, taketh away obstruc

tions of the liver, and stirreth up bodily lust ; but there

fore too much must not be taken, because it maketh

the blood thin and wheyish, and tnrneth it into chokr,

therefore cholerick persons must abstain from it. It is a

safe medicine for the biting of a mad dog, being bruised

with salt, and laid thereon. The powder of it being

dried and taken after meat, helpeth digestion, and those

that are splenetfck. Taken with wine, it helpeth women

in their sore travail of child-bearing. It is good against

the gravel and stone in the kidnies, and the stranguary.

Being smelled unto, it is comfortable for the head and

memory. The decoction hereof gargled in the mouth,

cureth the gums and mouth that are sore, and mendeth an

ill-favoured breath, as also the rue and coriander, causeth

the palate of the mouth to turn to its place, the decoction

being gargled and held in the mouth. I have frequently

cured and healed many young ladies of weak delicate

relaxed and consumptive habits of body by ordering them

to go with the maid a milking for a few mornings, and

take with them a new laid egg beaten up with a large

table spoonful of Rum, and a little Spear Mint cut small,

to which add about a tea cup full of new milk from the

cow; this being beaten all together in a bason and drank

in the field, together with the addition of the morning air,

have done wonders.

The virtues of the Wild or Horse-mint, such as grow

in ditches (whose description I purposely omitted, in re-

r
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gnrd they Ave welt enough known) are especially to dissolve

wind in the stomach, to help the colic, and those that are

short-winded, and are an especial remedy for those that

have venereal dreams and pollutions in the night, being

outwardly applied to the testicles or privates. The juice

dropped into the ears easeth the pains of them, and de

stroy eth the worms that breed therein. They are good

against the venomous biting of serpents. The juice laid

en worm, helpeth the king's evil, or kernels in the

throat. The decoction or distilled water helpeth a stink*

ing breath, proceeding from corruption of the teeth, and

snuffed up the nose, purgeth the head. Pliny saith, that

eating of the leaves hath been found by experience to

cure the leprosy, applying some of ihem to tRe face, and to

help the scurf or dandriff of the hrad, used with vinegar.

They are extreme bad for wounded people; and they say

a wounded man that eats mint^ his wound will never b%-

cured, and that is a long day.

Misselto. ©. (h.d.S.)'

This is properly a shrub, which grOweth upon other

trees, having no proper root of its own.

Descript.] It riseth up from the branch or arm of the,

tree whereon it groweth, with a woody stem, putting itself

into sundry branches, and they again divided into many

other smaller twigs, interlacing themselves one within

another, very much covered with a greyish green bark,

having two leaves set at every joint, and at the end like

wise, which are somewhat long and narrow, small at the

bottom, but broader towards the end. At the knots or

joints of the boughs and branches grow small yellow

flowers, which run into small, round, white, transparent

berries, three or four together, full of a glutinous mois

ture, With a blackish seed in each of them, which was never

yet known to spring, being put into the ground, or any

where else to grow.

Place.] It groweth very rarely on oaks with us; but

upon sundry other, as well timber as fruit-trees, plenti

fully in woody groves, and the like, through all this

land.
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Time.'] It flowereth in the Spring-time, but the berries

are not ripe until October, abiding on the branches all the

Winter, unless the black-birds, and other birds, do de-

vour them.

Government and Virtues,,} This is tmderthe dominion of

the Sun, I do not question ; and can also take for granted,

that that which grows upon oaks, participates something

of the nature of Jupiter, because an oak is one of his

trees; as also that which grows upon pear-trees, and apple-

trees, participates something of his nature, because he

rules the tree it grows upon, having no root of his own.

But why that should have most virtues that grows upon

oaks I know not, unless because it is rarest and hardest

to come by ; and our colleges opinion is in this, contrary

to scripture, which saith, God's tender mercies are over

all his works ; and so it is, let the college of physicians

-walk as contiary to him as they please, and that is aS

contrary as the east to the west. Clusins affirms, that

.which grows upon pear trees to be as- prevalent, and give*

order, that it should not touch the ground after it is

gathered ; and also saith, that, being hung about the neck,

it remedies witchcraft. Both the' leaves and berries of

Misselto do heat and dry, and are of subtil parts ; the

birdlime doth mollify hard knots, tumours, and impos-

thumes ; ripeneth and discusseth them, and draweth forth

thick as well as thin humours from remote parts of the

body, digesting and separating them. And being mixed

-with equal parts of rosin and wax, doth mollify the

hardness of the spleen, and helpeth old ulcers and sores.

Being mixed with sandarick and orpiment, it helpeth to

draw off foul nails ; and if quick-lime and wine Ires be-

added thereunto, it worketh the stronger. The Misselto

itself of the oak (as the best) made into powder, and given

in drink to those that have the falling-sickness, doth as

suredly heal them, as Matthiolus saith ; but it is fit to

use it for forty days together. Some have so highly

esteemed it for the virtues thereof, that they have called

it Lignum Sancta; Crucis. Wood of the Holy Cross, be

lieving it helps the falling-sickness, apoplexy and palsy

very speedily, not only to be inwardly taken, but to be

hung at their neck. Tragus saith, that the fresh wood
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of any Misselto bruised, and the juice drawn forth and

dropped in the ears that have imposthumes in them, dotk

help and ease them within a few days.

Moneywort. $ . (c. d. 1.)

This is likewise called Herb Two-pence.

Descript.] The common Moneywort sendeth forth

from a small thready root, divers long, weak, and

slender branches, lying and running upon the ground

two or three ft et long or more, set with leaves two at a

joint one against another at equal distances, which ar*

almost round, but pointed at the ends, smooth, and of a

good green colour. At the joints with the leaves from

the middle forward come forth at every point sometimes

one yellow flower, and sometimes two, standing each on a

small foot-stalk, and made of five leaves, narrow-pointed

at the end, with some yellow threads in the middle, which

being past, there stand in their place small round heads

of seed.

Place.] It groweth plentifully in almost all places of

this land, commonly in moist grounds by hedge-sides, and

in the middle of grass-fields.

Time.] They flower in June and July, and their seed is

ripe quickly after.

Government and Virtues.'] Venus owns it. Moneywort

is singular good to stay all fluxes in man or woman, whether

they be Iasks, bloody-fluxes, or the flowing of women's

courses. Bleeding inwardly or outwardly, and the weak

ness of the stomach that is given to casting. It is very

good also for the ulcers or excoriations of the lungs, of

other inward parts. It is exceeding good for all wounds,

either fresh or green, to heal them speedily, and for all

ulcers that are of a spreading nature. For all which

purposes the juice of the herb, or the powder drank in

water wherein hot steel hath been often quenched; or

the decoction of the green herb, in wine, or water,

drank, or used to the outward place, to wash or bathe

them, or to have tents dipped therein, and put into them,

are effectual.
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Moonwort. 5. (c d. 1.)

This has also been called Unshoe-the-IIorse, from a

power which it is supposed to have of loosening the shoe*

of the horses which tread upon it.

Descript.] It riseth up usually but with one dark green,

thick and flat leaf, standing upon a short foot-stalk not

above two fingers breadth- but when it flowers it may be

said to bear a small slender stalk about four or five inches

high, having but one leaf in the middle thereof, which is

much divided on both sides, into sometimes five or seven

parts on a side, sometimes more, each of which parts is

small like the middle rib, but broad forwards, pointed

and round, resembling therein a half moon, from whence

it took the name; the uppermost parts or divisions being

bigger than the lowest. The stalks rise above this leaf

two or three inches, bearing many branches of small long

tongues, every one like the spiky head of the adder's

tongue, of a brownish colour, (whether I shall call

them flowers or the seed, I well know not) which after

they have continued a while, resolve into a mealy dust.

The root is small and fibrous; this hath sometimes divers

such like leaves as are before described, with so many

-tranches or tops rising from one stalk, each divided from

.the other.

Place.] It groweth on hills and heaths, yet where there

is much grass, for therein it delighteth to grow.

Time.] It is to be found only in April and May ; for in

June, when any hot weather cometh, for the most part it

is withered and gone.

Government and Virtues.] The Moon owns the herb.

Moonwort is cold and drying more than adder's tongue,

and is therefore held to be more available for all wounds

both inward and outward. The leaves boiled in red wine,

and drank, stay the immoderate flux of women's courses,

and the whites. It also stayeth bleeding, vomiting and

other flaxes. \t helpeth all blows and bruises, and to

consolidate all fractures and dislocations. It is good for

ruptures, but it is chiefly used by most, wilh other herbs

to make oils or balsams to heal fresh or green wound?,

(as I said before) either inward or outward, for which it

is excellent good.
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Mosses. Tj . (c. 1, d. %.)*

I shali not trouble the reader with a description of these,

since my intent is to speak only of two kinds, as the most

principal, vi^. Ground Moss and Tree Moss, both which

are very mil known.

Place.] The Ground Moss groweth in our moist woods,

and in the bottom of hills, in boggy grounds, and in

shadowy ditches, and many other such like places. The

Tree Moss groweth only on trees.

Government and Virtues.] All sorts of Mosses are under

the dominion of Saturn. The ground Moss is. said to be

singularly good to break the stone, and to expel and drive

it forth by urine, being boiled in wine and drank. Th«

herb being bruised, boiled in water and applied, easeth all

inflammations and pains coming from an hot cause, and is

therefore used to ease the pains of the gout.

The Tree Mosses are cooling and binding, and partake

of a digesting and mollifying quality withal, as Galen

saith. But each Moss doth partake of the nature of the

tree from whence it is taken; therefore that of the oak is

more binding, and is of good effect to stay fluxes in man

or woman ; as also vomiting or bleeding, the powder

thereof being taken in wine. The decoction thereof in

wine is very good for women to be bathed, or sit in, that

are troubled with the overflowing of their courses. The

same being drank, stayeth the stomach that is troubled

with casting, or the hiccough ; and as Avicena saith, it

comforteth the heart. The powder thereof taken in drink

for some time together, is thought available for the dropsy.

The oil that hath fresh Moss steeped therein for a time,

and afterwerds boiled ami applied to the temples and

forehead, doth marvellously ease the head ach coming of

a hot cause; as also the distillation of hot rheums or hu

mours in the eyes, or other parts. The ancients muclk

used it in their ointments and other medicines against the

lassitude, and to strengthen and comfort the sinews ; for

which, if it was good then, I know no reason but it may

be found so still.
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Motherwort. 9.and&. (h. d. 2.)

As It groweth only in gardens with us in England, it is

seedless to give a description of it.

Government and Virtues.] Venus, owns the herb, and

it is under Leo. There is no better herb to take

melancholy vapours from the heart, strengthen it, and

make a merry, cheerful, blythe soul, than this herb. It

may be kept in a syrup or conserve; therefore the Latins

called it Cardiaca. Besides, it makes women joyful

mothers of Children, and settles their wombs as they

should be, therefore we call it Motherwort. It is held

to be of much use for the trembling of the heart, and

faintings and swooning3; from whence it took the name

Cardiaca. The powder thereof, to the quantity of a

spoonfull, drank in wine, is a wonderful help to women

in their sore travail; as also for the suffocating or risings

pf the mother; and for these effects it is likely it took the

name of Motherwort with us. It also provoketh urine

and women's courses, cleanseth the chest of cold phlegm

oppressing it, killeth worms in the belly. It is of good

use to warm and dry up the humours, to digest and dis

perse them that are settled in the veins, joints, and sinews

«xf the body, and to help cramps and convulsions.

Mouse-Ear. D. (h. d. 2.)

This is a small herb possessing great virtues.

Descript.] Mouse-Ear is a low herb creeping upon the

ground by small strings, like the strawberry plant, whereby

it shooteth forth small roots, whereat grow upon the

ground many small and somewhat short leaves, set in a

round form together, and very hairy, which being broken,

do give a whitish milk : from among these leaves spring

lip two or three small hoary stalks about a span high, with

a few smaller leaves thereon ; at the tops whereof standeth

usually but one flower, consisting of many pale yellow

leaves, broad at the point, and a little dented in, set in

three or four rows (the greater part uppermost) very like

a dandelion flower, and a little reddish underneath shout

the edges, especially if it grow in a dry ground; whit-fa
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after they have stood long in flower, do turn into down,

which with the seed is carried away with the wind.

Place.] It groweth on ditch banks, and sometimes in

ditches, if they be dry, and in sandy grounds.

Time.] It flowertth about June or July, and abideth

green all the Winter.

Government and Virtues.] The Moon owns this herb

also; and though authors cry out upon alchy mists, for

attempting to fix quicksilver by this herb and Aloonwort,

a Roman would not have judged a thing by the success;

if it be to be fixed at all, it is by lunar influence. The

juice thereof taken in wine, or the decoction thereof

drank, doth help the jaundice, although of long con

tinuance, to drink thereof morning and evening, and

abstain from other drink two or three hours after. It is a

special remedy against the stone, and the tormenting pains

thereof; as also other tortures and griping pains of the

bowels. The decoction thereof with succory and centaury

is held very effectual to help the dropsy, and them that

are inclining thereto, and the diseases of the spleen. It

stayeth the fluxes of blood, either at the mouth or nose,

and inward bleeding also; forit is a singular wound herb

for wounds both inward and outward : it helpoth the

bloody-flux, and helpeth the abundance of women's

courses. There is a syrup made of the juice hereof, and

sugar, by the apothecaries of Italy, and otlu-r places,

which is of much account with them, to be given to those

that are troubled with the cough or phthisick. The same

is also singular good for ruptures or burstings. The

green herb bruised, and presently bound to any cut of

wound, doth quickly solder the lips thereof; and the

juice, decoction, or powder of the dried herb, is most

singular to stay malignity of spreading and fretting

cankers and ulcers whatsoever ; yea, in the mouth and

secret part?. The distilled water of the plant is available

in all diseases aforesa'd, and to wash outward wounds and

sores, and apply tents of cloths wet therein.

Mugwort. $. (//. 1. d. 2.)

This is a very common herb, but its virtues much neg.

lected.
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Descript.'] Common Mugwort hatli divers leaves lying

upon the ground, very much divided, or cut deeply in

about the biims, somewhat like wormwood, but much

larger, of a dark green colour on the upper side, and

very hoary white underneath. The stalk rises to be four

or five feet high, having on it such like leaves as those

below, but somewhat smaller, brandling forth very much

towaids the iop, whereon are set very small, pale, yel

lowish flowers, like buttons, which fall away, and after

them come small seeds inclosed in round heads. The root

is long and hard, with many small fibres growing fiom it,

whereby it taketh strong hold on the ground ; but both

stalks and leaf do lie down every year, and the root

shooteth anew in the Spring. The whole plant is of a

reasonable scent, and is more easily propagated by the slips

than the seed.

Place.] It groweth plentifully in many places of this

land by the water-sides; as also by small water-courses,

and in divers other places.

Time.] It flowereth and seedeth in the end of Summer.

Government and Virtues.] This is am herb of Venus,

therefore muintaincth the parts of the body she rules,

remedies the diseases of the parts that are under her signs,

Taurus and Libra. Mugwort is with good success put

among other herbs that are boiled for women to sit over

the hot decoction to draw down their courses, to help

the delivery of their birth, and expel the after-birth. As

also for the obstructions and inflammations of the mother.

It breaketh the stone, and causeth one to make water

where it is stopped. The juice thereof made up with

myrrh, and put under as a pessary, worketh the sama

effects, and so doth the root also. Being made up with

hog's grease into an ointment, it taketh away wens and

hard knots, and kernels that grow about the neck and

throat, and easeth the pains about the neck more effec

tually, if some field daisies be put with it. The herb it

self being fresh, or the juice thereof taken, is a special

remedy upon the overmuch taking of opinm. Three

drams of the powder of the dried leaves taken in wine,

is a speedy and the best certain help for the sciatica. A

decoction thereof made with camomile and agrimony, and

I.
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the place bathed therewith while it is warm, taktth away

the pains of the sinews, and the cramp.

The Mulberry Tree. £. (c.d. J.)

This is so well known where it groweth, that it needetk

no description.

Time.] It beareth fruit in the months of July and

August.

Government and Virtues.] Mercury rules the Tree,

therefore are its effects variable as his are. The Mulberry

is of different parts; the ripe berries, by reason of their

sweetness and slippery moisture, opening the body, and

the unripe binding it, especially when they are dried, and

then they are good to stay fluxes, lasks, and the abun.

dance of women's courses. The bark of the root killeth

the broad worms in the body. The juice of the -syrup

made of the juice of the berries, helpeth all inflammations

or sores in the mouth, or throat, and palate of the mouth

when it is fallen down. The juice of the leaves is a

remedy against the bitings of serpents, and for those that

have taken aconite. The leaves beaten with vinegar,

are good to lay on -any place that is burnt with fire. A

decoction made of the bark and leaves is good to wash

the mouth and teeth when they ach. If the root be a

little slit or cut, and a small hole made in the ground

next thereunto, in the harvest-lime, it will give out a

certain juice, which being hardened the next day, is of

good use to help the tooth-ach, to dissolve knots, and

purge the belly. The leaves of Mulberries are said to stay

bleeding at the mouth or nose, or the bleeding of the

piles, or of a wound, being bound into the places. A

branch of the tree taken when the Moon is at the full,

and bound to the wrist of a woman's arm, whose courses

come down too much, doth stay them in a short space.

Mullein. Tj . (levip. d. 1.)

Tins, from the texture of the haves, is also called Poor.

Man's Flannel.

Descript.] Common White Mullein hath many fair,

.huj.e, woolly white leaves, lying next the ground, some
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ivhat larger than broad, pointed at the end, and as it were

dented about the edges. The stalk riseth up to be four

or five feet high, covered over with such like leaves, but

lesser, so that no stalk can be seen for the multitude of

leaves thereon up to the flowers; which come forth oh

all sides of the stalk, without any branches for the most

part, and are many set together in a long spike, in some

of a yellow colour, in others more pale, consisting of five

round-pointed leaves, which afterwards have small round

heads, wherein is small brownish seed contained. The

root is long, white, and woody, perishing after it hath

borne seed.

Pluce.] It groweth by way-sides and lanes, in many

-places of this land.

Time.'] It flowereth in July, or thereabouts.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Saturn. A small quantity of the root given in wine, is

commended by Dioscoiides, against lasks and fluxes of

,the belly. The decoction hereof drank, is profitable for

those that are bursten, and for cramps and convulsions,

and for those that are troubled with an old cough. Th«

decoction thereof gargled, easeth the pains of the tooth,

ach. And the oil made by the often infusion of the

Jlowers, is of very good effect for the piles. The decoction

of the root in red wine or in water, (if there be an ague)

wherein red hot steel hath been often quenched, doth,

stay the bloody-flux. The same also openeth obstruc

tions of the bladder and reins when one cannot make

water. A decoction of the leaves hereof, and of sage,

maijoram, and camomile flowers, and the places bathed

therewith, that have sinews stiff with cold or cramps, doth

bring them much ease and comfort. Three ounces of the

distilled water of the flowers drank morning and evening

for some days together, is said to be the most excellent

remedy for the gout. The juice of the leaves and flowers

being laid upon rough warts, also the powder of the

dri( d roots rubbed on, doth easily take them away, but

doeth no pood to smooth warts. The powder of the

dried flowers is an especial remedy for those that are

troubled with the belly-ach, or the pains of the colick.

The decoction of the root, and so lik< wise of the leaves,

is of great effect to dissolve the tumours, swellings, or

12
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inflammations of the throat. The seed and leaves boited

in wine, and applied, draw forth speedily thorns or

splinters gotten into the flesh, ease the pains and heal

them also. The leaves bruised and wrapped in double

papers, and covered with hot ashes and embers to bake

a while, and then taken forth and laid warm on any

blotch or boil happening in the groin or share, doth

d.ssolve and heal them. The seed bruised and boiled in

wine, and laid on any member that hath been out of joint,

and newly set again, taketh away all swelling and paiu

thereof.

Mustard. <J. (h. d. 4.)

This groweth with us in gardens only, and other manured

places, therefore needeth no description.

Time.'] It is an annual plant, flowering in July, and

the seed is ripe in August.

Government and Virtues.] It is an excellent sauce for

such whose blood wants clarifying, and for weak sto

machs, being an herb of Mars, but naught for cholerick

people, though as good.for such as are aged, or troubled

with cold diseases. Aries claims something to do with

it, therefore it strengthens the heart, and resisteth poison.

Let such whose stomachs are so weak they cannot digest

their meat, or appetite it, take of Mustard-seed a dram,

cinnamon as much, and having beaten them to powder,

and half as much mastick in powder, and with gum ara-

bick dissolved in rose-water, make it up into troches, of

which they may take one of about half a dram-weight

an hour or two before meals; let old men and women

make much of this medicine, and they will either give

me thanks, or shew manifest ingratitude. Mustard-seed

hath the virtue of heat, discussing, rarifying, and drawing

out splinters of bones, and other things of the flesh. It is

nf good effect to bring down women's courses, for the

falling^sickuess or lethargy, drowsy forgetful evil, to use

it both inwardly and outwardly, to rub the nostrils,

forehead, and temples, to warm and quicken the spirits ;

for by the fierce sharpness itpurgeth the brain by sneezing,

and drawing down rheum and other viscious humours,

which by their distillations upon the lungs and chest,
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procure coughing, and therefore, with some honey added

thereto, doth much good therein. The decoction of the

seed made in wine, and diank, provoketh urine, resisteth

the force of poison, the malignity of mushrooms, and

renom of scorpions, or other venomous creatures, if it

be taken in time; and taken before the cold fits of

agues, altereth, lesseneth, and cureth them. The seed

taken either by itself, or with other things, either in on

electuary ordrink, doth mightily stir up bodily lust, and

helpeth the spleen and pains in the sides, and gnawings

in the bowels ; and used as a gargle draweth up the

palate of the mouth, being fallen down; and also jt

dissolveth the swellings about the throat, if it be out.

wardly applied. Being chewed in the mouth it often

times helpeth the tooth-ach. The outward application

hereof upon the pained place of the sciatica, discusseth

the humours, and easeth the pains, as also the gout, and

other joint achs ; and is much and often used to ease

pains in the sides or loins, the shoulder, or rather parts

of the body, upon the applying thereof to raise blisters,

and cureth the disease by drawing it to the outward

parts of the body. It is also used to help the falling oft'

the hair. The seed bruised, mixed wilh honey, and

applied, or isade up with wax, taketh away the marks

and black and blue spots of bruises, or the like, the

roughness or scabbiness of the skin, as also the leprosy,

and lousy evil. It helpeth also the crick in the neck.

The distilled water of the herb, when it is in the flower,

is much used to drink inwardly to help in any of tins

diseases aforesaid, or to wash the mouth when the palate

is down, and for the diseases of the throat to gargle, but

„ outwardly also for scabs, itch, or other the like infirmities,

and cleanseth the face from morphew, spots, freckles, and

other deformities.

The Hedge Mustard. <?. (h.d.2)

Tnis hath a very different appearance from ther Garden

Mustard.

Descript.] This groweth up usually but with one

blackish green stalk, tough, easy to bead, but not to

i 3
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break, branched into divers parts, and sometimes witfc

divers stalks, set full of branches, whereon grow long,

vough, or hard rugged leaves, very much tore or cut ou

the edges in many parts, some bigger, and some lesser, of

a dirty green colour. The flowers are small and yellow,

that grow on the tops of the branches in long spikes,

flowering by degrees; so that continuing long in flower,

the stalk will have small round pods at the' bottom,

growing upright and close to the stalk, while the top

flowers yet shew themselves, in which are contained small

yellow seed, sharp and strong, as the herb is also. The

root groweth down slender and woody, ytt abiding and

ipriiiging aaain every year.

Place.] This groweth frequently in this land, by th«

ways and hedge-sides, and sometimes in the open fields.

Time.] It flowereth most usually about July.

Government and Virtues.] Mars owns this herb also.

It is singular good in all the diseases of the chest and lungs,

hoarseness of voice; and by the use of the decoction

thereof for a little space, those have been recovered who

had utterly lost their voice, and almost their spirits also.

The juice thereof made into a syrup, or licking medicine,

with honey or sugar, is no less effectual for the same pur.

pose, and for all other coughs, wheezing, and shortness

of breath. The same is also profitable for those that have

the jaundice, pleurisy, pains in the back and loins, and

for torments in the belly, or colick, being also used in

clysters. The seed is held to be a special remedy against

poison and venom. It is singular good for the sciatica,

and in joints.achs, ulcers and cankers in the mouth; throat,

or behind the ears, and no less for the hardness and swelling,

of the testicles, or women's breasts.

Nailwort, or Whillowgrass. ?. (A. d. 2.)

This plant derives its name from its virtues.

Descript.l This very small and common herb hath no

roots save only a few strings, neither doth it grow to be

above a hand's breadth high, the leaves are very small,

and somewhat long, not much unlike those of duckweed,

among which rise up divers slender stalks, bearing many

white flowers one above another, which are exceeding
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small ; after which come small flat pouches containing the

seed, which is very small but of a sharp taste.

Place.] It grows commonly upon old stone and brick

walls, and sometimes in dry gravelly grounds, especially

rf there be grass or moss near to shadow it.

Time,'] They flower very early in the year, sometime*

in January and February ; for before the end of April

they are not to be found.

Government and Virtues.] It is held to be exceeding

good for those imposthumes in the joints, and under the

nails, which they call whitlows, felons, and icons and nail-

wheals.

Nep, or Catmint ? . (h. d. 2.)

Although this is only nursed up in gardens it may be

irecessary to describe it, as it is not generally known.

Descript.] Common Garden Nep shooteth forth hard

four-squave stalks, with 3. hoariness on them, a yard high

or more, full of branches, bearing at every joint two broad

leaves like balm, but longer pointed, softer, white and

more hoary, nicked about the edges, and of a strong sweet

scent. The flowers grow in large tufts at the tops of the

branches, and underneath them likewise on the stalks,

many together, of a whitish purple colour. The roots are

composed of many long strings, or fibres, fastening them

selves stronger in the gyouiid and abide with green leaves

thereon all the Winter.

Time.] It flowereth in July, or thereabouts.

Government and Virtues?] It is an herb of Venus.

Nep is generally used for « omen to procure their courses,

being taken inwardly or outwardly, either alone, or with

other convenient herbs in a decoction to bathe them, or

sit over thp hot fumes thereof; and by the frequmt use

thereof, it taketh away barrenness, the wind and pains of

the mother. It is also used in pains of the head coming of

any cold cause, catarrhs, rheums, ard for swimming and

giddiness thereof, and is of especial use for the windiness

of the stomach and belly. It is effectual for any cramp or

cold achs, to dissolve cold and wind that afflicteth the

place, and is used for colds, coughs and shortness of

breath. The juice thereof diank in wine, is profitable for

h 4
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those that are bruised by any accident. The green herb'

bruised and applied to the fundament, and lying there two

or three hours, easeth the pains of the piles; the juice also

being made up into an ointment, is effectual for the same-

purpose. The head washed with a decoction theijof, it

takelh away scabs, and may be effectual for other parts

of ihe body also.

Nettles, c?. (h. d. 2.)

Nettles are so well known, that they need no de

scription ; they may be found by feeling, in the darkest

night.

Government and Virtues.'] This is also an herb Mar»

claims dominion over. You know Mars is hot and dry,

and you know as well that Winter is cold and moist-

then you may know as well the reason why Nettle-tops

eaten in tke Spung consumeth the phlegmatic superfluities

in the body of man, that the coldness and moistness of

Winter hath left behind. The roots or leaves boiled, or

the juice of either of them, or both made into an elec

tuary with honey and sugar, is a safe and sure medicine

to open the pipes and passages of the lungs, which is

the cause of wheezing and shortness of breath, and help-

eth to expectorate tough phlegm, as also to raise the im-

posthumed pleurisy, and spend it by spitting ,; the same

helpeth the swelling of the almonds in the throat, the

mouth and throat being gargled theiewith. The juice

is also effectual to settle the palate of the mouth, in its

place, and heal and temper the inflammations and sore

ness of the mouth and throat. The decoction of the

leaves in wine, being drank, is singular good to provoke

women's courses, and settle the suffocation, strangling

of the mother and all other diseases thereof; as also ap

plied outwardly, with a little myrrh. The same also, of

the seed, provoketh urine and e-xpelleth the gravel and

stone in the reins or bladder, often proved to be effectual

in many that have taken it. The same killeth the worms

in children, easeth pains in the sides and dissolveth the

windiness in the spleen, as also the body, although others

think it only powerful to provoke venery. The juice of

the leaves taken two or three days together, stayeth bleed-.
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ing at the mouth. The seed drank, is a remedy against

the stinging of venomous creatures, the biting of mad

dogs, the poisonous qualities of hemlock, henbane,

nightshade, mandrake, or such like herbs that stupify or

dull ihe senses; as also the lethargy, especially to use it

outwardly, to rub the forehead or temples in the lethargy,

and the places stung or bitten with beasts, with a little

salt. The distilled water of the herb is also effectual

(though not so powerful) for the diseases aforesaid;

as for outward wounds and sores to- wash them, and

cleanse the skin from merphew, leprosy and other dis--

colourings thereof. The seed or leaves bruised and put

into the nostrils, stayeth the bleeding of them, and

taketh away the flesh growing in them called polypus.

The juice of the leaves, or the decoction of them, or the

roots, is singular good to wash either old, rotten, or

stinking sores or fistulas and gangrenes, and such as fret

ting, eating, or corroding scabs, manginess and itch in

any part of the body, as also green wounds, by washing

them therewith, or applying the green herb bruised

thereunto, yea, although the flesh were separated from

the bones ; the same applied to our wearied members

refresh them, or to place those that have been out of joint,

being first set up again, strengtheneth, drieth and com.

forteth them, as also those places troubled with achs and

gouts, and the defluction of humours upon the joints or

sinews ; it easeth the pains, and drieth or dissolveth the

defluxions: An ointment made of the juice, oil, and a

little wax, is singular good to rub cold and benumbed

members. A handfull of the leaves of green Nettles

and another of Wallwort, or Deanwort, bruised and

applied, simply themselves to the gout, sciatica, or joint.

achs in any part, hath-been found to be an admirable help

thereunto-

Nigh'tshade. T2 . (c. d. 4.)

Common Nightshade is a different plant from that poison.

ous one called Deadly Nightshade.

Descript.] It ha:h an upright round, green hollow

stalky about a foot or half a yard high, bushing forth ia.
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many branches, whereon grow many green leaves, some

what broad, and pointed at the ends, soft and full of

juice like unto Bazil, but longer and a little unevenly

dented about the edges; at the tops of the stalks and

branches come forth three or four more white flowers,

made of five small pointed leaves a-piece, standing on a

stalk together one above another, with yellow pointels in

the middle, composed of four or five yellow threads set

together, which afterwards run into so many pendulous

green berries, of the bigness of small peas, full of greeu-

juice, and small, whitish, round, flat seed lying within it.

The root is white, and a little woody when it hath given

flower and fruit, with many small fibres at it: the whole

plant is of a waterish insipid taste, but the juice within the

berries are somewhat viscious, and of a cooling and binding

quality.

Place.] It groweth wild with us under our walls, in

rubbish, the common paths, and sides of edges and fields,

also in our gardens here in England, without planting.

Time.] It lieth down every year, and riseth again of ils

own Bowing, but springeth not until the latter end of April

at the soonest.

Government and Virtues.'] It is a cold Saturnine plant.

The common Nightshade is wholly used to cool hot in.

ilammations oulwardly, being dangerous to those that use

it, as most of the rest of the Nightshades are; it must be

used moderately. The juice also clarified and taken,

being mingled with a little vinegar, is good to wash the

mouth and throat that is inflamed ; but outwardly, the

juice of the herbs or berries, with oil of roses and a little

vinegar and ceruse laboured together in a leaden mortar,

is very good to anoint all inflammations in the eyes. It

also doth much good for the shingles, ringworms, and in

all running, fretting and corroding ulcers, applied there

unto. A pessary dipped in the juice, and dropped into

the matrix, stayeth the immoderate flux of women's courses;

a cloth wet therein, and applied to the testicles or private

parts, upon swelling therein, giveth much ease, also to the

gout that cometh of hot and sharp humours. The juice

dropped into the ears easeth pains thereof that arise of

lieat or inflammations; and Pliny saith, it is good for hot

swellings under the throat. Have a care you mistake not.
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the Deadly Nightshade for this ; if you know it not, you

may let them both alone and take no harm, having other

medicines sufficient in the book.

The Oak. If. (e.l.d. 3.)

It is so well known (the timber thereof being the glory

and safety of this nation by sea) that it needeth no des

cription.

Government and Virtues.'] Jupiter owns the tree. The

leaves and bark of the Oik and acorn cups do bind and

dry very much. The inner bark of the tree, and the thin,

skin that covereth the acorn, are much used to stay th»

spitting of blood and the bloody-flux. The decoction of

that bark and the powder of the cups, do stay vomitings,

spitting of blood, bleeding at the mouth, or other flux in

men or women; lasks also, and the involuntary flux of

natural seed. The acorn in powder taken in wine, provo- .

keth urine and resisteth the poison of venomous creatures.

The decoction of acorns and bark made in milk, and taken,

resisteth the force of poisonous herbs and medicines, as

also the virulency of cantharides, when one by eating them

hath his bladder exulcerated, and voideth blood. Hippo.

crates saith, he used the fumes of Oak leaves to women that

were troubled with strangling of the mother; and Galen

applied them being bruised, to cure wounds. Thedistilled

water of the Oaken buds, before they break out into leaves,

is good to be used either inwardly or outwardly to assuage

inflammations, and stop all manner of fluxes in man or

woman. The same is singular good in pestilential and hot

burning fevers; for it resisteth the force of the infection,

and allayeth the heat; it cooleth the heat of the liver,

breaketh the stone in the kidnies and siayeth women's

courses. The decoction of the leaves worketh the same

effects. The water that is found in the hollow pi ices of

old Oaks, is very effectual against foul or spreading scab.

The distilled water (for concretion, which is bett r) of the

leaves, is one of the best remedies that I kuow of for the •

'whites in women.

*. &
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Oats. ?. (c. d. I.)

Arb so well known that they need no description.

Government and Virtues.] Oats fried with bay salt, and'

applied to the sides, take away the pains of stitches, and

wind in the sides of the belly. A poultice made of meal of

Oats and some oil of bays put thereunto, helpeth the itch

and leprosy, also the fistulas of the fundament, and dissol-,

veth hard imposthumes. The meal of Oats boiled with

vinegar and applied, taketh away freckles and spots in the

face, and other parts of the body.

One Brade. ©. (A. d. I.)

This small plant is so called because it never beareth more

than one leaf, only where it riseth up with his stalk, which

thereon bea i eth another.

Descript.] The leaf is of a bluish green colour, pointed

with many ribs or veins therein, like plantain. At the top-

of the stalk grow many small white flowers, star-fashion,

smelling somewhat sweet; after which come small red ber

ries, when they are ripe. The root is small, of the bigness

of a rush, lying and creeping under the upper crust of the-

earth, shooting forth in divers places.

Place.] Itgroweth in moist, shadowy and grassy places

of woods, in many places of this land.

Time.'] It flowereih about May, and the berries are ripe

in June, and then quickly perisheth, until the next year it

springeth from the same root again.

Government and Virtues.] It is a precious herb of the

Sun. Half a dram, or a dram at most, in powder of the

roots hereof taken in wine and vinegar, of each equal

part?, and the party laid presently to sweat thereupon,

is held to be a sovereign remedy for those that are infected

with the plague, and have a sore upon them, by expelling

the poison and infection, and defending the heart ana

spirits from danger. It is a singular good wound herb,

and is thereupon used with other the like effects in many

compound balms for curing of wounds, be they fresh and

green, or old and malignant, and especially if the sinews-

be burnt.
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Orchis. $. (h. d. 1.)

It hath gotten almost as many several names attributed to

the several sorts of it, as would almost fill a sheet of paper;

as dog-stones, goat-stones, fool-stone?, fox-stones, satiri-

con, cullians, together with many others too tedious to-

rehearse.

Descript.] To describe all the several sorts of it were an

endless piece of work ; therefore I shall only describe the

roots, because they are to be used with some discretion.

They have each of them a double root within, some of

them are round, in others like a hand; these alter every

year by course, when the one riseth and waxeth full, the

other waxeth lank and perisheth ; now, it is that which is

full which is to be used in medicines, the other being either

ef no usef er else according to the humour of some it des

troys and disannuls the virtue of the other quite undoing

what that doth.

Time.] One or other of them may be found in flower,

from the beginning of April to the latter end of August.

Government and Virtues.] They are hot and moist in

operation, under the dominion of Dame Venus, and provoke

lust exceedingly, which they say, the dried and withered

roots do restrain. They are held tokill worms in children i

as also, being bruised and applied to the place, to heal the

king's evil.

Onions. <?. (h. d. i.)

They are so well known, that I need not spend time about

writing a description of them.

Government and Virtues.] Mars owns them and they

have this quality, to draw any corruption to them, for if

you peel one, and lay it upon a dunghill, you shall find

him rotten in half a day, by drawing putrefaction to it;

then being bruised and applied to a plague sore, it is very

probable it will do the like. Onions are flatulent, or

windy, yet they do somewhat provoke appetite, increase

thirst, ease the belly and bowels, provoke women's cour

ses, help the biting of a mad dog, and of other veno

mous creatures, to be used with honey and rue, increase
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sperm, especially the seed of them. Tiiey al-o kill wormSH-

iti children if they drink the water fasting whin in they

have been steeped all night. Being roasted u Her the em

bers and eaten with honey, or sugar and oil, the) much,

conduce to help an inveterate cough, and expectorate the

tongli phlegm. The juice being snuffed up in the nostrils,

purgeth the head, and helpeth the lethargy ; yet the often,

eating them is said to procure pains in the head. It hath

been held by divers country people a great preservative

against infection, to eat Onions fasting with bread and

salt; as also to make a great Onion hollow, filling it with,

good treacle, and afterwards to roast it well under the em

bers, which, after taking away the outermost skin thereof,

being beaten together, is a sovereign salve for either plague

or sores, or any other putrified ulcer. Thejuice of Onions

is good for either scalding or burning by fire, water, or

gunpowder, and used with vinegar, taketh away all blem

ishes, spots and marks in the skin; and dropped into the-

ears, easeth the pains and noise of them. Applied with figs

beaten together, helpeth to ripen and break imposthumes-

and other sores.

Leeks areas like them in quality, as the pome-water is

like an apple, they are airemedy againsta surfeit of mush

rooms, being liaked under the embers and taken; and being

boiled and applied very w arm, and helps the piles. In other

things they have the same property as the onions, although,,

not so effectual.

Ofpine. J. (c. d. 2.)

This groweth to greater perfection by cultivation than it

is in its wild state.

DescriptJ] Common Orpine riseth up with divers round

brittle stalks, thick set with flat and fleshy leaves, wiihout

any order, and little or nothing denttd about the edges, of

a green colour. The flowers are white, or whitish, grow

ing in tiffs, after which come small chnft'y husks, with seeds

like ductin them. The roots are divers thick, round, white

tubeiou« clogs; and he | lant groweth not so big in some

places as in o-her* where it is found.

Place.] It is frequent in almost every county in this

land, and it is cherished in gardens with us, where it
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groweth greater than, that which is wild, and groweth in

shadowy sides of fields and woods.

Time.'] It fiowereth about July, and the seed is ripe In

August.

Government and Virtues.'] The Moon owns the herb, and

he thatknows but her exaltation, knows what I say is irue.

Orpine is seldom used in inward medicines with us, although

Tragus saith from experience in Germany, thit ihedistilled

•water thereof is profitable for gnawing* or excoriations in

the stomach or bowels, orlbr ulcers in the lungs, liver, or

other inward parts, as also in the matrix, and helpeth all

those diseases, being drank for certain days together. Jt

stayetli the sharpness of humours in the bloody flux, and

other fluxes in the body or in wounds. The root thereof

also performeth the like effect. It is used outwardly to

cool beat or inflammation upon any hurt or wound, and

easeth the pains of them ; as also to heal scaldings and

burning1:, the juice thereof being beaten with some green

sallad oil and anointed. The leaf bruised and laid to any

green wound in the hands or legs, doth heal them quickly;

and being bound to the throat, much helpeth the quinsy;

it helpeth also ruptures and burstenness. If you please to

make the juice thereof into a syrup with honey or sugar,

you may safely take a spoonfull or two at a time, for a

quinsy, and you shall find the medicine pleasant,, and tha

cure speedy-

Parsley. ?. (h. 3. d. 2.)

This is so well known that it needs no description.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion

of Mercury; is very comfortable to the stomach; helpeth

to provoke urine and women's courses, to break wind

both in the stomach and bowels, and doth a little open

the body, but the root much more. It openeth obstruc

tions both of liver and spleen, and is therefore accounted

ene of the five opening roots. Galen commended it

against the falling sicluiei-s, and to provokeur ne mightily,

especially if ihe roots be boiied and eaten like parsnips.

The seed is effectual to provoke urine and women'- cour

ses, to expel wind, to bieak the stone, and ease ihe pains

and torments thereof; it is aha eifivctual against the
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venom of any poisonous creature, and the danger that'

cometh to them that have the lethargy, and is good against'

the cough. The distilled water of Parsley is a familiar

medicine with nurses to g;ve their children when they are'

troubled with wind in the stomach or belly, which they

call the frets; and is much available to them that are of

great years. The leaves of Parsley laid to the eyes that

are fnflamed with heat, or swollen, doth much help them,

if it be used with bread and meal : and being fried with

butter, and applied to women's breasts that are hard

through the curdling of their milk, it abateth the hardness

quickly, and also taketh away black and blue marks

coming of bruises or falls. The juice thereof dropped in

the ears with a little wine, easeth the pains. Tragus set.

teth down an excellent medicine to help the jaundice and'

falling sickness, the dropsy, and stone, in the kidnies, in

this manner ; take of the seed of Parsley, Fennel, Annise,.

and Carraways, of each an ounce; of the roots of Parsley,

Burnet, Saxifrage and Carrawaysr of each an ounce and

a half; let the seeds be bruised, and the roots washed'

and cut small; let them lie all night in steep in a bottle

of white wine, and in the morning be boiled in a close

earthen vessel, until a third part or more be wasted;

which being strained and cleared, take four ounces thereof

morning and evening, first and last, abstaining from drink'

after it for three hours. This openeth obstructions of 'the

liver and spleen, and expelleth the dropsy or jaundice by

urine.

Parsley Piert. ?. (h. d. 2.)

Tins is also called Parsley Break-stone, from its efficacy

in dissolving the stone in the bladder.

Descript.'] The root, although it be very small anrT

thready, yet it continues many years, from whence arise

many leaves lying along on the ground, each standing

upon a long small foot-stalk, the leaves as broad as a

man's nail, very deeply dented on the edges, somewhat

like a parsley leaf, but of a very dusky green colour.

The stalks are very weak and slender, about three or

four fingers in length, set so full of leaves that they can

hardly be seen, either having no foot-stalk at all, or but
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tery short; the flowers are so small they can hardly be

seen, and the seed as small as may be.

Place, ] It is a common herb throughout the nation,

and rejoiceth in barren, sandy, moist places. It may be

found plentifully about Hampstead-Heath. Hyde-Park,

and near Tothill-fields.

Time.'] It may be found all Summer-time, even from

the beginning of April to the end of October.

Government and Virtues.] Its operations is very preva

lent to provoke urine, and to break the stone. It is a

very good sallad herb. It were good the gentry would

pickle it up as they pickle up samphire for their use all the

Winter. I cannot teach them how lo do it; yet this I

can tell them, it is a very wholesome herb. They may

also keep the herb dry, or in a syrup, if they please.

You may take a dram of the powder of it in white wine;

it would bring away gravel from the kiduies insensibly,

and without pain. It also helps the stranguary.

Parsnip. ? (h. d. l.>

The garden kind thereof is so well known (the root being

commonly eaten) that I shall not trouble you with any

description of it. But the wild being of more physical

use, 1 shall in this place describe it unto you.

- Descript.] The wild Parsnip differeth little from the

garden, but groweth not so fair and large, nor hath so-

many leaves and the root is shorter, more woody, and

not so fit to be eaten', and therefore more medicinal.

Place.] The name of the first sheweth the place of its

growth. The other groweth w ild in divers places, as in

the marshes by Rochester, and elsewhere, and flowereth

in July; the seed being ripe about the beginning of Au.

gust, the second year after the sowing; for if they do not

flower the first year, the country people call them Mad-

neps.

Government and Virtues.'] The garden Parsnips are

under Venus; it nourisheth much, and is good and

wholesome, but a little windy, whereby it is thought to

procure bodily lust; but it fatteneth the body much if

much used. It is conducible to the stomach and reins,

and provoketh urine.. The wild Parsnip hath a cutting
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attenuating, cleansing and opening quality therein. It re-

sistelh and helpeth the bitings of serpents, easeth the pains

and stitches in the sides, and dissolveth wind, both in the

stomach and bowels, which is the colic, and provokefh

urine. The root is often used, but the seed much more.

The wild being better than the tame, shews Dame Na

ture to be the best physician.

Cow Parsnip. £, (h. d. I.)

This is a rery different plant from the former.

Descript.] This groweth with three or four large

spread-winged, rough leaves, lying often on the ground,

or else raised a little from it, with long, round hairy foot

stalks under them, parted usually into five divisions, the

two couple standing each against the other; and one at

the end, and each being almost round, yet somewhat

deeply cut in on the edges in some leaves, and not so

deep in others, of a whitish green colour, smelling some.

what strongly; among which riseth up, a round crusted,,

hairy stalk, two or three feet high, with a few joints

and leaves thereon, and branched at the top, where stand

large umbels of white, and sometimes reddish flowers, and

after them hot, whitish, thin, winded seed, two always

joined together. The root is long and white, with two-

•r three long strings growing down into-the ground, smell

ing likewise strongly and unpleasant.

Time.'] It groweth in moist meadows, the borders and

corners of fiplds, and near ditches, through this land.

Time.'] It flowereth in July, and seedeth in August.

Government and Virtues.] Mercury hath the dominion

over them. The seed thereof, as Galen saith, is of a

sharp and cutting quality, and therefore is a fit medicine

for a cough and shortness of breath, the falling-sickness

and jaundice. The root is available to all the purposes

aforesaid, and is also of great use to take away the hard

skin that groweth on a fistula, if it be but scraped upon

it. The seed hereof being drank, cleanseth the belly

from tou^h phlegmatic water therein, easeth them that

are liver-grown, women's passions of the mother, as well

being drank as the smoke thereof received underneath,

and likewise riseth such as are fallen into a deep sleep,
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or hare the lethargy, by burning it under their nose.

The seed and root boiled in oil, and the head rubbed

therewith, helpeth not only those that are fallen into a

frenzy, but also the lethargy or drowsy evil, and those

that have been long troubled with the head ach, if it Be

likewise used with rue. It helpeth also the running scab

and the shingles. The juice of the flowers dropped into

the ears that run and are full of matter, cleanseth and

healeth them.

The Peach-Tree. ? (c. m. 2.)

They are nursed in gardens and orchards through this

land, and need no description.

Government and Virtues.] Lady Venus owns this tree,

and by it opposeth the ill effects of Mars; and indeed for

children and young people, nothing is better to purge

choler and the jaundice, than the leaves or flowers of

this tree, being made into a syrup or conserve; let such

as delight to please their lust regard the fruit;, but such as

have lost their health, and their children's, let them re.

gard what I say, they may safely give two spoonfulls of

the syrup at a time; it is as gentle as Venus herself.

The leaves of peaches bruised and laid on the belly, kill

worms ; and so they do also being boiled in ale and drank,

open the belly likewise; and being dried is a safer medi

cine to discuss humours. The powder of them strewed

upon fresh bleeding wounds stayeth their bleeding, and

closeth them up. The flowers steeped all night in a little

wine standing warm, sirained forth' in the morning, and

drank fasting, doth gently open the belly, and move it

downward. A syrup made of them, as the syrup of roses

is made, worketh more forcibly than that of roses, for it

provoketh vomiting, and spendeth waterish and hydropic

humours by the continuance thereof. The flowers made

into a conserve, worketh the same effect. The liquor

that droppeth from the tree, being wounded, is given in

the decoction of Coltsfoot, to those that are troubled

'with the cough or hortness of breath, by adding there

unto some sweet wine, and putting saffron also therein.

It is good for those that are hearse, or have lost their
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voice; helpeth all defects of the lungs, and those that vo

mit and spit blood. Two drams hereof given in the juice

of lemons, or of radish, is good for them that are troubled

with the stone. The kernels of the stones do wonderfully

ease the pains and wringings of the belly, through wind

or sharp humours, and help to make an excellent medi

cine for the stone upon all occasions, in this manner :

1 takefifty kernels of peach-stones, and one hundred of

the kernels of cherry stones, a handfult of elder flowers

fresh or dried, and three pints of muscadel ; set them in

a close pot into a bed of Horse dungfor ten days, after

which distil in a glass, with a gentlefire, and keep it for

your use: You may drink upon occasion three or four

ounces at a time. The milk or cream of these kernels being

drawn forth with some vervain water, and applied to the

forehead and temples, doth much help to procure rest and

sleep to sick persons wanting it. The oil drawn from the

kernels, the temples being therewith anointed, doth the

like. The said oil put into clysters, easeth the pains in

the wind.cholic ; and anointed on the lower part of the

belly doth the like, and dropped into the fars easeth pains

in them; the juiice of the leaves doth the like. Being

also anointed on the forehead and temples, it helpeth the

megrim, and all other parts in the head. If the kernels be

bruised and applied to the head, it marvellously procures

the hair to grow again upon bald places, or where it is too-

thin.

i

The Pear-Tree. $ . (temp, m.l.)

PEAR-trees are so well known, that they need no descrip

tion.

Government and Virtues.] The tree belongs to Venus,

and so doth the apple-tree. For their physicat use they

are best discerned by their taste. All the sweet and lusci

ous sorts, whether manured or wild, do help to move the

belly downwards, more or less. Those that are hard

and sour, do, on the contrary, bind the belly as much,

and the leaves do so also : those that are moist do in some

sort cool, but harsh or wild sorts much more, and are

very good in repelling medicines : and if the wild sort be

boiled with mushrooms, it makes them less dangerous..
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The said Pears boiled with a little honey, helps much the

oppressed stomach, as all sorts of them do, some more,

some less; but the harsher sorts do more cool and bind,

serving well to be bound in green wounds, to cool and stay

the blood, and heal up the wound without further trouble,

or inflammation, as Galen saith he found it by experience.

The wild Pears do sooner close up the lips of green wounds

than others.

Schola Salerni adviseth to drink much wine after Pears,

or else (say they) they are as bad as poison ; nay, and they

curse the tree for it too; but if a poor man find his stomach

oppressed by eating Pears, it is but working hard, aod it

will do as well as drinking wine.

Pellitory of Spain. §?. (h. d. 3.)

Common Pellitory of Spain, if it be planted in our gardens,

it will prosper very well ; yet there is one sort growing

ordinarily here wild, which I esteem to be little inferior to

the other, if at all. I shall not deny you the description of

them both.

Descript.] Common Pellitory is a very common plant,

and will not be kept in our gardens without diligent look

ing to. The root goes down right into the ground, bearing

leaves, being long and finely cut upon the stalk, lying on

the ground, much larger than the leaves of the Camomile

are. At the top it bears one single large flower at a

place, having a border of many leaves, while on the upper

side, and reddish underneath, with a yellow thrum in

the middle, not standing so close as that of camomile

doth.

The other common Pellitory which groweth there, hath

a root of a biting taste, scarce discernable by the taste

from that before described, from whence arise divers

brittle stalks, a yard high and more, with narrow long

leaves finely dented about the edges, standing one above

another up to the tops. The flowers are many and white

standing in tufts like those of yarrow, with a small,

yellowish thrum in the middle. The seed is very

small.

Place.] The last groweth in fields, in the hedges tides

and paths, almost every where.
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Time.] It flowereth the latter end of June and July.

Government and Virtues ] It is under the government

of Mercury, and I am persuaded it is one of the best

purgers of the brain that grows. An ounce of the juice

taken in a draught of muscadel an hour before the fit of

the ague comes, it will assuredly drive away the ague at

the second or third time taking at the farthest. Either

the herb or root dried and chewed in the mouth, purgeth

the brain of phlegmatic humours; thereby not only

easing pains in the head and teeth, but also hindereth

the distilling of the brain upon the lungs and eyes,

thereby preventing coughs, phthisics and consumptions,

the apoplexy and falling sickness. It is an excellent ap

proved remedy in the lethargy. The powder of the herb

or root being snuffed up the nostrils, procureth sneezing,

and easeth the head.ach ; being made into an ointment

with hog's grease, it takes away black and blue spots

occasioned by blows or falls, and helps both the gout and

sciatica.

Pellitory of the Wall. £. (h. d. 2.)

Tins plant is generally known where there are any old

walls or ancient ruins.

Dcscript.] It riseth with brownish, red, tender, weak,

clear, and almost transparent stalks, about two feet high,

upon which grow at the joints two leaves somewhat broad

and long, of a dark green colour, which afterwards turn

brownish, smooth on the edges, but rough and hairy, as

the stalks are also. At the joints with the leaves from the

middle of the stalk upward-', where it spreadeth into

branches, stand many small, pale, purplish flowers, in hairy

rough heads, or husks, after which come small, black,

rough seed, which will stick to any cloth or garment that

shall touch it. The root is somewhat long, wiih small

fibres thereat, of a dark reddish colour, which abideth the

Winter, although the stalks and leaves perish and spring

every year.

Pluce.] It groweth wild generally through the land,

about the borders of holds, and by the sides of walls, and

among rubbish. It will endure well being brought up in

gardens, and planted on the shady side, where it will spring

of its own sowing.
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Time.] It. fiowereth in June and July, and the seed is

ripe soon after.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Mercury. The dried herb Petitory made up into an

•electuary with honey, or the juice of the herb, or the

decoction thereof made up with sugar or honey, is a sin

gular remedy for an old or dry cough, the shortness of

breath, and wheezing in the throat. Three ounces of

the juice thereof taken at a time, doth wonderfully help

stopping of the urine, and to expel the stone or gravel

in the kidnies or bladder, and is therefore usually put

among other herbs used in clysters to mitigate pains in

the back, sides, or bowels, proceeding of wind, stopping

of urine, the gravel or stone, as aforesaid. If the bruised

herb, sprinkled with some muscadel, be warmed upon

a tile, or in a dish upon a few quick coals in a chafing.

dish, and applied to the belly, it worketh the same effect.

The decoction of the herb being drank, easeth pains of the

mother, and bfingeth down women's courses : it also

easeth those griefs that arise from obstructions of the liver

spleen and reins. The same decoction with a little honey

added thereto, is good to gargle a sore throat. The juice

heldawhile in the mouth, easeth pains in the teeth. The

distilled.water of the herb drank with some sugar, worketh

the same effects, andcleanseth the skin from spots, freckles,

purples, wheals, sun-burn, morphew, Sec. The juice

dropped into the ears, easeth the noise in them, and taketh

away the.pricking and shooting pains therein : the same,

or the distilled water, assuageth hot and swelling impos-

thumes, burnings, and scaldings by fire or water ; as also

all o'her hot tumours and inflammations, or breakings out

of heat, being bathed often with wet cloths dipped there

in ; the said juice made into a liniment with ceruse, and

oil of roses, and anointed therewith, cleanse'.h foui rotten

ulcers, and stayeth spreading or creeping ulcers, and

running scabs or sores in children's heads ; and he lpeth to

stay the hair from falling off the head. The said ointment,

or the herb applied to the fundament, opt neth the piles,

and easeth their pains; and being mixed with goat's tal

low, helpeth the gout: the juice is very etlectual to

cleanse fistulas, aid to heal them up safely ; or the herb

itself bruised and applied with a little salt. It is like.
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'wise also effectual to heal any green wound ; if it be

bruised and bound thereto for three days, you shall ne< d

no other medicine to heal it further. A poultice made

hereof with mallows, and boiled in wine and wheat bran

and bean flour, and some oil put thereto, and applied

warm to any bruised sinews, tendon, or muscle, doth

in a very short time restore them to their strength,

taking away the pains of the bruises, and dissolveth the

congealed blood coming of blows, or fall from high

places.

Thejuice of Pellitory of the Wall clarified and boiled in

a syrup with honey, and a spoonfull of it drank every morn

ing by such as are subject to the dropsy ; if continuing that

course, though but once a week, if ever they have the

dropsy, let them come to me, and I will cure them

gratis.

Pennyroyal. ? . (ft. d. 3.)

Pennyroyal is so well known unto all, I mean the com

mon kind, that itneedeth no description.

There is a greater kind than the ordinary sort found

wild with us, which so abideth being brought in gar

dens, and differeth not from it, but only in the largeness

of the leaves and stalks, in rising higher and not creep

ing upon the ground so much. The flowers whereof

are purple, growing in randies about the stalks like the

other.

Place.'] The first, which is common in gardens, groweth

also in many moist and watery places of this land.

The second is found wild in divers places by the high

ways from London to Colchester, and thereabouts, more

abundantly than in any other countries, and is also plant.

ed in their gardens in Essex.

Time.] They flower in the latter end of Summer, about

August.

Government and Virtues.] The herb is under Venus.

Dioscoiides saith, that Pennyroyal maketh thin tong'i

phlegm, warmeth the coldness of any part whereto it is

applied, and digesteth raw or i-orrupt matter ; bci''g

boiled and drank, it provoketh women's courses, aid

expelleth the dead child and after-birth, and stayi th the
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'disposition to vomit being taken in water and vinegar

mingled together. And being mingled with honey and

salt, it voideth phlpgm out of the lungs, and purgeth

melancholy by the stool. Drank with wine, it iielpeth

such as are bitten and stung with venomous beasts, and

applied to the nostrils with vinegar, reviveth those that

are fainting and swooning. Being dried and burnt, it

itrengtheneth the gums. It is helpful to those that are

troubled with the gout, being applied of itself to the

place until it was red: and applied in a plaister, it takes

away spots or marks in the face; applied with salt, it

profiteth those that are splenetic, or liver-grown. The

decoction doth help the itch, if washed therewith ; being

put into baths for women to sit therein, it helpeth tha

swellings and hardness of the mother. The green herb

bruised and put into vinegar, cleanseth foul ulcers, and

taketh away the marks or bruises and blows about the

eyes, and all discolouiings of the face by fire, yea, and

the leprosy, being drank and outwardly applied. Boiled

in wine with honey and salt, it helpeth the tooth-ach.

It helpeth the cold griefs of the joints, taking away the

pains, and warmeth the cold part, being fast bound to

the place, after a bathing or sweating in a hot house.

Pliny addeth, that Pennyroyal and mints together, help

faintings, being put into vinegar, and smelled unto, or

put into the nostrils or mouth. It caseth head-achs,

pains of the breast and belly, and gnawing of the sto

mach ; applied with honey, salt and vinegar, it helpeth

cramps or convulsions of the sinews. Boiled in milk

and drank, it is effectual for the cough, and for ulcers

and scwes K the mouth ; drank in wine it provolioih

women's courses, and expelleth the dead child and after

birth. Matthiolus saith, the decoclion thereof being

drank helpeth the jaundice and dropsy, all pains of the

head and sinews that come of a cold cause, and cleareth

the eye-sight. It helpeth the lethargy, and applied with

barley-meal, helpeth burnings, and put into the can

caseth the pains of them.

M
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Peony. 0. in &.(//. d. 2.)

This plant is distinguished by the names of Male and

Female.

Desertpt.] Male Peony riseth up with brownish stalks,

whereon grow green aud reddish leaves, upon a stalk

without any particular division in the leaf at all. The

flowers stand at the top of the stalks, consisting of five or

six broad leaves, of a fair purplish red colour, wiih many

yellow threads in the middle standing about the head,

which after riseth up to be the seed vessels, divided into

two, three, or four crooked pods like horns, which being

full ripe, open and turn themselves down backward,

shewing within them divers ronnd, black, shining seeds,

having also many crimson grains, intermixed with black,

whereby it maketh a very pretty shew. The roots are

great, thick, and long, spreading and running down deep

in the ground.

The ordinary Female Peony hath as many stalks, and

more leaves on them than the male; the leaves not so

large, but nicked on the edges, some with/ great and deep,

others with smaller cuts and divisions, of a dead green,

smaller, and of a more purple colour than the Male, with

yellow thrumbs about the head, as the Male hath. The

seed vessels are like horns, as in the Male, but smaller,

the seed is black, but less shining. The roots consist of

many short tuberous clogs, fastened at the end of long

strings, and all from the heads of the roots, which are thick

and short, and of the like scent with the male.

Place and Tims] They grow in gardens,/ und iiower

usually about May.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of the Sun, and

under the Lion. Physicians say, Male Peony roots are

best; but Dr. Reason told me Male Peony was best for

men, and Female Peony for women, and he desires to be

judged by his brother Dr. Experience. The roots are

held to be of more virtue tlian the seed; next the flowers,

and last of all, the leaves. The root of the Male Peony,

fresh gathered, having been fout'd by experience to cure

the falling sickness ; but the surest way is, besides hanging

it about the neck, by which children have been cured to
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take the root of the Male Peony washed clean, and

slumped somewhat small, and laid to infuse in sack for

24 hours at the least, afterwards strain it, and take it

first and last morning and evening, a good draught for

sundry days together, before and after a full moon ; and

this will also cure older persons, if the disease be not

grown too old, and past cure, especially if there be a due

and orderly preparation of the body with posset drink

made of betony, &c. The root is also effectual for women

that are not sufficiently cleansed after child-birth, and

such as are troubled with the mother; for which likewise

the black seed beaten to powder, and given in wine, is

also available. The black seed also taken before bed

time, and in the morning, is very effectual for such as in

their sleep are troubled with the disease called Ephialte,

or incubus, but we do commonly call it the Night-mare;

a disease which melancholy persons are subject unto;

it is also good against melancholy dreams. The distilled

water or syrup made of the flowers, worketh the same

effects that the root and the seed do, although more

weakly. The Female is often used for the purposes

aforesaid, by reason the male is so scarce a plant, that

it is possessed by few, and those great lovers of rarities ia

this kind.

Pepperwort, or Dittanclcr. #. (k. 4. d. 3.)

This derives its name of Pepperwort from the biting taste

of its leaves and root.

Descript.] Our common Pepperwort sendeth forth

somewhat long and broad leaves, of a light bluish greenish

colour, finely dented about the edges, and pointed at the

ends, standing upon round hard stalks, three or four feet

high, spreading many branches on all sides, and having

many small white flowers at the tops of them, after which

follow small seeds in small heads. The root is slender,

running much under ground, and shooting up again in

many places, and both leaves and roots are very hot and

sharp of taste, like pepper, for which cause it took the

name.

M 2
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Place.] It groweth naturally in many places of this

land, as at Clare in Essex; also near unto Exeter in

Devonshire; upon Rochester Common in Kent ; in

Lancashire, and divers other places; but usually kept

in gardens.

'lime.^ It flowereth in the end of June, and in July.

Government and Virtues.] Here is another martial

herb for you, make much of it. Pliny and Paulus

jEgineta say, that Pepperwort is very successful for the

sciatica, or any other gout or pain in the joints, or any

other inveterate grief: the leaves hereof to be bruised,

and mixed with old hog's grease, and applied to the

place, and to continue thereon four hours in men, and

two hours in women, the place being afterwards bathed

with wine and oil mixed together, and then wrapt up with

wool or skins, after they have sweat a little. It also

amendeth the deformities or discolourings of the skin,

and helpeth to take away marks, scars, and scabs, or the

foul marks of burning with fire or iron. The juice hereof

is by some used to be given in ale to drink to women with

child, to procure them a speedy deliverance in travail.

Periwinkle, ?. (h. 2. d. 1.)

Of this there are two kinds, the Garden and the Common.

Deseript.2 The common sort hereof hath many branches

trailing or running upon the ground, shooting out small

fibres at the joints as it runueth, taking thereby hold in the

(.round, and rooteth in divers places. At the joints of

these branches stand two small dark green shining leaves,

somewhat like bay leaves but smaller, and with them come

forth also the flowers, (one at a joint) standing upon a

tender foot-stalk being somewhat long and hollow,

parted at the brims, sometimes into four, sometimes into

five leaves : the most ordinary sorts are of a pale blue

colour: some are pure while, and some of a dark reddish

purple colour. The root is little bigger than a rush,

bushing in the ground and creeping with its branches far

about, whereby it quickly possesseth a great compass,

and is most usually planted under hedges where it may

have room to run.
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Place.] Those with the pale blue, and those with the

white flowers, grow in woods and orchards, by the hedge-

sides, in divers places of this land; but those with the

purple flower in gardens only.

Time.} They flower in March and April.

Government and Virtues.] Venus owns this herb, and

faith, that the leaves eaten by man and wife together,

causes love between them. The Periwinkle is a great

binder, stayeth bleeding at the mouth and nose, if some

of the leaves be chewed. The French use it to stay

women's courses. Dioscorides, Galen and /Egineta,

commended it against the lasks and fluxes of the belly to

be drank in wine.

St. Peter's Wort. ©. in #. (h. d. 2.)

If Superstition had not been the father of Tradition, as

well as ignorance the mother of Devotion, this herb

(as well as St. John's Wort) had found some other name

to be known by; but we may say of our forefathers, as St.

Paul did of the Athenians, 1 perceive in many things you

are too superstitious. Yet seeing it is come to pass, that

custom having got into possession, pleads prescription for

the name, I shall let it pass, and come to the description of

the herb, which take as followeth.

Descript.] It riseth up with square upright stalks for

the most part, some greater and higher than St. John's

Wort (and good reason too, St. Peter being the greater

Apostle, ask the Pope else; for though God would have

the saints equal, the Pope is of aaother opinion) but

brown in the same manner, having two leaves at every

joint, somewhat like, larger than St. John's Wort, a little

rounder pointed, with a few or no holes to be seen

thereon, and having some smaller leaves rising from the

bosom of the greater, and sometimes a little hairy also.

At the tops of two stalks stand muny star-like flowers,

with yellow threads in the middle, very like those of St.

John's Wort, insomuch that this is hardly discerned from

it, but only by the largeness and height, the seed being

alike also in both. The root abideth long, sending forth

new shoots every year.
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Place.] It groweth in man}' groves, and small low

woods, in divers places of this land, as in Kent, Hunting

don, Cambridge and Northamptonshire, as also near

'water courses in other places.

Time.'] It flowereth in June and July, and the seed is

ripe in August.

Government and Virtues.] There is not a straw to

choose between this and St. John's Wort, only S(. Peter

must have it, lest he should want pot herbs : it is of the

same property as St. John's Wort, but somewhat weak,

and therefore more seldom used. Two drams of the seed

taken at a time in honied water, purgeth choleric humours

(as saith Dioscorides, Pliny and Galen) and therefore

helpeth those that are troubled with the sciatica. The

leaves are used as St. John's Wort, to help those places of

the body that have been burnt with fire.

Pimpernel. ©. (h. d. 3.)

This is a pretty ornament to meadows and corn fields.

Descripf.] Common Pimpernel hath divers weak square

stalks lying on the ground, beset all with two small

and almost round leaves at every joint, one against

another, very like chickweed, but hath no foct-stalksj

for the leaves, as it were, compass the stalk, the flowers

stand singly each by themselves at them, and the stalk,

consisting of five small round-pointed leaves, of a pale red

colour, tending to an orange, with so many threads in the

middle, in whose places succeed smooth round heads,

wherein^is contained^ small seed. The root is small and

fibrous, perishing every year.

Place.] It groweth every where almost, as well in the

meadows and corn-fields, as by the way-sides and in gar

dens, arising of itself.

Time.] It flowereth from May until August, and the

seed ripeneth in the mean time and falleth.

Government and Virtues.] It is a gallant solar herb, of

a cleansing attractive quality, whereby it draweth forth

thorns or splinters, or other such like things gotten into

the flesh, and put up into the nostrils, purgefR the head j

and Galen saith also, they have a drying faculty, where

by they are good to solder the lips of wounds, and tix
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cleanse foul ulcers. The distilled water Or juice is much

esteemed by French dame? to cleanse the skin from any

roughness, deformity, or discolouring thereof; being

boiled in wiiio, and given to-drink, it is a good remedy

against the plague, and other pestilential fevers, if the

jxirty after taking it be warm in his bed, and sweat for

two hours after, and use the same for twice at least. It

helpeth also all stingings and bitings of venomous beasts,

or mad dogs, being used inwardly and applied outwardly.

The same also openeth obstructions of the liver, and is

very available against the infirmities of the reins; it pro-

voketh urine and helpeth 1o expel the stone and gravel

out of the kidnies and bladder, and helpeth much in all

inward pains and ulcers. The decoction or distilled water

is no less effectual to be applied to all wounds that are

fresh and green, or old filthy, fretting and rnnning ulcers,

which it very effectually cureth in a short space. A little

mixed with the juice, and dropped into the eyes, cleanseth

them from cloudy mists, or thick films which grow over

them, and hinder the sight. It helpeth the tooth-ach,

being dropped into the ear on the contrary side of the pain ;

it is also effectual to ease the pains of the haemorrhoids or

piles.

Ground Pine. <?. (h. t. d. 3.)

This is also called Chamepitys.

Dcscript.] Our common Ground Pine groweth low,

seldom ris'ng above a hand's breadth high, shooting forth

divers small branches set with slender, small, long, nar

row, greyish or whitish leaves, somewhat hairy, divided

into three parts, many bushing together at a joint, some

growing scatteringly upon the stalks, smelling somewhat

strong^ like unto rosin: the flowers are small and of a

pale yellow colour, growing upon the joint of the stalk

all along amorg the leaves; after which come small and

round husks. The root is small and woody, perishing

every year.

lJtace.'] It groweth more plentifully in Kent than any

county of this land; as namely, many places on this side

Dai tford, along to Southfleet, Chatham, and Rochester,
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ami upon Chatham Down, hard by the Beacon, and half

a mile from Rochester, iu a field nigh a house called

Selesys.

Time.] It flowereth andgiveth seed in the Summer.

Government and Virtues.] Mars owns the heib. The

decoction of C. round Pine drank, doth wonderfully pre-

vail against the stianguary, or any inward pains arising

from the diseases of the reins and urine, and is special

good for all obstructions of the liver and spleen, and

gently openeth the body ; for which purpose they were

wont in former times to make pills with the powder

thereof and the pulp of figs. It marvellously helpeth all

the diseases of the mother, inwardly or outwardly ap

plied, procuring women's courses, and expelling the dead

child and after-birth ; yea, it is so powerful upon thesa

feminine paits, that it is utterly forbidden for women with

child, for it will cause abortion or delivery before the

time. The decoction of the her b in wine taken inwardly,

or applied outwardly, or both, for some time together,

is also effectual in all pains and diseases of the joints, as

goutSy cramps, palsies, sciatica and a chs ; for which pur

pose the pills made with powder of Ground Pine, and of

hermodactyls witli Venice turpentine are effectual. The

pills also continued for some time, are special good for

those that have the dropsy, jaundice, griping pains of the

joints, belly or inward parts. It helpeth also all diseases

of the brain, proceeding of cold and phlegmatic humours

and distillations, as also for the falling sickness. It is a

special remi dy for the poison of the aconites, and other

poisonous herbs, as also against the stinging of any veno

mous creature. It is a good remedy for a cold cough,.

especially in :he beginning. For all the purposes afore

said the herb being tunned up in new drink and drank, is

almost as effectual, but far more acceptable to weak aud

dain'y stomachs. The di.-tilled water of the herb hath

the same effects, but more weakly. The conserve of the

flowers doth the like, which Matthiolus much commendeth

against the palsy. The green herb, or the decoction

thereof, being applied, dissolveth the hardness of women's

breasts, and all other hard swellings in any other part of

the body. The green herb also apj lied or the juice thereof

with some honey, not only cleanseth, putrid, stinking, foul,
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and malignant ulcers and sores of all sorts, but healefh and

soklereth up the lips of green wounds in any part also.

Let women forbear if they be with child, for it works

violently upon the feminine part.

Plantain. ?. (c.d.2.)

This groweih usually in meadows and fields, and by

path-sides, and is so well known that k needeth no

description.

Time.] It is in beauty about June, and the seed ripenetU

shortly after.

Government and Virtue^.] It is true, Mizaldus and

ethers,, yea, almost all astrological physicians, hold this to

be an herb of Mars, because it cureth the diseases of the

head and privities, which are under the houses of Mars,

Aries and Scorpio; the truth isT it is under the dominion

of Venus, and cures the head by antipathy to Mars, and

the privities by sympathy to Venus; neither is there hardly

a martial disease but it cures.

The juice of the Plantain clarified and drank for divers

days together, either of itself or in other drink, prevail,

eth wonderfully against all torments or excoriation in

the guts or bowels, helpeth the distillations of rheum

from the head, and stayeth all manner of fluxes, even

women's courses, when they flow too abundantly. It is

good to stay spitting of blood and other bleedings at

the mouth, or the making of foul and bloody water, by

reason of any ulcer in the reins or bladder, and also

stayeth the too free bleeding of wounds- It is held an<

especial remedy for those that are troubled with the

phthisic, or consumption of the lungs, or ulcers of the

lungs, or coughs that come of heat. The decoction or

powder of the roots or seeds is much more binding' for

all the purposes aioresaid than the leaves. Dioscondes

saith, that three roots boiled in wine and taken, helpeth>

the tertian ague, and four the quartan ague, (but letting

the number pass as fabulous) I conceive the decoction,

of divers roots may be effectual. The herb (but especi

ally the sied) is held to be profitable against the dropsy

the falling sickness, the yellow jaundice, and stoppings

it 4-
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of the liver and reins. The roots of Plautain, and Pet

itory of Spain, beaten into powder and put into the

hollow teeth, taketh away the pains of them. The clari

fied juice, or distilled water, dropped into the eyes,

cooleth the inflammations in them, and taketh away the

pin and web; and dropped into the ears, easeth the

pain in them, and helj eth and removeth the heat. The

same also with the juice of houseleek is profitable against

all inflammations and breakings out of the skin, and

against burnings and scaldings by fire and water. The

juice or decoction made either of itself, or other things

of the like nature, is of much use and good effect for old

and hollow ulcers that are hard to be cured, and for

cankers and sores in the mouth or privy parts of man or

woman; and helpeth also the pains of the piles in the

fundament. The juice mixed with oil of roses, and the

temples and forehead anointed therewith, easeth the

pains of the head proceeding from heat, and helpeth lu

natic and frantic persons very much ; as also the biting

of serpents, or a mad dog. The same also is profitably

applied to all hot gouts in the feet or hands, especially

in the beginning. It is also good to be applied where

any bone is out of joint, to hinder inflammations, swell

ings and pains that presently rise thereupon. The pow

der of the dried leaves taken in drink, killeth worms of

the belly; and boiled in wine killeth worms that breed

in old and foul ulcers. One part of plantain water, and

two parts of the brine of powdered beef, boiled together

and clarified, is a most sure remedy to heal all spreading

scabs or itch in the head and body, all manner of tetters,

ringworms, the shin»les, and all other running and fret

ting sores. Briefly, the Plantains are singular good wound

herbs to heal fresh old wounds or sores, either inward or

eutward.

Plums. $. (c. m. 1.)

Are so well known, that they need no description.

. Government and Virtues.] All Plums are under Venus,

and are like women, some better and some worse. As

there is great diversity of kinds, so there is in the opera

tion of Plums, for some ' that are sweet moisten the
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stomach and make the belly soluble: those that are sour,

quench thirst more and bind the belly ; the moist and

waterish do sooner corrupt in tlie stomach, but the firm

do nourish more, and offend less. The dried fruit sold

by the grocers under the name of Damask Prunes, do

somewhat loosen the belly, and being stewed, are often

used, both in health and sickness, to relish the mouth and

stomach, to procure appetite, and a little to open the body,

allay choler, and cool the stomach. Plum-tree leaves

boiled in wine, are good to wash and gargle the mouth

and throat, to dry the flux of rheum coming to the palate,

gums or almonds of the ears. The gum of the tree is

good to break the stone. The gum or leaves boiled in

vinegar and applied, kills tetters and ringworms. Mat.

thiolus saith, the oil pressed out of the kernels of the

stones, as oil of almonds is made, is good against the in

flamed piles, and tumours or swellings of ulcers, hoarse

ness of the voice, roughness of the tongue and throat, and

the pains in the ears. And that five ounces of the said

oil taken with one ounce of muscadel, driveth forth the

stone, and helpeth the cholic.

Polypody ofthe Oak. Tj . (lemp. d. 1.),

This is a perennial herb of the fern tribe.

Descript.] This is a small herb consisting of nothing-

but roots and leaves, boarirg neither stalk, flower, nor

seed, as it is thought. It hath three or four leaves rising

from the root, every one single by itself, of about a hand

lengh, are winged, consisting of many small narrow

leaves, cut into the middle rib, standing on each side of

the stalk, large below and smaller tip to the top, not

dented nor notched at the edges at all, as the male fern

hath, of a sad green colour, and smooth on the upper

side, but on the other side somewhat rough by reason of

some yellowish spots set thereon. The root is smaller

than one's little finger, lying aslope, or creeping along-

under the upper ciust of the earth, brownish on the out

side and greenish within, of a sweetish harshness in taste,

set with certain rough kirngs on each side thereof, having

also much mossiness or yellow hairiness upon it, and som«

fibres underneath, whereby it is nourished.

m 6
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Place.'] It growejh as well upon old rotten stumps, or

trunks of trees, as oak, beech, hazel, willow, or any

other, as in the woods under them, and upon old mud

walls, as also in mossy, stony, and gravelly places near

unto wood. That which groweth upon oak is accounted

the best; but the quantity thereof is scarce sufficient for

the common use.

Time.'} It being always green, may be gathered for use

at any time

Government and Virtues.] Polypodinm of the Oakr

that which grows upon the earth is best, 'tis an herb of

Saturn, to purge melancholy ; if the humour be other

wise, chuse your Polypodinm accordingly. Meuse saith,

that it drielh up thin humours, digesteth thick and tough

and purgeth burnt choler, and especially tough and thick

phlegm, 'end thin phlegm also, even from the joints, and

therefore good for those that are troubled with melancholy,

or quartan agues, especially if it be taken in whey, or

honied water, or in barley water, or the broth of a chicken

with epithymum, or with beets and mallows. It is good

for the hardness of ihe spleen, and for prickings or stitches

in the sides, as also for the cholic ; some use to put to it

some fennel seeds, or aniseeds, or ginger, to correct

that loathing it bringeth to the stomach, which is more

than needeth, it being a safe and gentle medicine, fit for

all persons, which daily experience confirmeth; and an

ounce of it may be given at a time in a decoction, if there

be not sena, or some other strong purger with it. A dram

or two of the powder of the dried roots taken fasting in a

cup of honied water, worketh gently, and for the pur

poses aforesaid. The distilled water both of roots and

leaves, is much more commended for the quartan ague,

to be taken for many days together, as also against

melancholy, or fearful and troublesome sleeps or dreams ;

and with some sugar-candy, dissolved therein, is good

against the cough, shortness of breath, wheezings, and

those distillations of thia rheum upon the lungs, which

cause phthisicks and oftentimes consumptions. The fresh

roots beaten small, or the powder of the dried roots

mixed with honey, and applied to the member that is out

of joint, doth much help it; and applied to the nose,

cureth the disease called Polypus, which is a piece of flask
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growing therein, which in time stoppeth the passage of

breath through that nostril; and it helpeth those clefts or

chops that come between the fingers or toes.

The Poplar Tree. Jj . (cm. I.)

There are two sorts of Poplars, which are most familiar

with us, viz. Black and White, both of which I shall here

describe unto you.

Descript.] The White Poplar groweth great, and rea

sonably high, covered with thick, smooth, white bark,

especially the brandies, having long leaves cut into di

visions almost like a vine leaf, but not of so deep a green

on the upper side, and hoary white underneath, of a

reasonable good scent, the whole form representing the

form of coltsfoot. The catkins which it bringeth forth

before the leaves, are long and of a faint reddish colour j

which fall away, bearing seldom good seed with them.

The wood hereof is smooth, soft and white, very finely

waved, whereby it is much esteemed.

The Black Poplar groweth higher and straighter than

the White, with a greyish bark, bearing broad green

leaves, somewhat like ivy leaves, not cut in on the edges

like the White, but whole and dented, ending in a point,

and not white underneath, hanging by slender long

footstalks, which with the air are continually shaken

like as the aspen leaves are. The catkins hereof are

greater than those of the White, composed of many

round green berries, as if they were set together in a

long cluster, containing much downy matter, which

being ripe is blown away with the wind. The clammy

buds hereof, before they spread into leaves, are gathered

to make Unguenum Populneum, and are of a yellowish

green colour, and small, somewhat sweet, but strong.

The wood is smooth, tough and white, and easy to be

cloven. On both these trees groweth a sweet kind of

musk, which in former times was used to put into sweat

ointments.

l'lace.] They grow in moist woods, and by water sides

in sundry places of this land; yet the white is not so fre

quent as the other.
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Time.'} Their time is also expressed before. The cat

kins coming forth before the leaves in the end of the

Summer.

Government and Virtues^] Saturn hath dominion over

both. White Poplar, saith Galen, is of a cleansing pro

perty: the weight of one ounce in powder of the bark

thereof being drank, saith Dioscorides, is a remedy for

those that are troubled with the sciatici, or the stranguary.

The juice of the leaves dropped warm into the ears,

easeth the pains in them. The young clammy buds, or

eyes before they break out into leaves, bruised and a

little honey put to them, is a good medicine for a dull

sight. The Black Poplar is held to be more cooling than

the White, and therefore the leaves bruised with vine

gar and hpplied, help the gout. The peed drank in vine

gar is held good against the falling sickness. The water

that droppeth from the hollow places of this tree, taketh

away warts, pushes, wheals, and other the like breakings

out of the body. The young Black Poplar buds, saith

Matthiolus, are much used by women to beautify their

hair, bruising them with fresh butter, straining them after

they have been kept fer some time in the sun. The oint

ment called Populneum, which is made of this Poplar, is

singular good for all heat and inflammations in any part of

the body, and tempereth the heat of wounds. It is much

used to dry up the milk of women's breasts, when they

have weaned their child.

Poppy. 5. (c 4. m. 2.)

Of this I shall describe three kinds, viz. the White and

Black of the garden, and the Erratic Wild Poppy, or

Corn Rose.

Descript.] The White Poppy hath at first four or five

whitish green leaves lying upon the ground, which rise

with the stalk, compassing it at the bottom of them, and

are very large, much cut or torn on the edges, and dented

also besides; the stalk which is usually four or five feet

high, hath sometimes no branches at the top, and usually

but two or three at most, bearing- every one but one

head wrapped up in a thin skin, which boweih dowa

btfore it is ready to blow, and then rising and being
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broken, the flower within it spreading itself open, and

consisting of four very large, white round leaves, with

many whitish round threads in the middle, set about a

small, round green head, having a crown or star-like

cover at the end thereof, which growing ripe becomes as

large as a great apple, wherein are contained a great

number of small round seeds, in several partitions or di

visions next unto the shell, the middle thereof remaining

hollow and empty. The whole plant, both leaves, stalks

and heads, while they are fresh, young and green, yield

a milk when they are broken, of an unpleasant bitter

taste, almost ready to provoke casting, and of a strong

heady smell, which being condensate is called Opium.

The root is white and woody, perishing as soon at it hath

given ripe seed.

The Black Poppy little differeth from the former, un-

till it beareth its flower, which is somewhat less, and of

a black purplilh colour, but without any purple sports

in the bottom of the leaf. The head of the seed is much

less than the former, and openeth itself a little round

about the top, under the crown, so that the seed which

is very black will fall out, if one turn the head thereof

downward.

The wild Poppy, or Corn Rose, hath long and narrow

leaves, very much cut in on the edges into many divi

sions, of a light green colour, sometimes hairy withall;

the stalk is blackish and hairy also, but not so tall as the

garden kind, having some such like leaves thereon to

grow below, parted into three or four branches some

times, whereon grow small hairy heads bowing down

before the skin break, whereon the flower is, which when

it is full blown open is of a fair yellowish red or crimson

colour, in some much paler, without any spot in the

bottom of the leaves, having many black soft threads in the

middle, compassing a small green head,, which when it is

ripe, is not bigger than one's little tinner's end, wherein

is contained much black seed smaller by half than that

of the garden. The root porisheth every year, and

springeth again of its own sowing. Of this kind there

is one lesser in all the parts thereof, and dilTereth in

nothing else.

-
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Place.] The garden kinds do not naturally grow wild

in any place, but are sown in gardens where they grow.

The Wild Poppy, or Coin Rose, is plentiful enough,

and many times too much in the corn fields of all counties

through this land, and also upon ditch banks and by hedge

sides. The smaller wild kind is also found in corn fields,

and also in some other places, but not so plentifully as the

former.

Time.] The garden kinds are usually sown in the

Spring, which then llower about the end of May, and

somewhat earlier, if they spring of their own sowing.

The wild kind flower usually from May until July,

and the seed of them is ripe soon after the flowering.

Government and Virtues.] The herb is Lunar, and of

the juice of it is made opinm; only for lucre of money

they cheat ) on, and tell you it is a kind of tear, or some

such like thing, that drops from poppies when they

weep, and that is somewhere beyond the seas, I know

not where beyond the moon. The garden poppy heads

with seeds made into syrup, is frequently and to good

effect used to procure rest and sleey, in the sick and weak,

and to stay catarrhs and deiluctions of thin rheums from

the head into the stomach and lungs, causing a continual

cough, the forerunner of a consumption; it helpeth also

hoarseness of the throat, and when one hath lost their

voice, which the seed doth likewise. The black seed

boiled in wine, and drank, is said also to stay the flux

of the belly, and women's rourses. The empty shells

or poppy heads, are usually boih d in water, and given

to procure rest and sleep; so do the leaves in the same

manner; as also if the head and temples be bathed with

the decoction warm, or with the oil of poppies, the green

leaves or heads bruised, and applied with a little vinegar,

or made into a poultice with bailey meal, or hog's grease,

coolelh and tempereth all inflammations, as also the disease

called St. Anthony's fire. It is generally used in treacle

and mithridate, and in all other medicines that are made

to procure rest and sleep, and to case pains in the head as

well as in other parts. It is also used to cool inflamma

tions, agues, or frenzies, or to stay those defluctions

which cause a cough, or consumption, and also other

fl.uxes of the belly, or women's courses ; it is also put into-
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hollow teeth to ease the pain, and hath been found by ex-

perit nee lo ease the pains of the gout.

The wild Poppy, or Corn Hose (as Matthiolus sailh)

is good to prevent llie falling sickness. The syrup made

with the flower, is with good effect given to those that have

the pleurisy: and the dritd flowers also, either boiled in

water, or made into powder and drank, either in the dis

tilled water of them, or some other drink, worketh the

like effect. The distilled water of the flowers is held to

be of much good use against surfiils, being drank evening

and morning; it is also more cooling than any of the other

poppies, and therefore cannot but he as effectual in hot

agurs, frenzies, aud other inilammalions either inward or

outward. Galen saiih, the seed is dangerous to be used

inwardly.

Purslainc. >. (c.3. m. 2.)

Gakden Purslaine (being used as a sallad herb) is so well

known that it needeth no description; I shall therefore

only speak of its virtues as followefh:

Government and Virtues-} 'Tis an herb of the Moon.

It is good to cool any heat in the liver, blood, reins, and

stomach, and in hot agues nothing better; it stayetli hot

and cholerick fluxps of the belly, women's courses, the

whites, and gonorrhoea, or running of the reins, the

distillation from the head, and pains therein proceeding

from heat, want of sleep, or the frenzy. The seed is more

effectual than the herb, and is of singular good use to

cool the heat and sharpness of urine, and the outrageous

lust of the body, venerous dreams, and the like; inso.

much that the over frequent use thereof extinguished the

heat and virtue of natural procreation. The seed bruised

and boiled in wine, and given to children, expelleth the

-worms. The juice of the herb is hold effectual to all the

purposes aforesaid; as also to stay vomitings, and taken

with some sugar or honey, helpeth an old dry cough,

shortness of breath, and the phthisick, and stayeth im

moderate thirst. The distilled water of the herb is used

by many (as the more pleasing) with a little sugar to work

the same effects. The juice also is singular good in the

inflammations aud ulcers in the secret parts of mau or
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woman, as also the bowels and haemorrhoids, when they

are ulcerous, or excoriations in them. The herb bruised

and applied to the forehead and temples, allays excessive

heat therein, that hinders rest and slei p, and applied to

the eyes, takcth away the redness and inflammations in

them, and thoseother parts where pushes, wheals, pimples,

St. Anthony's fire, and the like, break forth ; if a little

rinegar be put to it, and laid to the neck, with as much of

galls and linseed together, it takelh away the pains therein,

and the crick in the neck. The juice is used with oil of

roses for the same causes, or for blasting by lightning and

burnings by gunpowder, or for women's sore breasts,

and to allay the heat in all other sores or hurts; applied

also to the navels of children that stick forth, it helpcth

them ; it is also good for sore mouths and gums that are

swollen, and to fasten loose teeth. Camerarins saith,

that the distilled water took away pains in the teeth, when

all other remedies failed, and the thickened juice made into

pills with the powder of gum tragacanth and arabick, being

taken, prevaileth much to help those that make bloody

water. Applied to the gout, it easeth pains thereof, and

helpeth the hardness of the sinews, if it come not of the

cramp or a cold cause.

Primroses. ?. (h. d. 1.)

Thet are so well known, that they need no descrip

tion. Of the leaves of Primroses is made a fine salve to

heal wounds as any I know; yon shall be taught to

make salves of any herb at the latter end of the book;

make this as you are taught there, and do not (you that

have ingenuity in you) see your poor ne'ghbours go

with wounded limbs when a halfpenny cost will heal

them.

Privet. 5. (c. d. I.)

Our common Privet is carried up with many slender

'branches to a reasonabla height and breadth, to cover

arbours, bowers and banquetting houses, and brought,

wrought, and cut into so many forms of men, horses, birds,
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fee. which though at first supported, groweth afterwards

strong of itself. '

Dcscript.] It beareth long and narrow green leaves by

couple?, and sweet smelling white flowers in tufts at the

end of the branches, which turn into small black berries

that have a purplish juice with them, and some seeds that

are flat on the one side, with a hole or dent therein.

Place.'] It groweth on this land, in divers woods.

Time.] Our Privet flowereth in June and July, the ber

ries are ripe in August and September.

Government and Virtues.] The Moon is lady of this.

It is little used in physic with us in these times, more than

in lotions to wash sores and sore mouths, and to cool

inflammations, and dry up fluxes. Yet Matthiolus saith,

it serveth to all the uses for the which cypress, or the

East Privet, is appointed by Dioscorides and Galen. He

farther saith, that the oil that is made of the flowers of

Privet infused therein, and set in the sun, is singular good

for the inflammations of wounds and for the head.ach

coming of a hot cause. There is a sweet water also dis

tilled from the flowers, that is good for all these diseases

that need cooling or drying, and therefore helpeth all

fluxes of the belly and stomach, bloody fluxes and wo

men's courses, being either drank or applied ; as all those

that void blood at the mouth, or any other place, and for

distillations of rheum in the eyes, especially if it be used

with tutia.

Queen of the Meadows. $ . (h. d. 2.)

Also called Meadow Sweet, and Mead Sweet.

Descript.] The stalks of this are reddish, rising to be

three feet high, sometimes four or five feet, having at the

joints thereof large winged leaves, standing one above

another at distances, consisting of many and somewhat

broad leaves, set on each side of a middle rib, being hard,

rough or rugged, crumpled much like unto elm leaves,

having also some smaller leaves with them, (as agrimony

hath) somewhat deeply dented about the edges, of a sad

green colour on the upper side, and greyish underneath,

<tf a pretty sharp scent and taste, somewhat like unto the
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burnet, and a leaf hereof put into a cup of claret win^,

giveth also a fine relish to it. At the tops of the stalks

and branches stand many tufts of small white flowers

thrust thick together, which smell murh sweeter than th*

leaves; and in their places, being fallen, some crooked and

cornered seed. The root is somewhat woody, and black

ish on the outside, and brownish within, with divers great

strings, and lesser fibres set thereat, of a strong scent, but

nothing so pleasant as the flowers and leaves, and perisheth

not, but abideth many years, shooting forth anew everj

Spring.

Place.] It groweth in moist meadows that lie much wet,

or near the courses of water.

Time.] It flowereth in some places or other all the thvee

Summer months, that is, June, July, and August, and the

seed is ripe soon after.

Government and Virtues.] Venus claims dominion over

the herb. It is used to stay all manner of bleedings,

fluxes, vomitings, and women's courses, as also their whites.

It is said to alter and take away the fits of the quartan

agues, and to make a merry heart, for which purpose

some use the flowers, and some the leaves. It helpeth

speedily those that are troubled with the cholic; being

boiled in wine, and with a little honey taken warm, it

openeth the belly, but boiled in red wine, and drank, it

stayeth the flux of the belly. Outwardly applied it

helpeth old ulcers that are cancerous, or hollow and fis.

tulous, for which it is by many much commended, as also

for the sores in the mouth, or secret parts. The leaves

when they are full grown, being laid on the skin, will in '

a short time, raise blisters thereon, as Tragus saith. The

water thereof helpeth the heat and inflammation in the

e)es.

The Quince-Tree. T? . (c l.d. 2.)

This is now cultivated only in our gardens, for culinary

purposes.

Descript.] The ordinary Quince-Tree groweth often to

the height and bigness of a reasonable apple-tree, but

more usually lower, and crooked, with a rough bark,

spreading arms and branches far abroad. The leaves are

X,
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somewhat like those of the apple-tree, but thicker, broader,

and fuller of veins, and whiter on the other side, not dent

ed at all about the edges. The flowers are large and white,

sometimes dashed over with a blush. The fruit that fol

lowed* is yellow, being near ripe, and covered with a white

freze, or cotton; thick set on the younger, and growing

less as they grow to be thorough ripe, bunched out often

times in some places, some being like an apple, and some

like a pear, of a strong heady scent, and not durable to

keep, and is sour, harsh, and of an unpleasant taste to eat

fresh ; but being scalded, roasted, baked, or preserved, be-

coraeth more pleasant.

Place and Time.] It best likes to grow near ponds and

water-sides, and is frequent through this land, and flower-

eth not until the leaves be come forth. The fruit is ripe in

September or October.

Government and Virtues^ Old Saturn owns the tree.

Quinces when they are green, help all sorts of fluxes in

men or women, and choleric lasks, casting, and whatever

needeth astriction, more than any way prepared by

fire; yet the syrup of the juice, or the conserve, are

much conducible, much of the binding quality being

consumed by the fire; if a little vinegar be added, it

stirreth up the languishing appetite, and the stomach

given to casting ; some spices being added, comforteth

and strengtheneth the decaying and fainting spirits, and

helpeth the liver oppressed, that it cannot perfect the

digestion, or conecteth choler and phlegm. If you would

have them purging, put honey to them instead of sugar ;

and if more laxative, for choler, rhubarb; for phlegm,

turbith; for watery humours, scammony ; but if more

forcibly to bind, use the unripe Quinces, with roses and

acacia, hypocistis, and some torrified rhubarb. To

take the crude juice of Quinces, is held a preservative

against the force of deadly poison ; for it hath been found

most certainly true, that the very smell of a Quince hath

taken away all the strength of the poison of white helli bore.

If there be need of any outwardly binding and cooling of

hot fluxes, the oil of Quinces, or other medicines that may

be made thereof, are very available to anoint the belly or

other parts therewith : it likewise strengthened! the

stomach and belly, and the sinews that are loosened by
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sharp humours falling on them, and restraineth immoderate

sweating?. The mucilage taken from the seeds of Quinces,

and boiled in a little water, is very good to cool the heat,

and heal the sore breasts of women. The same with a litti«

sugar, is good to lenity the harshness and hoarseness.of the

throat, and roughness of the tongue. The cotton or down

of Quinces boiled and applied to plague sores, healeth them

up; and laid as a plaister, made up with wax, it bringeth

hair to them that are bald, and keepeth it from falling, if

it be ready to shed.

Raddish, or Horse Raddish. £. (h. 3. d. 2.)

The garden and al?o the Horse Raddish are so well known,

that they need no description.

Place] It is found wild in some places, but is chiefly

planted in gardens, and joyeth in moist and shady places.

Time.] It seldom flowereth, but when it doth, it is in

July.

Government anil Virtues.] They are both under Mars.

The Juice of the IIorse-Raddish given to drink, is held ta

be very effectual for the scurvy. It killeth the worms in

children, being drank, and also laid upon the belly. The

root bruised and laid to the place grieved with the sciatica,

joint.ach, or the hard swellings of the liver and spleen, doth

wonderfully help them all. The distilled water of the herb

and root is more familiar to be taken with a little sugar for

all the purposes aforesaid.

Garden Raddishej are in wantonness by the gentry

eaten as a sallad, but they breed ssurvy humours in the

stomach, and corrupt the blood, and then send for a

physician as fast as you can ; this is one cause makes the

owners of such nice palates so unher.lthful; yet for such

as are troubled with the gravel, stone, or stoppage of

urine, they are good physic, if the body be strong t hat-

takes them: you may make the juice of the roots into a

syrup if you please, for that use. They purge by urine

exceedingly.
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Ragwort. ? . (ft. d. 2.)

It is called also Sf. James's Wort, and Stagger-Wort, and

Stammer-Wort, and Segrum.

Descript.] The greater common Ragwort hath many

large ''nd long, ('aik cre'-n leaves lying on, the ground,

Tery much rent and torn on the sides in many places; from

amoi g wiiich rise up sometimes but one, and sometimes

two or three square or crested blackish or brownish stalks,

three or four feet high, sometimes branched, bearirj

divers such. like leaves upon them, at several distances

unto the top, where it branches forth into many stalks

bearing yellow flowers, consisting of divers leaves, set as a

pale or bolder, with a dark yellow thrum in the middle,

which do abide a great while, but at last are turned into

down, and with the small blackish grey seed, are carried

away with tiie wind. The root is made of many fibres,

,whereby it is firmly fastened into the ground, and abideth

many years.

There is another sort thereof different from the former

only in this, that it riseth not so high, the leaves are not

so finely jagged, nor of so dark a green colour, but rather

somewhat whitish, soft and woolly, and the flowers usually

paler.

Place.] They grow both of them wild in pastures, and

ninilled grounds in many places, and oftentimes both one

field.

Government and Virtues.]- Ragwort is under the com

mand of Dame V<'nus, and cleanseth, digesteth and dis-

cussith. The decoction of the herb is good to wash the

mouth or throat that hath ulcers or sores therein; and for

swellings, hardness, or imposthumations, for it thoroughly

cleanseth and hi aleth them; as also the quinsy, and the

king's evil. It helpeth to stay catarrhs, thin rheums, and

defluctions from the head into the eyes, nose, or lungs.

The juice is found by experience to he singular good to

heal cieen wounds and to cleanse and heal ail old and

filthy ulcers in the privities, and in other parts of the body,

as also inward wounds and ulcers; stayelh the malignity

of fretting and running cankers, and hollow fistulas, not

suffering them to spread farther. It is also much com
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mended to help aches and pains either in the fleshy part, or

in the nerves and sinews; as also the sciatica, or pain of

the hips or huckle-bone, to bathe the places with the de

coction of the herb, or to anoint them with an ointment

made of the herb, bruised and boiled in old hog's sue',

With some mastic and olibanum in powder add d unto

it after it is strained forth. In Sussex we call it Rag

weed.

Rattle Grass. 3>. (c. m. 1.)

Of this there are two kinds which I shall speak of, viz.

the red and yellow.

Descript.] The common Red Rattle hath sundry reddish

hollow stalks, and sometimes green, rising from the root,

lying for the most part on the ground, some growing more

upright, with many smnll reddish or green leaves set on

both sides of a middle rib, finely dented about the edges:

the flowers stand nt-the tops of the stalks and branches of

a fine purplish rid colour, like small gaping hooks, after

which come blackish seed in small husks, which laying

loose therein, will rattle with shaking. The root consists

of two or three small whitish strings with some fibres

thereat.

The common Yellow Rattle hath seldom above one round

great stalk, rising from the foot about half a yard, or two

feet high, and but few branches thereon, having two long

and somewhat broad leaves set at a joint, deeply cut in on

the edges, resembling the comb of a cock, broadest next

to the stalk, and smaller to the end. The flowers grow

at the tops of the stalks, with some shorter leaves with

them, hooded after the same manner that the others are

but of a fair yellow colour, or in some paler, and in some

more white. The seed is contained in large husks, and

being ripe, will rattle or make a noise with lying loose in

them. The root is small and slender, perishing every

year.

Place.] They grow in meadows and woods generally thro'

this land.

Time.] They are in flower from Midsummer until Au-

ust be past, sometimes.
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Government and Virtues.} They are both of them under

the dom.mon of the Moon. The Red Rattle is accounted

profifableto heal up fistulas and hollow ulcers and to

stay the flux of humours in them, as also the abundance

of women s courses, or any other flux of blood, being

boiled m red wine and drank. ' g

The Yellow Rattle, or Cock's-Comb, is held to be good

Sh?T*i t r,tr.0uWed W',th a C™Sh> °r di™efs of

sight, if the herb, being boiled with beans, and some ho

ney put thereto, be drank or dropped into the eyes. The

whole seed being put into the eyes, draweth forth any

skin, dimness or film, from the sight without trouble or

pciin*

Rest Harrow, <? (h. d. 3.)

This is al*o known by the name of Cammock.

Ducnpt'l Common Rest Harrow riseth up with diver*

rough woody twigs half a yard, or a yard high! et a th«

joint, without order, with little'roundish leavfs,'somet me«

more than two or three at a place, of a dark green™ Z

without thorns while they are youne- h,fr »fL,„? I*

armed in sundry places, wi[h Z^SSj^TnL

. wfiereot it is full fashioned like pease or broom blossoms

but lesser flatter, and somewhat closer, of afaint purolTsh

Z "round(ter/hi? C°me. SmaU P°ds conWilg"mat

flat round seed: the root is blackish on the outside and

whifsh within, very rough, and hard to break when itt

fresh and green, and as hard as a horn when ills dried

thrusting down deep into the ground, and Sil Hke

J«Wypiece beingapttoUag'ainffKtKh;

in £S£s:°:::tin p,aces of this ,and> - -»

Ju^'"a;3dItLflO^r-thab0.Ut the be§!nn!nS *r m^dle of

July, and the seed is ripe in August.

foverrent and Virtues-] It 'is under the dominion of

IS. J ItlS/u'SuJar S°od t° Provoke urine when it is

stopped, and to break and^rWe forth the .tone, which

.
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the powder of the bark of the root taken in wine per-

formeth effectually. Matthiolus saith, the same helpeth

the disease calWd Xernia Carnosu, the fleshy rupture, by

taking the said powder for some months together con

stantly, and that it hath cured some which seemed in

curable by any other means than by cutting or burning.

The decoction thereof made with vinegar, gargled in the

mouth, caseth the tooth-ach, especially wher it comes of

rheum; and is very powerful to open obstructions of the

liver and spleen, and other parts. A distilled water in

lialneo Marice, with four pounds of the root hereof first

sliced small, and afterwards steeped in a gallon of canary-

wine, is singular good for all the purposes aforesaid, and

to cleanse the passages of the urine. The powder of the

root made into an electuary, or lozenges, with sugar, also

the bark of the fresh roots boiled tender and afterwards

beaten to a conserve with sugar, worketh the like effect.

The powder of the roots strewed upon the brims of ulcers,

consumeth the hardness, and causeth them to heal the

better.

Rocket. <?• (fi.d. 3.)

The Garden-Rocket being rather used as a sallad herb than

to any physical purposes, I shall only speak of the common

wild Rocket.

Descript.] The common wild Rocket hath longer and

narrower leaves, much more divided into slender cuts and

jags on both sides the middle rib than the garden kinds

have; of a sad green colour, from among which rise up

divers stalks two or three feet high, sometimes set with

the like leaves, but smaller and smaller upwards,

branched from the middle into divers stiff stalks, bearing

sundry yellow flowers on them, made of four leaves

a-piece, as the others are, which afterwards yield them

small reddish seed, in small long pods, of a more bitter and

hot biting taste than the garden kinds, as the leaves are

also.

Place.] It is found wild in divers places of this land.

Time.] It flowereth about June or July, and the seed

is ripe in August.
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Government and Virtues.] The wild Rockets are for

bidden to be used alone, in regrr", their sharpness fumeth

into the head, causing achs and pains therein, and are

hurtful to hot and cholerick persons, for fear of in

flaming their blood, and therefore for such we may say a

little doth but a little harm, for angry Mars rules them,

and he sometimes will be restive when he meets wiih fools.

The wild rocket is more strong and effectual to increase

sperm and venerous qualities, whereunto all the seed is

more effectual than the garden kind; it serveth also to

help digestion, and provoketh urine exceeding'y. The

seed is used to cure the bitings of serpents, the scorpion,

and the shrew mouse, and other poisons, and expelleth

worms, and other noisome creatures that breed in the

belly. The herb boiled or stewed, and some sugar put

thereto, helpeth the cough in children, being taken often.

The seed also taken in drink, taktth away the ill scint of

the arm-pits, increaseth milk in nurses, and wasteth tha

spleen. The seed mixed with honey, and used on the

face, cleanseth the skin from morphew, and used with

vinegar, taketh away freckles and redness in the face,

or other parts: *nd with the gall of an ox, it meruliih

foul scars, black and blue spots, and the marks of tha

small-pox.

Winter-Rocket, or Cresses. <?. (//. d. 3.)

The Winter Rocket is a different plant from the former.

l)escript.] It hath divers somewhat large sad green

leaves laving upon the ground, torn or cut in divers parts,

somewhat like unto Rocket or turnip-leaves, with smaller

pieces next the bottom, and broad at the ends, which so

abide all the Winter, (if it spring up in Autumn, when

it is used to be eaten) from among which rise up divers

small round stalks, full of branches, bearing many small

yellow flowers of four leaves a-piece, after which come

small pods, with reddish seed in them. The root is some

what stringy, and per'sheth every y<ar alter the seed is

ripe. o

Place.'} It growefh of its own accord in gardens and

fields, by the wav-sides, and in divers places.

n2
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Time.] It flowereth in May, seedeth in June, and then

perisheth.

Government and Virtues.] It provokes urine, helps stran-

guary, and expels gravel and the stone. It is good for the

scurry, and found by experience to be a singular good

wound-herb to cleanse inward wounds: the juice or decoc

tion being drank, or outwardly applied to wash foul ulcer*

and sores, cleansing them by sharpness, and hindering or

abating the dead flesh from growing therein, and healing

them by the drying quality.

Roses. 11. ?. 5. (temp. d. 2.)

It is altogether needless to trouble the reader with a de

scription of these, since both the garden Roses, and the

Roses of the briars, are well enough known.

Government and Virtues.] What a pother have authors

HiadewithRos.es! What a racket have they kept! I shall

add, red Roses are under Jupiter, damask under Venus,

white under the Moon, and Provence under the King of

France. The white and red Roses are cooling and drying,

and yet the white is taken to exceed the red in both

the properties, but is seldom used inwarnly in any me

dicine. The bitterness in the Roses when they are fresh,

especially the juice, purgeth choler, and watery hu

mours ; but being dried, and the heat which rauseth the

bitterness being consumed, they have then a binding and

astringent quality; those also that are not full blown, do

both cool and bind more than those that are full blown,

and the white Rose more than the red. The decoction

of red Roses made with wine and used, is very good for

the head-ach, and pains in the eyes, ears, throat and

gums; as also for the fundament, the lower parts of the

belly and the matrix, being bathed or put into them.

The same decoction with the roots remaining in it, is.

profitably applied to the region of the heart to ease the

inflammation therrin; as also St. Anthony's fire, and

other diseases of the stomach. Beir.g diied and beaten

to powder, and taken in steeled wine or water, it helpeth

to stay women's conr>es. The yellow threads in the

middle of il.c Hoses (which are erroneously called the

Rose Seed) being powdered and drank in the distilled
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'water of quinces, stayeth the overflowing of women's

courses, and doth wonderfully stay the deductions of

rheum upon the sums and teeth, preserving them from

corruption, and fastening them if they be loose, being

washed and gargled therewith, and some vinegar of

squills added thereto. The heads with the seed being

used in powder, or in decoction, stayeth the lask and

spitting of blood. Red Roses strengthen the heart,

stomach, liver, and the reteutive faculty : they mitigate

the pains that arise from heat, assuage inflammations,

procure rest and sleep, stay both whites and reds in

women, the gonorrhoea, or running of the reins, and

fluxes of the belly; the juice of them doth purge and

cleanse the body from choler and phlegm. The husks of

the Roses, with the beards and nails of the Roses, ar«

binding and cooling, and the distilled water of them is

good for the heat and redness in the eyes, and to stay and

dry up the rheums and watering of them. Of the red

Roses are usually made many compositions, all serving to

sundry good uses, viz. Electuavy of Roses, conserve both,

moist and dry, which is more usually called Sugar of

Roses, Syrup of dry Roses, and Honey of Roses. Th»

cordial powdercalled Diarrhodon Abbatis^ and Aromatica

Rosurum. The distilled water of Roses, vinegar of

Roses, ointment, and oil of Roses, and the Rose leaves

dried, are of very great use and effect. To write at large

of every one of these would make my book swell too big,

it being sufficient for a volume itself, to speak fully of

them. But briefly, the electuary is purging, whereof two

or three drams taken by itself in some convenient liquor,

is a purge sufficient for a weak constitution, but may be

increased to six drams, according to the strength of the

patient. It purgeth choler without trouble, and is good

in hot fevers, and pains of the head arising from hot

choleric humours, and heat in the eyes, the jaundice also,

and joint-achs proceeding of hot humours. The moist

conserve is of much use, both binding and cordial ; for

until it be about two years old, it is more binding than

cordial, and after that, more cordial than binding. Some

of the younger conserve taken with mithridate mixed

together, is good for those that are troubled with distil-

N 3
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lations of rheum from the brain to the nose, and defluctioB

of rheum into the eyes ; as also for fluxes and lasks of

the belly ; and being mixed with the powder of mastic, is

very good for the running of the reins, and for the

looseness of humours in the body. The old conserTe

against faintings, swoonings, weakness and tremblings

of the heart, strengthens both it and a weak stomach,

helpeth digestion, stayeth casting, and i» a very good

preservative in the time of infection. The dry conserve,

which is called the Sugar of Roses, is a very good cordial

to strengthen the heart and the spirits, as also to stay

defluxions. The syrup of dried red Roses strengthens a

stomach given to casting,, coeleih an over-heated liver,

and the blood in agues, comforteth the heart, and resisteth

putrefaction and infection, and helpeth to stay lasks and

lluxes. Honey of Roses is much used in gargles and

lotions to wash sores, either in the mouth, throat, or

other parts, both to cleanse and heal them, and to slay

the fluxes of humours falling upon them. It is also used

in clysters both to cool and cleanse. The cordial pow

ders, called Diarrhodon Abbatis and Aromatxa Rosarum,

do- comfort and strengthen the heart and stomach, procure

an appetite, help digestion, stay vomiting, and are very

good for those that have slippery bowels, to strengthen

them, and to dry up their moisture. Red Rose water is

well known, and of a familiar use on all occasions, and

better than damask Rose-water, being cooling and cordial,

refreshing, quickening the weak and faint spirits, used

either in meats or broths, to wash the temples, to smell

at the nose, or to smell the sweet vapours thereof out of a

perfuming pot, or cast into a hot fire-shovel. Itisateo

of much good use against the redness and inflammations of

the eyes to bathe them therewith, and the temples of the

head; as also against pain and ach, for which purpose also

viwgar of Roses is of much good use, and to procure rest

and sleep, if some thereof and Rose-water together be used

to smell unto, or the nose and temples moistened there

with, but more usually to moisten a pi"ce of a red Rose-

cake, cut for the purpose, and heated between a double-

folded cloth, with a little beaten nutmeg, and poppy-seed

strewed on the side that must lie next to the forehead and

temples, and bound so thereto all night. The ointment of
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Roses is much used against heat and Inflammations in the

head, to anoint the forehead and temples, and being niixt

with Unguentum-Populneum, to procure rest ; it is also

used for the heat of the liver, the back and reins, and to

cool and heal pushes, wheals, and other red pimples rising

in the face or other parts. 0 1 of Roses is not only used

by itself to cool any hot swellings or inflammations, and

to bind and stay fluxes or humours unto sores, but is also

put into ointments and plaisters that are cooling and

binding, and restraining the flux of humours. The dried

leaves of the red Roses are used both inwardly and out

wardly, both cooling, binding, and cordial, for with them

are made both Aromaticum Rosarum, Diarrhodon Jbbulis,

and Saccharum Iiomrum, each of whose properties are

before declared. Rose leaves and mint, heated and ap

plied outwardly to the stomach, stay castings, and very

much ssrengthen a weak stomach; and applied as a

fomentation to the region of the liver and heart, do much

cool and temper them, and also serve instead of a Rose-

cake (as is said before) to quiet the over-hot spirits, and

cause rest and sleep. The syrup of Damask Roses 1s

both- simple and compound, and made with agaric. The

simple solutive syrup is a familiar, safe, gentle and easy

medicine, purging choler, taken from one ounce to three

or four, yet this is remarkable herein, that the distilled

water of this syrup should notably bind the belly. The

•yrup with agaric is more strong and effectual, for one

ounce theieof by itself will open the body more than the

other, and worketh as much on phlegm as choler. The

compound syrup is more forcible in working on melan

cholic humours; and available against the leprosy, itch,

tetters, &c. also honey of Roses solulive is made of the

same infusions that the syrup is made of, and therefore

worketh the same effect, both opening and purging, but

is oftener given to phlegmatic than choleric persons, and

is more used in clysters than in potions, as the syrup

made with sugar is. The conserve and preserved leaves

of those Roses are also operative in gently opening the

belly.

The simple water of the damask Roses is chiefly used

for fumes to sweeten things, as the dried leaves thereof .

N 4
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to make sweet powders, and fill sweet bags ; and little use

they are put to in physic, although they have some pur^.

ing quality; the wild Roses also are few or none of them

used in physic, but are generally held to come near the

nature of the manured Roses. The fruit of the wild

briar, which are called Hips, being thoroughly ripe, and

made into a conserve with sugar, besides the pleasantness

of the taste, doth gently bind the belly, and stay defluc-

tions from the head upon the stomach, drying up the

moisture thereof, and helpeth digestion. The pulp of the

hips dried into a hard consistence, like to the juice of

liquorice, or so dried that it may be made into powder

and taken in driuk, stayeth speedily the whites in women.

The briar ball is often used, being made into powder and

drank, to break the stone to provoke urine when it is

stopped, and to ease and help the colic, some appoint it

to be burnt and then taken for the same purpose. In the

middle of the balls are often found certain white worms,

which being dried and made into powder, and some of it

drank, is found by experience to kill and drive forth the

worms of the belly.

Rosa Solis, or Sun-Dew. © in s. (h. d. 4.)

It is also called Red-rot, and Youth.wort.

Descript.] It hath divers small, round, hollow leaves,

somewhat greenish, but full of certain red hairs, which

make them seem red, every one standing upon his own

foot-stalk, reddish, hairy likewise. The leaves are conti

nually moist in the hottest day, yea, the hotter the sun

shines on them, the moister they are, with a sliminess that

will rope (as we say) the small hairs always holding this

moisture. Among these leaves rise up slender stalks,

reddish also, three or four fingers high, bearing divers small

white knobs one above another, which are flowers; after

which in the heads are contained small seeds. The root is

a few small hairs.

Place.] It groweth usually in bogs and wet places, and

sometimes in moist woods.

Time.].It flowereth iu June, and then the leaves are

fittest to be gathered.
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Government and Virtues^ The Sun rules it, and it is

under the sign Cancer. Rosa Solis is accounted good to

help those that have a salt rheum distilling on the lungs,

which breedeth a consumption, and therefore the distilled

water thereof in wine, is held tit and profitable for such to

drink, which water will be of a good yellow colour. The

same water is held to be good for all other diseases of the

lungs, as phthisics, wheezings, shortness of breath, or the

cough ; as also to heal the ulcers that happen in the lungs ;

and it comforteth the heart and fainting spirits. The

leaves outwardly applied to the skin, will raise blisters,

which has caused some to think it dangerous to be takea

inwardly; but there are other things which will also draw

blisters, yet nothing dangerous to he taken inwardly.

There is an usual drink made thereof with aqua vitas

and spices frequently, aud without any offence or danger,

but to good purpose used in qualms and passions of the-

heart.

Rosemary. © and T. (A. d. 3.)

Our garden Rosemary is so well known, that I need not

describe it.

Time.] It flowereth in April and May, sometimes again

in August.

Government and Virtues.] The Sun claims privilege in

it, and it is under the celestial Ram. It is an herb of as

great use as any whatsoever, not only for physical but

civil purposes. The physical use of it is both for inward

and outward diseases, for by the warming and comfort

ing heat thereof, it helpeth all cold diseases of the head,

stomach, liver, and belly. The decoction in wine, helpeth

the cold distillations of rheums into the eyes, and all o Imr

cold diseases of the head and brain, as the giddiness or

swimmings therein, drowsiness or dullness of the mint! and

senses like a stnpidness, the dumb palsy, or loss of speech,

the lethargy and falling-sickness, to be both drank, and

the temples bathed therewith. It helpeth the pains in the

gums and teeth, by rheum falling into them, not by pij<re«.

faction, causing an evil smell from them, or a stinking

breath. It helpeth a weak memory, and iiuickeneth tb#
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tenses. It is very comfortable to the stomach in all the-

cold griefs thereof, helpeth both retention of meat and

digestion, the decoction or powder being taken in wine.

It is a remedy for windiness in the stomach, bowels, and

spleen, and expels it powerfully. It helpeth those that

are liver grown, by opening the obstructions thereof. It

helpeth dim eyes, and procureth a clear sight, the flowers

thereof being taken all the while it is flowering, every

morning fasting, with bread and salt. Dioscorides and

Galen say, tbat if a decoction be made thereof with water,

and they that have the yellow jaundice,, exercise theif

bodies presently after the taking thereof, it will certainly

cure them. The flowers and conserve made of them, are

good to comfort the heart, and to expel the contagion of

the pestilence ; to burn the herb in houses and chambers

correcteth the air in them. Both the flowers and leaves

are profitable for women that are troubled with the

whites, if they be daily taken. The dried leaves shred

small, and taken in a pipe, as tobacco is taken, helpeth

those that have any coughr phthisick,, or consumption, by

warming and drying the thin distillations which cause

those diseases. The leaves are much used in bathings;

made into ointments or oil, are good to help cold benumbed

joints, sinews, or members. The chymical oil drawn

f.om the leaves and flowers, is a sovereign help for all

the diseases aforesaid, to touch the temples and nostrils

with two or three drops for all the diseases of the head

and brain spoken of before; as also to take one drop,

two or three, as the case requirelh, for the inward griefs;

yet it must be done with discretion, for it is very quick

and piercing, andtherefore very little must be taken at a

time. There is also- another oil made by insolation in

this manner. Take what quantity you will of the flowers,

and put them into a strong glass, close stopped, tie a fine

linen cloth over the mouth, and turn the mouth down

into another strong glass, which being set in the sun, an

oil will distill down into the lower glass, to be preserved as

precious for divers uses, both inward and outward, as a?

sovereign balm to heal the diseases before mentioned, to-

clear dim sights, and take away spots, marks and scars in

the skin.
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Rhubarb or Raphontick. <?• (h. d. 2.)

Do not start, and say, this grows you know not how far

off; and then ask me, how it comes to pass that I bring it

among our English simples? For though fhe name may

speak it foreign, yet it grows with us in England, and that

frequent enough in our gardens: and when you have tho

roughly pursued its virtues, you will conclude it nothing

inferior to that which is brought out of China, and by that

time this hath been as much used as that hath been-, the namn

which the other hath gotten will be eclipsed by the fame of

this ; but as it groweth only in gardens, by cultivation, we

need not describe it.

Place.] It groweth in gardens, flowereth about the be.

ginning or middle of June, and the seed is ripe in July.

Time.] The roots that are to be dried and kept all the

next year, are not to be taken up before the stalk and

leaves be quite withered and gone, and that is not until

the middle or end of October, and if they be taken a little

before the leaves do spring, or when they are sprung up,

the roots will not have so good a colour in them. I have

given the precedence unto this because in- virtues also it

hath the pre-eminence, I come now to describe unto 3'ou,

that which is called Patience, or Monk's Rhubarb: and

next unto that, the great round-leaved Dock, or bastard

Rhubarb, for the one of these may supply in the ab

sence of the other, being not much unlike in their virtues,

only one more powerful and efficacious than the other.

And lastly, shall shew you the virtues of all the three

sorts.

Garden-Patience, or Monk's Rhubarb. g.(!i.d.2.)

This is a Dock bearing the name of Rhubarb forsome

purging quality therein, and groweth up with huge tall

stalks, set wish somewhat bread and long fair green leaves,

not dented at all. The tops of the stalks being divided

into many small branches, bear reddish or purplish

flowers, and three-square seed, like unto other dock.

The root is long, gn at and yellow, like unto the wild

docks, but a li-.tle redder; and if it be a little dried^
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shewethle?s store of discoloured veins than the next doth

when it is dry.

Great round-leaved Dock, or Bastard Rhubarb. e? -

(//. d. 2.;

This hath divers large, round, thin, yellowish green lean -s

rising from the root, a little waved about the edges, every

one standing upon a reasonable thick and long brownish

foot-stalk, from among which riseth up a pretty big stalk

about two feet high, some such like leaves growing

thereon, but smaller; at the top whereof stand in a long

spike, many small brownish flowers, which turn into a

hard three-square shining brown seed, like the Garden

Patience before described. The root groweth greater

than that, with many branches of great fibres thereat,

yellow on the outside, and somewhat pale; yellow within,

with some discoloured veins like to the Rhubarb which is

first described, but much less than it, especially when it is

dry.

Place and Time.] These also grow in gardens, and flower

and seed at or near the same time that our true Rhubarb

doth, viz. they flower in June and the seed is ripe iu

July.

Government and Virtues.] Mars claims predominancy

over all these wholesome herbs ; you cry out upon him

for an infortunate, when God created him for your good

(only he is angry with fools.) What dishonour is this,

not to Mars, but to God himself? A dram of the dried

root of Monk's Rhubarb, with a scruple of ginger made

into powder, and taken fasting in a draught or mess of

warm broth, purgeth both choler and phlegm downwards

very gently and safely. The seed thereof contrary doth

bind the belly, and helpeth to stay any sort of lasks or

bloody.ilux. The distilled water thereof is very profitably

used to heal scabs; also foul ulcerous sores, and to lay the

inflammation of them; the juice of the leaves, or roots, or

the decoction of them in vinegar, is used as a most effectual

remedy to heal scabs and running sores.

The Bastard Rhubarb hath all the properties of tha

Monk's Rhubarb, but more effectual for both inward and

outward diseases. Thedecoctiou thereof, without vinegar,

"

,.
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,dropped into the ears, taketh away the pains; gargled in

the mouth, taketh away the tooth-ach, and being drank,

healeth the jaundice. The seed thereof taken, easeth the

gnawing and griping pains of the stomach, and taketh away

the loathings thereof unto meat. The root thereof helpeth

the ruggednessofthenails, and being boiled in wine, helpeth

the swelling of the throat, commonly called the king's-evil,

as also the swellings of the kernels of the ears. It helpeth

them that are troubled with the stone, provoketh urine, and

helpeth the dimness of the sight. The roots of this Bastard

Rhubarb are used in opening and purging diet-drinks, with

other things, to open the liver, and cleanse and cool the

-blood.

The properties of that which is called the English

Rhubarb, are the same with the former, but much more

effectual, and hath all the properties of the true Italian

Rhubarbs, except the force in purging, wherein it is but

of half the strength, and therefore a double quantity must

be used; it likewise hath not that bitterness and astric-

tion ; in other things it worketh almost in an equal

quantity, which are these: It purgeth the body of cho-

ler and phlegm, being either taken of itself, made into

powder, and drank in a draught of white wine, or steeped

therein all night and taken fasting, or put among other

purges, as shall be thought convenient, cleansing the

stomach, liver, and blood, opening obstructions, and

helpeth those griefs that come thereof, as the jaundice,

dropsy, swelling of the spleen, tertian and daily agues,

and pricking pains of the sides: as also it stayeth spitting

of blood. The powder taken with cassia dissolved, and

washed Venice Turpentine, cleanseth the reins, and

strengtheneth them afterwards, and is very effectual

to stay the running of the reins, or gonorrhoea. It is also

given for the pains and swellings in the head, for those

that are troubled with melancholy, and helpeth the sci

atica, gout and cramp. The powder of the Rhubarb

taken with a little mummia and madder roots in some

red wine, dissolveth clotted blood in the body, happening

by any fall or bruise, aaid helpeth burstings, and broken

parts, as well inward as outward. The oil likewise

wherein it hath been boiled, worketh the like effects,

being anointed. It is used to heal those ulcers that
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happen in the eyes or eyelids, being steeped and strained1;

as also to assuage the swellings and inflammations; and

applied with honey, boiled in wine, it taketh away all blue

spots or marks that happen therein. Whey or white wine

are the best liquors to sieep it in, and thereby it worketh

more effectually in opining obstructions, and purging the

stomach and liver. Many u-se a little Indian spikenard a*

the best corrector thereof.

Meadow Rue. ©~. (h. d. 3.)

This is also called Spurious Rhubarb, or Rueweed.

Descript.] Meadow Rue riseth up with a yellow stringy

root, much spreading in the ground, shooting forth new

sprouts and round about, with many green stalks, two feet

high, crested all the length of them, set with joints here and

there, and many large leaves on them, above as well as

below, being divided into smaller leaves, nicked or dented

in the forepart of them, of a red green colour on the upper

side, and pale green underneath ; toward the top of the

stalk there shooteth forth branches, on every one whereof

stand two, or three or four small heads, or buttons, which

breaking the skin that encloseth them, shooteth forth a

tuft of pale greenish yellow threads, which falling away,

there come in their places small three cornered pods,

wherein is contained small, long and round seed. The

whole plant hath a strong unpleasant scent.

Place.] It groweth in many places of this land, in the

borders of moist meadows, and ditch-sides.

Time.] It flowereth about July, or beginning of Au

gust.

Government and Virlues.] Dloscorides saith, that this

herb bruised a<id applied, perfectly healeth old sores, and

the distilled water of the herb and flowers doth the like.

It is used by some among other pot herbs to open the

body, and make it soluble; but the roots washed clean,

and boiled in ale and drank, provoke to stool more than

the leaves, but yet very gently. The root boiled in water,

and the place of the body most troubled with vermin and

lice, washed therewith while it is warm, destroyeth them

utterly.
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Garden Rue. O. in ft. (h.3. d. 4.)

Garden Rue is so well known by its name, and the name

Herb of Grace, that I shall not need to write any further

description, but shall only shew you the virtue of it, as

followeth.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of the Sun,

and under Leo. It provoketh urine and women's courses,

being taken either hi meat or drink. The seed thereof

taken in wine, is an antidote against all dangerous me.

dicines or deadly poisons. The leaves taken by them,

selves, or with figs and walnuts, is called Mithridate's

counter.poison against the plague, and causeth all veno

mous things to become harmless; being often taken in

meat and drink, it abateth venery and destroyeth the abi

lity to get children. A decoction made thereof with

some dried dill leaves and flowers, easeth all pains and

torments inwardly to be drank, and outwardly applied

warm to the place grieved. The same being drank, help-

eth the pains of the chest and sides, as also coughs and

hardness of breathing, the inflammation of the lungs,

and the tormenting pains of the sciatica and joints, being

anointed, or laid to the places; also the shaking fits of

agues, to take a draught before the fit comes; boiled or

infused in oil, it helps the wind colic, the hardiness and

windiness of the mother, and freetli women from the

strangling or suffocation thereof, if the share and the

parts thereabouts be anointed therewith; it killetn and

driveth forth the worms of the belly, if it be drank after

it is boiled in wine to the half, with a little honey, it

helpeth the gout or pains in the joints, hands, feet or

knees, applied thereunto; and with figs it helpeth the

dropsy, being bathed therewith ; bruised and put into

the nostrils, it stayeth the bleeding thereof; it helpeth

the swelling of the privities, if they be bathed with a

decoction of Rue and bay leaves. It taketh away wheals

and pimples, if being bruised with a few myrtle leaves,

it lie made up with wax, and applied. It cureth the mor-

phew, and taketh away all sorts of warts, if boiled in

'wine with some pepper and nitre, and the place rubbed

therewith, and with almond and honey, helpeth the dry
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scabs, or any tetter or ringworm. The juice warmed rn

a pomegranate shell or rind, and dropped into the eai-s

helpeth the pains of them. The juice of it and fennel,

with a little honey and the gall of a cock put thereunto,

helpeth the dimness of the eye-sight. An ointment

made of the juice thereof, with oil of roses, ceruse, and

a little vinegar, and anointed, cureth St. Anthony's fire,

and all running sores in the head, the stinking ulcexs of

the nose or other parts. The antidote used by Mithi i_

dates, every morning fasting, to secure himself from any

poison or infection, was this : take twenty leaves of Rue,

a little salt, two walnuts and two figs, beaten together

into a mess, with twenty juniper berries, which is the

quantity appointed for every day. Another electuary is

made thus: take of nitre, pepper, and cummin-seed, of

each equal parts; of the leaves of Rue clean picked, as

much in weight as all the other three weighed; beat them

well together, and put as much honey as will make it up

into an electuary (but you must first steep your cummin

seed in vinegar twenty -four hours, and then dry it, or

rather roast it in a hot fire-shovel, or in an oven) and it

is a remedy for tiie pains or griefs in the chest or stomach,

of the spleen, belly, or side, by wind or stitches, of the

liver by obstructions, of the reins and bladder by the

stopping of urine, and helpeth also to extenuate fat cor

pulent bodies. What an infamy is cast upon the ashes

of Mithridates, or Methridates (as the Augustines read

his name) by unworthy people. They that deserve no

good report themselves, love to give none to others,

viz. That renowned King of Pontus fortified his body

by poison against poison, (He cast out devils by Beelze

bub, prince of the devils.) What a sot is he that knows

not if he had accustomed his body to cold poisons, hot

poisons would have dispatched him? Qn the contrary,

if not, corrosions would have done it. The while world

is at this present time beholden to him for his studies in

physx, and he that ustth the quantity but of an hazel

nut of that receipt every morning, to which his name is

adjoined, .-hall to admiration preserve his body in health,

if he do bin consider that Rue is an herb of the Sun, and;

under Leo, and gather it and the rest accordingly.

-

m-f^tw I
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Rupture-Worf. rj . (c. 1. d 2.)

This derives its name from its principal virtue.

Descript.] This spreads many thready branches round

about upon the ground, about a span long, divided into

many other smaller parts full of small joints, set very

thick together, whereat come forth two very small leavet

of a French yellow, green coloured branches and all,

where groweth forth also a number of exceeding small

yellow flowers, scarce to be discerned from the stalk and

leaves, which turn into seeds as small as the very dust.

The root is very long and small, thrusting down deep in

the ground. This hath neither smell nor taste at first,

lut afterwards, hath a little astringent taste, without any

manifest heat; yet a little bitter and sharp withal.

Place.] It groweth in dry, sandy and rocky places.

Time.] It is fresh and green all the Summer.

Government and Virtues.] They say Saturn causeth

ruptures : if he do, he doth no more than he can cure^

af you want wit, he will teach you, though to your cost.

This herb is Saturn's own, and is a noble antivenerean.

Rupture-wort hath not its name in vain; for it is found

by experience to cure the rupture, not only in children,

but also in elder persons, if the disease be not too invete-

. rate, by taking a dram of the powder of the dried lierb

every day in wine, or a decoction made and drank for

certain days together. The juice of distilled water of the

green herb, taken in the same manner, helpeth all other

iluxes either of man or woman ; vomiting also, and the

gonorrhoea, or running of the reins, being taken any of

the ways aforesaid. It doth also most assuredly help

those that have the stranguary, or are troubled with the

stone or gravel in the reius or bladder. The same help

eth stitches in the sides, griping pains of the stomach or

belly, the obstructions of the liver, and cureth the yellow

jaundice ; likewise it kills the worms in children. Being

outwardly applied, it conglutinateth wounds, and helpeth

to stay defluctions of rheum, from the head to the eyes,

nose and teeth, being bruised green, and bound thereto ;

er the forehead, temples, or nape of the neck, bathed with
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the decoction of the dried herb. It also drirth up the mois.

ture of fistulous ulcers, or any other that are foul an<l

spreading.

Rushes.

Although there are many kinds of Rushes, yet they arc

as well let alone as used in physic. There are remedies

enough without them for any disease, and therefore as the

proverb is, I care not a Rush for them; or rather, they wilt

do you as much good as if one had given you a Rush.

Rye. ?. (c. d. I.)

This is so well known, especially to the country people,

who feed much thereon, that if I did describe it, they would

presently say, I might as well have spared that labour.

Government and Virtues.] Rye is more digesting than

wheat; the bread and leaven thereof ripeneth and break.

eth imposthumes, boils, and other swellings; the meal

of Rye put between a double cloth, and moistened with

a little vinegar, and heated in a pewter dish, set over a

chafing dish of coals, and bound fast to the head while

it is hot, doth much ease the continual pains in the head.

Matthiolus saith, that the ashes of Rye straw put into

water, and steeped therein a day and a nighl, and the

chops of the hands or feet washed therewith, doth heal them.

Saffron. Q. in ft. (h. d. 2.)

The herb needs no description, it being known generally

where it grows.

Place.] It grows frequently at Walden, in Essex, and

in Cambridgeshire.

Government and Virtues.-\ It is an herb of the Sun, and

under the Lion, and therefore strengthens the heart ex

ceedingly. Let not above ten grains be given at one

lime, for the Sun, which is the fountain of light, may

dazzle the eyes, and make them blind; a cordial being

taken in an immoderate quantity hurts the heart instead of

helping it. It quickeneth the brain, for the Sun is exalted

in Aries, as well as he hath his house iu Leo. It helps

consumptions of the lungs, and difficulty of breathing j
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it is excellent in epidemical diseases, as pestilence, small

pox, ami measles. It ii a notable expulsive medicine and

remedy for the yellow jaundice.

Sage. %. (h. 2.d.3.)

Ocr ordinary Sage needeth no description.

Timel] It flowereth in or about July.

Governmentand Virtues.'] Jupiter claims this, and bids

me tell you, it is good for the liver, and to breed blood.

A decoction of the leaves and branches of Sage made and

drank, saith Dioscorides, provokes urine, bringeth down

women's courses, helps to expel the dead child, and

causeth the hair to become black. It stayeth the bleed

ing of wounds, and cleanseth foul ulcers and sores. The

decoction made in wine, taketh away the itching of the

privities, if they be bathed therewith. Agrippa saith,

that if women that cannot conceive, by reason of the

moist slipperiness of their wombs, shall take a quantity

of the juice of Sage, with a little salt, for four days be

fore they company with their husbands, it will help them

not only to conceive, but also to retain the birth with

out miscarrying. Orpheus saith, three spoonfulls of the

juice of Sage, taken fasting, with a little honey, doth

presently stay the spitting or casting of blood in them

that are in a consumption. These pills are much com

mended : take of spikenard, ginger, of each two drams,

of the seed of Sage toasted at the fire, eight drams, of the

long pepper, twelve drams, all these being brought into pow

der, put thereto so much juice of the Sage as may make

them into a mass of pills, taking a dram of them every

morning fasting, and so likewise at night, drinking a

little pure water after them. Matthiolus saith, it is very

profitable for all manner of pains in the head, coming

of cold and rheumatic humours; as also for all pains of

the joints, whether inwardly or outwardly, and therefore

helpeth the falling sickness, the lethargy, such as are dull

and heavy of spirit, the palsy, and is of much use in all

defluctions of rheum from the head and for the diseases of

the chest or breast. The leaves of Sage and nettles

bruised together, and laid upon the imposthumes that

riseth behind the ears, doth assuage it much.

The juice of Sage taken in warm water helpeth. a

hoarseness and cough. The leaves soddened in wine,
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and laid upon the place affected with the palsy, helpefh

much, if the decoction be drank : also Sage taken with

wormwood is good for the bloody-flux. Pliny saitli,

it procures women's courses, and stayeth them coming

down too fast; helpelh the stinging and biting of serpents

and killeth the worms that breed in the ear, and sores.

Sage is of excellent use to help the memory, warming

and quickening the senses; and the conserve made of the

flowers is used to the same purpose, and also for all the

former recited diseases. The juice of Sage drank with

yinegar, hath been of good use in time of the plague at

all times. Gargles likewise are made with Sage, rosema

ry, honey-suckles and plantain, boiled in wine or water,

with some honey or all urn put thereto, to wash sore

mouths and throats, cankers, or the secret parts of man

or woman, as neod rerjuireth. And with other hot and

comfortable herbs, Sape is boiled to bathe the body and

legs in the Summer lime, especially to warm cold joints

or sinews, troubled with the palsy and cramp, and to

comfort and strengthen the parts. It is much commend

ed against the stitch, or pains in the side coming of wind,

if the place be fomented warm with the decoction there

of in wine, and the herb also after boiling be laid warm

-thereunto.

Wood Sage. $. (h.d.2.)

This is also called Wood-Germander.

Descript.] Wood-sage riseth up with square hoary

stalks, two feet high at least, with two leaves set at

every joint, somewhat like other Sage leaves, but smaller,

softer, whiter and rounder, and a little dented about the

edges, and smelling somewhat stronger. At the tops of

the stalks and branches stand the flowers, on a slender

large spikp, turning themselves all one way when they

blow, and are of a pale and whitish colour, smaller than

Sage, but hooded and gaping like unto them. The seed

is blackish and round; four usually seem in a husk toge

ther; the root is long and stringy, with divers fibres

thereat, and abidcth many years.

lJlace.] It groweth in woods, and by wood sides; as

also in divers fields and bye lanes in the land.

Time.} It flowereth in June, July and August.
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Government and Virtues.] The herb is under Venus.

The decoction of the Wood Sage provoketh urine and

women's courses. It also provoketh sweat, digestoth

humours, and discusseth swellings and nodes in the flesh,

and is therefore thought to be good against the French

pox. The decoction of the green herb, made with wide,

is a safe and sure remedy for those who by falls, bruises,

01 blows, suspect some vein to be inwardly broken, to

disperse and void the congealed blood, and consolidate

the veins. The drink used inwardly, and the herb out

wardly, is good for such as are inwardly bursten, and is

found to be a sure remedy for the palsy. The juice of

the herb, or the powder thereof dried, is good for moist

ulcers and seres in the legs, and other parts, to dry

them and cause them to heal more speedily. It is no less

effectual also in green wounds, to be used upon any oc

casion.

Solomon's Seal. \ . (h. d. I.J

Of these there are two kinds, the common and the sweet

smelling.

Descript.] The common Solomon's Seal riseth up with

a round stalk half a yard high, bowing or bending down

to the ground, set with single leaves one above another,

somewhat large, and like the leaves of the lily.convally,

or May-lily, with an eye of bluish upon the green, with

some ribs therein, and more yellowish underneath. At

the foot of every leaf, almost from the bottom up to the

top of the stalk, come forth small, long, white and hoi.

low pendulous flowers, somewhat like the flowers of May-

lily, but ending in five long points, for thp most part

two together, at the end of a long foot-?talk, and some

times but one, and sometimes also two stalks, with flow

ers at the foot of a leaf, which are without any scent at

all, and stand on one side of the sta'k. After they are

past, come in on their places small round berries, great at

the first, and blackish green, tending to blueness wheu

they ure ripe, wherein lie small, white, hard, and stony

seeds. The root is of the thickness of one's finger or

thumb, white and knotted in some places, a flat round

circle representing a Seal, whereof it took th« name, ly
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iog along under the upper crust of the earth, and not

growing downward, but with many fibres underneath.

Place.] It is frequent in divers places of this land; as,

namely, in a wood two miles from Canterbury, by Fish-

Pool Hill, as also in Bushy Close belonging to the parson

age of Alderbury, near Clarendon, two miles from Salis-.

bury ; in Cheffon-wood, or Cheffon-Hill, between New-

ington and SiUingbourn in Kent, and divers o£her places

in Essex, and other counties.

Time.] It flowertth about May : the root abideth and

shooteth anew every year.

Government and Virtues.'] Saturn owns the plant,

for he loves his bones well. The root of Solomon's Seal

is found by experience to be available in wounds, hurts,

and outward sores, to heal and close up the lips of those

that are green, and to dry up and restrain the flux of hu

mours to those that are old. It is singularly good to stay

vomitings and bleeding wheresoever, as also also fluxes in

man or woman, whether whites or reds in women, or the

running of the reins in men; also to knit any joint,

which by weakness useth to be often out of place, or will

not stay in long when it is set; also to knit and join bro

ken bones in any part of the body, the roots being brui

sed and applied to the places; yea, it hath been found

by late experience, that the decoction of the root in wine,

or the bruised root put into wine or other drink, and after

a night's infusion, strained forth hard and drank, hath

helped both man and beast, whose bones hath been bro

ken by any occasion, which is the most assured refuge of

help to people of divers counties of the land that they

can have. It is no less effectual to help ruptures and

burstings, the decoction in wine or the powder in broth

or drink, being inwardly taken, and outwardly applied

to the place. The same is also available for inward or

outward bruises, falls or blows, both to dispel the con.

gealed blood, and to take away both the pains and the

Mark and blue maiks that, abide after the hurt. The

same also, or the distilled water of the whole plant used

to the face, or other parts of the skin, cleanseth it from

morphew, freckles, spots, or marks whatsoever, leaving

the place fresh, fair, and lovely for which it is much

used by the Italian dames.
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Samphire. 1/. (h. m. 2.)

This is used more by the cook than by the apothecary.

Descript.] Rock Samphire groweth up with a tender

green stalk about half a yard, or two feet high, branch

ing forth almost from the very bottom, and stored with

sundry thick and almost round (somewhat long) leaves,

of a deep green colour, sometimes more on a stalk, and

sappy, and of a pleasant, hot, and spicy taste. At the

top of the stalks and branches stand umbels of white

flowers, and after them come large seed b'gger than fen

nel seed, yet somewhat like it. The root is great, white,

and long, continuing many years, and is of an hot and

spicy taste also.

Place.] It groweth on the rocks that are often moist

ened at the least, if not overflowed with the sea water.

Time.] And it flowereth and seedeth in the end of

July and August.

Government and Virtues.'] It is an herb of Jupiter,

and was in former times wont to be used more than now it

is; the more is the pity. It is well known almost to every

body, that ill digestions and obstructions are the cause of

most of the diseases which the frail nature of man is sub

ject to ; both which might be remedied bv a more fre

quent use of this herb. If people would have sauce to

their meat, they may take some for profit as well as for

pleasure. It is a safe herb, very pleasant both to taste

and stomach, helpeth digestion, and in some fort open

ing obstructions of the liver and spleen; provoketh urine,

and helpeth thereby to wash aw ay the gravel and stone

engendered in the kidnies or bladder.

Sanicle. $. (h. 2. d. 3.)

Tins is by some called Butterwort.

Descript.] Sanicle sendeth forth many great round

leaves, standing upon long brownish stalks, every one

somewhat deeply cut or divided into five or six parts,

and some of these also cut in somewhat like the leaf of

crow's-foot, or dove's-foot, and finely dented about the

edges, smooth, and of a dark shining colour, and some
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times reddish about the brim ; from which rise up small,

round green stalks, without any joint or leaf thereon,

saving at the top, where it branches forth into flowers,

having a leaf divided into three or four parts at that joint

with the flowejs, which are small and white, srarting out

of small round greenish yellow heads, many standing to-

gethee in a tuft, in which afterwards are the seeds con.

tained, which are small round burs, sumewhat like tho

leaves of clevers, and stick in the same manner upon any

thing that they touch. The root is composed of many

blackish strings or fibres, set together at a little long

head, which abideth with green leaves all the Winter.

Place.'] It is found in many shadowy woods.

Time.] It flowereth iu June, and the seed is ripe short

ly after.

Government and Virtues.] This is one of Venus's herbs

to cure the wounds or mischiefs Mars infiicteth upon the

body of man. It heals green wounds speedily, or any ul

cers, imposthumes, or bleeding inward, also tumours in

any part of the body ; for the decoction or powder in

drink taken, and the juice outwardly, dissipate th the

humours ; and there is not found any herb that can giye

tuch present help either to man or beast, when the disease

falleth upon the lungs or throat, and to heal up putrid

malignant ulcers in the mouth, throat and privities, by

gargling or washing with the decoction of the leaves and

roots made in water, and a little honey put thereto. It

helpeth to stay women's courses, and all other fluxes of

blood, either by the mouth, urine, or stooi, and lasks of

the belly; the ulcerations of the kidnies also, and the

pains in the bowels and gonorrhea, or running of the

reins, being boiled in wine or water, aud drank. The

same also is no less powerful to help any rupture or

burstings, used both inwardly and outwardly : and brief

ly, it is as effectual in binding, restraining, consolidat

ing, heating, drying and healing, as comfrey, bugle,

self heal, or any other of the vulnerary herbs whatso

ever.
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Saracen's Confound. Tj . (c. d. 2.)

It is also called Saracen's Woundwort.

Descript.] This groweth sometimes with brownish

stalks, and other whiles with green, to a man's height,

having narrow green leaves snipped about the edges,

somewhat like those of the peach-tree, or willow leaves,

but not of such a white green colour. The tops of the stalks

are furnished with many yellow star-like flowers, standing

in green heads, which when they are fallen, and the seed

ripe, which is somewhat long, small and of a brown co^

lour, wrapped down, is therewith carried away with the

wind. The root is composed of fibres set together at a

head which perisheth not in Winter, although, the stalks

dry away, and no leaf appearelh in the Winter. The

taste hereof is strong and unpleasant, and so is the smell

also.

Place.'] It groweth in moist and wet grounds, by wood-

sides, and sometimes in the moist places of shadowy groves,

as also the water side.

Time.] It flowereth in July, and the seed is soon ripe,

and carried away with the wind.

Government and Virtues.] Saturn owns the herb, and

it is of a sober condition like him. Among the Germans

this wound herb is preferred before all others of the same

quality. Being boiled in wine, and drank, it helpeth the

indisposition of the liver, and freeth the gall from obstruc

tions; whereby it is good for the yellow jaundice, and for

the dropsy in the beginning of it; for all inward ulcers of

the reins, mouth, 'or throat, and inward wounds and

bruise-fi, likewise for such sores as happen in the privy

purts of men or women; being steeped in wine, and then

distilled, the water thereof drank, is singularly good to

ease all gnawings in the stomach, or other pains of the

body, as also the pains of the mother : and being boiled

in water, it helpeth continual agues; and the said water,

or the simple water of the herb distilled, or the juice or

decoction, are very effectual to heal any green wound, or

old sore or ulcer whatsoever, cleansiug them from corrup

tion, and quickly healing them up. Brielly, whatsoever

bath been said of Bugle or Smicle, may be found hi rein.

O
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Sauce Alone. ?. (h. d. 4.)

Also called Jack by the Hedge side.

Descript.] The lower leaves ofthis are rounder than those

that grow towards the tops of the stalks, and are set singly

on the joint, beiiig somewhat round and broad, pointed at

the ends, dented also about the edges, somewhat resembling

nettle leaves for the form, but ofa fresher green colour, hot

rough or pricking: the flowers are white, growing at the

top of the stalks one above another, which being past,

follow small round pods, wherein are contained round seed

somewhat blackish. The root stringy and thready, perish-

eth every year after it hath given seed, and raiseth itself

Bgain' of its own sowing. The plant, or any part thereof,

being bruised, smeilelh of garlic, but more pleasant, and

tasteth somewhat hot and sharps almost like unto rocket.

Place.] It groweth under walls, and by hedge-sides, and

path-ways in fields in many places.

Time.] It flowereth in June, July, and August.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Mercury.

This is eaten by many country people as sauce to their

salt fish, and helpeth well to digest the crudities and

other corrupt humours engendered thereby. It warmeth

also the stomach, and causeth digestion. The juice

thereof boiled with honey is- accounted to be as good as

hedge mustard for the cough, to cut and expectorate the

tough phlegm. The seed bruised and boiled in wine, is a

singular good remedy for the wind colic, or the stone,

being drank warm; it is also given to women troubled

with the mother, both to drink, and tfie seed put into a

cloth, and applied while it is warm, is of singular good

use. The leaves also, or the seed boiled, is good to

be used in clysters to ease the pains of the stone. The

green leaves are held to be good to heal the ulcers in the

legs.

Winter and Summer Savory. £ . (*. d. 2.)

Both these are so well known (being entertained as

constant inhabitants in our gardens) that they need n»

description.
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Government and Virtues.^ Mercury claims the dominion

*ver this herb, neither is there a better remedy against the

colic and iliac passion, than this herb ; keep it dry by yoa

all the year, if you love yourself and your ease, and it is a

hundred pounds to a penny if you do not: keep it dry,

make conserves and syrups of it for your use, and withal,

take notice that the Summer kind is the best. They are

both of them hot and dry, especially the Summer kind,

which is both sharp and quick in taste, expelling wind in

the stomach and bowels, and is a present help for the

rising of the mother procured by wind; provoketh urine

and women's courses, and is much commended for women

with child to take inwardly, and to smell often unto. It

cureth tough phlegm in the chest and lungs, and helpeth

to expectorate it the more easily; quickens the dull

spirits in the lethargy, the juice thereof being snuffed up

into the nostrils. The juice dropped into the eyes,

cleareth a dull sight, if it proceed of thin cold humours

distilled from the brain. The juice heated with oil of

Roses, and dropped into the ears, easeth them of the

noise and singing in them, and of deafness also. Out

wardly applied with wheat flour, in manner of a poultice,

it giveth ease t& them, and taketh away their pains. It

also laketh away tho pain that comes by stinging of bees,

wasps, &c.

Savino. . (k. d. 3.)

To describe a plant so well known is needless, it bemg

nursed up almost in every garden, and abiding green all the

Winter.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Mars, being hot and dry in the third degree, and being

of exceeding clean parts, is of a very digesting quality.

If you dry the herb into powder, and mix it with honey,

it is an excellent remedy to cleanse old filthy ulcers and

fistulas: but it hinders them from healing. The same is

excellent good to break carbuncles and plague sores;

also helpeth the king's evil, being applied to the place.

Being spread over a piece of leather, and applied to the

navel, kills the worms in the belly, helps scabs and itch,

o 2
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running sores, cankers, tetters, and ringworms; and being

applied to theplace, may haply cure venereal sores. This

I thought good to speak of, as it may be safely used out

wardly, for inwardly it cannot be taken without manifest

danger.

White Saxifrage. ).(A. d. 2.)

There are two kinds of Saxifrage, both of which are here

described.

Descript.] The common white. Saxifrage hath a few

small reddish kernels of roots covered with some skins,

lying among divers small blackish fibres, which send forth

divers round, faint or yellow green leaves, and greyish

underneath, lying above the ground, unevenly dented

about the edges, and somewhat hairy, every one upon a

little footstalk, from whence riseth up round, brownish,

hairy, green stalks, two or three feet high, with a few-

such like round leaves as grow below, but smaller, and

somewhat branched at the top, whereon stand pretty large

white flowers, of five leaves a-piece, with some yellow

threads in the middle, standing in a long crested, brownish

green husk. After the flowers are past, there ariseth

sometimes a round hard head, forked at the top, wherein

is contained small black seed, but usually they fall away

without any seed, and it is the kernels or grains of the root

which are usually called the White Saxifrage-seed, and so

used.

Place.'] It groweth as well in the lowermost, as in

the upper dry corners of meadows, and grassy sandy

places.

Time.'] It flowereth in May, and then gathered, as

well for that which is called the seed, as to distil, for it

quickly perisheth down to the ground.

Government and Virtues.] It is effectual to cleanse the

reins and bladder, to dissolve the stone in them, and to

expel it and the gravel by urine; to help the stranguary;

for which purpose the decoction of the herb or roots in

white wine, is most usual, or the powder of the small

kernel root, which is called the seed, taken in white wine,

The distilled water of the whole herb, root and flowers,

in most familtar to be taken. It proroketh also women's
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courses, and freeth and cleanseth the stomach and lungs

from thick and tough phlegm. There are not man;- better

medicines to break the stone than this.

Burnet Saxifrage. >. (h. d. 3.)

Burnet Saxifrage groweth up with divers long stalks of

winged leaves, set directly opposite one to another on

both sides, each being somewhat broad, and a little

pointed and dented about the edges, of a sad green

colour. At the top of the stalks stand umbels of white

flowers, after which come small and blackish seed. Tiie

root is long and whitish, abiding long. Our lesser Burnet

Saxifrage hath much finer leaves than the former, and very-

small, and set one against another, deeply jagged about

the edges, and of the same colour as the former. The

umbels of the flowers are white, and the seed very small,

and so is the root, being also somewhat hot and quick in

taste.

Place.] These grow in moist meadows, and are to be

found, by being well sought for among the grass, wherein

many times they lay hid, scarcely to be discerned.

Tinte.] They flower about July, and their seed is ripe in

August.

Government and Virtues.] They are both herbs of the

Moon. They are hot as pepper. They have the same

properties the parsleys have, but in provoking urine, and

easing the pains thereof, and of the wind and colic, are

more effectual, the roots or seed being used either in

powder, or in decoctions; and likewise helpeth the windy

pains of the mother, and to procure their courses, and to

break and void the stone in the kidnies, to digest cold,

,viscous, and tough phlegm in the stomach, and is an espe

cial remedy against all kind of venom. Castoreum being

boiled in the distilled water thereof, is singular good to be

given to those that are troubled with cramps and couvul.

sions. Some make the seeds into comfits (as they do

carraway seeds) which is effectual to all the purposes

aforesaid. The juice of the herb dropped into the most

grievous wounds of the head, drieth up their moisture, and

healeth them quickly. Some women use the distilled water

o 3
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to take away freckles or spots in the skin or face ; and to

drink the same sweetened with sugar for all the purpose*

aforesaid.

Scabious, three Sorts. ?. (ft. d. 2.)

There are many other sorts of Scabious, but I take those

here described are the most familiar.

Descript.] Common field Scabious groweth up with

many hairy, soft, whitish green leaves, some whereof are

very little, if at all jagged on the edges, others very much

rent and torn on the sides, and have threads in them,

which upon breaking may be plainly seen ; from among

which rise up divers hairy green stalks, three or four feet

high, with such like hairy green leaves on theft, but more

deeply and finely divided, branched forth a little; at the

tops thereof, which are naked and bare of leaves for a

good space, stand round heads of flowers, of a pale bluish

colour, set together in a head, the outermost whereof

are larger than the inward, with many threads also in.

the middle, somewhat flat at the top, as the head with -

the seed is likewise; the root is great, white and thick,

growing down deep into the ground, and abideth maoy

years.

There is another sort of Field Scabious different m no

thing from the former, but in being smaller.

The Corn Scabious differeth little from the first, but that

it is greater in all respects, and the flowers more inclining

to purple, and the root creepeth under the upper crust of

the earth, and runneth not deep into the ground as the first

doth.

Place.] The first groweth usually in meadows.

The second in some of the dry fields, but not so plenti

fully as the former.

The third in standing corn, or fallow fields.

Time.] They flower in June and July, and some abide

flowering until it be late in August, and the seed is ripe in

the mean time.

Government and Virtues.'] Mercury owns the plant.

Scabious is very effectual for all coughs, shortness of breath,

and all other diseases of the breast and lungs, ripening and

digesting cold phlegm, and voiding them forth by cough
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ing and spitting. It ripeneth also all sorts of inward

ulcers and imposthumes; pleurisy also, if the decoction

of the herb dry or green be made in wine, and drank for

some time together. Four ounces of the clarified juice of

Scabious taken in the morning- fasting, with a dram of

mithridate, or Venice Treacle, freeth the heart from any

infection of pestilence, if after the taking of it the party

sweat two hours in bed, and this medicine be again and

again repeated, if need require. The green herb bruised

and applied to any carbuncle or plague sore, is found by

certain experience to dissolve and break it in three hours

space. The same decoction also drank, helpeth the pains

and stitches in the side. The decoction of the roots taken

for forty days together, or a dram of the powder of them

taken at a time in whey, doth (as Matthiolus saith)

wonderfully help those that are troubled with running or

spreading scabs, tetters, ring-worms, yea, although they

proceed from the French pox. The juice or decoction

drank, helpeth also scabs and breakings out of the itch,

and the like. The juice also made up into an ointment

and used, is effectual for the same purpose. The same also

healeth all inward wounds by the drying, cleansing, and

healing quality therein ; and a syrup made t)f the juice and

sugar, is very effectual to all the purposes aforesaid, and

so is the distilled water of the herb and flowers made in

due season, especially to be used when the green herb is

«ot ki force to be taken. The decoction of the herb and

roots outwardly applied, doth wonderfully help all sorts

of hard or cold swellings in any part of the body, is effec

tual for shrunk sinews or veins, and healeth green wounds

»ld sores and ulcers. The juice of Scabious, made up with

the powder of Borax and Samphire, cleauseth the skin of

the face, or other parts of the body, not only from freckles

and pimples, but also from morphew and leprosy; the

head washed with the decoction, cleanseth from dandruff^

scurf, sores, itch, and the like, used warm. The herb

bruised and applied, doth in a short time loosen and draw

forth any splinter, broken bone, arrow head, or other suck

like thing lying in the flesh.

© 4
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Scurvygrass. 'U. (h. d. 3.)

Tins is well known anrl much used by country people.

Descript.] English Scurvygrass hath many thick flat

leaves, more long than broad, and sometimes longer and

narrower; sometimes also smooth on the edges, and some

times a little waved; sometimes plain, smooth and pointed

of a sad green, and sometimes a bluish colour, every one

standing by itself upon a long foot-slalk, which is brownish

or greenish also, from among which arise many slender

stalks, bearing few leaves thereon like the other, but

longer and lesser for the most part; at the tops whereof

grow many whitish flowers, with yellow threads in the

middle, standing about a green head, which becometli the

seed vessel, which will be somewhat flat when it is ripe,

wherein is contained reddish seed, tasting somewhat hot.

'1 he root is made of many white strings, which stick deeply

into the mud, wherein it chiefly delights, yet it will well

abide in the more upland and drier ground, and taste a

little brackish and salt even there, but not so much as

where it hath the salt water to feed upop.

Place.] Itgroweth all along the Thames side, both on

the Essex and Kentish shores, from Woolwich round

about the sea coasts to Dover, Portsmouth, and even to

Bristol, where it is had in plenty ; the other with round

leares, groweth in Lincolnshire, and other places by the

.sea-side.

There is also another sort called Dutch Scurvygrass,

which is most known, and frequent in gardens.

Time.] It flowereth in April and May, and giveth seed

ripe quickly after.

Government and Virtues ] It is an herb of Jupiter.

The English Scurvygrass is more used for the salt taste it

beareth, wlrch doth somewhat open and cleanse; but the

Dutch is of better effect, and chiefly used (if it may be had)

by those that have the scurvy, and is of singular good

effect to cleanse the blood, liver and spleen, taking the

juice in the Spring, every morning fasting, in a cup of

drink. The decoction is good for the same purpose, and

openeth obstructions, evacuating cold, clammy and phleg

matic humours, both from the liver and spleen, and bring
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ing the body to a more lively colour. Thejuice also help,

eth all foul ulcers and sores in the mouth, gargled there-

-with ; and used outwardly, cleanseth the skin from spots,

marks, or scars that happen therein.

Self-Heal. ?. (h. d. 1.)

Called also Prunel, Carpenter's Herb, Hook-heal, and'

Sickle-wort.

Descript.] Self-heal is a small, low, creeping herb, hav

ing many small, roundish-pointed leaves, like leaves of wild

mints, of a dark green colour, without dents on the edges ;

from among which rise square hairy stalks, scarce a foot

high, which spread sometimes into branches with small

leaves set thereon, up to the tops, where stand many

spiked heads of small brownish leaves like scales and

flowers together, almost like the head of a cassidony, which

flowers are gaping, and of a bluish purple, or more pale

blue, in some places sweet, but not so in others. The

roots consist of many fibres downward, and spreading

strings also whereby it increaseth. The small stalks, with

the leaves creeping on the ground, shoot forth fibres taking

hold on the ground, whereby it is made a great tuft in a,

short time.

Place.] It is found in woods and fields everywhere.

Time.] It llowereth in May and sometimes in April.

Government and Virtues.] Here is another herb o

Venus, Self-Heal, whereby when you are hurt you may

heal yourself; it is an especial herb for inward and out

ward wounds. Take it inwardly in syrups for inward

wounds; outwardly in unguents and plaisters for out

ward. As Self-Heal is like Bugle in form, so also in the

qualities and virtues, serving for all the purposes whereto

Bugle is applied with good success, either inward or out

wardly, for inward wounds or ulcers whatsoever within

the body, for bruises or falls, and such like hurts. If it

be accompanied with Bugle, Sanicle, and other the like

wound-herbs, it will be more effectual to wash or inject

into ulcers in the parts outwardly. Where there is cause

to repress the heat and sharpness of humours flowing to

any sores, ulcers, inflammations, swellings or the like, or

05
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to stay the flux of blood in any wound or part, this is used

with some good success; as also to cleanse the foulness of

•ores, and cause them more speedily io be healed. It is

an especial remedy for all green wounds, to solder the lips

of them, and to keep the place from any further inconve.

niencies. The juice hereof used with oil of Toses to anoint

the temples and forehead, is very effectual to remove the

head-ach, and the same mixed with honey of roses, cleans-

eth and healeth all ulcers in the mouth and throat, and

those also in the secret parts. And the proverb of the

Germans, French, and others, is verified in this, that he

needeth neither physkian nor surgeon thai hath Self-heai

and Sanicle to help himself.

The Service-Tree. T^ . (c. d. I.)

It is 90 well known in the place where it grows, that h

needeth no description.

Government and Virtues.'] Services when they are mel

low, stay fluxes, scouring, and casting, yet less than med

lars. If they be dried before they be mellow, and kept

all the year, they may be used in decoctions for the said

purpose, either to drink or to bathe the parts requiring it;

and are profitably used to stay the bleeding of wounds,

•end of the mouth or nose, to be applied to the forehead,

and nape of the neck ; and are under the dominion of

Saturn.

Shepherd's Purse. \ . (c. d. 3.)

It is called Whoreman's Permacety, Shepherd's Scrip,

Shepherd's Pounce, Toywort, Pickpurse and Casewort.

It is too well known to need any description.

Government and Virtues.! It is under the dominion of

Saturn, and of a cold, dry, and binding nature, like to

him. It helps all fluxes of blood, either caused by inward

or outward wounds; as also flux of the bellj, and bloody

flux, spitting and pissing of blood, stops the terms in

'women ; being bound to the wrists of the hands, and the

soles of the feet, it helps the yellow jaundice. The herb

being made into a poultice, helps inflammations and St.
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Anthony's fire. The juice being dropped into the ears,

heals the pains, noise and matterings thereof. A good

ointment may be made of it for all wounds, especially

wounds in the head.

Smallage. ?. (k.d.V.)

This is very well known, therefore I shall not trouble the

reader with any description thereof.

Government and Virtues^ It is an herb of Mercury.

Smallnge is hotter, drier, and much more medicinal than;

parsley, for it much more openeth obstructions of the liver

and splein, rarefieth thick phlegm, and cleanseth it and the

blood withal. It provoketh urine and women's courses,

and is singular good against the yellow jaundice, tertian

and quartan agues, if the juice thereof be taken, but espe

cially made into a syrup. The juice also put to honey of

roses, and barley water, is very good to gargle the mouth

and throat of those that have sores and ulcers in them, and

will quickly heal them. The same lotion also cleanseth

and healeth all other foul ulcers and cankers, elsewhere,

if they be washed therewith. The seed is especially used

to break and expel wind, kill Worms, and to help a stink.

ing breath. The root is effectual to all the purposes afore

said, and is held to be stronger in operation than the herb,

but especially to open obstructions, and to rid away any

ague, if the juice thereof be taken in wine, or the decoction

thereof in wine be used.

Sopewort. $ . (h. d. 2.)

It is likewise called bruisewort.

Descripl.] The root creepeth under ground, with many

joints, of a brown colour on the outside, and yellow

within, shooting forth in divers places weak and round

stalks, full of joints, set with two leaves a-piece at every

one of them on the contrary side, which are ribbed some

what like the plantain, and fashioned like the common

field white campion leaves, seldom having any branches

from the sides of the stalks, but set with flowers at the

top, standing in long husks, like the wild campions, made

o 6
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of five leaves a.piece, round at the ends and dented in the

middle, of a rose colour, almost white, sometimes deeper,

sometimes paler, of a reasonable scent.

Placed] It groweth wild in low and wet grounds, by

brooks and the sides of running waters.

Time.'] It flowereth in July, and continueth all August

and part of September.

Government and Virtues.] Venus owns it. The country-

people in divers places bruise the leaves of Sopewort, and

lay to their fingers, hands or legs, when they are out, to

heal them. Some boast that it is good to provoke urine,

and thereby to expel gravel and the stone in the reins or

kidnies, and also account it singular good to void hydro-

pical waters ; and they no less extol it to perform an ab

solute cure in the French.pox, more than sarsaparillay

guaiacum, or China can do j which how true it is, I leave

others to judge.

Sorrel. ?. (h. d. I.)

Souret- grows in gardens, also wild in fields, and is so well

known that it needeth no description.

Government and Virtues^] It is under the dominion of

Venus. Sorrel is prevalent in all hot diseases, to cool

any inflammation and heat of blood in agues, pestilential

and cholerick, or sickness and fainting, arising from heat,,

and to refresh the overspent spirits with the violence of

furious or fiery fits of agues; to quench thirsty and pro

cure an appetite in fainting, or decaying stomachs. For it

resisteth putrefaction of the blood, killeth worms, and is a

cordial to the heart, which the seed doth more effectually,

being more drying and binding, and thereby stayeth the

hot fluxes of women's courses, or of humours in the bloody

flux, or flux in the stomach. The root also in a decoc

tion, or in powder, is effectual for all the said purposes.

Both roots and seeds, as well as the herb, are held powerful

to resist the poison of the scorpion. The decoction of the

roots is taken to help the jaundice, and to expel the gravel

and stone in the reins or kidnies. The decoction of the

flowers made with wine and drank, helpeth the black

jaundice, as also the inward ulcers of the body and bowels.

A syrup made with the juice of Sorrel and fumitory, is a
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sovereign help to kill those sharp humours that cause the

itch. The juice thereof, with a little vinegar, serveth well

to be used outwardly for the same cause, and is also pro

fitable for tetters, ring.worms, &c. It helpeth also to

discuss the kernels in the throat; and the juice gargled in

the mouth, helpeth the sores therein. The leaves wrapt

in colewort leaf and roasted in the embers, and applied to

a hard imposthume, blotch, boil or plague sore, doth ripen

and break it. The distilled water of the herb is of much

good use for all the purposes aforesaid.

Wood Sorrel. ? . (c. 1. d. 2.)

This is a very different plant from the former.

Descript.] It groweth upon the ground, having a

number of leaves coming from the root made of three

leaves, like trefoil, but broad at the ends, and cut in the

middle, of a yellowish green colour, every one standing

on a long foot-stalk, which at their first coming up are

close folded together, to the stalk, but opening themselves

afterwards, and are of a fine sour relish, and yielding a

juice which will turn red when it is clarified, and maketh

a most dainty clear syrup. Among these leaves rise up

divers tender, weak footstalks, with every one of them a

flower at the top, consisting of five small.pointtd leaves,

slar.fashion, of a white colour, in most places, and in some

dashed over with a small shew of bluish, on the back side

only. After the flowers are past, follow small round

heads, with small yellow seeds in them. The roots are

small strings, fastened to the end of a small long piece;

all of Ihem being of a yellowish colour.

Place.] It groweth in woods and wood sides, where

they be moist and shadowed, and in other places not too

much open to the sun.

Time.'] It flowereth in April and May.

Government and Virtues.] Venus owns it. This serveth

all the purposes that the other Sorrels do, and is more

effectual in hindering putrefaction of blood, and ulcers in

the mouth aud body, and to quench thirst, to strengthen

a weak stomach, to procure an appetite, to stay vomiting,

and very excellent in any contagious sickness or pes
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tilential fevers. The syrup made of the juice is effectual

in all cases aforesaid, and so is the distilled water of the

herb. Sponges or linen cloths wet in the juice, and apw

plied outwardly to any hot swelling or i .Hammation,

doth much cool and help them. The same juice takea

and gargled in the mouth, and after it is spit forth, taken

afresh, doih wonderfully Iwlp ;i foul stinking canker or

ulcers therein. It is siugular good to heal wounds, or to

stay the bleedings of thrusts or stabs in the body.

Sow Thistle. ?. (c.2.m. 1.)

Sow Thistles are generally so well known, that they need

no description.

Government and Virtues.] These are under the in.

fluence of Venus. Sow Thistles are cooling, and some

what binding, and are very fit to cool a hot stomach and

ease the pains thereof. The herb bailed in wine, is

helpful to stay the dissolution of the stomach, and the

milk that is taken from the stalks whon they are broken,

given in drink, is beneficial to those that are short winded,

and have a wheezing. Pliny saith, that it hath caused the

gravel and stone to be voided by urine, and that the

eating thereof helpeth a stinking breath. The decoction

of the leaves and stalks causeth abundance of milk in

nurses, and their children to be well-coloured. The

juice or distilled water is good for all inflammations,

wheals and eruptions or heat in the skin, or itching of

the haemorrhoids. The juice boiled or thoroughly heated

in a little oil of bitter almonds in the peel of a pomegra

nate, and dropped into the ears, is a sure remedy for

deafness, singing, &c. Three spoonfulls of the juice taken

warmed in white wine, and some wine put thereto, causeth

women in travail to have so easy and speedy detivery, that

they maybe able to walk presently after. It is wonderfully

good for women to wash their faces with, to clear the skin

and give it lustre.

SouthernWood. £. (h. d. I.)

Thk is so well known that I need not trouble you with

any description thereof.
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Government and Virtues.'] It is a mercurial plant,

worthy of more esteem than it hath. The seed bruised,

heated in warm water, and drank, helpeth those that are

bursten, or troubled with the cramps or convulsions of

the sinews, the sciatica, or difficulty in making water, and

bringing down women's courses. Taken in wine is an

antidote against all deadly poison, aud driveth away

renomous creatures; the smell of this herb, being burnt

doth the same. The oil thereof anointed on the back

bone, before the fits of the ague come, taketh them

away; it taketh away inflammations in the eyes, if it be

put with some part of roasted quince, and boiled with a

lew crums of bread and applied. Boiled with barley-meal,

it taketh away pimples, pushes, or wheals that arise in

any parts of the body. The seed as well as the dried herb,

is often given to kill worms in children. The herb

bruised and laid to, helpeth to draw forth splinters and

thorns out of the flesh. The ashes drieth up and healeth

old ulcers that are without inflammation, although by the

sharpness thereof it biteth sore, and putteth them to sore

pains; as also the privy parts in man or woman. The

ashes mingled with old sallad oil, causeth the hair to grow

again either on the head or beard. Daranters saith, the

oil made of Southern Wood, and put among the oint

ment that are used against the French disease, is very

effectual, likewise killeth lice in the head. The distilled

water of the herb is said to help them much that are

troubled with the stone, as also for the diseases of the

spleen and mother. It is held by all writers, ancient

and modern, to be more offensive to the stomach than

wormwood.

Spignel. ?. (k. 3. d. 2.)

Also called Spicknel: a herb in little use.

Descript.] The roots spread deep in the ground, many

strings or branches growing from one head, which is hairy

at the top, of a blackish brown colour on the outside,

and white within, smelling well, and of an aromatical

taste, from whence arise sundry long stalks of most fine

cut leaves, like hair, smaller than dill, set thick on both

sides of the stalks, and ef a good scent. Among these
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leaves rise up round stiff stalks, with a few joints, and

leaves on them, and at the tops an umbel of fine pure

white flowers ; at the edges whereof sometimes will be

seen a shew of the reddish bluish colour, especially before

they be full blown, and are succeeded by small, some

what round seeds, of a brown colour, divided into two

parts, and crusted on the back.

Place.] It groweth wild in Lancashire, Yorkshire,

and other northern counties, and is also planted in gar

dens.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Venus.

Galen saith the roots of Spignel are available to provoke

urineand women's courses; but if too much be taken, it

causeth head.ach. The roots boiled in wine or water,

and drank, helpeth the strauguary and stoppings of the

urine, the wind, swellings and pains in the stomach, pains

of the mother and all joint-achs. If the powder of the

root be mixed with honey, and the same taken as a lick

ing medicine, it breaketh tough phlegm, and drieth up

the rheum that falleth on the lungs. The roots are effec

tual against the stinging or biting of any venomous crea

ture.

Spleenwort. ^ . (h. 1. d. 2.)

Likewise called Ceterach, and Heart's Tongue.

Desaipt.] The smooth Spleenwort, from a black thready

and bushy root, sendeth forth many long single leaves,

cut in on both sides into round dents almost to the middle,

which is not so hard as that of polypody, each division

being not always set opposite unto the other, cut between

each, smooth, and of a light green on the upper side,

and dark yellowish roughness on the back, folding or

rolling itself inward at the first springing up.

l'luce.]lt groweth upon stone walls, in moist and shadowy

places, about Bristol, and other west parts plentifully ;

as also on Fiamlinghatn-Ca:,tle, on Beaconsfield church,

in Berkshire, and at Stroude in Kent.

Government and Virtues.] Saturn owns it. It is ge

nerally used against infirmities of the spleen ; it helpeth

the stranguary, wasteth the stone in the bladder, and is

good against the yellow jaundice, and the hiccough j
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but the juice of it in women hindereth conception.

Matthiolus saith, that if a dram of the dust that is on the

back of the leaves lie mixed with half a dram of amber

in powder, and taken wilh the juice of purslain or plan

tain, it helps the running of the reins speedily, and

that the herb and roots being boiled and taken, help-

eth all melancholy diseases, and those especially that

arise from the French disease. Camerarins saith, that

the distilled water thereof being drank, is very effectual

against the stone in the reins and bladder; and that

the lee that is made of the ashes thereof being drank

for some time together, helpeth splenetic persons. It is

used in outward remedies for the same purpose.

Star Thistle, r?. (h. d. 2.)

The thistles differ very little in virtue from each other.

Descript.] The Star Thistle hath divers narrow leave*

lying next the ground, cut on the edges somewhat deeply

into many parts, soft or a little woolly, all over green,

among which rise up weak stalks parted into many bran

ches, all lying down to the ground, that it seemeth a

pretty bush, set with divers the like divided leaves up to

the top, where severally do stand small whitish green

heads, set with sharp white pricks (no part of the plant

else being prickly) which are somewhat yellowish ; out

of the middle whereof riseth the flowers, composed of

many small reddish purple threads ; and in the heads,

after the flowers are past, come small whitish round seed,

lying down as others do. The root is small, long and

woody, perishing every year.

Place.] It groweth wild in many places.

Time.] It flowereth early in July.

Government and Virtues.] Almost all Thistles are un

der Mars. The seed made into powder, and drank in

wine, provoketh urine, and helpeth to break the stone.

The root in powder, given in wine and. drank in the

morning fasting for some time together, is very profitable

for a fistula in any part of the body.
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Strawberries. J. (c. m. ].)

These are so well known through this land, that they

need no description.

Government and Virtues.] Venus owns the herb. Straw

berries, when they are green, are cool and d'y ; but

when they are ripe, they -are cool and moist; the berries

are excellent good to cool the liver, the blood and the

spleen, or a hot choleric stomach ; to refresh and coin,

fort the fainting spirits, and quench thirst; they are good

also for other inflammations; yet it is not amiss to

refrain from them in a fever, lest by their putrifying

in the stomach they increase the fits. The leaves and

roots boiled in wine and water, and drank, do like

wise cool the liver and blood, and assuage all inflam

mations in the reins and bladder, provoke urine, allay

the heat and sharpness thereof. The same also being

drank, stayeth the bloody flux and women's courses, and

helps the swelling of the spleen. The water of the ber

ries carefully distilled, is a sovereign remedy and cor

dial in the panting and beating of the heart, and is good

for the yellow jaundice. The juice dropped into foul

-ulcers, or washed therewith, or the decoction of the herb

and root, doth wonderfully cleanse and help to cure

them. Lotions and gargles for sore mouths, or ulcers

therein, or in the privy parts or elsewhere, are made

with the leaves and roots thereof; which is also good t»

fasten loose teeth and to heal spongy foul gums. It

helpeth also to stay catarrhs, or defluxions of rheum m

the mouth, throat, teeth, or eyes. The juice or water

is singular good for hot and red inflamed eyes, if drop

ped into them, or they be bathed therewith. It is also of

excellent property for all pushes, wheals, and other

breakings forth of hot and sharp humours in the face and

hands, and other parts of the body to bathe them there

with, and to take away any redness in the face, or spots

or other deformities in the skin, and to make it clear and

smooth. Some use this medicine: take so many Straw

berries as you shall think fitting, and put them into a

distillatory, or body of glass fit for them, which bein£

well closed, set in a bed of horse-dung for your use.

It is an excellent water for inflamed eyes, and to take
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a-way a film, or skin that bcginneth to grow over them;

and for such other defects in them as may be helped by

any outward medicine.

Succory. 3/. (A. 4.1.)

This Is a species of the endive and is commonly known by

the name of Chicory.

Dcscrtpt.] The wild Snccory hath divers long leaves',

lying on the ground, very much cut in or torn on the edge6,

on both sides, even to the middle rib, ending in a point;

sometimes it hath a rib down the middle of the leaves,

from among which riseth up a hard, round woody

stalk, spreading into many branches, set with smaller

and lesser divided leaves on them up to the tops, where

stand the flowers, which are like the garden kind, and

the seed is also; the root is white, but more hard and

woody than the garden kind. The whole plant is exceed

ing bitter.

Place.'] This groweth in many places of our land in

waste, untilled barren fields.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Jupiter. Gar-,

den Succory, [as it is more dry and less cold than Endive,

so it openeth more. A handfull of the leaves or roots

boiled in wine or water, and a draught drank fasting, driv-

eth forth choleric and phlegmatic humours, openeth ob

structions of the liver, gall and spleen ; helpeth the yel

low jaundice, the heat of the veins, and of the urine ;

the dropsy also, and those that have an evil disposition

in their bodies, by reason of long sickness, evil diet, &c.

A decoction made with wine, and drank, is very effectual

against long lingering agues; and a dram of the seijd in

powder, drank in wine, before the fit of the ague, help-

eth to drive it away. The distilled water of the herb and

flowers is especially good for hot stomachs, and in agues;

for swoonings and passions of the heart, for the heat and

head ache in children, and f«r the blood and liver. The

said water, or the juice, or the bruised haves applied

outwardly, allays swellings, inflammations, St. Antho

ny's fire, pushes, wheals and pimples, especially used

with a little vinegar: as also to wash pestiferous sores.

Tl e said water is very effectual for sore eyes that are in
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flamed and for nurses breasts that are pained by the abun.

dance of milk.

The wild Succory, as it is more bitter, so it is nor*

strengthening to the stomach and liver.

Stone-Crop. D . (c. d. 2.)

Ou small Houseleek.

Descript.] It groweth with divers trailing branches

upon the ground, set with many thick, flat, roundish,

whitish green leaves, pointed at the ends. The flowers

stand many of them together, somewhat loosely. The

roots are small, and runxreeping under the ground.

Place.] It groweth upon the stone walls and mud

walls, upon the tiles of houses and pent houses, and

amongst rubbish and in other gravelly places.

Time.] It rlowereth in June and Julyy and the leaves

are green all the Winter.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

the Moon, cold in quality, and something binding, and

therefore good to stay defluxions, especially such as fall

upon the eyes. It stops bleeding, both inward and out

ward, helps cancers, and all fretting sores and ulcers. It

abates the heat of choler thereby preventing diseases

arising from choleric humours. It expels poison, resisteth

pestilential fevers, being exceeding good also for tertian

agues: you may drink the decoction of it, if you please,

for all the foregoing infirmities. It is so harmless an herb,

you can scarce use it amiss. Being bruised and applied

to the place, it helpeth the king's-evil, and any other

knots or kernels in the flesh ; as also the piles.

English Tobacco. $. (h. d.2.)

Tins came from some part of Brasil, as it is thought,

and is more familiar in our country than any of the other

sorts ; early giving ripe seed, which the others seldom do,

but doth not grow wild.

Time.] It flowereth from June, to the end of August.

Government and Virtues.] It is a martial plant. It is

found by experience to be available to expectorate tough

phlegm from the stomach, chest and lungs. The juice

made into a syrup, or the distilled water of the herh drank

^
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-with some sugar, or the smoak taken by a pipe, fasting,

helpeth to expel worms in the stomach and belly, and to

ease the puins in the head, or megrim and the griping

pains in the bowels. It it profitable for the stone in the

kidnies, both to ease pains by provoking urine, and also

io expel gravel and the stone engendered therein, and

hath been found effectual to expel windiness, and other

humours, which causeth the strangling of the mother.

The seed hereof is very effectual to expel the tooth-acb,

and the ashes of the burnt herb to cleanse the gums, and

make the teeth white. The herb bruised and applied to

the place grieved with the king's-evil, helpeth it in nine

-or ten days effectually. Monardus saith, it is a counter,

,poison against the biting of any venomous creature, the

herb being outwardly applied to the hurt place. The

distilled water is often given with some sugar before the

fit of an ague. If the distilled fasces of the herb,' having

been bruised before the distillation, and not distilled dry,

be set in warm dung for fourteen days, and afterwards

bo hung up in a bag in a wine cellar, the liquor that dis-

tilleth therefrom is singularly good to use for cramps,

achs, the gout and sciatica, and to heal itches, scabs,

and running ulcers, cancers, and all foul sores whatsoever.

The juice is also good for all the said griefs, and likewise

to kill lice in children's heads. The green herb bruised

and applied, cureth any fresh wound or cut whatsoever -

and the juice put into old sores, both cleanseth and heal,

eth them. There is also made hereof a singular good salve

to help imposthumes, hard tumours and other swellings

by blows and falls.

The Tamarisk Tree. Tj . (h. d.3.)

It is so well known in the place where it grows that it

needeth no description.

Time.'] It flowereth about the end of Mav, or in June,

and the seed is ripe and blown away in the beginning of

September.

Government and Virtues. A gallant Saturnine herb

it is. The root, leaves, young branches, or bark boiled

in wine, and drank, stays the bleeding of the haemorr-

hoidal veins, the spitting of blood, the too abounding
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of women's courses, the jaundice, the cholic, and the

biting of all venomous serpents, except the asp; and

outwardly applied, is powerful against the hardness of

the spleen, and the tooth.ach, pains in the ears, red and

watering eyes. The decoction, with some honey put

thereto, is good to stay gangrenes and fretting ulcers, and

to wash those that are subject to nits and lice. Alpinus

and Veslingins affirm, that the Egyptians do with good

success use the wood of it to cure the French disease, as

others do with lignum vita? or guaiacum ; and give it also

to those who have the leprosy, scabs, ulcers, or the like.

Its ashes doth quickly heal blisters raised by burnings of

scaldings. It helps the dropsy, arising from hardness of

spleen, and therefore to drink out of cups made of the

wood is good for splenetic persons. It is also helpful

for melancholy, and the black jaundice that ariseth

thereof.

Garden Tansy. ? . (h. 2. d. 3.)

Garden Tansy is so well known, that it needeth no dew

scription.

Time.'] It flowereth in June or July.

Government and Virtues.} Dame Venus was minded

to pleasure women with child by this herb, for there

grows not an herb fitter for their use than this is; it is

just as though it were cut out for the purpose. Thi*

herb bruised and applied to the navel, stays miscarriages;

I know no herb like it for that use: boiled in- ordinary

beer, and the decoction drank, doth the like; and if

her womb be not s<> as she would have it, this decoction

will make it so. Let those women that desire children

love this herb, it is their best companion, (their husbands

excepted.) Also it consumes the phlegmatic humours, the

cold and moist constitution of Winter most usually af_

fects the body of man with, and that was the first reason

of eaing Tansies in the Spring. The decoction of the

common Tansy, or tin juice drank in wine, is a singular

remedy for all the griefs that come by stopping of the

urine, helpeth the stranguary, and those that hava

weak reins and kidnies. It is also very profitable to

dissolve and expel wind in the stomach, belly, or
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bowels, to procure women's courses, and expel v indiness

in the matrix, if it be bruised and oft' n smelled unto,

as also applied to the lower part of the belly. It

is also very profitable for such *omni as are given to mis

carry in child-bearing, to cause them to go out their full

time: it is used also against the stone in the reins, espe

cially to men. The herb fried with eggs (as it is accus-

temed in the Spring-time) which is railed a Tansy, help-

etii to digest and carry downward tho.se bad humours that

trouble the stomach. The seed is very profitable given to

children for the worms, and the juice in drink is as effec

tual. Being boiled in oil, it is good for the sinews

shrunk by cramps, or pained with colds, if thereto ap.

plied,

Wild Tansy, or Silver-Weed. ? . (h. 2. d. 3.)

This is also well known, that it needeth no descrip

tion.

Time.') ft flowereth in June or July.

Government and Virtues.^ Now Dame Venus hath

fitted women with two herbs of one name, one to help

conception, the other to maintain beauty, and what

more can be expected of her? What now remains for

you, but to love your husbands, and not be wanting to

your poor neighbours ? Wild Tansy stayeth the lask,

and all the fluxes of blood in men and women, which

some say it will do, if the green herb be worn in the

shoes, so it be next the skin ; and it is true enough, that

it will stop the terms, if worn so, and the whites too,

for aught I know. It stayeth also spitting or vomiting of

blood. The powder of the herb taken in some of the

distilled water, heipeth the whites in women, but more

especially if a little coral and ivory in powder be put to

it. It is also commended to help children that are burst-

en, and have a rupture, being boiled in water and salt,

it easeth the griping pains of the bowels, and is good for

the sciatica and joint achs. The same bi ilud in vinegar,

with honey and allum, and gargled in the mouth, easeth

the pains of the tooth-ach, fasteneth loose teeth, heipeth

the gums that are so e, and settleth the palate of the

mouth in its place, when it is fallen down. It cleansetk
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and healeth ulcers in the mouth or secret parts, and is

very good for inward wounds, and to close the lips of

green wounds, and to heal old, moist and corrupt running

sores in the legs or elsewhere. Being bruised and applied

to the soles of the feet and hand-wrists, it wonderfully

cooleth the hot fits of the agues, be they never so violent.

The distilled water cleanseth the skin of all discolou rings

therein, as morphew, sun-burnings, &c. as also pimples,

freckles, and the like ; and dropped into the eyes, on

cloths wet therein and applied, taketh away the heat and

inflammations in them.

The Melancholy Thistle. \ . <?. Vf . (h. d. 2.)

This differeth from other Thistles in its appearance.

Descript.] It riseth up with tender single hoary green

stalks, bearing thereon four or five green leaves, dented

above the edges ; the points thereof are little or nothing

prickly, and at the top usually but one head, yet some

times from the bosom of the uppermost leaves there

shooteth forth another small head, scaly and prickly, with

many reddish thrumbs or threads in the middle, which

being gathered fresh, will keep the colour, and fade not

from the stalk a long time, while it perfects the seed,

which is of a mean bigness, iying in the down. The roo

hath many strings fastened to the head, or upper pait,

which is blackish, and perisheth not.

Place.} They grow in many moist meadows of this

land, as well in the southern, as in the northern parts.

Time.] They flower about July or August, and their

seed ripeneth quickly after.

Government and Virtues.] It is under Capricorn, and

therefore under both Saturn and Mars; one rids melan

choly by sympathy, the other by antipathy. Their vir

tues are but few, but those not to be despised; for the

decoction of the thistle in wine being drank, expels su

perfluous melancholy out of the body, and makes a man

as merry as a cricket; superfluous melancholy causes

caro, fear, sadness, despair, envy, and many evil*

besides; but religion teacheth to wait upon God's pro.

vii ence, and cast our care upon him who careth for us.

What a fine thing were it if men and women could live so.
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And yet seven years care and fear makes a man never the

wiser, nor a farthing richer. Dioscorides saith the root

borne about one doth the like, and removes all diseases of

melancholy. Modern writers laugh at him : Let them

luu«h that win : my opinion is, that it is the best remedy

against all melancholy diseases that grows.

Our Lady's Thistle. %. (h.d.2)

The virtues of thistles do not seem to vary so much as

their appearance.

Descripl.] This hath divers large broad leaves lying on

the ground cut in, and as it were crumpled, but somewhat

hairy on the edges, of a white green shining colour,

wherein are many lines and streaks of a milk-white colour

running all over.and set with many hard and stiff prickles

all about, among which riseth up one or more strong,

round and prickly stalks, set full of the like leaves up to

the top, where, at. the end of every branch, comes forth

a great prickly Thistle.like head strongly armed with

prickles, and with bright purple thrums rising out of the

middle: After they are past, the seed groweth in the said

heads, lying in soft white down, which is somewhat fliUtish

in the ground, and many strings and fibres fastened there

unto. All the whole plant is bitter in taste.

Place.] It is frequent on the banks of almost every

ditch.

Time.] It flowereth and seedeth from June to August.

Government and Virtues.] Our Lady's Thistle is under

Jupiter, and thought to be as effectual as Carduus Bene-

dictus for alues, and to prevent and cure the infection

of the plague; as also to open the obstructions of the

liver and spleen, and thereby is good against the jaun

dice. It provoketh urine, breaketh and expelleth the

stone, and is good for the dropsy. It is elfectual also fnr

the pains in the sides, and many other inward pains and

gripings. The seed and distilled water are held powerful

to all the purposes aforesaid, and besides, it is often

applied both outwardly with c'oths or sponges, to the .

region of the liver, to cool the distemper thereof, and to

the region of the heart, against swoonings and passions

P
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of it. It cleanseth the blood exceedingly ; and in Spring,

if you please to boil the tender plant (but cut off the

prickles, unless you have a mind to choak yourself) it will

change your blood as the seasoii changeth, and that is the

way to be safe.

The WoolIenThistle. 3. (h. d. 3.)

Galled also the Woolly or Cotton Thistle.

Descript.] This hath many large leaves lying upon the

ground, somewhat cut in, and as it were crumpled on the

edges, of a green colour on the upper side, but covered

over with a long hairy wool or cotton down, set with most

.sharp and cruel pricks; from the middle of whose heads

of flowers come forth many purplish crimson threads, and

sometimes white, although but seldom. The seed that

followeth in those white downy heads, is somewhat large

and round, resembling the seed of Lady's Thistle, but

paler: The root is greBt and thick, spreading much, yet

usually dieth after seed-time.

Place.] It groweth on ditch-banks, and in the corn

fields and highways.

Government and Virtues.J It is a plant ofMars. Dio;co-

lides and Pliny write, that the leaves and roots hereof

taken hi drink, help those that have a crick in the neck,

that they cannot turn it unless they turn their whole

body. Galen sailh, that the roots and leaves hereof are

good for such persons that have their bodies drawn to

gether by some spasm or convulsion, or other infirmities;

as the rickets (or the college of physicians woulu have it,

Jtachites, about which name they have quarrelled suffici

ently) in children, being a disease that hindereth their

growth, by binding their nerves, ligaments, and whole

Structure of their body.

The Fuller's Thistle, or Teasle. ?. (lemp. m. 1.)

It is so well known, that it needs no description, being

used with the cl'Hh- workers.

The wild Teasle is in all things like the former, but

that the prickles are smaller, soft and upright, not hooked
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or stiff, and the flowers -of this are of a fine bluish, or pal«

carnation colour, but of the manured kind, whitish.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of Venus.

Dioscorides saith, that the root bruised and boiled in wine,

till it be thick, and kept in a brazen vessel, and after

spread as a salve, and applied to the fundament, doth hea

the cleft thereof, cankers and fistulas therein, also takefh

away warts and wens. The juice of the leaves dropped

into the ears, killeth worms. The distilled water of the

leaves dropped into the eyes, taketh away redness and

mists in them that hinder the sight, and is often used by

women to preserve their beauty, and take away redness

and inflammations, and all other heat or discolouring?.

Treacle Mustard. <$. (h. d.3.)

It is also known by the name of Treacle Wormseed.

Descript.] It riseth, with a hard round stalk, about a

foot high, parted into some branches, having divers soft

green leaves, long and narrow, set thereon waved, but

not cut into the edges, broadest toward the ends, some,

what round pointed, the flowers are white that grow at the

tops of the branches, spike fashion, one above auother;

after which come round pouches, parted in the middle

with a furrow, having one blackish brown seed on either

side, somewhat sharp in taste, and smelling of garlick,

especially in the fields where it is natural, but not so much

in gardens ; the roots are small and thready, perishing

every year.

Mitliridate Mustard, e?. (h. d. 4.)

Give me leave to add Mithridate Mustard, although it

mny seem more properly by the name to belong to M in

the Alphabet.

Descript.'] This groweth higher than the foruipr,

spreading more and higher branches, whose leaves are

smaller and narrower, sometimes unevenly dented about

the edges. The flowers are small and white, growing on

long branches, with much smaller and rounder vessels

near them, and parted in the same manner, having smaller

p 2
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brown seeds than the former, aud much sharper in taste.

The root perishpth after seed time, but abideth the first

AVinter after springing.

Place.] They grow in sundry places in this land, as

half a mile from Hatfield, by the river side, under a hedge

as you go to Hatfield, and in the street of Peckham oo

Surry-side.

Time.'] They flower and seed from May to August.

Government and Virtues.] Both of them are herbs of

Mars. The Mustards are said to purge the body both

upwards and downwards, and procureth women's coursis

so abundantly that it suffocateth the birth. It breaketh

inward imposthumes, being taken inwardly, and used in

clysters, helpeth the sciatica. The seed applied, doth the

same. It is an especial ingredient unto Mithridate and

treacle, being of itself an antidote, resisting poison, ve

nom, and putrefaction. It is available in many cases for

which the common Mustard is used, but rather weaker.

The Black Thorn, or Sloe-bush. \ . (c. d. 2.)

It is so well known, that it needeth no description.

Government and Virtues.] All the parts of the Sloe

Bush are binding, cooling and dry, and all effectual to stay

bleeding at the nose and mouth, or any other place ; the

lask of the belly or stomach, or bloody-flux, the too

much abounding of women's courses, and helpeth to ease

the pains of the sides and bowels, that come by overmuch

scouring, to drink the decoction of the bark of the roots,

or of the berries, either fresh or dried. The conserve

also is of much use, and more familiarly taken for the

purpose aforesaid. But the distilled water of the flowers

first steeped in sack for a night, and drawn therefrom by

the heat of the Balneum Anglice, a bath, is a most certain

remedy, tried and approved, to ease all manner of gnaw,

ings in the stomach, the sides and bowels, or any griping

pains in any of them, to drink a small quantity when the

extremity of the pain is upon them. The leaves are good

to make lotions to gargle and wash the mouth and throat

wherein are swellings, sores, or kernels: to stay the

defluctions of rheum to the eyes, or other parts; to cool

the heat and inflammations of them, and ease hot pains
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of the head, to bathe the forehead and temples therewith.

The simple distilled water of the flowers is very effectual

for the said purposes, and the condensate Juice of Sloes.

The distilled water of the green berries is used for the said

effects.

Thorough Wax. Tj. (c. d. 2)

This is sometimes called Thorough Leaf, but it is not very

common.

Descript.'] Common Thorough Wax sendeth forth a

straight round stalk, two feet high, or better, whose lower

leaves being of a bluish colour, are smaller and narrower

than those up higher, and stand close thereto, not com

passing it ; but as th"y grow higher, they do more en

compass the stalks, until it wholly pass through them,

branching toward the top into many parts, where the

leaves grow smaller again, every one standing singly, and

never two at a joint. The flowers are small and yellow,

standing in tufts at the heads of the branches, where after

wards grow the seed, being blackish, many thicn thrust

together. The root is small, long and woody, perishing

every year, after seed-time, and rising again plentifully of

its own sowing.

Place.] It is found growing in many corn-fields and

pasture-grounds in this land.

Time.] It flowereth in July, the seed is ripe in August.

Temperature and Virtues.] Both this and the former

are under the influence of Saturn. Thorough-Wax is of

singular good use for all sorts of bruises and wounds

either inward or outward ; and old ulcers and sores like

wise, if the decoction of the herb with water and wine be

drank, and the place washed therewith, or the juice of

the green herb bruised or boiled, either by itself,, or with

other herbs, in oil or hog's grease, to be made into an

ointment to serve all the year. The decoction of the

herb, or powder of the dried herb, taken inwardly, and

the same, or the leaves bruised, and applied outwardly,

is singularly good for all ruptures and burstings, especially

in children before they be too old. Being applied with a

little flour and wax to children* navels that stick forth, it

helpeth them.

p 3
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Thyme. ?'. (ft. d. 3.)

It is in vain to describe an herb so commonly known.

Government ctnd Virtues,] It is a noble strengthe'rier

of the lungs, as notable a one as grows; neither is there

scarce a better remedy growing for that disease in children

which they commonly call the Chin.cough, than it is.

Ytpurgeth the body of phlegm, and is an excellent re.

medy for shortness of breath. It kills worms in the

belly, and being a notable herb of Venus, provokes the

terms, gives safe and speedy delivery to women in travail,

and brings away the after-birth. It is so harmless you

need not fear the use of it. An ointment made of it

takes away hot swellings and warts, helps the sciatica,

and dulness of sight, and takes away pains and hardness

of the spleen : 'tis excellent for those that are troubled

with the gout ; as also, to anoint the privates that sre

■welled. It easeth pains in the loins and hips. The herb

taken any way inwardly, comforts the stomach much, and

expels wind.

Wild Thyme, or Mother of Thyme. ? . in T.

(h.d. 2.)

Wn/o Thyme also is so well known, that it needeth no

description.

Place.] It may be found commonly in commons and

other barren places throughout the nation.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

Venus, and under the sign Aries, and therefore chiefly

appropriated to the head. It provoketh urine and the

terms, and easeth the griping pain of the belly, cramps,

ruptures, and inflammation of the liver, If you make a

vinegar of the herb, as vinegar of roses is made (you

may find out the way in my translation of the London

Dispensatory) and anoint the head with it, it presently

stops the pains thereof. It is excellent good to be given

either in phrenzy or lethargy, although they are two

contrary diseases: It helps spitting and pissing of blood,

coughing and vomiting; it comforts and strengthens the

head, stomach, reins, and womb, expels wind and breaks

the stone.
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Tormentil. O. (h. d. 3.)

Tins is also called Septfoil, or Steptfoil.

Descript.] This hath reddish, slender, weak branches

Ti sing from the root, lying on the ground, rather leaning

than standing upright, with many short leaves that stand

closer to the stalks than Cinquefoil (to which this is very

like) with the foot-stalk compassing the branches io'

several places ; but those that grow to the ground are set

upon long foot-stalks, each whereof are like the leaven

of Cinquefoil, but somewhat long and lesser, dented

about the edges, many of them divided but into fivfl

leaves, but most of them into seven, whence it is also-

called Septfoil ; yet many have six, and some eight,

according to the fertility of the soil. At the tops of the

branches stand divers small yellow flowers, consisting of

five leaves, like those of Cinquefoil, but smaller. Th*

root is smaller than Bistort, somewhat thick, but blacker

without, and not so red within, yet sometimes a little

crooked, having blackish fibres thereat.

Place.'] It groweth as well in woods and shadowy

places, as in the open champion country, about the

borders of fields, and almost in every broom-field in Essex.

Time.] It flowereth all the Summer long.

Government and Virtues.^ This is a gallant herb of the

Sun. Tormentil is most excellent to stay all kind of

fluxes of blood or humours in man or woman, whether

at nose, mouth, or belly. The juice of the herb and

root, or the decoction thereof, taken witli some Venice)

treacle, and the person laid to sweat, expels any venom

or poison, or the plague, fever, or other contagious

diseases, as the pox, measles, &c. for it is an ingredient

in all antidotes or counter poisons. Andreas Valesius is

of opinion, that the decoction of this root is no less ef-:

fectual to cure the French pox than Guaiacum or China ;

and it is not unlikely, because it so mightily resisteth'

putrefaction. The root taken inwardly is most effectual'

to help any flux of the belly, stomach, spleen, or blood;

and the juice wonderfully opens obstructions of the liver

and lungs, and thereby helpeth the yellow-jaundice.

The powder or decoction drank, or to sit thereou as a

p 4
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bath, Is an assured remedy against abortion in women,

if it proceed from the over-flexibility or weakness of the

inward retentive faculty ; as also a plaister made there

with, and vinegar applied to the reins of the back, doth

wuch help not only this, but also those that cannot hold

their wafer, the powder being taken in the juice of

plantain, and is commended against the worms in chil

dren. It is very powerful to ruptures and burstings, as

also for bruises and falis, to be used as well outwardly

as inwardly. The root hereof made up with pellitory

of Spain and allum, and put into a hollow tooth, not

only assuageth the pain, but stayeth the flux of humours

which cuuseth it. Tormentil is no less effectual and

powerful a remedy against outward wounds, sores and

hurts, than for inward, and is therefore a special in

gredient to be used in wound drinks, lotions and injec

tions, for foul corrupt rotten sores and ulcers of the

mouth, secrets, or other parts of the body. The juice

or powder of the root put in ointments, plnisters, and

such things that are applied to wounds or sores, is very

effectual, as the juice of the leaves, and the root bruised

and applied to the throat, or jaws, healeth tha king's

evil and easeth the pain of the sciatica ; the same used

with a little vinegar, is a special remedy against the run

ning sores of the head or other parts ; scabs also, and

the ileh, or any such eruptions in the skin, proceeding

of salt and sharp humours. The same is also effectual

for the pilas or haemorrhoids, if they be washed or bathed

therewith, or with the distilled water of the herb and

roots. It is found also helpful to dry up any sharp

rheum that distilleth from the head into the eyes, causing

redness, pain, waterings, itching, or the like, if a little

prepared tutia, or white amber, be used with the distilled

water thereof. Man}' wonen use this water as a secret

to help themselves and others, when they are troubled

with too much flowing of the whites or reds, both to

drink it, or inject it with a syringe. And here is>enough>

only remember the Sun chalhngeth this herb.
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Turnsole, or Heliotropium. ©. (h. d. 3.) '

Tins groweth in gardens, and flowereth and seedeth with

us, notwithstanding it is not natural to this land, but to

Spain and France, where it grows plentifully.

Government and Virtues.] It is an herb of the Sun,

and a good one too. Dioscorides saith, that a good

handful of this, ' which is called the Great Turnsole,

boiled in water, and drankj purgeth both choler and

phlegm; and boiled with cummin, helpeth the stone in

the reins, kidnies, or bladder, provoketh urine and

women's courses, and causcth an easy and speedy delivery

in child-birth. The leaves bruised and applied to places '

pained with the gout, or that have been out of jointy

and newly set, and full of pain, do give much ease; the

seed and juice of the leaves also being rubbed with a little

salt upon warts or- wens,, and other kernels in the face,

eye-lids, or any other part of the body, will, by often,-

using, take them away. -

Meadow Trefoil, or Honeysuckles. ?. (c.d.I.y-

It is so well known, especially by the name of Honey- -

suckles, white and red, that I need not describe them. -

Place.] They grow almost every where in this land.

Government and Virtues.] Mercury hath dominion '

over the common sorts. Dodoneus saith, the leaves and

flowers are good to ease the griping pains of the gout, •

the herb being boiled and used in a clyster. If the herb

be made into a poultice, and applied to inflammations,

it will ease them. The juice dropped in the eyes, is a

familiar medicine, with many country people, to take

away the pin and web (as they call it) in the eyes ; it

also allayeth the heat and blood shooting of them.

Country people do also in many places drink the juice

thereof against the biting of an adder; and having

boiled the herb in water, they first wash the place with ^

the decoction, and then lay some of the herb also to the '

hurt place. The herb also boiled in swine's grease, and.

so made into an ointment, is good to apply to the biting .

of any venomous creatures. The herb also bruised and '

 

i &
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heated between tiles, and applied hot to the share,

cai'Stfth them to make water who had it stopt before- It

is held likewise to be good for wounds, and to take away

seed. The decoction of the herb and flowers, with the

seed and root, taken for some time, helpeth women that

•are troubled with the whites. The seed and flowers

boiled in water, and after made into a poultice with some

oil, and applied, helpeth hard swellings and imposthumes.

Heart Trefoil. ©. (h. d. 3,)

Besides the ordinary sort of Trefoil, here are two more

remarkable, and one of which may be probably called

Heart Trefoil, not only because the leaf is triangular, like

the heart of a man, but also because each leaf contains

the perfect icon of a heart, and that in its proper colours.

Viz. a flesh-colour.

Place.'] It groweth between Longford and Bow, and

'feeyond Southwark, by the highway and parts adjacent.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the dominion of

the Sun, and if it were used, it would be found as great

a strengthener of the heart, and cheiisher of the vital

spirits as grows, relieving the body against faintings and

swoonings, fortifying it against poison and pestilence,

defending the heart against the noisome vapours of th»

spleen.

Pearl Trefoil. 5.(c. m. 2.)

It differs not from the common sort, save only in this one

particular, it hath a white spot in the leaf like a pearl.

It is particularly under the dominion of the Moon, and

its icon sheweth that it is of a singular virtue against th»

pearl orpin and web in the eyes.

Tutsan, or Park Leaves. 12 . (c. d. 2.)

This deserves more notice than it generally obtains.

Descripl.] It hath brownish shining round stalks,

erected the length thereof, rising two by two, and some

times three feet high, branching forth even from the bot.

torn, having divers joints, and at each of them two
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laTge leaves standing, of a dark bluish green colour on

the upper side, and of a yellowish green underneath,

turning reddish toward Autumn. At the top of the stalks

stand large yellow flowers, and heads with seed, which

being greenish at the first, and afterwards reddish, turn

to be of a blackish purple colour when they are ripe,

with small brownish seed within them, and they yield

a reddish juice or liquor, somewhat resinous, of a harsh

and styptick taste, as the leaves and the flowers be,

although much less, but do not yield such a clear claret

-wine colour, as some say it doth ; the root is brownish,

somewhat great, hard, and woody, spreading well in the

ground.

Place.] It groweth in many woods, groves, and woody

grounds, as parks and forests, and by hedge-sides in many

places in this land, as in Hampstead-wood, by Ratley in

Essex, in the wilds of Kent, and in many other places

needless to recite.

Time.] It flowerelh later than St. John's or St. Peter's.

wort.

Government and Virtues. | It is an herb of Saturn, and

a most noble anti-venerean. Tutsan purgeth cholerick

humours, as St. Peter's-wort is said to do, for therein it

worketh ihe same effects, both to help the sciatica and

gout, and to heal burnings by fire; it slayeth all the

bleedings of wounds, if either the green herb be bruised,

or the powder of the dry be applied thereto. It hath

been accounted, and certainly it is, a sovereign herb to

heal eilher wound or sore, either outwardly or inwardly,

and therefore always used in drinks, lotions, balms, oils,

ointments, or, any other sorts of green wounds, old ulcers,

or sores, in all which the continual experience of former

ages hath confirmed the use thereof to be admirably good,

though it be not so much in use now, as when physicians)

and surgeons were so wise as to use herbs more than now

they do.

Garden Valerian. $.(h.d.2.)

There are twenty-two species of Valerian, but we shall*

need only to describe one.

P 6
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Descrfyt.] This hath a thick short greyish root, lying,

for the most part above ground, shooting forth on all

other sides such like small pieces of roots, which have all

of them many long green strings and fibres under them in

the ground, whereby it draweth nourishment. From the

head of these rools spring up many green leaves, which

at first are somewhat broad and long, without any divisions

at all in them, or denting on the edges; but those that rise

up after are more and more divided on each side, some to

the middle rib, being winged, as made of many leaves

together on a stalk, and those upon a stalk, in like

manner more divided, but smaller towards the top than

below ; the stalk riseth to be a yard high or more, some

times branched at the top,, with many small whitish

flowers, sometimes dashing over the edges with a pale

purplish colour, of a little scent, which passing awayv

there followeth small brownish white seed, that is easiiy

carried away with the wind. The root smelleth more

stronger than either leaf or flower, and is of more use in.

medicines.

Place.'] It h generally kept with us in gardens.

Time.] It flowereth in June and July, and continueth

flowering until the frost pull it down.

Government and Virtues ] This is under the influence

of Mercury. Dio'eorides saith, that the Garden Valeiian

hath a warming faculty, and that being dried and given

to drink, it piovoketh urine, and lieli eth the stranguary.

The decoction thereof taken, doth the like also, and

taketh away pains of the sides, provoketh the women's

courses, and, is used in antidotes. Pliny saith, That the

powder of the root given in drink, or the decoction

thereof taken, helpeth all stoppings and stranglings in

any part of the body, whether they proceed of pains in

the chest or sidis, and taketh them away. The root of

Valerian boiled with liquorice, raisins, and aniseed, is

singular gotd for those that are short-winded, and for

those that are troubled with the cough, and helpeth to

open the passages, and to expectorate phlegm easily. It

is given to those that are bitten or stuHg by any venom

ous creature, being boiled in wine. It is of a special

virtue against the plague, the decoction thereof being

drank, and the root being us*. J to smell to. It helpeth
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to expel the wind in the belly. The green herb with the

root taken fresh, being bruised and applied to the head,

taketh away the pains and prickings thereof, stayeth rheum

and thin distillations, and being boiled in white wine, and

a drop thereof put into the eyes, taketh away the dimness

of the sight, or any pin or web therein: It is of excellent

property to heal any inward sores or wounds, and also for

outward hurts or wounds, and drawing away splinters of

thorns out of the flesh.

Vervain. $. (temp. d. 2.)

This has also obtained the name of the Simpler's Joy.

Descrijit.] It hath somewhat long broad leaves next

the ground, deeply gashed about the edges, and some only

deeply dented, or cut all alike, of a blackish green colour

'on the upper side, somewhat grey underneath. The stalk

is square, branched into several parts, rising about two

feet high, especially if jou reckon the long spike of

flowers at the tops of them, which are set on all sides one

above another, and sometimes two or three together,

being small and gaping, of a blue colour and white inter

mixed, after which come small round seed, in small and

somewhat long heads: The root is small and long, but of

no use.

Place.] It groweth in the hedges and way-sides, and other

waste grounds.

Time.] It llowereth in July, and the seed is ripe soon

after.

Government and Virtues.'] This is an herb of Venus,

and excellent for the womb to strengthen and remedy all

the cold griefs of it, as Plantain doth the hot. Vervain

is hot and dry, opening obstructions, cleansing and heal.

ing: It helpeth the yellow jaundice, the dropsy and the

gout; it killeth and expelleth worms in the belly, and

causeth a good colour in the face and body, strength

ened* as well as corrected! the diseases of the stomach,

liver, and spleen ; helps the cough, wheezings, and

shortness of breath, and all the defects of the reins and

bladder, expelling the gravel and stone. It is held to

he good against the biting of serpents, and other vo
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nomous beasts, against the plague, and both tprtian and

quartan agues. It consolidateth and Ivaleth also all

,wounds, both inward and outward, stayeth bleedings, and

used with some honey, healeth all old ulcers and fistulas in

the legs or other parts of the body; as also those ulcer*

that happen in the mouth; or used with hog's grease, it

helpeth the swellings and pains of the secret parts in man

or woman, also for the piles or haemorrhoids; applied

with some oil of roses and vinegar unto the forehead and

temples, it easeih the inveterate pains and ache of the

head, and is good for those that are frantick. The leaves

bruised, or the juice of them mixed with some vinegar,

doth wonderfully cleanse the skin, and taketh awar

morphew, freckles, fistulas, and other such like inflam

mations and deformities of the skin in any part of the

body. The distilled water of the herb when it is in full ,

strength, dropped into the eyes, cleanseth them from films,

clouds, or mists, that darken the sight, and wonderfully

strengthens the optick nerves. The said water is very

powerful in all the diseases aforesaid, either inward or

outward, whether they be old corroding sores, or green?

wounds.

The Vine. 0, (c. d. 3.)

The leaves of the English Vine (I do not mean to send'

you to the Canaries for a medicine) being boiled, make a

good lotion for sore mouths ; being boiled 'with barley

meal into a poultice, it cools inflammations of wounds ;-

the dropping of the Vine, when it is cut in the Spring,

which country people call Tears, being boiled in a syrup,

with sugar, and taken inwardly, is excellent to stay

women's longings after every thing they see,, which is a

disease many women with child are subject to. The

decoction of Vine leaves in white wine doth the like ; also

the tears of the Vine, drink two or three spoonfuls at a

time, breaks the stone in the bladder. This is a very good

remedy, and it is discretely done to kill a Vine to cure a

man, but the salt of the leaves are held to do better. The

ashes of the burnt branches will make teeth that ar» as

black as a coal, to be as white as snow, it you but every

morning rub thein with it. It is a most gallant Tree of
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the Sun, very sympathetical with the body of man, and:

that is the reason spirit of wine is the greatest cordial

among all vagetables.

Yiolets. $ . (c. m. 1.)

Both the tame and the wild are so well known that they

need no description.

Time.] They flower until the end of July, but are best

in March, and the beginning of April.

Government and Virtues.J They are a fine, pleasing

plant of Venus, of a mild nature, no way harmful. All

the violets are cold and moist while they are fresh and

green, and are used to cool any heat, or distemperature*

of the body, either inwardly or outwardly, as inflamma

tions in the eyes, in the matrix or fundament, in impost-

humes also, and hot swellings, to drink the decoetion of

the leaves and flowers made with water and wine, or to

apply tliem poultice-wise to the grieved places; it like

wise easeth pains in the head, caused through want of

sleep; or any other pains arising of heat, being applied

in the same manner, or with oil of roses. A dram weight

of the dried leaves or flowers of Violets, but the leaves

more strongly, doth purge the body of choleric humours,

and assuageth the heat, being taken in a draught of w inc.

or any other drink; the powder of the purple leaves of

the flowers, only picked and dried, and drank in water,

is said to help the quinsy and the falling sickness in chil

dren, especially in the beginning of the disease. The

flowers of the white violets ripen- and dissolve swellings.

The herb or flowers, while they are fresh, or the flowers

when dry, are effectual in the pleurisy, and all diseases of

the lungs, to lenify the sharpness of the rheums, and the

hoarseness of thft throat, the heat and sharpness of urine,

and all the pains of the back or reins and bladder. It is

good also for the liver and jaundice, and all hot agues, to

cool the liver and quench the thirst: but the syrup of

Violets is of most use and of better effect, being taken in

some convenient liquor; and if a little of the juice or

syrup of lemons be put to it, or a few drops of the oil of

vitriol, it is made thereby the more powerful to cool the

beat and quench the thirst, and giveth to the drink a

/

/-
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claret wine colour, and a fine tart relish, pleasing the taste*

Violets taken, or made up with honey, do more cleanse'

and cool, and with sugar contraiy-wise. The dried flowers,

of Violets are accounted among the cordial drinks, pow

ders, and other medicines, especially where cooling cordials

are necessary. The green leaves are used with other herbs

to make plaisters and poultices for inflammations aiid-

swellings, and to ease all pains whatsoever, arising of heat,,

and for the piles also, being fried with yolks of eggs and

applied thereto.

Viper's Bugloss. {temp. m. 2.) ©.

Or this there are two kinds, one with reddish purple, the

other with white flowers.

Descript.] This hath many long rough leaves lying on

the ground, from among which arise up divers hard round

stalks, very rough, as if they were thick set with prickles

or hairs, w hereon are set such like rough, hairy, or prickly

sad green leaves, somewhat narrow: the middle rib being,

for the most part white. The flowers stand at the top of

the stalk, branched forth in many long spiked leaves of

flowers, bowing or turning like the turnsole, all opening

for the most part on the one side, which are long and hol

low, turning up the brims a little, of a purplish violet colour

in them that are fully blown, but more reddish while they

arc in the bud, as also upon their decay and withering;, but

in some places of a paler purple colour, with a long poin-

tel in the middle, feathered or parted at the top. After

the flowers are fallen, the seeds growing to be ripe, are

blackish, cornered and pointed somewhat like the head of

a viper. The root is somewhat great and blackish, and

woody, when it groweth towards seed time, and perisheth

in the Winter.

Place.] The first groweth wild almost every where.

That with white flowers about old walls.

Time.] They flower in Summer, and their seed is ripe

quickly after.

Government and Virtues.] It is a most gallant herb of

the Sun j it is a pity it is no more in use than it is. It is

an especial remedy against the biting of the Viper, and any

other venomous beasts or serpents j as also against poison,
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or poisonous herbs. Dioscorides and others say, that

-whosoever shall take of the herb or root before they be

bitten, shall not be hurt by the poison of any serpent.

The root or seed is thought to be most effectual to comfort

the heart, and expel sadness, or causeless melancholy ; it

tempers the blood, and allayeth hot fits of agues. The

seed drank in wine, procureth abundance of milk in wo

men's breasts. The same also being taken easeth the pains

in the loins, back and kidnies. The distilled water of the

herb, when it is in flower, or its chief strength, is excellent

to be applied inwardly or outwardly, for all the griefs

aforesaid. There is a syrup made hereof very effectual for

the comforting the heart, and expelling sadness and melan.

choly.

Wall-Flowers, or Winter-Gilliflowers. T> .(temp.)

The garden kind are so well known, that they need no

description, and the wild vary little from them.

Place, j Itgroweth upDii church- walls and old walls of

many houses, and other stone-walls in divers places.

Time.] All the single kinds do flower many times in

the end of Autumn : and if the Winter be mild, all the

Winter long, but especially in the months of February,

March and April, until the heat of the Spring do spend

them. But the double kinds continue not flowering in that

manner all the year long, although they flower very early

sometimes, and in some places very latf.

Government and Virtues.] The Moon rules them.

Galen in his seventh book of simple medicines, saith, that

yellow Wall-Flowers work more powerfully than any of

the other kind, and are therefore of more use in physic.

It cleanseth the blood, and freeth the liver and reins from

obstructions, provoketh women's courses, expelleth the

secundine, and the dead child ; helpeth the hardness and

pains of the mother, and of the spleen also; stayeth

inflammations and swellings, comforteth and strengthened

any weak part, or out of joint; helpeth to cleanse the

eyes from mistiness and films on them, and to cleanse the

filthy ulcers in the mouth, or any other part, and is a
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singular remedy for the gouf, and all achs and pains in- the;

joints and sinews. A conserve made of the flowers, is used

for a remedy both for the apoplexy and palsy..

The Walnut Tree. ©. (h. d.2.}

It is well known, that it needeth no description.

Government and Virtues.] This is also a plant of the

Sun. Let the fruit of it be gathered accordingly, which

you shall find to be of moist virtues whilst they are green,

before they have shells. The bark of the Tree doth bind

and dry very much, and the leaves are much of the same

temperature; but the leaves, when they are older, are

heating and drying in the second degree, and harder of'

digestion than when they are fresh, which by reason of

their sweetness, are more pleasing and better digesting in

the stomach ; and taken with sweet wine, they move the

belly downwards ; but being old, they grieve the sto

mach; and in hot bodies cause the (holer to abound,

and the head-ach, and are an enemy to those that have

the cough; but are less hurtful to those that have a colder

stomach, and are said to kill the broad worms in the belly

or stomach. If they be taken with onions, salt and

honey, they help the biting of a mad dog, or the venom

or iufectious poison of any beast, &c. Caius Pompeius

found in the treasury of Mithridates, king of Pontus,

when he was overthrown, a scroll of his own hand.

writing, containing a medicine against any poison or in

fection; which is this: Take two dry Walnuts, and as

many good figs; and twenty leaves of rue, bruised and

beaten together, with two or three corns of salt, and

twenty juniper berries, which take every morning fasting,

preserveth from danger of poison and infection ihat day it

is taken. The juice of the other green husks, boiled with

honey is an excellent gargle for a sore mouth, or the heat

anil inflammations in the throat and stomach. The kernels

when they grow old, are more oily, and therefore not fit

to be eaten, but are then used to heal wounds of the

sinews, gangrenes, and carbuncles. The said kernels

being burned, are then very astringent, and will stay tasks'

and women's courses, being taken in red wine, and stay

the falling of the hair, and make it fair, being anointed
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,with oil arid wine. The green husks will do the like,

being used in the same manner. The- kernels beaten with'

rue and wine, being applied, helpeth the quinsy; anel

bruised with some honey, and applied to the ears, easeth

the pains and inflammations of them. Apiece of the green'

husks put into a hollow tooth, easeth the pain. The

catkins hereof, taken before they fall off, dried, and given:

a dram thereof in powder with wine, wonderfully helpeth;

those that are troubled with the rising of the mother. The

oil that is pressed out of the kernels, is very profitable

taken inwardly like oil of almonds, to help the colic, and

to expel wind very effectually ; an ounce or two thereof

may be taken at any time. The young green nuts taken

before they be half ripe, and preserved with sugar, are of

good use for those that have weak stomachs or defluctions

thereon. The distilled water of the green husks, before'

they be half ripe, is of excellent use to cool the heat of

agues, being drank an ounce or two at a time; as also to

lesist the infection of the plague, if some of the same be

also applied to the sores thereof. The same also cooleth

the heat of the green wounds and old ulcers, and healeth

them, being bathed therewith. The distilled water of the

green husks being ripe, when they are shelled from the

nuts, and drank witha little vinegar, is good for the plague,

so as before the taking thereofa vein be opened. The said

water is very good against the quinsy, being gargled and

bathed therewith, and wonderfully helpeth deafness and

noise, and other pains in the ears. The distilled water of

the young green leaves in the end of May, performeth a

singular cure of foul running ulcers and sores, to he bathed,

with wet cloths or sponges applied to them every morn

ing.

Wold, Weld, of Dyer's Weed. c?. (h. d. 2.)

The common kind groweth bushing with many leaves,

long, narrow and flat upon the ground ; of a dark bluish

green colour, somewhat like unto Woad, but nothing

near so large, a little crumpled, and as it were round

pointed, which do so abide the first year; and the next

crop from among them rise up divers round stalks, two
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or three feet high, beset with many such like leases

thereon, but smaller, and shooting forth small branches,

which with the stalks carry many small yellow flowers, in

a long spiked head at the top of them, where afterwards

come the seed, which is small and black, inclosed in heads

that are divided at the tops in four parts. The root is

long, white, and thick, abiding the Winter. The whole

herb changeth to be yellow after it hath been in flower

awhile.

Place.] It groweth every where by the way-sides, in

moist grounds, as well as dry, in corners of fields and bye-

lanes, and sometimes all over the field. In Sussex and

Kent they call it Green Weed.

Time.'] It flowerefh in June.

Government and Virtues.] Matthiolus saith, that the

root hereof cureth tough phlegm, digesteth raw phlegm,

thinneth gross humours, dissolveth hard tumours, and

openeth obstructions. Some do highly commend it against

the bitings of venomous creatures, to be taken inwardly

and applied outwardly to the hurt place ^ as also for tha

plague or pestilence. The people in some counties of this

land, bruise the herb, and lay it to cuts or woundsin tha

bands or legs, to heal them.

Wheat. ? . (h. 1. temp.)

All the several kinds are so well known, that it is need

less to write a description.

Government and Virtues.] It is under Venus. Dioscori-

des saith, that to eat the corn of Green Wheat is hurtful

to the stomach, and breedeth worms. Pliny saith, that

the corns of Wheat roasted upon an iron pan and eaten,

are a present remedy for those that 8 re chilled with cold.

The oil pressed from wheat, between two thick plates

of iron or copper, heated, healeth all tetters and ring

worms, being used warm; and hereby Galen saith, lie'

hath known many to be cured. Matthiolus commendeth

the same to be put into hollow ulcers to heal them up,

and it is good for chops in the hands and feet, and to

make rugged skin smooth. The green corns of them

being chewed and applied to the place bitten by a mad

dog, heals it; slices of Wheat bread soaked in warm
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-water, and applied to the eyes that are hot, red and in

flamed, or blood shotten helpeth them. Hot bread ap

plied for an hour at times, for three days together, per

fectly healeth the kerne's in the throat, commonly called

the king's evil. The flower of Wheat mixed with the juice

of henbane, stay the flux of humours to the joints, being

laid thereon. The said meal boiled in vinegar helpeth the

shrinking of the sinews, saith Pliny; and mixed with

vinegar, and boiled together, healeth all freckles, pimples

and spots on the face. Wheat flour mixed with the yolk

of an egg, honey and turpentine, doth draw, cleanse and

heal any boil, plague sore or foul ulcer. The bran of

Wheat meal steeped in vinegar, and bound in a linen cloth

and rubbed on the places that have the scurf, morphew,

scabs or leprosy, will take them away, the body being first

-well purged and prepared. The decoctien of the bran of

Wheat or barley, is of good use to bathe those places that

are bursten by a rupture, and the said bran boiled in good

vinegar, and applied to swollen breasts, helpeth them, and

stayeth all inflammations. It helpeth also the biting of

vipers, (which I take to be no other than our English

adder) and all other venomous creatures. The leaves of

Wheat meal, applied with salt, take away hardness of the

skin, warts and hard knots in the flesh. Starch moistened

in rose water, and laid to the privates, taketh away their

itching. Waters put in water and drank, stayeth the tasks

and bloody flux, and are profitably used both inwardly and

outwardly for the ruptures in children. Boiled in water

unto a thick jelly, and taken, it stayeth spitting of blood;

and boiled with mint and butter, it helpeth the hoarseness

of the throat.

The Willow Tree. 5. (c. d. 2.)

These are so well known that they need no descrip

tion. I shall, therefore, only shew you the virtues

thereof.

Government and Virtues.'] The Moon owns it. Both

the leave?, bark, and the seed, are used to staunch bleed

ing of wounds, and at mouth and nose, spitting of blood,

and other fluxes of blood in man or woman, and to stay

vomiting, and provocation thereunto, if the decoction
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of them in wine be drank. It helpeth also to stay thin,

hoi, sharp salt distillations from the head upon the lungs,

causing a consumption. The leaves bruised with some

pepper, and drank in wine, helps much the wind colick.

The leaves bruised and boiled in wine, sfayeth the heat of

lust in man or woman, and quite extiuguisheth it, if it be

long used: The seed is also of the same effect. Water

that is gathered from the Willow, when it flowereth, the

bark being tlit, and a vessel fitting to receive it, is very

good for redness and dimness of sight, or films that grow

over the eyes, and stay the rheums that fall into them .

to provoke urine, being stopped, if it be drank; to clear

the face and skin from spots and discolourings. Galen

saith, The flower have an admirable faculty in drying

.up humours, being a medicine without any sharpness or

corrosion: you may boil them in white wine, and drink

as much as you will, so you drink not yourself drunk.

The bark works the same effect, if used in the same man

ner, and the tree hath always a bark upon it, though not

always flowers ; the burnt ashes being mixed with vinegar

taketh away warts, corns and superfluous flesh, being

applied to the-place. The decoction of the leaves or bark

.in wine, takes away scurf and dandriff by washing the

place with it. It is a fine cool tree, the boughs of which

.are very convenient to be placed in the chamber of one

sick of a fever.

Woad. T? . (c. d. 3.)

This is sowed in field* for the benefit of it, where those

that sow it, cut it three times a year.

Time.] It flowers in June, but it is long after before

the seed is ripe.

Government and Virtues.~] It is a cold and dry plant of

Saturn. Some people affirm the plant to be destructive

to bees, and fluxes them, which if it be, I cannot help it.

I should rather think, unless bees be contrary to other

creatures, it possesseth them with the contrary disease

the herb being exceeding dry and binding. However, if

any bees be diseased thereby, the cure is, to set urine by

them, but set it in a vessel, that they cannot drown them

selves, which may be remedied, if you put a piecee of
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»Cork in. The herb is so drying and binding that it is not

fit to be given inwardly. An ointment made thereof

stauncheth bleeding. A plaister made thereof and applied

to the region of the spleen wtiich lies on the left side, takes

'away the hardness and pains thereof. The ointment

is excellent good in such ulcers as abound with mois

ture, and takes away the corroding and fretting humours.

It cools inflammations, quencheth St. Anthony's fire, and

stayeth defluciion of the blood to any part of the body.

'Woodbine, or Honey-Suckles. Q. in s.(h. d. I.)

It is a plant so common, that every one that hath eyes

knows if. and he that hath none, cannot read a descrip

tion, if I should write it.

Time.] They flower in June, and the fruit is ripe in

August.

Government and Virtues.'] Doctor Tradition, that grand

.introducer of errors, that hater of truth, that lover of

folly, and that mortal foe to Dr. Reason, hath taught

the common people to use the leaves or flowers of this

plant in mouth water, and by long continuance of time,

hath so grounded it in the brains of the vulgar, that

you cannot beat it out with a beetle. All mouth wa

ters ought to be cooling and drying, but Honey- Suckles

are cleansing, consuming and digesting, and therefore

no way fit for inflammations; thus Dr. Reason. Again,

if you please, we will leave Dr. Reason awhile, and

come to Dr. Experience, a learned gentleman, and his

brother: Take a leaf and chew it in your mouth, and

you will quickly find it likelier to cause a sore mouth

and throat than cure it. If it be not good for this, What

is it good for? It is good for something, for God and

nature made nothing in vain. It is an herb of Mercury,

and appropriated to the lungs; the celestial Crab claims

dominion over it; neither is it a foe to the Lion; if the

liing* be afflicted by Jupiter, this is your cure. It is

fitting a conserve made of the flowers of it were kept in

every gentlewoman's house: I know no better cure for

an asthma than this ; besides, it takes away the evil of

the spleen, provokes urine, procures speedy delivery of

wonun in travail, helps cramps, convulsions, and pal

sies, and whatsoever griefs come of cold or stopping;
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if you please to make use of it as an ointment, it will

clear your skin of inorphew, freckles, and sun-burnings,

or whatever else discolours it, and then the maids will

love it. Authors say, the flowers are of more effect than

the leaves, and that is true ; but they say the seeds are

least effectual of all. But Dr. Reason told me, that there

war a vital spirit in every seed to beget its like: and Dr.

Experience told me, that there was a greater hurt in the

seed than there was in any other part of the plant; and

withal, tha heat was the mother of action, and then judge

if old Dr. Tradition (who may well be honoured for his

age, but not for his goodness) hath not so poisoned the

woild with errors before I was born, that it was never

well in its wits since, and there is great fear it will die

mad.

Wormwood. cj. (h. d. 1.)

Three Wormwoods are familiar with us; one I shall not

describe, another I shall describe, and the third be critical

at; and I care not greatly if I begin with the last first.

Sea Wormvood hath gotten as many names as virtues,

(and perhaps one more) Seriphian, Santonicon, Bel-

chion, Narbinense, Hantonicon, Misneule, and a mat

ter of twenty more which I shall not blot paper withal.

A Papist got the toy by the end, and he called it Holy

Wormwood; and in truth, I am of opinion, their giv

ing so much holiness to herbs, is the reason there re

main so little in themselves. The seed of this worm

wood is that which usually women give their children

for the worms. Of all wormwoods that grow here, this

is the weakest, but doctors commend it, and apotheca

ries sell it; the one must keep his credit, and the other

get money, and that is the key of the work. The herb

is gocd for something, because God made nothing in

vain. Will you give me leave to weigh things in the

balance of reabon ; then thus: The seeds of the common

Wormwood are far more prevalent than the seed of this

to expel worms in children, or people of ripe age; of

both some are weak, some are strong. The Seriphian

Wormwood is the weakest, and haply may prove to be

fittest for the weak bodies, (for it is weak enough of all

conscience.) Let such as are strong take the common
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Wormwood, lor the others will do but little good.

Again, near the sea many people live, and Seriphian

grows near them, and therefore is more fitting for their

bodies, because nourished by the same air ; and this [

had from Dr. Reason. In whose body Dr. Reason

dwells not, dwells Dr. Madness, and le brings in hi*

brethren, Dr. Ignorance, Dr. Folly, and Dr. Sickness,

and these together make way for Death, and the latter

end of that man is worse than the beginning. Pride was

the cause of Adam's fall ; pride begat a daughter, I do

not know the father of it, unless the devil, but she

christened it, and called it Appetite, and sent her daugh

ter to taste these Wormwoods, who finding thi,s the least

bitter, made the squeamish wench extol it to the skies,

though the virtues of it never reached to the middle re

gion of the air. Its due praise is this: Tt is weakest,

therefore fittest for weak bodies, and fitter for those

bodies that dwell near it, than tiiose that live far from it;

my reason is, the sea (those that live far from it, know

when they come near it) casteth not such a smell as thp

land doth. The tender mercies of God being over all

his woiks, hath by his eternal Providence planted Se-

riphian by the sea side, as a fit medicine for the bodies

of those that live near it. Lastly, it is known to all that

know any thing in the course of nature, that the liver

delights in sweet things, if so it abhors bitter; then if

your liver be weak, it is none of the wisest courses to

plague it with any enemy- If the liver be weak, a con.

sumption follows. Would you know the reason? It is

this, a man's flesh is repaired by blood, by a third con

coction, which transmutes the blood into flesh; it is well

J said concoction; if I had said boiling every coojc

would have understood me. The liver makes blood,

aiul it it he weakened that it makes not enough, the

flesli'wasteth ; and why must flesh always be reuewed?

.Because the eternal God, when he made the creation,

made one part of it in continual dependency upon

another. And why did he so? Because himself only is

permanent to teach us. That we should not fix our af

fections upon what is transitory, but upon what endures

for over. The result of this is, if the liver be weak, and

cannot make blood enough, (I would have said sail-

Q
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guify, if I had only written to scholars) the Seriphian,

which is the weakest of Wormwood, is better than the best.

I have been critical enough, if not too much.

Place.] It grows familiarly in England, by the sea-side.

Descript.] It starts up out of the earth, with many

round, woody, hairy stalks from one root. Its height is

four feet, or three at least. The leaves in longitude are

long, in latitude narrow, in colour white, in form hoary,

in similitude like Southernwood, only broader and longer;

in taste rather salt than bitter, because it grows so near

the salt water. At the joints, with the leaves toward the

tops, it bears little yellow flowers ; the root lies deep aDd

is woody.

Common Wormwood I shall not describe, for every boy

that can eat an egg knows it.

Roman Wormwood; and why Roman, seeing it grows

familiarly in England? It may be so called, because it is

good for a stinking breath, which the Romans cannot be

very free from, maintaining so many bawdy.houses by

authority of his Holiness.

Descript.] The stalks are slender, and shorter than the

common Wormwood by one foot at least; the leaves

are more finely cut and divided than they are, but some

thing smaller; both leaves and stalks are hoary, the flow,

ers of a pale yellow colour; it is altogether like the com

mon Wormwood, save only in bigness, for it is smaller, in

taste, for it is not bitter : in smell, for it is spicy.

Place.] It groweth upon the tops of the mountains (it

seems 'tis aspiring) there 'tis natural, but usually nursed

up in gardens for the use of the apothecaries in London.

Time.] All Wormwoods usually flower in August, »

little sooner or later.

Government and Virtues.] Will you give me leave to

be critical a little? I must take leave: Wormwood is an

heib of Mar?, and if Pontanus say otherwise, he is beside

the bridge; I prove it thus: What delights in martial

places is a martial herb; but Wormwood delights in

martial places, (for about forges and iron works you may

gather a cart-load of it) ergo, it is a martial herb. It is

hot and dry in the first degree, just as hot as your blood,
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and no hotter. It remedies the evils choler can inflict on

the body of man by sympathy. It helps the evils Venus

and the wanton boy produce, by antipathy ; and it doth

something else besides. It cleanseth the body of choler

(who dares say Mars doth no good?) It provokes urine,

helps surfeits, or swellings in the belly ; it causeth ap

petite to meat, because Mars rules the attractive faculty in

-man. The sun never shone upon a better herb for the

yellow jaundice than this. Why should men cry out so

much upon Mars for an unfortunate, (or Saturn either ?)

Did God make creatures to do the creation a mischief?

This herb testifies, that Mars is willing to cure all diseases

he causes; the truth is, Mars loves no cowards, nor Saturn

fools, nor I neither. Take of the flowers'of Wormwood,

Rosemary, and Black Thorn, of each a like quantity, half

that quantity of saffron ; boil this in Rhenish wine, but

put it not in saffron till it is almost boiled : this is the way

to keep a man's body in health, appointed by Camera-

rius, in his book intitled, Hortus Medicus, and it is a

.good one too. Besides all this, Wormwood provokes tha

terms. I would willingly teach astrologers, and make

them physicians (if I knew how) for they are most fitting

for the calling. They say a mouse is under the dominion

of the moon, and that is the reason they feed in the

niftht; the house of the moon is Cancer; rats are of

the same nature with mice, but they are a little bigger;

.Mars receives his fall in Cancer, ergo, Wormwood being

an herb of Mars, is a present remedy for the biting of rats

and mice. Mushrooms (I cannot give them the title pf

llerba, Frutex, or Arbor) are under the dominion of

Saturn, (and take one time with another, they do as much

harm as good;) if any have poisoned himself by eating

them, Wormwood, an herb of Mars, cures him, because

Mars is exalted in Capricorn, the house of Saturn, and

that it doth by sympathy, as it did the others by antipathy.

Wheals, pushes, black and blue spots, coming either by

bruises or beatings, Wormwood, an herb of Mars, helps

because Mars, (as bad as you love him, and as you hate

him) will not break your head, but he will give you a

plaister. if he do but teach you to know yourselves his

courtesy is greater than his discourtesy. The greatest
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antipathy between the planets, is between Murs and

Venus; one is hot, the other cold ; one diun al. the other

nocturnal; one dry, the other moist: their houses are

opposite, one masculine, the other feminine; one public,

the other private; one is valiant, the other effeminate;

one loves the light, the other hates it ; then the throat is

under Venus, the quinsy lies in the throat, and is an

{1inanimation there: Venus rules the throat(it being under

Taurus her sign.) Mars eradicates all diseases in the

throat by his herb, (of which Wormwood is one) and

sends to Egypt on an errand never to return- more, this

done by antipathy. The eyes are under the Luminaries;

the right eye of a man, and the left of a woman, the Sun

claims dominion over; the left eye of a man and the right

eye of a woman, are privileges of the moon; Wormwood,

an herb of Mars, cures both; what belongs to the Sun by

sympathy, because he is exalted in his house; but what

belongs to the Moon by antipathy, because he hath his

fall in her's. Suppose a man be bitten or stung by a

martial creature, imagine a wasp, a hornet, a scorpion,

Wormwood, an herb of Mars, giveth you a present cuie;

then Mars, choleric as he is, hath learnid that patience,

to pass by your evil speeches of him, and tells you by my

pen, that he gives you no affliction, but he gives you a

cure; you need not run to Apollo, nor /Esculapius; and

if he was so choleric as you make him to be, he would

have drawn his sword for anger, to see the ill conditions

of those people that can spy his vices, and not his virtues.

Theetenial God, when be made Mars, made him for public

good, and the sons of men shall know it in the latter end

of the world. E ccelum Mars solus habit. You say

Mars is a destroyer; mix a little Wormwood, an herb of

Mars, with your ink, neither rats nor mice touch the

paper written with it, and then Mars is a preserver.

Astrologers think Mars causeth scabs and itch, and the

Virgins are angry with him, because wanton Venus told

tueni he deforms their skins; but, quoth Mars, my only

desire is, they should know themselves ; my herb, Worm

wood, will restore them to the beauty they formerly had,

and in that 1 will not come an inch behind my opposite,

Venus J for which doth the greatest evil, he that takci
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away an innate beauty, and when he has done, knows how

to restore it again? Or she that teaches a company of

wanton lasses to paint their faces? If Mars be in a Virgin,

in the nativity, they say he causeth the cholic, (it is well

God hath set somebody to pull down the pride of man.)

lie in the Virgin troubles none with the cholic, but them

that know not themselves (.for who knows himself, may

easily know all the world.) Wormwood, an herb of

Mars, is a present cure for it; and whether it be most like

a christian to love him for his good, or hate him for his

evil, judge ye. I had almost forgotten, that charity

thinks no evil. I was once in the Tower and viewed the

wardrobe, and there was a great many fine cloaths: (I can

give them no other title, for I was never either linen or

woollen-draper) yet as brave as they looked, my opinion

was that the moths might consume them; moths are

under the dominion of Mars; this herb Wormwood bfi^g

laid among cloaths, will make a moth scorn to meddle

with the cloaths, as much as a lion scorns to meddle with

a mouse, or an eagle with a fly. Melancholy men can.

not endure to be wronged in point of good fame, and that

doth sorely trouble old Saturn, because they call him the

greatest unfortunate; in the body of man he rules the

spleen; (and that makes covetous men so splenetic) the

poor old man lies crying out of his left side. Father

Saturn's angry. Mars comes to him; Come, brother

I confess thou art evil spoken of, and so am I : thou

knowest I have my exaltation in thy house, I give him

an herb of mine, Wormwood, to cure the poor man :

Saturn consented, but spoke little, and Mars cured hint

by sympathy. AVhen Mars was free from war, (for he

loves to be fighting, and is the best friend a soldier hath)

I say, when Mats was free from war, he called a council

of war in his owu brain, to know how he should do poor

sinful man good, desiring to forget his abuses in being

called an unfortunate. He musters up his own forces,

and places them in battalia. Oh ! quoth he, why do 1

hurt a poor silly man or woman ? Ilis angel answers him,

It is because tliey have offended their God. (Look back

to Adam!) Well, says. Mars, though they speak evil of

d 3
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me, I will do good lo them ; Death's cold, my herb shall

heat them ; they are full of ill humours (else they would

never have spoken ill of me;) my herb shall cleanse them,

and dry them; they are poor weak creatures, my herb

shall strengthen them; they are dull-witted, my herb

shall fortify their apprehensions ; and yet among astrolo

gers all this does not deserve a good word: Oh the patience

of Mars !

Felix quipoluil rcrum cognoscere causa*,

Jnque domus superum scandere curafactt.

Oh happy he that can the knowledge gain,

To know th' eternal God made nought in vaia.

To this I add,

I kuow the reason causeth such a dearth

Of knowledge; 'tis because men love the earth.

The other day Mars told me he met with Venus, and

he asked her what was the reason that she accused him

of abusing women? He never gave them the pox. In

the dispute they fell out, and in anger parted, and Mars

told me that his brother Saturn told him, that an anti-

venerean medicine was the best against the pox. Once

a month he meets with the Moon. Mars is quick enough

of speech, and the Moon not much behind hand, (neither

are most women.) The moon looks much after children,

and children are much troubled with the worms; she

desired a medicine of him, he bid her take his own herb

Wormwood. He had no sooner parted with the moon

but he met with Venus, and she was as drunk as a bitch:

alas! poor Venus, quoth he, What! thou a fortune, and

be drunk? I'll give thee an antipathetical cure; take my

herb, Wormwood, and' thou shalt never get a surfeit by

drinking. A poor silly countryman hath got an ague,

and cannot go about his business, he wishes he had it not,

and so do I ; but I will tell him a remedy, whereby he

shall prevent it: Take the herb of Mars, Wormwood,

and if infortunes will do good, what will fortunes do?

Some think the lungs are under Jupiter; and if the lungs,

then the breath ; and though sometimes a man gets a

stinking breath, and yet Jupiter is a fortune, forsooth ; up

comes Mars to him ; Come, brother Jupiter, thou knowest

I sent thee a couple of trines to thy house last night, the
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ene from Aries, and the other from Leo ; give me thy

leave by sympathy to cure this poor man with drinking

a glass of Wormwood beer every morning. The Moor*

was weak the other day, and she gave a man two terribl*

mischiefs, a dull brain and a weak sight ; Mars laid by

his sword, and comes to her. Sister Moon, said he, thif

man hath angered thee, but I beseech thee take notice ho

is but a fool ; prithee be patient, I will with my herb

Wormwood cure him of both infirmities by antipathy,

for thou knowest thou and I cannot agree, with that tho

Moon began to quarrel ; Mars (not delighting much in

women's tongues) went away, aud did it whether sh»

would or no.

He that reads this and understands what he reads, hath'

a jewel of more worth than a diamond; he that under

stands it not, is as little fit to give physic. There lies a

key in these words which will unlock, (if it be turned by

a wise hand) the cabinet of physic. I have delivered it

as plain as I durst; it is not only upon Wormwood as I-

wrote, but upon all plants, trees, and herbs; he that un

derstands it not, is unfit (in my opinion) to give physic.

This shall live when I am dead; and thus I leave it to

the world, not caring a farthing whether they like or

dislike it. The grave equals all men, and therefore shall-

equal me with all princes; until which time the eternal

Providence is over me. Then the ill tongue of a prating

fellow, or one that hath more tongue than wit, or more

proud than honest, shall never trouble me. Wisdom it

justified by her children. And so much for Wormwood.

Now I would advise the student to give the greatest

attention to the discourse delivered under this herb; for

whomsoever well understands the whole and every part of

the same, will undoubtedly prove an excellent Phy

sician. For )ou will find recorded under this herb,

(together with the herb Carduus Bmedictus) the whole

key to physic; which will most fu!ly teach you how-

to make a most profitable use of all the herbs in this book.

Perhaps some may laugh at Mr. Culpeper's language, in

which he hath delivered his sentiments under this herb:

li may indeed be rather uncouth, nevertheless it contains

«4
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many known solid plain truths. Under the hn-b Carduus

Benedictus you are most fully instructed in the various

operations of the heavenly bodies, on all plant?, herb»

and vegetables, in respect to their sympathetic and

antipathetical influences and operations on the body of

man; and whatever necessary intelligence and instruction

is there omitted, in order to complete the Physician, it

now here laid open for your inspection ; and if you do

not receive much profit from the same, remember it is not

my fault.

. The following discourse under this herb is delivered

after the manner of men, in order to shew you how

celestial bodies work, and daily operate upon terrestrial

bodies; which is delivered in similitudes, or even in any

'way and manner, so that the meanest capacity may but

perfectly understand the true sense, intent, and meaning

of the fame, and whatever yon find written under this

said herb, understand the same, in respect to all the other

herbs in this book, duly considering their natures,

temperaments, qualities, virtues, powers and effects upon

all the various herbs, plants, &c. and also the diseases,

sickness and bodily infirmities which are incident and

subject to afflict the body of man, at the various periods of

his natural life.

I shall not give you much comment on this subject in

this place, seeing that I have most fully done and com

pletely performed the whole and every part of the same

in my most elaborate work entitled, The Holy Temple

of AVisdom ; unto which said book I must now refer

you ; where you will find thatvphysic without astrology

is like a lamp without oil, and also that this most excellent

science is truly a legal and virtuous study, well becoming

all religious and good disposed men. We may easily

believe the accounts transmitted to us by Josephus and

other Historians concerning its antiquity and divine

original. We have read that Adam previous to his

expulsion from Paradise, was instructed hi a foreknow

ledge of futurity by the express command of God, as a

means of enlarging his mind and alleviating his distress

upon being turned adrift into the wide world. Josephus,

an historian of character and eminence who quotes the
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most ancient authors of respectability for what he asserts,

confirms the same thing, and further informs us, that

Adam before his death, instructed his son Seth in this

science, who afterwards engraved the rudiments of it

upon permanent pillars of stone which endured through

many generations, and were not entirely effaced till some

time after the deluge. See Jos. Ant. lib. 1. cap. 4, 8,

12, &c. We have it from the same authority that this

art was taught by Enos and Noah, who preserved it to

the days of Abraham, and he increased the knowledge of'

it by divine aids, teaching it to the Chaldeans and

Egyptians. Joseph is also said to have patronized and

taught it in Egypt, and is supposed by Origcn, Diodorus

Siculus, and other ancient historians, to have been the

author of an astrological work, called, The Aphorisms of

Hermes the Egyptian*. Moses afterwards taught and

professed it, independent of the gift of prophecy, which,

always came by divine inspiration, and consequently was

only exercised upon certain extraordinary occasions.

From Moses we are told the Prophets and Seers had it,

and that it was afterwards particularly taught amongst'

the tribe of Issachar, who are on that account stiled in

the sacred writings, men who had understanding in the

tiniest, and were expert at resolving all questions con.

cerning futurity, and as this tribe were neither priests nor

Levites, nor endued with the spirit of prophecy, it fol

lows that thi ir understanding in the times, and thr't- ability

in foretelling future events, aroseentirely from an acquired

knowledge of the signs and influences of the heavenly

bodies. For the same reason the Persian astrologers were

called magi, or wise men, who were skilled in the times ;'

and the (Jhaideans termed their young studen's in astro-.

logy, men skilled in iciulom, and cunmug stience to learnt

the learning of the Chaldeanst. Andnfter the Chaldean

method of si inlying this science of astrology, Dmiel,

S.iaihach, Meshech and Abedn.go, were instructed by ilieip-

* Ori^. torn, in On. Diod. Sic. lib. 1. cap. 2. 1 1 Chron xii. 3*

£ Either, i. i3. Una. i. i,

#«"V
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tutor Melzar, and became ten timet more learned in- aR

matters of wisdom and understanding than all the astro

logers in the. realm ; in consideration of which they -were

eleclt'd members of the public Schools* at Babylon.

which were founded for the study of this art, and Daniel

was made by the King's decree Master over the Chaldean

astrologers f. In the days of Samuel it appears to have

been a common custom to go to the Seers, or men of

understanding in the times, not only to be informed

concernng future contingencies, but also to enquire after

lost goods. To this effect we find Saul and his servant

discoursing when they were sent out to find the strayed

asses of Kish, Saul's father; and not being able to find

them, the servant proposes to go and enquire of the Seer,

which way the asses were gone, and where they might be

found. Saul agrees to this, but asks, What have tse to

give him ? we huve no bread left, nor have we any

sufficient present. The servant replies, I have a fourth

part of a shekel of silver, I'll give him that. Saul answers,

Well said, let us goj.. This passage enables us to

distinguish between the gift of propheey for the purposes

ef establishing God's true religion, and the art of answer

ing all manner of questions and predicting future events.

The one was evidently affected by supernatural means,

and promulgated to the people without e\pence ; whilst

the other by being calculated for the benefit of respective

individuals, was always accompanied with money . or

presents. In the same way we find David, when in Keilah,

when he heard that Saul was coming to besiege him, was

desirous of knowing the truth whether Saul was coming

or not, and if he was, Whether the men of Keilah would

be true to him, or would betray him? And being informed

they would betray him into the hands of the enemy,

who were seeking his life, he fled into the wilderness of

* In some »f these Fchools Abraham is said to have been taught,

and that Bolus the father of N iwrod, afterwards built the school-

house where Daniel was instructed in this science, see Jos. Ant.

lib. 1. cap. 8. Diod. Sic. lib. cap. 8. 4 Dan. 1, -1, 5, 11,17, 18,

19,20. ii.4»,49. i 1 Sam. ix. 8,7,8, 10*
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Ziph, and escaped the danger that was then impending

over him*. Much more I could say on this subject, but

as my present limits will not admit of it, I must conclude

by informing you, that this said sacred science is oC

divine institution and appointment, and will stand ths

test in the midst of a world that lieth in wickedness+

and ignorance, as long as the Bible will. For they are

both supported by one divine power and authority, and

although devils roar, and wicked men mightily resist

them, yet they will always stand fast: their foundations

cannot be moved, otherwise all these things would have

been done long before this time. Some will say, the

world is now much wiser than what it formerly was; I

grant it may, in vice, wickedness, temporal things, and in

the commoa arts of this life; but in respect to celestial

and spiritual subjects the generality of them are only

babes when compared with the knowledge and most

extt nsive wisdom of the ancients, and primitive Christians;

and it is reasonable enough to suppose, that the spirit of

wisdom will not descend from on high upon atheists,

deists, unbelievers and the workers of iniquity: this

wonld.be contrary to the laws of the great Creator of the

universe; and therefore can never come to pass: and

remember, reader, in all your contemplations on these

subjects, that God is a spirit, and those that worship him

must worship him in spirit and in truth, John iv. 24;

and also that the bodies of all such worshippers are the

temple of the Holy Ghost, 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17. vi. 19, 20;

and also that as when the spirit and soul of man leaveth

its body, there then remaineth nothing except a dead,

corpse: So it is in like manner with the stars and planets

which are placed in the firmament of heaven, and if you

only go so far as to consider them in respect to the body

of each star and planet, leaving out of your calculation

all those spiritual beings who reside and dwell in the

same, you will never be able to make much progress in

these divine subjects, &c. I would advise you to duly

examine the conclusion of this book, unto which I now

beg leave to refer you.

♦ 1 Sam.xsiii. 10, 11, IS, 13. + | John v. 19.

« 6
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Yarrow. ?. (c. 1. d. 2.)

Also called Nose-bleed, Milfoil and Thousand-leaf.

Descript.] It hath many long leaves spread upon the

ground, finely cut, and divided into many small parts;

its flowers are white, but not all of a whiteness, and

stayed in knots, upon divers green stalks which rise front

among the leaves.

Place.] It is frequent in all pastures.

- Time.] It flowereth late, even at the end of August.

Government and Virtues.] It is under the influence of

Venus. An ointment of them cures wounds, and is most

fit for such as have inflammations; it being an herb of

Dame Venus, it stops the terms in women, being boiled

in white wine, and the decoction drank; as also th«

bloody-flux: the ointment of it is not only good for

green wounds, but also for ulcers and fistulas, especially

such as abound with moisture. It stays the shedding of

hair, the head being bathed with the decoction of it ; in

wardly taken it helps the retentive faculty of the stomach;

it helps the running of the reins in mm, and the whites

in women, and helps such as cannot hold their water;

and the leaves chewed in the mouth easeth the tooth-acb;

and these virtues being put together, shew the herb to be

drying and binding. Achilles is supposed tc be the first

that left the virtues of this herb to posterity, having

learned of his mas'er Ghiron, the Centaur; and certainly

a very profitable herb it is in cramps, and therefore called

ilUUaris. ; -
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DIRECTIONS.

H AVING in divers places of this Treatise promised you the

way of making Syrups, Conseives, Oils, ( intments, &c. of

herbs, roots, flowers, &c. whereby you may have them ready for

your use at such times when they cannot be had otlierwi e ; I

come now to perform what I promised, and you shall find me

rather better than worse than my word.

That this may be ilone methodically, I shall divide my di

rections into two grand sections, and each section into several

chapters, and then you shall see it look with such a countenance

as this is.

SECT. I,

Ofgathering, drying, and keeping Simples, and their Juices.

Chap. 1. Of Leaves of herbs,

isfc.

Chap. 2. Of Flowers.

Chap. 3. Of Seeds.

< hap. 4. Of Roots.

Chap. 5. Of Barks.

Chap. 6. Of Juices.

SECT. II.

Of making and keeping Compounds.

Chap.

ters

Chap.

Chap.

Chap.

Chap.

Chap.

Chap.

Chap.

Chap.

I. Of distilled VVa-

2. Of Syrups.

3. Of juleps.

4. Of Decoctions.

5. Of Oils.

6- Of Electuaries.

7. Of Conserves.

8. If Preserves.

Q. Of Lolwcks.

I Chap. .0. Of Ointments.

J Chap. 11. Of PL islers.

Chap. 12. Of Poultices.

Chap. 13- Oj Troches.

Chap. 14. OfPills.

Chap. 15- The way of fitting

medicines to compound Dis

eases.

Of all these in order.

CHAP. I.

Of Leaves of Herbs or Trees.

1. Of leaves choose only such as are green, and full ofjuice;

pick them carefully and cast away such as are any wav declining,

for they will puirify the rest. So shall one handl'ull be worth ten

of these you buy in any of the shops,

2. Note what places they most delight to grow in, and gather

them there ; for beto.iy that grows in the shade, is far better than

that which grows in the sun, because it delights in the shade ; so

also such herbs as delight to grow near ihe water, should be ga

thered near it, though haply you ma) find some of them upon

dry ground; the treatise will inform you where every herb de

limits to grow.
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3. The leaves of such herbs as run up to seed, are not so gocxt

when ihey are in flower as before, (some few excepted, the leave*

of ^hich are seldom or never used) in such cases, if through^

negligence forgotten, you hail belter take the top and the flowers,

than i he leaf.

4. Dry hem well in the sun, and not in the hade, as the say

ing »f physicians is for if the sun draw awav the virtues of th»

herb, it must nenU do the like by hay, by the same rule which

the experience ol eiery country farmer will explode for a notabWt

piece of nonsense.

6 Such a? are artists in astrology, (and indeed none else ar»

fit to make physicians) such I advise ; let the planet that govern*

the herb be angular, and the stronger the better ; if they can, in

herbs of Saturn, lei Saturn be in the ascendant ; in the herbs of

Mars, let Mar* be in the mid heaven, for in those hou-es they

delight ; let the Moon apply to them by good aspect, and let her

not be in the house of her enpmies ; if you cannot well stav till

she apply to them, let I.er apply to a planet of the same tri;iiicitv ;

if you cannot wait that time neither, let her be wiih a fixed sta*

of their nature.

6. Having well dried them, put thi m up in brown paper, sew

ing the paper up like a sack, and pr ss them not too hard toge

ther, and keep them in a dry place near the fire.

7. As for the duration of dr.ed herbs, a just lime cannot be.

given, let author; prate their pleasure; for

1st. Such as grow upon dry grounds, will keep better than such.

as grow on moist.

2dly, -uch herbs as are full ofjuice, will not keep so long a*

such as are drier.

Sdly, Such herbs as are well dried will keep longer than such

as are slack dried. Ytt you may know when they are corrupted,

by t:eir loss ofcolour, or smell, or both j and if they be corrupted,

reason will tell you that they must needs corrupt the bodies of

those people that lake them.

8. Gather all leaves in the hour of that planet that governs

them. See the Table of the planetary hours at the eud of this

Book.

CHAP. II. Of Flowers.

1, The flower, which is the beauty of the plant, and of none

°f the least use in physic, groweth yearly, and is to be gathered

when it is in its prime.

2. As ,oi ;he time of gathering them, let the planetary hour

and th6 plain ihey come of, be observed, as we shewed you in the

foregoing chapter; as for the time of die dav , lei it be when the

sun shines upon them, so that they may be drv ; for if you gather

either flowers or herbs when they are wetor dewy, they will not

keep.
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3. Drv them well in the sun, and keep them in papers near the

foe, as 1 shewed you in the foregoing chapter.

4. So long as thev retain the colour and smell, they are good j

either being gone, so is their virtue also.

CHAP. III. Of Seeds.

T. THE seed is that p.irt of the plant which is endowed with

* vital faculty to bring forth its like, and it contains potentially

the whole plant in it.

2. As for the place, let them be gathered from the place where

they delight to irrnw.

3. Let them be full ripe when they are gathered ; and forget

not the celestial harmony before mentioned : for I have found by

experience that their virtues are twice as great at such times as at

others ; " There s an appointed time for every thing under the

.' sun."

4. When you have gathered them, drv them a little, and but a

little, in the sun, before you lay them up.

5. You need not be so car' ful of keeping them so near the fire,

as the other beforementioned, because they are fuller of spirit, and

therefore not so subject to corrupt.

6. As fur the time of their duration, it is palpable they will keep

a good many years ; yet, they are the best the first year, :*nd this

I make appear by a good argument. They will grow soonest the

first year they be set, therefore then they are in their prime j and

it is an easy matter to renew them yearly.

CHAP. IV. Of Roots.

1. OF roots, choose such as are neither rotten nor worm-

eaten, but proper in their taste, colour and smell, such as exceed

neither in softness nor hardntss,

2. Give me leave to be a little critical against the vulgar received

opinion, which is, that the sap falls down into the roots in the

Autumn, and rises agan in the Spring, as men go to bed at night,

and rise in the morning; and this idle talk of unlruih is so

grounded in the heads, not only of the vulgar, but also of the

learned, that a man cannot drive it out by reason. I uray, let

such sap-mongers answer me this argument; it' the sap falN into

the roots in the fall of the leaf, and lies there all the winter, ihcn

must the root grow only in the winter, but the root grows not

at all in the winter, as experience teacheth, but only in the sum

mer ; therefore if you set an apple kernel in the spnng you shall

find the root grow to a preitv bigness in the summer, and be not

a. wbil bigger next spring. 'What doth the sap do in the root all

this while? Pick straws? 'Tis as rotten as a rotten poit.

The iruth is, when the sun declines from thu t. opic ofCancer,

the sap begins to congeal both in root and branch j wh«ij h«
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touches the tropic of Capricorn, and ascends to us-ward, it be

gins in wax thin again, and by degrees it is uncongealed. But

proceed.

8. The drier time you gather the roots in, the better they arev

for they have less excrementitious moisture in them.

4. Such roots as are soft, your best way is to dry in the sun, or

else hang them in the chimney corner upon a string; as fur such

as are hard, you may dry them any where.

5. Such roots as are great, will keep longer than such as ara

small; yet most of them will keep all the year.

6. Such roots as are soft, it is your hest way to keep them al

ways near the fire, and lake this general rule for it If in winter

time you find any of your herbs, roots or flowers begin to be

moist, as many times you shall, (for it is your best way to look to

them once a month) dry them by a very gentle fire, or ifyou can

with conveniency keep them near the fire, you may save yourselT

the labour.

7. It is in vain to dry roots that mav commonly be had, as-

Parsley, Fennel, Plantain, &c. but gather them only for present

need.

CHAP. V. Of Bai ks.

1. BARKS, which physicians use in medicine, areoftheie

sorts : of fruits, of roots, of boughs.

2. '1 he barks of fruits are to be taken when the fruit is full

ripe, as- Oranges, Lemons, &c. but because I have nothing to d»

with exotics here, I pass them without any more words.

3. The barks of trees are best gathered in the Spring, if of

oaks, or such great tree< ; because then they c me easier off, and

so you may dry then if you please ; but indeed the best way- is

to gather all birks only -or present use-

4. As for ihe bark of roots, 'tis thus to be gotten : Take the

roots of such herbs as have a pith in them, as parsley, fennel,&c.

slit them in the middle, and when you have taken out the pith.

(which you may easily do) that which remains is called (tho' im

propeily so) the bark, and indeed is only to be used.

CHAP. VI. Of Juices.

1 . JUICES are to be pre-sed out of herbs when they are youn£

and tender, out of son.e stalks, and tender tops of herbs and

plants, and also out of some tiowers.

2. Having gathered the herb, you would preserve the juice of

it, when it is very dry (for otherwise the juice will not be worth

a button) bruise it we I in a stone mortar with a wooden pestle,

then laving put it into a canvas bag, press it hard in a press, then,

take ihe jui e and clarify it.

3. The manner of clarifying it is this : Put it into a pipkin or

skillet, or some such thing, and set it over the fire j. and. when
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the scum ariseth take it off; let it stand over the fire tiil no

more scum arise ; when you have your juice clarified, cast away

the scum as a thing of no use.

4. When you have thus clarified it, you have two ways to pre

serve it all the year.

(1.) When it is cold, put it into a glass, and put so much oil

on it as will cover it to the thickness of two fingers ; the oil will

swim at the top, and so keep the air from coming to putrify it :

When you intend to use it, pour it into a porringer, and if any

oil come out with it, you may easily scum it off with a spoon,

and putthejuice you use not, into the glass again, it will quickly

•ink under the oil This is the first way.

(2.) The second way is a little more difficult, and the juice of

fruits are usually preserved this wav. When you have clarified

it, boil it over the fire, till (being cold) it be of the thickness of

honey : this is most commonly used for diseases of the mouth,

and is died Koba and Saba. And thus much for the ti.it

section, the second follows.

SECT. II.

The way of making and keeping all necessary Compounds.

CHAP. I. Of Distilled Waters.

HITHERTO we have spoke of medicines which consist in

their own nature, which authors vulgarly call Simples, though

something improperly ; for in truth, nothing is simple but pure

elements ; all things else are compounded of them. We come

now to treat of artificial medicines, in the form of which (because

we must begin somewhere) we shall place distilled waters; in

which consider.

1 . Waters are distilled of herbs, flowers, fruits, and roots.

2. We treat not of stroog waters, but of cold, as being to set

Galen's part, and not Paracelsus's.

3. The herbs ought to be distilled when they are in the greatest

vigour, and so ought the flowers also.

4. The vulgar way of distinctions which people use, because

they know no better, is in a pewter still ; and although distilled

waters are the weakest of artificial medicines, and good for little

but mixtures of other medicines, yet they are weaker by many

degrees, than they would be were thev disti led in sand. If I

thought it not impossible to teach you the way of distilling in

sand, I would attempt it.

5. When you have distilled your water, put it into a glass, co

vered over with a paper pricked full of holes, so that t he excre-

metititious and fiery vapours may exhale; which cause that sett ling

in distilled waters, called the Mother, which corrupt them, then

cover it close, and keep it for your use.
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6. Stopping distilled waters with a cork, makes them musty,

and so does paper, if it but touch the water ; it is best to stop-

them with a bladder, being first put in water, and bound over the

top of the glass.

Such cold waters as are distilled in a pewter still (if well kepl>

will endure a year ; such as are distilled in sand, as they are

twice as strong, so they endure twice as long.

CHAP. II. Of Syrups.

1. A SYRUP isa medicine ofa liquid form, composed of in

fusion, decoction and juice. And 1. For the more grateful taste.

#. For the better keeping of it ; with a certain quantity of honey

or sugar, hereafter mentioned, boiled to the thickness ofnew ho

ney.

2. You see at the first view. That this aphorism divides itself

into three branches, which deserve severally to be treated of,

tu :—

I. Syrups made by infusion.

-2. Syrups made by decoction.

3. Syrups made by juice.

Of each of these (for your own instruction sake, kind coun

trymen and women) I speak a word or two apart.

1st. Syrups made by infusion, are usually made of flowers*

and of such flowers as soon lose their colour and strength by

boiling, as roses, violets, peach-flowers, &c. They are thu*

made : Having picked your flowers clean, to every pound of them

add three pounds, or three pints, which you will (for it is all one)

of spring water, made boiling hot ; first put your flowers into a

pewter pot, with a cover, and pour the water on theoi ; then

shutting the pot, let it stand by the fire to keep hut twelve hours

and strain it out ; (in such syrups as purge, as damask rose,

peach-flowers, &c. the usual, ana indeed the best way, is to re

peat this infusion, adding fresh flowers to the same liquor, divert.

times, so that it maybe the stronger) having strained it out, put

the infusion into a pewter bason, or an earthen one well glazed,

and to every pint of it add two pounds ofsugar, which being only

melted over the fire, without boiling and scummed) will produce

you the syrup you desire.

2dly, Syrups made by decoction are usually made of com

pounds, yet may any simple herb be thus converted into syrup:

Take the herb, root, or flowers, you would make into a syrup,

and bruise a little, then boil it in a convenient quantity of spring.

water; ihe more water you boil it in, the weaker it will be : a

handful! of the herb or root is a convenient quantity for a p nt of

water ; boil it till half the water be consumed, then let it stani
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till it be almost cold, and strain it through a woollen cloth, let

ting it ruu out at leisure, without pressing: To every pintof this

decoction add one pound of sugar, and boil it over the fire till it

come to a syrup, which you may know, ifyou now and then oool

a little of it with a spoon : scum it all the while it boils, and when

it is sufficiently boiled, whilst it is hot, strain it again through a

woollen cloth, but press it not Thus you have the syrup per

fected.

Sdly, Syrups made ofjuice, are usually made of such herbs as

are full of juice, and indeed they are better made into a syrup this*-

way than anv other ; the operation is thus : Having beaten the

herb in a stone mortar, with a wooden pestle, press out the juice

and clarify it, as you are taught before in the juices ; then let the

juice boil away till about a quarter of it be consumed : to a pint

of this add a pound of sugar, and boil it to a syrup, always

scumming it, and when it is boiled enough, strain it through a

woollen cloth, as we taught you before, and keep it for your

use.

3. If you make a syrup of roots that are any thing hard, as

Parsley, Fennel, and Grass-roots, &c. when you have bruised

them, lay them in steep some time in that water which you in

tend to boil them in, hot, so will the virtue the better come?

out.

4. Keep your syrups either in glasses or stone potst and stop

them not with cork or bladder, unless you would have the

glass break, and the syrup lost, only bind paper about the

mouth.

5. All syrups, if well made, continue a year with some advan

tage ; yet such as are made by infusion, keep shortest.

CHAP. HI. Of Juleps.

JULEPS were firs* invented, as I suppose, in Arabia ; and

my reason is, because the word Julep is an Arabic word.

1. It signifies only a pleasant potion, as is vulgarly used by

such as are sick, and want help, or such as are in health, and,

want no money to quench thirst.

3. Now-a-day it is commonly used,

1. To prepare the body for purgation.

2. To open obstructions and the pores.

3. To digest tough humours.

4. To qualify hot distempers, &c.

4» Simple Juleps, (for I have noth ng to say to compounds

here) are thus made : Take a pint of such distilled water, as con

duces to the cure of your distemper, which this treatise will

plentifully furnish you with, to which add two ounces of syrup,

conducing to the same effect ; I shall give you rules for it in the

next chapter) mix them together, and drink a draught of it at
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your pleasure. If you love tart things, add ten drops of oil of

vitriol to your pint, and shake it together, and it will have a fine

grateful taste.

6. AH Juleps are made for present use, and therefore it is in

vain to speak of their duration.

CHAP. IV. Of Decoctions.-

1. ALL the difference between decoctions, and syrup made by

decoction, is this : Syrups are made to keep, decoction only for

|)xesent use ; for you can hardly keep a decoction a week at any

time; if the weather be hot, not half so long.

2. Decoctions are made of leaves, roots, flowers, seeds, fruits

or barks, conducing to the cure of the disease you make thein

for ; are made in the same manner as we shewed you in svrup.

3. Decoctions made with wine last longer than such as are

made with water ; and if you take your decoction to cleanse the

passage of the urine, or open obstructions, your best way is to

make it with white wine instead of water, beeause this is pene

trating.

4. Decoctions are of most use in such- diseases as lie in the

passages of the body, as the stomach, bowels, kidnies,. passages

of urine and bladder, because decoctions pass qu cker, to those

places than any other form of Medicines.

5. If you will sweeten yonr decoction with sugar,, or any sy-

rup fit for the occasion you take it for, which is better, you may,

and no harm.

() If in a decoction, yo» boil both roots, herbs, flowers, and

seed together, let the roots boil a good- while first, because they

retain their virtue longest ; then the next in order by the same

rule, viz. 1. The Barks. 2. The herbs. 3 The seeds. 4.

The flowers. 5. The spices, if you put any in, because their

vrrtues come soonest out.

7. Such things as bv boiling cause sliminess to a decoction, as

figs, quince-seed, linseed, ice. your best way is, after you have

bruised them, to tie them up in a linen-rag, as you tie up calf*

brains, and so boil them.

8. Keep all decoctions in a glass close stopped, and in the

cooler place you keep them, the longer they will last ere they be

sour.

Lastly, The usual dose to be given at one time, is usually 2,

S, 4 or 5 ounces, according to the age and strength- of the pa

tient, the season of the year, the strength of the medicine, and

the quality of the disease.

CHAP. V. Of Oils.

OIL Olive, which is commonly known by the name of Sa'Iad,
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Oil, I suppose, because it is usually eaten with sa'lads by them

that love it; if it be pressed out of ripe olives, according to Ga

len, is temperate, and exceeds in no one quality.

2. Of oils, some are simple, and some are compound.

3. Simple oi's are such as are made of fruits or seeds by ex

pression, as oil of sweet and bitter almonds, linseed and rape-

seed oil, of which see in my Dispensatory.

4. Compound oils, are made of oil of olives, and other sim

ples, iinngine herbs, flowers, roots, Sec.

5 The way of making them is this: having bruised the herbs

or flowers you would make your oil of, put them into an earthen

pot, and to two or three handfulls of them pour a pint of oil,

cover the pot with a paper, set in the sun about a fortnight or

so, according as the sun is in hotness; then having warmed it

very well by the fire, press out the herb, &c. very hard in a press,

and add as many more herbs to the same oil ; bruise the herbs (I

mean not the oil) in like manner, set them in the sun as before ;

the oflener you repeat this, the stronger vour oil will be : at last

when you conceive it strong enough, boll both oil and herbs to

gether, till thejuice will be consumed, which you may know by

its leaving its bubbling, and the herbs will be crisp; then strain

it while it is hot, and keep it in a stone or glass vessel for your

use.

6. As forchymical oils see the latter end of this book.

7. The general use of these oils is tor pains in the limbs,

roughness of the skin, the itch, &c. as also for ointments and

plaisters.

8. Ifyou have occasion to use it for wounds and ulcers, in two

ounces of oil, dissolve half an ounce of turpentine, the heat of

the fire will quickly do it ; for oil itself is offensive to wounds,

and the turpentine qualifies it.

CHAP. VI. Of Electuaries.

PHYSICIANS make more a quoil than needs by half, about

electuaries. I shall prescribe but one general way of making

them up; as lor ingredients, you may vary them as you please,

and as you find occasion by the last chapter.

1. Thatyou may make electuares when you need them, it is

requisite that you keep always herbs, roots, flowers, seeds, &c.

ready dried in your house, that so you may be in a readiness to

Leat them into a powder when you need them.

2. It is better to keep them whole than beaten ; for being

beaten, they are more subject to lose their strength ; because the

air soon penetrates tl/ein.

3. Iflheybe not dry enough to beat into powder when vou

need them, dry them by a gentle fire till they are so.
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4. Having beaten them, sift them through a fine tiffany sierce,

that no great pieces may be found in your electuary.

5. To one ounce of your powder add three ounces of clarified

honey; this quantity I hold to be sufficient. If you would

make more or less electuary, vary your proportion accordingly.

6. Mix them well tog' ther in a mortar, and take this for a

truth, you cannot mix them too much.

7 1 he way to clarify honey, is to set it over the fire in a con

venient vessel, till the scum rise, and when the scum is taken off,

it is clarified.

8. The usual dose of cordial electuaries, is from half a dram

to two drams; of purging electuaries, from half an ounce to an

ounce.

V. The manner of keeping them is in a pot.

10. The time of taking them, is either in a morning fasting,

and fasting an hour af.er them; or at night going to bed, three

or four hours after supper.

CHAP. VII. Of Conserves.

THE way of making conserves is twofold, one of herbs and

flowers, and the other of fruits.

2. Conserves of herbs and flowers, are thus made; if yon make

your conserve of herbs, as of scurvy-grass, wormwood, rue, and

the like, take only the leaves and tender tops (for you mav beat

your heart out, before you can beat the stalks small) and having

beaten them, weigh them, and to every pound of them add 3

pounds of sugar, you cannot beat them too much.

3. Conserves of fruits, as of barbi rries, sloes and the like, are

thus made; first, scald the fruit, then rub the pulp through a

'thick hair sieve made for that purpose, ca led a pulping sieve;

you mav do it for a need with the back of a spoon; then take

this pulp thus drawn, and add to it its weight of sugar, and no

more; put it into a pewter vessel, and over a charcoal fire; stir

it up and down till the sugar be melted, and your conserve is

made.

4. Thus you have the way of making conserves ; the way of

keeping them is in earthen pots.

5. The dose is usually the quantity of a nutmeg at a time,

morning and evening, or (unless they are purging,) when you

please.

6. Of conserves, some keep many years, as conserve of roses;

others but a year, as conserve of borage, bugloss, cowslips, and

the like.

7. Have a care of the working of some conserves presently

after they are made ; look to them once a day, and stir them

about; conserves of borage, bugloss, and wormwood, have got an.

excellent faculty at that sport.
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'8. You may know when your conserves are almost spoiled by

athis; you shall find a hard crust at top with little holes in it, as

though worms had been eating there.

CHAP. VIII. Of Preserves.

OF Preserves are sundry sorts, and the operations of all being

somewhat different, we shall handle them all apart. These are

preserved with sugar.

1. Flowers. j 3. Roots.

2. Fruits. | 4. Barks.

1. Flowers are very seldom preserved ; I never saw any that I

vemember, pave only cowslip flowers, and that was a great fashion

in Sussex when I was a boy. It is thus done : Take a flat glass,

we call them jat-glasses ; strew in a laying of fine sugar, on that

a laying of fine flowers, on that another laying of sugar, on that

another laying of flowers, so do till your glass be full; then tie

it over with paper, and in a little time you shall have very ex

cellent and pleasant conserves.

There is another way of preserving flowers : namely, with vi

negar and salt as they pickle capers and broom buds; but as I

have little skill in it myself, I cannot teach you.

2. Fruits, as quinces, and the like, are preserved two ways.

(1.) Boil them well in water, and then pulp them through a

sieve, as we shewed you before ; then with the like quantity of

sugar, boil the water they were boiled in into a syrup, viz. a

pound ofsugar to a pint of liquor; to every pound of this syrup

add four ounces of the pulp; then boil it with a very gentle fire

to their right consistence, which you may easily know, if you

drop a drop of it upon a trencher; if it be euough, it will not

stick to your fingers when it is cold.

(2.) Another way to preserve fruits is this: First, Pare off the

'tind; them cut them in halves, and take out the core, then boil

them in water till thev are soft ; if you know when beef is boiled

enough, you may easily know when they arc, thi n boil the wa

ter with its like weight of sugar into a syrup ; put the syrup into

a pot, and put the boiled fruit as whole as you left it when you

cut it into it, and let it remain till you have occasion to use it.

3. Roots are thus preserved : First, scrape them very elenn,

and cleanse them from the pith, if they have any, for some roots

have not, as Eringo and the like; boil them in water till they be

soft, as we shewed you before in the fruit: then boil the water

you boiled the root into a syrup, as we shewedyou before ; then

keep the roots whole in the syrup till you use them.

4. As for barks, we have' but lew come to our hands to be

done, and of those the few that I can remember, arc oranges, le

mons, citrons, and the outer barks of walnuts, which grow

without side the shell, for the shells themselves would make but
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•curvv preserves ; these be they I can remember, if there be any

Kiore, put them into the number.

The way of preserving these, is not all one in authors, for

•ome are bitter, some are hot; such as are bitter, say authors,

must be soaked in warm water, oftentimes changing till their

bitter taste be fled : but 1 like not this way, and mv reason is this,

because I doubt when their bitterness is gone, so is their virtue

also; I shall then prescribe one common way, namely, the same

with the former, viz. first boil them whole tili they be soft, then

make a syrup with sugar and the liquor you boiled them in, and

keep the barks in the syrup.

5. They are kept in glasses, or in glazed pots.

6. '1 he preserved flowers will keep a year, if you can forbear

eating of them ; the root and barks much longer.

7- This art was plai ily and first invented for delicacy, yet came

afterwards to be of excellent use in physic: for,

(1.) Hereby medicines are made pleasant for sick and squeamish

Stomachs, which else would ioath them.

(2) Hereby they are preserved from decaying a long time.

CHAP. IX. O/Lohocks.

1. THAT which the Arabians call Lohocks and the Greeks

Eclegma, the Latins called Linctus, and in plain English signifies

nothing else hut a thing to be licked up.

2. Their first invention was to prevent and remedy afflictions of

the breast and lungs, to cleanse the lungs of phlegm, and make it

fit to be cast out.

3. They are in body thicker than a syrup, and not so thick as

an electuary.

4. The manner of taking them is, often to take a little with

liquorice stick, and let it go down at leisure.

They are eashy thus made: Make a decoction of pectoral

herbs, and the treatise will furnish you with enough, and when

you have strained it, with twice its weight of honey or sugar,

boil it to a lohock ; il you are molested w.th much phlegm, ho

ney is better than sugar ; and if you add a little vinegar to it, you

will do well ; if not, I hold sugar to be better than honey.

6. I* is kept in pots, and may be kept a year and longer.

7- It is excellent for roughness of the windpipe, inflamma

tion; and ulcers of the lungs, difficulty of breathing, asthmas,

and distillations of humours.

CHAP. X. Of Ointments.

1. VARIOUS are the ways for making ointments, which au

thors have left to posterity, which I shall omit, and quote one

which is easiest to be made, and therefore moat beneficial topeo
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fie that are ignorant in physic, for whose sake i write this.

t is thus done :

Bruise those herbs, flowers, or roots, you will make an oint

ment of, and to two handfulls of your bruised herbs add a pound

of hog's grease dried, or cleansed from the skins, beat them very

-well together in a stone mortar with a wooden pestle, then put

it into a stone pot, cover it with a paper, and set it either in tha

*un, or some other warm place, three, four, or five days, that it

may melt ; then take it out and boil it a little, then whilst it ia

hot strain it out, pressing it very hard in a press ; to this grease

add as many more herbs bruised as before, let them stand in like

manner as long, then boil them as you did before. If you think

your ointment not strong enough, you may do it the third and

fourth time ; vet this I will tell you, the fuller ofjuice the herbs

are, the sooner will your ointment be strong : the last time you

boil it, boil it so long till your herbs be crisp, and the juice con

sumed, then strain it, pressing it hard in a press, and to every

pound of ointment add two ounces of turpentine, and as much

wax, because grease is offensive to wounds, as well as oil.

2. Ointments are vulgarly known to be kept in pots, and will

last above a year, some above two years.

CHAP. XI. OfPlaisters.

1. THE Greeks made their plaisters of divers simples, and put

metals into most of them, if not all ; for, having reduced their

metals into powder, they mixed them with that fatty substance

whereof the rest of the plaister consisted, whi st it was yel hot,

continually stirring it up and down, lest it should sink to the

bottom ; so they continually stirred it til it was stiff ; then they

made it up in rolls, which when they needed for use, they could

melt by fire again

2. The Arabians made up theirs with oil and fat, which need-

eth not so long boiling.

3. The Greeks empListers consisted of these ingredients; me

tals, stones, divers sorts of earth, faces, juices, liquors, seeds,

roots, herbs, excrements of creatures, wax, rosin, gums.

CHAP. XII. Of Poultices.

POULTICES are those kind of things which the Latins call

Calajilasmata, and our learned fellows, that if they can read

Eng ish, that's all, call them Cataplasms, because 'lis a crabbed

word few understand ; its indeed a very fine kind of medicine to

ripen sores.

2. They are made of herbs and roots, fitted for tho disease and

members afflicted, being chopped small, and boiied in watrr al

most to a jelly ; then adding a little barley-meal, or meal of lu

ll
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pins.andalitt'.eoil, or rough sweet suet which I ho'd lo be

tetter, spread upon a cloth and apply to the gneved place.

3 Their use is to ease pain, to break sores, to cool innamma

tions, to dissolve hardness, to ease the spleen, lo concoct humours

and dissipate swellings.

4. I beseech you take this caution along with you : Use no

poultices (if vou can help it) that are of an hcal-ng nature, be

fore you have first cleansed the body, because they are subject to

draw the humours to them from every part of the body.

CHAP. XIII. Of Troches.

1 THE Latins call them Placentula, or little cakes, and the

Greeks Prackikoh, Kutiskoi, and Artiscoi ; they are usually

little round flat cakes, or jou may make them square if you

*V Their first invention was, that powders being so kept,

might resist the intermission of air, and so endure pure the

^Besides, they are easier carried in the pockets of such as

travel; as many a man (for example) is forced to travel whose

stomach is too cool, or at least not so hot a. it should be which

is most proper, for the stomach is never cold till a man be dead ;

in such a case, it is better to carry troches of wormwood, or ga-

langal, i.i a paper in his pocket, than to take a gall. pot along

W14 They are made thus : At night when you go to bed, take

two drams of fine gum tragacanth ; put it into a gallipot, and

nut half a quarter of a pint of any distilled water fittmg for the

purpose you would make your troches for, to cover ,. and the

Ee?t morning you sha'l find it in such a jelly as the physician

call mucilage: With this you may (with a little pains taking)

make a powder into a paste, and that paste into a cake called

^S. Having made them, dry them in the shade, and keep them

in a pot for your use.

CHAP. XIV. Of Pills.

1 THEY are called Pilulce, because they resemble little bails,

.the Greeks call them Calapoiia. .

2 It is the opinion of modem physicians, that this way w

making medicines, was invented only to deceive the palate, that

So by swallowing them down whole, the bitterness of them

mi'eht not be perceived, or at least might not be insufferable ;

ant indeed most of their pills, though not all, are ve.y bitter

3 lam of a clear contrary opinion to this. I rather think

thev were done up in this hard form, that so they might be the
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longer digesting, and my opinion is grounded upon reason too,

not upon fancy, or hearsay. The fisst invention of pills were

to purge the head , now, as I told you before, such infirmities

as lie near the passages, were best removed by decoctions, be

cause they pass to the grieved part soonest; so here, ifthe infir

mity lies in the head, or any other remote part, the best wav is

to use pills, because they are longer in digestion, and therefore

better able to call the offending humour to them.

4. If I should te!l you here a long tale of medicines working

by sympathy and antipathy, you would not understand a word

of it : 'lhey that are set to make physicians, may find it in the

treatise. All modern physicians know not what belongs to flats

and sharps in musick, but follow the vulgar road, and call it a

hidden quality, because it is hidden from the eyes ofdunces, and

indeed none but astrologers can give a reason for it ; and physick

without reason, is like a pudding without fat.

5. The way to make pills is very easy, for with the help of a

pestle and mortar, and a little diligence, you may make any

powder into pills, either with syrup, or the jelly I told you

before.

CHAP. XV. The way of mixing medicines, according to llie

Cause ofthe Disease, and Part of the Body afflicted.

THIS being indeed the key of the work, I shall be somewhat

the more diligent in it. 1 shall deliver myself thus

1. To the vulgar.

2. To such as study Astrology ; or such as study physick as

trological !y.

1st. To the vulgar. Kind souls, I am sorry it hath been your

bard mishap to have been so long trained in such Egyptian dark

ness, even darkness which to your sorrow may be fe.t : The vul

gar road of physick is not my practice, and I am therefore the

more unfit to give you advice. I have now published a book

called " The Holy Temple of Wisdom," which .vill fully in

struct you, not only in the knowledge of your own bodies, but

also in fit medicines to remedy each part of it when afflicted ;

in the mean season take these few rules to stay your sto

machs.

1 . With the disease, regard the cause, and the part of the body

afflicted ; for example, suppose a woman be subject to miscarry,

through wind ; thus do :

(l.) L"ok abortion in the table of diseases, and you shall be

directed by that, how many herbs prevent miscarriage.

(2.) LookAvind in the same table, and you shall see how many

of these herbs expel wind.

These are the herbs medicinal for your grief,

ltSt
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2. In all diseases strengthen the part of the body afflicted.

3. In mixed diseases there lies some difficulty, for sometimes

two parts of the body are afflicted with contrary humours, as

sometimes the liver is afflicted with choler and water, as when a

man hath had the dropsy and yellow jaundice; and this is usu

ally mortal.

In the former, suppose the brain to be too cold and moist, and

the liver to be hot and dry; thus do :

1. Keep your head outwardly warm.

2. Accustom yourself to the smell of hot herbs.

3. Take a pill that heats the head at night going to bed.

4. In the morning take a decoction that cools the liver, for

that quickly passeth the stomach, and is at the liver immediately.

You must not think, courteous people, that I can spend time

to give you examples of all diseases : These are enough to let von

see so much light as you without art arc able to receive: If I

should set you to look at the sun, I should dazzle your eyes, and

make you blind.

2dly, To such as study astrology, (who are the only men I

know that are fit to study physick, physick without astrology-

being like a lamp without oil) you are the mm I exceedingly

respect, 3nd such documents as my brain can give you at present,

I shall give you an example with my astrological judgment

thereon at the end of this book.

1. Fortify the body with herbs of the nature of the Lord of the

Ascendant, 'tis no matter whether he be a Fortune or Infortune

in the case.

2. Let your medicine be something antipathetical to the Lord

of the Sixth.

3. Let your medicine be something of the nature of his sign

ascending.

4. If the Lord of the Tenth be strong, make use of his medi

cines.

5. If this cannot well be, make use of the medicme3 of the

Light of Time.

6. Be sure always to fortify the grieved part of the body by

Bympathe'ical remedies.

7- Regard the Heart, ke.-p that upon the wheels, because the

Sun is the foundation of life, aud therefore those universal reme

dies, Aui vm Potabile, and the Philosopher's Stone, cure all dis

eases by fortifying the heart.



A CURIOUS FIGURE OF THE HEAVENS.

-IF you look into page 36 4 of this book, you will find

that I did therein promise to treat you with an example.

Now, as I do not like to dp any worse than my word, I

shall now herein give you the following curious relation,

by informing you, that on Saturday, March 28lh, 1807,

a messenger arrived at my house with a bottle of urine

from a lady who was sick; but he said that he had

strict orders neither to tell me her name or place of

abode. The Messenger kept his promise, for I could not

get any thing out of him. I therefore made all my ne

cessary inquiries respecting this matter, from the following

Figure of the Heavens; and you may do the same if you

please.
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What fart of the Body is Afflicted?

What is the cause of the Disease?

Is the Disease intheMind orBody?

Will this Lady die or recover?

What is the proper treatment <

And Medicine to be given?

Will She be ruled or otherwise ?
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But as they will not tell me this lady's name nor place

of abode, I must first ask the following questien, viz.

I now wish to know by Question 1st. whether the

lady be sick or no, of whom this question is pro

pounded I

E 3
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Answer. As we find $ the ladies significator located' tir

the 12th house, in d with ° Lady of the 6th house, toge

ther with the position of Tj 5^ in the 6th house, which is

the house of sickness; all these are quite sufficient testi

monies to convince me that this lady is very ill, and like

wise in rather a desperate situation at this time.

Question Id. Is the disease in the mind, or body, or

both?

Answer. The 5 being afflicted by a □ of tJy which send

also the same malignant aspect to the ascendant, and parti

cularly as $ is also the dispositer of the 0., proves that

the body is exceedingly affliet,- d. And again, as $ lord of

the ascendant, is afflicted in the 12th house, and ^J, whe

is the dispositer of the ©, is likewise afflicted in the

5th house by retrogradation, convinced me that this un

fortunate lady was most dreadfully afflicted both in body

and mind.

Question, Sd. What part of the body is afflicted ?

Answer. If we duly examine the figures, we shall find

Mercury, the Lord of the. ascendant, in conjunction with

5 , lady of the house of sickness, together with the 5 in

opposition to the ascendant, which together with the

planets $ and $ being posited in the sign Aries, and

located in the 12th house, most fully convinced me that

.this lady was quite delirious and insane—in a state of

. madness, melancholy and woeful despair. She charges

her tender and affectionate husband, together with her

children, to quit her presence, supposing them to be

iufernal beings, by calling them all devils. Her head and

brain was so exceedingly afflicted, that the ,family could

think of nothing else but the sending of this unfortunate

lady to a private mad-house without any further delay.

To see this lady just before living in splendor, ease and

comfort, now in a state of compleat madness and insanity;

to see her eyes rolling in her head, to hear her uttering the

most woeful desperate rambling, insensible lamentations,

and destructive calamities, that her deranged ideas could

possibly conceive and ut'er ; I say this was a sight most

dreadful in the extreme for her unhappy husband and chil

dren to behold. Let us now enquire into the cause of this

most desperate disease.
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Question 4th. What is the cause of the disease ?

Answer. Uy the unfortunate position of Tj , retrogade

In the 6th house, we are informed that there was a great

obstruction in the whole nervous system, and also that her

whole mass of blood was corrupted and rendered impure,

by an obnoxious, strong, gross, phlegmatichumour, which

spread itself over the whole body, but was principally

seated in the stomach, and from thence sent up an

obnoxious disease or vapour into the head, afflicting the

brain, exceedingly ; while the unfortunate position of

§ and $ in the 12th house, was loading and depressing,

her spirits and whole mind, with all the most grievous

ideas ami scenes of the most woeful tenets of deep melan

choly and black despair imaginable. This appears to ba

ene cause of her most desperate disease; but if we duly

examine this figure again, we shall find another cause of

this lady's most grievous affliction : here is <J afflicting

the ascendant by a D with a retrograde motion, and who

ever has read my Holy Temple of Wisdom with attention,

[a book now extant in the world] must know, that here

the children are most grievously afflicting their mother,

and the J being lady of the 3d house in g to the ascend

ant, shews that this affliction came by and through the

means of one of her said children taking a short inland

journey. We also find '11 , lord of the 7th house and dis-

positer of the S , located in the 10th house, and there af

flicted by a D of Ij $ in the 6th house, which inform ns^

that one of her said children was taken on this said jour

ney by a man (by being in the 10th informs us, that he

was a person in some office) and he there receiving the

□ of If srlews that he was the principal cause of her dis

ease.

These premises being duly considered, they produced

the following facts : Sometime about last Christmas, the

husband of this unfortunate lady, having previously

invited a gentleman to take a few days shooting with

bim at his house, which he readily accepted, and whom

the farmer entertained for some days, with the best his

house could afford: This gentleman, on his departure

from thence, (he being a married man and having a

family likewise) obtained leave of the honest farmer and

''''"
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his wife, to permit their eldest daughter, (a girl about

sixteen) to go home with him, to spend a few days, by

way of return for their kind hospitality towards him,

adding that he would bring her home safe in a few days.

This noble generous hearted friend brought the daughter

back again, after she had spent a few weeks with him;

but he had taken the liberty lo ruin and seduce her by his

artifice, and then brought her home with all the assurance

and composure of a Villain, at which time he being again

so kindly entertained by the farmer, but drinking too

much of his strong liquor, which together with the sting*

of an ungrateful heart and conscience, he, in the course

of that same evening, let some unguarded words slip,

which in part betrayed his secret; for the mother being

present, immediately caught the unsuspected hint, and the

next morning examined her daughter, who immediately

confessed the whole matter, which accident coming so sud

denly and so unexpectedly all at once upon the mother,

'was a weight greater than her tender frame was calculated

to bear; which said accident immediately became th«

principal cause of the disease above mentioned. But as

bad as these things appear, they might have been worse, for

fortunately we find rj pnsited in the 5th house retrograde,

and in a barren sign, which prevents all farther incum

brances at this period.

Having now duly examined the disease and the cause of

Jt, let us see whether it be curable or no ; for it is of no

use*ogive medicines toadying person. We therefore now

come to

Question 5th. Will this lady die or recover ?

Answer. We find $? free from the g of either Tj or <£,

or lord of death, together with a * of the J to 1/ and also

8 A of 'H to be ascendant, &c. These testimonies duly

informed me that this patient was curable, if a due regular

and proper mode of treatment was adopted, by a regular

course of medicines, &c. Wc now come to

Question 6th. What is the most proper treatment and

medicine to be given to this said patient?

Anszcer- We have considered the cause of the disease,

and find that the body is much injured and impaired by
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the unfortunate position of the planet S'aturn, who is by

nature cold and dry. Now the remedy must be antipa

thetical to Tj , in this case I shall make choice of my pa

tient's medicines from those herbs growing under the domi

nion of the © and tJ, cleansing the stomach and liver of

all phlegmatic humours and superfluities, according to the

direction given by the plnnet 3/, which you will find lo

cated in the 10th house, the house of medicine. But in

case I make up this said medicine, which I am now going

to send unto this said lady, will she be ruled by my direc

tions, and willingly take the whole and every part of the

same, or otherwise? Which will bring us to

Question 7th. Will this said patient be ruled or other

wise.

Answer. When we consider the nature of the case

together with the position of J ann< the 0 in the 12th

house. She was guided as well, and perhaps something

better, than we could expect. So that in a short period

our medicines by God's help and assistance restored her

most fully to enjoy her former good state of health.

Let you that are parents take warning by this one fatal

example which I have now set before you, and be careful

with whom jou entrust your children, for appearances are

frequently found deceitful. Ruin and distress sometimes

come upon a person like a thief in the night, even at a time

when we are the least aware of it, and most unprepared

to meet it. I need not detain your attention any longer

with my precepts on this melancholy subject, seeing that

you have so many examples daily occurring among you of

this nature, which are sufficient lessons of themselves to

warn the wise.

I shall therefore now conclude this subject by informing

you that 1 have not only given you the cure and remedy

of every disease incident to the human body in this book,

but 1 have likewise given you a most effectual cure and

remedy for all those evils and calamities above mentioned,

if you think proper to duly observe and attend to the

same beforeyour repentance comes too late; therefore read

with attention without any further delay page 162 of this,

book.

n &



TABLE No. I.

Tables and Instructions for gathering

To find the beginning and end of the

Place

of thi [lours from Sun-rise to Noon.

0

1 3 4 5 6

Sign D 1 I. M. 1i. M.lJ.M.]II. M. fcf.MJH.M.H. M.

r o 60 7-0 8-0 9-0 10-0 11-0 12-0

3 5'54 6-55 7-56 8-57 9-58 10-59 12-0

6 47 47 51 54 56 58

9 41 44 47 51 54 57

12 35 39 43 48 52 56

15 28 33 39 44 49 55

18 22 28 35 41 47 54

21 16 23 31 38 45 53

24 10 18 27 35 43 51

27 3 13 22 32 41 51

a o 4-57 8 18 29 39 50

3 51 3 14 26 49

6 45 5-58 10 23 48

9 40 52 7 20 47

12 34 48 3 17 46

15 28 42 6-59 14 45

18 23 39 55 12 44

21 18 35 52 9 43

24 12 30 48 6 42

27 8 27 45 4 41

n o 2 23 42 2 41

3 3-59 19 39 0 40

6 55 16 37 7-58 39

9 51 13 34 56 39

12 48 19 32 54 38

15 45 8 30 53 38

18 43 6 29 52 37

21 41 4 27 51 37

24 40 3 27 50 37

27 39 2 26 50 36

30 38 1 26 49 36
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Herbs and Plants in the Planetary Hour.

Planetary Hour by Day and' for ever.

'

Place

Hours from Noon to Sun- set. of the

•
0

7 8 y 10 11 12

H.M H.M. H. M. H.M. H.M. H.M. Sign D.

1-0 2-0 3 0 4-0 5.0 6-0 TJJ 30

1 2 3 4 5 6 27

2 4 6 9 11 13 24

3 6 10 13 16 19 21

4 8 13 17 21 25 18

5 11 16 21 27 31 15

6 13 19 25 32 38 12

7 15 22 29 37 44 9

8 17 25 33 42 50 6

10 19 29 38 48 57 3

11 21 32 42 53 73 TO 0

12 23 35 46 58 9 27

13 25 38 50 6-4 15 24

13 27 40 53 7 2a 21

14 29 43 57 12 26 18

15 31 46 5-1 17 31 15

16 32 49 5 21 37 12

17 34 51 8 25 41 9

18 36 54 12 30 48 6

19 37 56 15 33 52 3

20 39 59 18 38 57 0. 0

20 40 4-1 21 41 8-1 27

21 42 3 23 44 5 24

22 43 5 26 48 9 21

22 44 6 28 50 12 18

23 45 8 30 53 15 15

23 46 9 31 54 17 12

23 46 10 32 56 19 9

23 47 10 33 57 20 e

24 47 11 34 58 21 3

24 47 11 35 22 | s 0

K 6
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TABLE No. II.

To find the beginning and end of the

Place of
-»

the Hon ts from Sun-rise to Noon.

©. .

1 2 3 4 5 6

Sign D, II. M. H.M. fr. m. H.M. H.M. H. M. H.M.

£t 0 6 0 7-0 8-0 s-o io-o 11-0 12

3 6 5 4 3 2 1

6 13 11 9 7 4 2

9 19 16 13 10 6 3

12 25 21 17 13 8 4

15 32 21 21 16 11 5

18 38 30 25 19 13 6

21 44 37 29 22 15 7

24 50 42 33 25 17 8

27 57 48 38 29 19 9

m, o 73 53 42 32 21 10

3 9 58 46 35 23 11

6 15 8-3 50 38 25 12

',!

20 7 53 40 27 13

26 12 57 43 29 14

15 32 17 91 46 31 15

18 37 21 5 49 32 16

'21 42 25 8 51 34 17

24 43 30 12 54 36 18

27 52 33 15 56 37 19

t o 57 38 18 59 39 20

3 8-1 41 21 10-1 40 20

6 5 44 23 2 41 21

9 9 48 26 4 42 22

12 12 50 28 6 44 22

15 15 53 30 8 45 23

18 17 54 31 9 45 23

21 19 56 33 10 46 23

24 20 57 33 10 47 23

27 21 58 34 11 47 23

130 22 58 35 11 47 24

-
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Planetary Hour for ever.

Place ofr

Hours from Noon to Sun-set. Hid

7 .-, 9 10 11 12

O

I. M. [T.M. II. M. H. M. H. M. a. m. Sign D.

I'D 2-0 3'0 40 5-0 G-0 X 30

69 1-59 2-57 3-56 4-55 5-54 27

58 56 54 51 49 49 24

57 54 51 47 44 41 21

50 50 48 43 39 35 18

55 49 44 39 33 28 15

54 47 41 35 28 21 12

o3 45 38 31 23 16 9

52 43 35 27 18 10 6

51 41 31 23 13 3 3

50 39 29 18 8 4-57 X o

49 1 37 26 14 3 51 27

48 35 23 10 3-58 45 24

47 33 20 7 53 40 21

46 31 17 3 48 34 18

45 29 14 2-59 43 28 15

44 28 12 55 39 22 12

44 26 9 52 35 18 9

43 24 6 48 30 13 6

41 23 4 45 27 8 3

41 21 2 42 23 3 0

40 20 0 39 19 3.59 KS 27

39 18 1-57 36 15 55 24

39 17 56 34 13 51 21

38 16 54 32 10 48 18

38 15 53 30 8 45 15

37 14 51 58 5 43 12

37 14 51 27 4 41 9

37 13 50 27 3 40 6

37 13 50 26 2 39 3

36 13 49 25 2 38 Vf 0 ,
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TABLE No. III.

To find the Planetary Hours for every Day in the Week,

beginning, at Sun. rising.

Sunday. Monday. Tue sday Wednesd. Thursday Fr day. Satordj

Planets. Planets. PI; nets. Planets. Pis nets. Planets . PlaMti

o 1 3> 1 <? 1 9 l
%

1 2 1 b i

$ 2 >2 2 o 2 3) .2 '
o

9 2 V !

S 3 V 3 ? 3 b 3 0 3 D 3 r?

3> 4 c? 4 s 4 % 4 2 4 b 4 O

h 5 O 5 ) 5 S 5 S 6 V 5 2

V 6 e 6 b 6 0 6 ci 6 <? 6 S |

3 7 s 7 y 7 ? 7 b 7 O 7 <r i

o 8 5 8 <J 8 S 8 v 8 2 8 b *

? 9 b 9 o 9 3) 9 r? 9 S 9 v i

S 10 V 10 ? 10 b 10 o

2

10

11

(L 10 S ii

j 11 <? 11 5 11 V 11 b 11 0 !l

fj 12 O 12 2 12 a 12 9 12 % 12 2. 'i

V 13 ? 13 b 13 o 13 3) 13 $ 13 9 i

r? 14 £ 14 1/ 14 ? 14 b 14 O 14 « i'

0 15 3) 15 15

16

? 15 1/ 15 2

9

15

16

b t

? 1G b 16 O > 16 (? 16 % !

V 17 1/ 17 ? 17 b 17 0 17 « 17 <? 1

D 18 <T 18 9 18 2/ 18 V 18 b 18 0 >l

*?
19 O 19 3> 19 s 19 9 19 V 19 2 i!

V 20 ? 20 b 20 o 20 3) 20 <? 20 S *

<? 21 ? 21 V 21 2 21 b 21 0 21 « »

o 22 5) 22 '£ 22 9 22 ^/ 22 2 22 b *

? 23 b. 23 0 23 ]> 23 r? 23 $ 23 }/ •

5 24 1/ 24 ;? 24 b 24 0 24 GT 24 <?
*



Explanation of these aforesaid Tables. 3?&

Mr. Culpeper in his Herbal told you to make use of

the Planetary hour, but he never told you how, nor where

to find it. I have now given you these useful tables ac

cording unto my promise in page 350 in this book, but

I must now tell you how to use them, otherwise you will

still remain in the dark. Therefore let it be observed

that Astrological hours are always regulated by the motion

of the Sun, both in Summer and Winter, and the space

of time which is contained from Sun-rise to Sun-set is

divided into twelve equal parts, whereof the one half

contains the hours before Noon, the other the hours after

noon. So also the space of time from sun-set to sun-rise

is divided into twelve parts; these hours are unequal,

consisting of more or less Aan sixty minutes, as the Sun

recedes from f to ii as will be seeu by example by the

foregoing table.

The seven Planets are attributed by the learned ancient

wise men to preside over the seven days of the Week,

and each of them rules over the first hour of each day,

as may be seen by the Table. The first planetary hour

of Sunday is the Sun, the second is Venus, and so on.

The first planetary hour of Monday is the Moon, the

second is Saturn ; and the same is to be observed of the

other days. The use of these tables will appear by bare

inspection, as they require no sort of calculation ; but a

person of the meanest capacity will be able to understand

them. The reason of their being placed in this manner

ia the form of tables, is, because no Herbals which speak

of the force and power of planeiary influx, and the

necessity of gathering herbs for medical use under the

planet which principally governs them, have laid down

any rule whereby any herbalist may know when these

said planetary hours are, and consequently could not

know the proper and fit time to gather them. This

deficiency has not only occasioned much uneasiness in

the minds of many medical gentlemen, but has also

much preveuted the progress of cures, and many diseases

have been deemed incurable from not making use of the

precision which is absolutely necessary for the perfection

of the same. These tables are so calculated, as by bare

inspection to point out those beautiful times, when a
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man who is endowed with a common understanding may

hit upon the hour not only in gathering herbs, roots, Scc^

but :ii administer them in a time corresponding thereunto,

and thereby foice from the patiunt lhe offending matter

that robs him of the most valuable blessing of health.

Example I. To find the planetary hour on Saturday,

August the 1st, 1807, at half prist ten o'clock in the morn

ing, I examine in the Ephemeiis or Almanack what degree

the Sun is in, and I find on ihat day at noon he is in eight

dcgiees of Leo: with thisd.gieel enter the table No. I.

and seek eight degrees of Leo: in the first column I can

not find it, but by running over the columns, I can find

0 degrees of ££ in the 1 5ih column in the same page,

which is the nearest I can come to it by this table, and

near enough too; which I also find to be equal with 21

degrees of n which you may find in the first column of

this table; and by thus running even in the columns, in

the seventh column I find 10 h. 37 m. which shews me if

1 look on thetop of the table that the fifth planetary hour

would finish at thirty-seven minutes past ten o'clock that

morning. Now I refer to the former column, and find

that the fifth planetary hour began at thirty-nine minutes

past nine o'clock; therefore as the time I enter was 10 h.

30 m. in the morning, and itbeini; between 9 h. 39m. and

10 h. 37 m. it proved it to be the fifth planetary hour.

To know what planet ruled this hour I enter the table No.

III. and counting down the planets in the last column,

under the word Saturday, find the 5th planetary hour on

that day to be $ : if it had been on a Sunday the fifth

planetary hour would have been Saturn, and soon; by

which rule may be found the planetary hour for any day

of the week.

Example II. We will suppose that I want to find the

hour of Venus on Wednesday, January 21st 1807, I

look into my Ephemeris or Almanack, and find the Sun at

noon on that day is in degrees 0 36 of 51 S2. I enter the

table marked No. III. and in the column oi the planetary

hours under Wednesday, I find the seventh hour is under

Venus. Now as the Sun is in 0 deg. 36 m. 51 sec. S2 [the

minutes being more than 30, I shall call it the 1st deg.

of ££.] I enter the table No. 11. in the right hand
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column with 0 SS, (which is as near as I can in this table

come) and in the seventh column on the left hand, I find

the planetary hour of Venus began at noon and ended at

1 h. 41 m. P.M. on that said day.

Such was the mode of practice when nature only was

consulted, and the intention really to make a cure, without

a view »o gain. Then disease was but little known, and

people lived to a good old age.

Suppose your medicine ready made up, and just a going

to take it, consider what disease you take it for, whether

there be any virtue in your said medicine; and if so who

it was that gave it the sane; and when you are fully

convinced that your said medicine will avail nothing

except the blessing of God be joined to the same, you

will not forget to duly ask, that you may duly receive it,

always before and after taking the same; and whatever

benefit and advantage you may at any time receive thro'

my labours, always remember to give the praise to God

alone, who hath most fully enabled me to write these books

and to do all these things for your benefit and welfare

Therefore see that you always acknowledge the most boun

tiful Providence of God in all these things at all times,

unto whom be all praise, honour, glory, dominion and

»power, for ever and ever, Amen.

I have certainly seen some Herbals, where the author

has denied all the various planetary influence and effects

of the Stars, either upon the body of man or herb?, &c.

but this error has been committed wholly through

ignorance; as in our present day, even some of our

ancient and modern astronomers suppose that the planets,

by reason of their vast distance from us, can have no

influence or effect on any subject, matter, or thing here

below. Thus they labour under a most woeful mistake,

seeing that it is not the body of the star or planet that

doth produce the least effect on any thing whatsoever,

but it is the spiritual part of the same that doth daily

perform, operate, and most fully execute, every thing

that is done and promised by them; which said subjret,

mattpr and thing I have most fully shewn, proved,

explained and laid open for the comprehension of the

meanest capacity in my elaborate Work, entitled, The
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Holy Temple of Wisdom. I speak from my own commarr

daily experience, and if any person desire to know how I

discerned these mysteries, I answer, that I was taught it

of God, from whom I received the gift of prophecyy

1 Cor. sii. 10 ; and the spirit of wisdom, understanding,

counsel, judgement, knowledge, truth and prophecy,

Isaiah xi. 2. Eph. i. 17. Isaiah xxviii. 6. John xiv. 17.

Rev. xix. 10. Reader should you not like to enjoy the

same privileges, celestial blessings and spiritual gifts ?

The way is laid open, and the only method of obtaining

them isset before you in our said Holy Temple of Wisdom j

Solomon saith, " I prayed and understanding was given

me. I called upon God and the spirit of Wisdom came

to me." Wisdom of Solomon, vii. 7. Thus we find that

the wisest man lhat ever lived received all his wisdom and

knowledge from God by a dream in one night, 2d.Chron.

i. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11., 12-; in this school I have received the

major part of my education, and therefore let me prevail

upon you to go into this said divine teacher whom you

will ever find ready to make you wise unlo salvation, and

take care that you always use your said gifts humbly,

with praise and thanksgiving, always using them to the

great praise, honour, and glory of God, and also for the

benefit of your neighbour and yourself all the remaining

days of your lives*



THE FAMILY PHYSICIAN.

ccontaining a number of most useful known and proy.

ed receipts and prescriptions which I have constantly used

in my extensive and constant practice for someyear9 past,

for the benefit of my patients, with the greatest success,

I now make the same a present unto you, and when

either you or your family have duly received the benefits

of the same, then remember me,

Dr. PARKINS.

How to make Eye-water.

Take a quarter of a pint of Litbon wine, and a quarter

of an ounce of lapis calaminaris in powder, put them toge

ther and shake the bottle now and then ; make use of this to

your eyes with a bit of rag, and it will presently heal and

strengthen weak and sore eyes.

How to make Salve for all wounds.

Take one pound of hog's lard, three ounces of white lead,

three ounces of red lead, three ounces of bees wax, two

ounces of black rosin, and four ounces of common turpen

tine; all these ingredients must be put together in a pan,

and boil three quarters of an hour; the turpentine to be put

in just before it is done enough, and give it a gentle boil af

terwards. This is an excellent salve for burns, old sores or

ulcers, as it first draws then heals afterwards ; it is excellent

for all wounds, and ought to be always kept in your

house.

The essential uses of the Oil of Carrazcays.

It is good against plague, poison and melancholy :—

causeth rest, helps difficulty of urine, jaundice, dropsy ; it

breaks the stone and expels it, stops fluxes, and expels wind ;

it comforts all the inward parts ; it provokes the terms, and

is powerful in removing all obstructions of the liver, spleen

and lungs, causing a sweet breath, taking away asthmas, help

ing ulcers of the lungs, and giveth a good appetite ; it is good

in all diseases proceeding from colds, aud any way afflicting
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the head or nerves, as vertigos, catarrhs, megrim and head

aches ; also deafness, if one drop thereof be mixed with the

oil of almonds, and put into the ear every morning. The

dose is to C, 8 or 10 drops, in any convenient liquor ; out

wardly you may anoint with it, by mixing it with the oil of

almonds, and you may alwayu get them at the chemist's.

The oil of Juniper Berries.

If I was to tell you how these valuable oils are made, it

would be of no use to you, as you do not know the art and

work of a Chemist, it is therefore sufficient that I speak of

their virtues, and also at the same time inform you where they

are to be had and procured. This useful oil expelleth all

wind out of the body, and also the stone and gravel, terms

and urine; it removes all fevers, jaundice, dropsy, gout and

cholic ; it cures the gonorrhea and all pains in the reins, for

which it is a specific ; it opens all obstructions of the liver,

spleen, gall and lungs, and cures ulcers and tumors in those

places. It helps all diseases of the head, as vertigo, megrim,

convulsions, &c. it provokes sweat, and expels both plague

and poison. Use it both inwardly and outwardly to one scruple.

as the oil of carravvays.

The oil of Rosemary.

It hath all the virtues of the oil of cinnamon, nutmegs,

caraways and juniper berries; besides which it is much more

powerful than any of them, strengthening the brain and

memory, fortifying the heart, resisting poison, and curing

all sorts of agues; it is absolutely the greatest strengthener

of the sight and restorer of it also if lost ; it makes the

heart merry, and takes away all foolish phatitisms out of the

brain. It cleanseth the blood, cures the tooth-ach, eascth

all pains, and takes away the causes which hinder conception;

it hath a very grateful taste, and hath so many virtues that I

can never express them all, or give it its due commendation.

Use it to 15 drops as you do the oil of caraways.

Ji remedy for a loading and stuffing at Ihe stomach, can.

sing a loss of appetite.

9,. Calomel ppt. gr. xx Ext. Cathart 5p. m. ft.

pilul. No. x Capt. duas altern.noct.

If you cannot read this excellent prescription the Chemist

can make it up for you.
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A remedy for all cold aches and pains in the bones, limbt

and join's, caused by rheumatism, scout, or accidents.

Take friar's balsam and tincture of myrrh of each one

ounce, spirits of t;ir. entitle two ounces, and good old strong

ale dreas three ounces; mix all of them well together, and

bathe the afflicted part of the body with the same.

A remedy for a strain, iSfc.

Take the oil of sw dlows, the oil of peter, and the oil of

turpentine, of each an ei|ual quantity, mix them well toge

ther, and anoint the part afflicted with the same.

Remedy for the asthma and sh jrlness of breath.

Take of the milk of gum ammoniac, six ounces, syrup of

squills, four ounces and a half; mix them together.

This promotes expectoration in a very great degree, and

relieves those who are short winded. It is justly esteemed for

its serviceable properties in asthmatic cases, by rarefying and

thinning viscid cohesions in the pulmonary -.essels. A sp;on-

full is to be taken four or fi,e times every day, and in particular

every morning.

An essence for the hcad-uch.

Head-aches are sometimes caused from an obnoxious vapor

ascending out of the stomach, which in tlis case must be

cleansed by proper remedies ; but for common head aches

take of French brai.dy, or rectified spirit of wine, one quart;

lint it into a strong bottle, and add one oui.ee of cauiphire

cut small, a quarter of an ounce of the essence of lemon, and

two oupces of the strongest volatile spirit of sal-ammoniac, stop

the bottle quite close, and shake it three or four times a day for

a week.

The method of using it is to rub the hand with a little of

it, and hold it hard upon the part afflicted until it h dry. If the

pain is not quite relieved, repeat it lii1 it is.

Compound Tincture of Sena, commonly called

Daffy's Elixir.

Take of the best '-ena two ounces ; jalap, coriander seeds

and cream of tartar, of each one ounce ; coarse sugar three

quarters of a pound; of brandy three pints. Let them stand

all thus mixed together for ten or twelve days, then strain off

what ia fine for use.

This is an agreeable purge and nothing can be more useful

than to always keep it ready made in your houses for family

use
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Godfreys Cordial.

Take seven gallons of water ; raspings of sassafras and ani

seeds, of each four pounds; powder of carraway seeds, eight

ounces; opium, six ounces; coarse sugar, fifteen pounds;

boil them all together till one half of the liquor be evaporated;

strain it through a coarse bag or cloth, and then add three

gallons of the spirit of wine rectified.

Ifyouwishto make any less quantity you must proportion

the same by the above-mentioned standard, and then you may

make any quantity you please.

Stoughton's Bitters.

Take gentian root two ounces, dried orange peel two ounces

and a half, cochineal, in powder, half a dram, proof spirit or

bratuly two pounds ; let them stand ten or twelve days, and

decant off what is clear for use.

Friar's Balsam, commonly called Turlington's Balsam of

Life, the true and best method of making n.

Take gum benjamin twelve ounces, gum storax eight ounces,

balsam of tolu (or peru) four ounces, succoirine alces two

ounces, rectified spirits of wine five quarts and a pint. Let

them stand to digest twelve or fourteen days ; then decant fot

use.

Pitts for giddiness, palsy, heud.nch, 8fc.

Take native cinnabar levigated, two drachms, castor and

salt of amber, of each one drachm, oil of marjoram fifteen

drops, balsam of Peru one drachm, syrup of piony a suffi

cient quantity to make a mass ; and from every drachm of it

cut off nine pills. The dose is three of them to be takea three

times each day.

Remedy for the zihoopiii* or chincough.

Take flower of benjamin, and strained opium of each two

drachms, camphire two scruples, essential oif of aniseeds half

a drachm, rectified spirit of wine one quart, four ounces of

powdered liquorice, and four ounces of honey; then digest and

strain off the elixir.

Another remedy for the same disease.

Take of the musk julep six ounces, paregoric elixir half

an ounce, volatile tincture of valerian one drachm, mix

them, and take two spoonfulls three or four times every

dav.
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Take milk ofgum ammoniac, and of small cinnamon water of

each two ounces ; tincture of castor two drachms, syrup of balsam

half a drachm ; mix them and administer one spoonfull presently

Towards the decline of the disease, a decoction of the bark in

full doses may be prescribed to advantage.

These medicines may also be taken with success in any other

old, dry, bad, obstinate cough whatsoever.

How to cure isaris.

Go into the field and take a black snail, and rub them with

the same nine times one way, and then nine times another

and then slick that said snail upon a black thorn and the

warts will waste. I have also known a black snail cure corns

being laid thereon as a plaister. If you have what is called

blood or bleeding warts, then take a piece of raw beef that never

had any salt, and rub them with the same just in the saoie

manner as you used the snail above mentioned; after this

operation is performed you must burv that piece of beef in the

earth. " "

For the falling; down of the almonds of the ears.

Mix a little bole armoniac in powder, with some Venice tur

pentine; spread ii on sheeps' leather as broad as a stay, and then

apply the same under the throat from ear to ear.

A remedy for St. Anthony's Fire.

Take a common purge, and then anoint the part afflicted with

the marrow of mutton.

. For an Ague.

Drink the decoction of camomile well sweetened with treacle.

J ake it when you are warm in bed and sweat two hours.

A curefor an asthma or shortness of breath*

Take a quart' of aqua vita?, one ounce of aniseeds bruised one

ounce of liquorice sliced, halfa pound of raisins stoned; 'then

let them a'l steep ten clays in the aqua vita-, being well covered up

alter which pour the same off into a bottle, then add two table

spoonfuls of fine sugar to the same, and stop it very close for

use.

For a bruise or scald outwardly.

Take one quart of neats foot oil, half a pound of red lead,

two ounces of bees wax ; boil all these things together three
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hours, during which time you must stir them well ; then add t»

the same one ounce of the oil of elder, let it cool for use, and

bathe the part afflicted with the same.

For a bruise inwardly.

Drink a strong decoction of comfrey with bread and butter.

A cure fur piles or sores.

F.at rosemary and sage with bread and butter, and apply wheat

fluur and honey by way of plaister.

For a canker in the mouth, or a sore mouth.

Take the juice of plantain and rose water mixed with the

same, and frequently wash your mouth; and if sour gums are

sore, take gunpowder, roach allum, bole ammoniac, and honey,

of each an equal quantity ; mix them well together, and when

you rub your gums with the same let the rheum run out of your

mouth.

For the scurvy in the gums.

Make strong sage lea and dissolve therein a l'ltle allum, dip a

cloth therein and rub your gums with the same. If you wish to

make your teeth white, mix a little burnt allum with s x spoon-

fulls of honey, and two spoonfulls of the juice of celandine, and

rub your teeth with the same.

For the hrart-burn .

The salts of tartar taken in a little water is a cure for the heart

burn. You may mix an equal quantity of magnesia with the

same if you please.

For the black jaundice.

Take a handlull of the long leaves that grow upon artichoke

stalks, bruise and put them into a pot with three pints of ale;

let the pot stand in a warm place close covered up for twelve

hours, then take a small glass of this liquor, mixed with half a

glass of white wine, for nine mornings together fa-ting, and let

a drachm of suffron be tied up in a small bit of cloth and put

in the pot tfmongst the ame.

Ilow to cure the yellowjaundice without medicine, or

giving any thing to the patient ichatsoewr.

Take the patient's morning urine and put the same into a

bottle; then take a small piece of saffron, and tie it up in a

fine piece of muslin, and put the same in the bottle amongst

the said urine; and only desire the patient wholly to ab-

*
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stain from drinking either milk or malt liquor for one month.

Proved a great number of times.

This prescription alone is worth more money than the price

of this book.

lloza to help those whose courses are stopped.

Take two ounces of the grains of paradise, one ounce of long

pepper, one ounce of turmerick, and two ounces of steel filings,

all in powder; make it into an electuary with a little honey'

and take about the size of a walnut night and morning ; and

two or three times in the course of the day lake a wine' glass

full of the decoction of garden rue, wormwood, horehound and.

nettles, for some days.

How to take away little redpimples from theface.

Take two ounces of lemon juice, two ounces of rose water

two drachms of silver suppliment, mix them into an ointment

and rub your face with the same at going to bed, and when vou

get up in the morning rub your face with fresh butter, and then

rub the same clean off.

How to make balsam of life.

Take gum benjamin one ounce, strained storax, balsam of

peru, balsam of tolu, myrrh, olibanum, angelica root, St. John's

wort flowers, each half an ounee; succotnne aloes one scruple

put them all into a pint of the spirit of wine, and let them stand

For a week, before the fire, stir them once a day until all the

gu ms are dissolved, then filter it off for use. This is an admira

ble medicine for a great number of diseases, and wonderfully

strengthens the whole body, ice.

How to kill worms, or bot-zsorms in the body.

Take half a glass of brandy, and put therein as much fine

sulphur as will lay on a shilling, and mix them together- then

burn a bit of bread crust in the fire till it is black, chew the

same in your mouth for about five minutes, after which put it

out again, ;ind then immediately take the above mentioned me

dicine early in the morning fasting.

A remedy for a consumption if taken in time.

Take one handfull of horehound and the same quantity of

garden rue, with two pounds of coarse sugar; put these ingre

dients into two quarts of wattr, boil them all together until they

are reduced to one quart, then take three large table spoonfulls ef

the same early in the morning fasting.
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An excellent remedy for a burn or scald.

Mix a little lapis ca'amlnaris (which you get at the chemists)

in a little snow water, and shake it well together. It duth won

derfully take the fire out of any burn, and you mav make as

much in the course of the winter as will serve all the year.

. For a person that is subject to be costive in his body.

Take cream of tartar mixed with honey very frequently.

How to make excellent cije'waler.

Take half a pint of the best brandy, two pints of spring w.itcr,

and one ounce of the sugar of lead, mix these things together,

and it is made.

How to stoft bleeding of any wound, Ac.

Take burnt leather powdered, bole in powder, dragon's blood

in powder, mix somespirits ofwine with all these said ingredients,

and lay it thereon with soft fine lint.

'An excellent remedy for the stone and gravel in the reins

or bladder, and lhe stoppage of urine.

Take one ounce of the spirits of sweet nitre, two drachm,

of liquid laudanum, and half an ounce of the oil of juniper.

Take a tea spoonfull in a cup of linseed tea sweetened with ho

ney. I have been the happy means of restoring to health of

body a great number of my fellow mortals.by this most salutary

and admirable medicine for a many years past, to mv own

heartfelt satisfaction and their gnat comfort and relief, but

it is our blessed divine physician alone that doth give virtue

to all and every one of our said medicines, before they can even

imbibe the least power of healing the body of man, even him

who healed the sick and the diseased by a word, a touch, Kc.

even without the application of any medicine whatsoever; and

hath likewise taught and almost fully enabled his disciples, in

all the various ages of the world, to do the same. These art

called miracles, but there are some amongst us, who through

ignorance deny the power of miracles, since our Saviour and the

apostles time ; but these are they who deny the holy scriptures,

and also the power of those gifts of God, mentioned in the 1st

Cor. xii. &c. but we find that God its just the same yesterday,

to-day, and for ever/ Heb. xiii. 8.



A PRESENT FOR THE LADIES.

I WILL now retire a little from the medical department, and

make out a present for the ladies in general ; therefore after hay

ing now healed them of their several diseases, sicknesses and

bodily infirmities, I will herein most fully enable them to enjoy

themselves, by teaching them

Ho'^ to make currant wine.

Take four pound of ripe currants, squeeze thejuice well out of

them, t!, en put therein four pounds of coarse sugar and one gallon

of water. Stir this well until it is all melted, then put the same

in your barrel, and cork it up well for two months. If you make

two gallons you must keep it in the barrel four months, and so

in proportion to the quantity you make ; after which bottle it for

use. Some add a little raspberry juice or brandy.

Hozd to make sugar cakes.

Take half a pound of lump sugar powdered fine, half a pound

of butter melted, and six eggs beaten fine; add thereto a little

rum ; a bit of candied peel, cut small, and also a few carraway

seeds, together with as much fine flour as will make a paste ;

then cut them into what form you please, and bake them on a tin.

Hozc to make gingerbread.

Take one pound of fine flour, one pound and a half of butter,

two pounds ol sugar, four spoonsfull of rose water, ten egg< welt

beaten up, and a quarter of a pound of ginger ground very fine j

then make all these things into a paste, and bake the same in,

-what maimer and form you please.

Uozo to make currant pudding.

Take one pound of currants, one pound of suet, five eggs,

four spoonsfull of flour, half a nutmeg grated very fine, a tea

spoonfull of ginger in powder, a little powdered sugar, and a

little salt j then boil this said pudding for three hours.

How to make a potatoe pudding.

Mash one pound of boiled potatoes, put to them a quarter of

a pound of butter, the yolks of four eggs and one white of an

egg, and sugar to the taste ; a little brandy, some nutmeg, a

quarter of a pint of cream, a little orange peel cut thin, a puff

p-isie, and then bake it half an hour.

Hozc to make egg sauce.

Melt your butter thick and fine, then ch< p two or three hard

boiled eggs fine, then put them into a bason, pour the butter

over them, and have good gravy in the dish.

s 2
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How to make bread sauce.

Put a good piece of the crumb of bread, not new, into a fufl

half pint, of water, with an onion, a blade of mace, and a few

pepper cdrns in a bit of cloth ; boil these a few minutes, then

take out the onion and spice, wash the bread very smooth and

add to the same a p.ece of butter and a little salt.

Uozo to make forced meatballs.

Take an equal quantity of lean veal and beef suet beaten toge

ther; then add pepper, salt, c'oves, nutmegs, parslev chopped

small, with a lew crumbs of bread, and yolks of eggs, according

to the quantity, then roll them into small balls.

How to make paste for cheesecakes.

Take at much flour as butter, and rub them well together

with a little fine sugar ; then mix up the same with a little vvarw

milk.

How to make cheesecakes.

Put a quart of milk on the fire, then beat eight eggs well;

when the milk boils, stir them upon the fire till it comes to a

curd, then pour it out, and when cold put a little salt, ro-ewater,

and three quarters of a pound of currants in the same, then

joake your cheesecakes.

How to make rice cheesecakes.

Boil four ounces of ground rice in half a pint of new milk ;

to which add four eggs, four ounces of butter, sugar, nutmeg,

aud brandy to the tuste.

How to make iceing for tarts.

Beat the white of an egg, then rub it over the tarts with a

feather, and sift over it lump sugar powdered.

Hozo to make a crustfor raised pies.

Put four pounds of butter into a pan of water, with three

quarters of a pound of rendered beef suet. Boil it two or three

minutes, then pour it on twelve pounds offlour ; work this into

a stiff paste; pull it into lumps to cool, and bake them in a hot

oven.

How to make minced pies without meat.

Take six eggs boiled hard and cut fine, a pound of raisins

stoned and cut fine, to which add a pound of currants, a large

spoonfull of fine sugar, an ounce of citron, an ounce of candied

peel, a quarter of an ounce of mace and cloves together, with *
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large nutmeg, a gill of brandy, and a gill of mountain wine;

the j uice of a Seville orange, and a glass of red wine ; then make

your pies.

How to make cup custards.

Take one pint of cream, a bit of mace, two laurel leases, th«

yolks of six eggs, one white of an egg, with a little sugar, stir

it over a gentle fire till it is near boiling, then put it into cups.

How to make Shrewsbury cakes.

Beat half a pound of butter to a cream, to which add half a

pound of dried flour, one egg, six ounces of sifted sugar, and a

tew caraway seeds ; mix them well together, then roll it out

thin, prick them and bake them in a slack oven.

How to make aplumb cake.

Five pound of currants, half a peck of flour, one pound of

sugar, twelve eggs, three pounds of butter melted in three pints

of new milk, cloves, mace, yeast, and a glass of brandy.

How to pickle walnuts.

Put a hundred ofWalnuts into a stone jar, take four ounces of

black pepper, one ounce of Jamaica pepper, two ounces of gin

ger, one ounce of cloves, one pint of mustard seed, a head or two

of garlic, and four handsfull of salt. Bruise the spice and the

mustard seed and boil them in vinegar sufficient to cover the nuts.

When cold put it to them, two days after boil up the pickle, pour -

it to the nuts and cover them close. Repeat this for three days.

How to pickle French beans.

Pour over them a boiling hot brine, then cover them close,

the next day drain and dry them ;, pour over ihem a boiling hot

pickle of white wine vinegar, Jamaica pepper, black pepper,

mace and ginger. Repeat this till they look green.

How to pickle onions.

Peel small onions into salt and water, shift or remove them

once a day for three days ; then s#t them over the fire in milk

and water until they are ready to boil ; then dry them, pour over -

them the following pickle when boiled, viz. vinegar, mace and

salt. s3
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il6, 127, 554, 168, 179,

2 10, 219, 252, 260, 272,

%79,290,29I,293.

Conception, 183, 285

Consumption, 50, 65, 66, 17 1,

179. I89. 256, 274

Convulsions, 3, 39, 54, 68, 85,

99, 118, 123,146, 15*, 241,

302, 314, SS5

Cough. 15,32, 39, 42, .-0, 54,

68, 87, 24, 101, 104, 123,

131, 133, 157, 158, 161,

169,174, 179, 189,193,194,

198, 200, 2 6, 219, 222,

230, 234, 239, 25<j, 265,267,

S74, 283, 290, 324

Cramps, 3, 25, S3, 54, 68, 69,

85, 99, 146, 203, 218, 241,

2/7, 283, 293, 302, 309

Cuts, 299

DANDRUFF, 37, 294, 334,

Dead child, 8, 4, 54, 56, 79,

135, 139, 147, 184, 203,

240, 241, 248, 2S3

Deafness, 9, 72, 133, 164, 200,

207, 291, 302,330

Defluxions, 281, 283, 301,

308, 335

Diabetes, or those who cannot

keep water, 46, 3l9, 348

Digestion, 67, 146, 158, 185,

193. 20y, 220, 272, 274,287,

290

Difficulty of breathing, 2, 28,

94, 133, '222, 239, 279

Dimness of sight, 27 1, 277,

279,291, 334

Disease sudden, 2

Dislocations, 53, 57

Dogs, 171, 175

Dreams, 159, 186, 210, 257

Dropsy, 2, 8, 11, 23, 26, 32,

39, 44,57, 69,73, 76, 119,

124, 133, 135, 131, 145,

147, 158, 159, 169, 178,

18), l«9, 200, 201, 203,

214, 216, 232, 240, 248,

249, 277, 289, 299, 307,

310,313

Drowsiness,
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Drowsiness, 273

Drunkenness, 177

Dulness of spirit, 283

Dysury, 25, .SS, 34, 37, 53, 56,

•64, 0'5, 68, 72, 178, 310,

321, 3.'4

EARS, 22, 107, 120, 125, 130,

13T, 164, 171, 178, 182,

200, 201, 207, 208, 21.',

226, 2SU, 232, 235, 239,

250, 268, 291

Ear wig, 161

Epidemical diseases, 15, 39,

46, 63, 64, 330

Ephialtes or the mare, 99, 243

Excoriations, l:8, 249, 258

Eyes, 5, 9, 17, 25, SO, 3^, 33,

S9, 48, 52, 5.", t;6, 76, 73,-uO,

104, 106, 108, 118, 120,

125, 130, 134, 140, 143,

155, 159, 171, 173, 179,

191, 193, 201, 105, 207,

814. 2.0, 232, 241, 247,

250, 26'8, 269, 270, 302,

306, 310, 324, 325, 3^7,

332, 334, 333

FACE, 27, 33, 72, 85, 102,

193, 241, 334

Fainting, 28, 184, 215, 241,

26l, 270, 322

Falls, 2,6l, 87, 132, 286

Falling sickness, 3, 89, 54, 87,

90, 130, 133, 142, 148, 165,

166, I69, 179, 184, 197,

203, 211, 220, 231, 232,

234, 342, 248, 249, 254,

283, 327

Fat decreaseth, 91

Fellons,2, 22, 00, 168, 2?3

Fevers, 30, 48, 50, 53, 65, 69,

87, 109, 188,299,303

Films in the eyes, 90, 306

Fistulas, 61, 72, 87, 1 16, 139,

154, 225, 228, 234, 239,

263, 291, 304,325,348

Fleas, 13, 22

Flies, 8, 22, 191

DISEASES.

Flagging breasts, 183

Flux", 4, 7, 16, i'7, 28, SO,

,!3, 37, 42, 46, 48, 49, 53,

59, 63, 83, 87, 9U t>2, 95,

99, 163, 13S, 138, 140,

149, 150, 153, l6l, -72,

175, 177, 181, 187, 190.

204, 212, 214, 219, 226,

227, 231, 249, 256, 260,

26l, 270, 277, 281, 283,

286, 297, 299, 300, 310,

316, 319, 348

Freckles, 54, 99, 107, 1 13,

23<J, 267, 293, 325

French pox, 16, 72, 124, 141,

155, 164, 170, 175,285

Frenzy, 39, 99, 130, 235, 256,

318', 325

Fundament, 48, 107, 1 1 1, 205, -

CO;'), 250, 268

GALL, 68, 135

Galied feet, 34

Gangrenes, 54, 61, 95, 109,

166, 225, 310, 330

Gout, 3, 9, 15,21, 28, 39, 53,

66, 87, 107, 151, 163, 166,

180, 188, 214, 219, 225,

238, 239, 241, 244, 264,

277, 279, 322

Gnats, 8, 126, 191

Gravel, 4, 26, 34, 48, 54, 56,

71,72,80,93,97, 116, 132,

144, 150, 154, 182, 198,224,

233, 239, 262, 268, 281,287,

292, 302, t'09, 325

Gripings, 9, 115, 149, 155,

186, 193,216,248, 318

Green sickness, 79

Gums, 47, 6l, 71,209, SU

HAlRto make yellow, 29

Hair to restore, 121, 175, 189,

195, 19,221, 236, 239

Head, 17,23, 48, 9o, 133,139,

149, 184, 195, 198, 201,

205, 209, 223, 230. 269

Head-ach, 56, 117, 120, 130,

148, 163, 170, 1*7, 214,

23 f,
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835, 858,268, 297, 30", 3 1 6,

324, 525, 327

Hearing, see ears

Heart, 28, 63, Ql, 146, 147,

156, 202, 215, 268, 274,

282, 306, 322, 327

Heat, 158, I59, I89, 2Sg

Hemoirhoids, 175, 180, 258,

302, 309

Hemlock, l6l, 200, 225

Henbane, i64, 200, 2<.'5

Hiccough, 111,129, 157,208,

214

High colour, 45

Hips, 318

Hoarseness, 66, 87, 137, 189,

198, 222,235, 251,25fj,262,

283, 327, 338

Humours, 262

Hypochondria, log, 114

JAUNDICE black, 57, 166,yellow, 18,25,

26,32,39,46,68,69,101,109,

143,161,166,177,232,234,

235, 249

Iliac passion, 291

lmposthumes, 8, 22, 30, 109,

228, 230, 239, 263, 282,

283,288, 294,315

Inflammations, 45, 22, 33, 50,

56,71,87, 90,94, 120, 159,

163, 18l', 187,190,205,208,

231, 239,256, 258,277, 300,

318,321,326, 327,330, 348

Infection to preserve from, 230,

294

Indigestion, 15, 27, 28, 39, 74

Joints, 3, 34, 57, 79, 8", 95,

1 17, 139, 201, 248, 2<;9,279,

304,311, 321

Itch, 3, 8, 11,37,48, 50, 72,

76, 186, 156, 170, 179,200,

291, 294, 300,3l9

KERNELS, 9.'), 110, 155,210,

217,300, 303,323

Kibes, 133, lC4, 180

<y

Kidnies, 1OO, 114, 1 S4-, 144,

163-1 ISO, i9o, 247, 288,

310, 329

King's evil, 21, 30, 58, 71, 78,

91, 124, 131, 142, 146, 14g,

180, 192, 198, 210, 220,

263, 277, 291, 308, 30§,

333

Knots in the flesh, 87, 9s, 108,

113, 155, 162, 195, 211,

217, 308

LASKS, 111, 138, 140, 153,

157, l6l, 172, 177, 182,214,

218,219, 215, 26), 270, 277,

Lechery, 160

Leprosy, 4, 26, 30, 55, 68,

119, 121, 133,166, 179,210,

22 1 ,225, 228, 24 1 , 2g4, 333,

Lethargv,3, 17, 102, 130,220,

£25, 230, 23'2, 235,238,283,

291,318

Lice, 11,28,57, 164, 169,278,

309

I-imbs, 178

Liver, 1 1, 27, 42, 6l, t53, 69,

81, 97, 107, 113, 181, 138,

155,166, 157, 170, 171, 180,

190,209, 234, 241, 24g,2:'7,

270, 277, 29<5, 30ti, 313,

318, 319

Loathing of meat, 204, 267

Longings, 204, 326

Loose teeth, 30(3, 311

Loss of voice, 1 84, 256

Lungs, 3.', 83, I2g, 133, 155,

i69s 189, 193, 197, 200,203,

212, V22, 224.241,273,279,

282,318,3ig,334

Lust provokes, 25, 45, 84, go,

150, 208, 209, 221, 224,229,

233

Lust stops. 159, ICO, 186, 257,,

334

MAD dogs, 250

Madness, 166

Mandrakes, 225.

Mare.

-~'
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Mare, Cl , 243

Marks in ihe skin, 267, 286

Measles, 46, 20^, i82, 319

Megrims. 32, 137, 309

Melancholy, 18, 28, 50, 63,

66, 114, 128, 143, 148, 166,

S07, 215, 243, 252, 304,

310, 312, 328

Members, disjointed, 137, 1/5

Memory, 72, !26, 179, 187,

209, 273, 285

Milk in nurses, 50, 129, 1S6,

197, 208, 254, 302, 307, 323

Milk curdling, 208, 232

Milk in cattle, 93

Mineral vapours, 145

Miscarriage, 204, i283, 310

Morphew,4, 54, lo9, 113, 123,

170,194, 239, 207, 279, 294,

325

Mother, 4, 18, 25, 34, 45, 54,

64, 76, 111, 112, 120, 123,

128, 178, 197, 203, 207,

217, 223, 224, 231, 239, 24 i ,

243, 248, 27^, 289,291,293

Mouth, 9, 45, 50, til, 71, 87,

93, 143, 218, 811, 263,288,

289, 296, 316,326

Mumps, 99

Mushrooms, 28, 230, 338

Muscles cut, 92, 9.3

Nails in the flesh, 7, 211

Navels of children, 137,258

Neck, 118, 221,314

Nettles, 174 .

Nerves, 48, 95, 177, 324

Nightshade eaten, 225

Nipples, 137

Nocturnal pollutions, 156,210,

Noise in the ears, 37, 164, 169,

200, 201, 299, 302

Obstructions of the gall, 76,

79, 109, 114, 129, 161, 194

Obstructions of the liver, 2, 3,

8, 9, 10, 23, 32, 37, 39, 68,

76, 79, 109, H5, 124, 129,

35, 143, 170, 171 v 184, 194,

231. 232, 239, 9*7, S4»,

271,325, 329

Obstructions of the reins, 9,

239, 325

Obstructions of the spleen, 2,

3, 8, 9, 10. 32. 37, 39, .34,

68, 79, icy, i?4. 129, 143,

170,171, 134, 19',231, 232,

239, 247, 248, 335

Pains, 159, 220. 2<J4, 279, 289in the back and belli-,

39, 99, 115, 129, 138, 241

'bowels, 97, 179,

216, 277, 302, 309

ears, 91, 120,

200, 205, 208, 210, 239, 25 1,

254, 277, 279, 310

head, 98, 128,

238, 250, 256, 282, 283

reins, 2, 221

sides. 39, 85,

97, 138, 148, 221, 227, 279*

294, 324

Palsv, 32, 39, 54, 87, 99, 108,

120, 130, 179, 188, 211,

248, 285, 291, 329, 335

Pestilence or plague, 15, 46,

48, 63, 64, 65, 146, 229,

247, 313, 325, 333

Phlegm, 11, 25, 54, 57, 65,

97, 10.3, 106, 119, 138, 158,

l65, 171, 201, 207, 221, 230,

240, 24 1 , 270, 282, 290, 293,

296, 304, 308, 318, 321

Phthisick, 42, 95, 189; 197,

216, 238, 257, 273, 274

Pi!es,48; 78, 95, H7, 132, 137,

139, 175, 180,219,224,239,

250, 251

Pimples, 46, 102. 143, 279, 294

Pin and web, 160, 188, I89,

250, 321, 322, 324

Pleurisy, 15, I06, 222, 224, 204

Poison", 15, 27, 32, 46. 18, 50,

52, 71, 106, 112, 135, 158,

168,171, 178,185, HJ7,26l,

279, 300, 322, 328

Polypus,


